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PREVENT.' STRA,TEGIS_.E.ORHEALTHY:
BABI .AND HEALTHY CHILDREN

1:-THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 1983
-!`

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
PREVENTION STRATEGIES TASK FORCE,

SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHISDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,
, Washington, D.C.

The select committee met, pursuant to call, at 9 a.m., in room
2358, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William Lehman (chair-
man of the fask force) presiding. .

Present? Represeitiitiven Miller, Lehman, Schroeder, Boggs, Mi-
kulski, Weiss, Leland, Levin, Rowland, Sikorski, Wheat, Marriott,
'Bliley, Wolf, Johnson, McKernan, and Vucanovich.

Staff present: Alan Stone, staff director and 'counsel; And
,Rosejmater, deputy' staff director; Karabelle Pizzigatti, professional
staff. Christine Elliott-Groves, minority staff director; And Joan
Godley, committee clerk. -. -

Mr. LEHMAN. ID order to get the committee underway, we will'
not officially- call the committee to order because we need two
people 'here to make it official, but I an going to suspend the rules
for just a moment. But I would-like fOr the court reporter to take
my opening statement down, and we will calk, the meeting to .order
after I 'read my opening statement.

I am pleased to welcothe all of you to the first hearing of the Pre-
yention Strategies Task Foree. 10

ISday begins our effort to gather the best available information
on early Childhood development, on how to best enhance that de-
velopment, and hovir we can ,achieve significant savings as a nation
by preventive-approaches.

We 'are especially fortunate to bring together eminent scientists
and reeeirchers as well as .'administration officials. They will
present us with the results of thelatest scientific studies on the
physical and mental develoPment, the social and emotional devel

yo
-,

opmentof our ungest citizens, as well as the crucial role parents
iplay n this development.

We will learn that many early'infiiienkes on the lives of chil-
dren--7nutrition behavior or access '':to metlical and other care--
may preview the strengths or difficulties affecting children-as they

d when they are 'adultsgrow'an . .

We will also learn about successful efforts, particularly in the
most recent decades, to prevent disabilities-and disease ,among chil- I

dren. Many: of these efforts have been based on the best alvaifable
(1)
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research, and have been promoted by Federal investments and Fed-
eral activity. We have much to loam from these successes.

Today's hearing fdcuses heavily on preventing problemsand en- -
hancing well beingamong young children: As this series of hear-
ings continues, we will, of course, look carefully at the latest scien-
tific evidence about older children and adolescents' development,
and the best models for preventing problems to which they are
most prone.

This hearing will provide an overview of the mart/ issues encom-
passed by the Prevention Strategies TaskForce. It is just a begih-

. ningreally just the tip' of the icebergbut offers enormous hope.
for the opportunities this Nation has to assure the-health and well-
being of our ybung people,

We now hate a quorum, and the chairman of the full.F.i.:ect com-
mittee is here. I now call the task force to order. With 01 objection,
I would like'to lay down the following rules that we %%ill abide by
today. Following my opening statement, thb first opportunit
would then go to Mr. Bliley, the ranking Member of the taSk for
on the Republidan side, then we will go to Chaiqnan Miller of
full .cominittee, And -them to the* ranking member of t om-
n*tee, Mr. Marridtt. Then we will hear the owning. Statements of
each of our panels and then each member,' beginning" with I the
chairman Of thetssk force and. the ranking member, the chairman
of the full 'committee and ranking member, and those members
that may be. here on both sides will have 5 minutes to question the
witnesses.

We will work under the 5-minute rule SQ that tkey can ask one
or more questions. But we will be limited to' the minute rule so
that we can assure each person on the committee that they will
have at least a chance .today to ask .one question and not be-shut
out entirely. . !'

. So unless there is objection to these rules, we will now prodeed,
and I. will-yield to my good friend; the chairman of the select com-
mittee,'Hon. George Miller of California., \

Chairman Miller..I commend the chairman and ranking niinor-itymember for organizing this hearing in an expeditious manner.
Prevention is a subject the chairman and I have focused on'for sev-
eral years, and I am delighted to join him this morning in this,his
initial hearing.

There Isn't a member of this committee, nor an adult person
anywhere .in the United.States for that matter, who hasn't learned
in the at 20 years: about the risk factors inherent in smoking,
drinking, eating to excess,. and ncit exerciEling. Not only have mil-
lions changed their habits, but there is overwhelining.evidence that.
the rate of eertain killer diseases,.-like coronary diaease,, haS dimin-
ishediconsiderably as a result Each of these furidaniental changes -
came about after prevention research revealed the risk factors.,-Te, .`
search 'funded often by the Government; the agencies rePreserited
here today. .

Now,. of course, we have major new industries prospering .from'
the Changes in public awareness, end almost unanimous agreement
among the medical prpfession on the importance of risk restriction.

,This example of Congress, the executive branch, and the business.
sector, wall doing their job, is 'a success story that continues to
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unfold. These efforts, however, have been aimed at Iiell, adult
, people, people who can make 'choices.

I would like' to ask the one question that doesn't get asked often
- enough around Itere=a-what about the children?

What about promoting health for dependent, developing infants,
who are inherently vtanerable, who have no habits 'to change, who ../are ntt yet members of the market place? /GovernMent has a positiVe role to play today in addressing that
question. That much should be akioinatic. Look how profoundly im-
munizations have cut down on' childhood diseases and disability. To
take just one exaniple. . .

probablyWe have had something to do with children's health probablY
since the first White House Conference on Children, held by Wil- .

liani Howard Taft, in 1909. The Social Security Act of 1935 fol-
' ; lowed, then many landMark bills in the 1960's and 1970's, each ad-

dressing some basic health need of children. - /sThese are', however, the 1980's. And while children continue to'
be children, the circumstances in which they live continue to
change. Some of those changes are good: We know much more

4about risks to children and show to prevent them. Some are bad:.
We can't afford the old way of doing. business. Some are truly
fiightening: Even more children, one in four, may live in, poverty
by 1990, depending on the economy. And, some are just facts of life:

`.Families have changed, and will continue to change, profoundly.
Theie are the new social and economic realities le America! We

L___5_can_look upon 'them as opportunities, or we can sit back and wring ;
- our hands. . '

From my perspective, the chance to.reduce infant,mortality a1 dd
/

morbidity, improve the overall . deielopment of dliild,ren, reduce
future healthcare costs by tens-of-millions of &lap is too gobd to

. pass up. The fact that we can save billions in future dependeno,y<-
costs.should serve to motivate us as well. In short, we can do food
and do well at the same time. . i ,/ -'.

Today'S witnesses will help us proceed in the right direction. Re-
spected 'research scientists will summarize the latest ,findings on
the physical and neurological development of infant:paind children.
Among the most iinportant points they will morning are

For every dollar invested in one year of high quality preschool
education for economically disadvantaged children, the returns to
society in lowered costs:.for support services a d higher worker piO-
ductiviti tetal.$4:75. !

Nutritional supplements and health care ming-pregnancy clear-
ly help reduce the incidence of loW birth 'Weight infanta (low birth
weight is the leading cause of,

every $1 ,spent on, the special supplemental feeding program
neonatal nytality and disability).

for women, infants and children, $3 is saved in hospitalization costs
for lOw -: birth weight babies. The stivinws are undoubtedly- much '',,

-greater when long-terni%costs of care fqi-disabilities .regulting-from--: '2-.,-7-7,
loW birth weight are counted as well / ,- /-. - ; *,

Fetal alcohol' e6/n rome is the leading preventable cause of °

mental retardation, nd it's the third!leading cause of mental re-
tardation overall: 1 . . -. 7

Studies now show that even moderate levels of alcohol consump
tioft, by Pregnant woman can adversely effect the health of the
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etus. It is impossible to set a "safe" level of 'disin* king for'pregnant
women.

As a result Of recent research, ç can now detect emotional dis-
turbances in infanta as young as p Months old. Such emotional
problems, if left;untreated, can significantly impair a chi]4sability'
to. concentrate and learn, to control impulie_;. an form and
maintain loving and responsible human_relationships.

Finally, we have agreed, in a bipftisan fashion, to .hold to least
seven more hearings, in gton and around the country in the
next few months. members have expressed their interest in
holding addtioná1 hearings during the same period. Allowinglor
budge and scheduling constraints, we will do our-bestui honor.
ea equest. The schedule will be printed as part of the record.

LEHMAN. I now call on, for an Opening statement, the rank-
Mg minority member of our task force,- Mr: Bliley, of,Virginia.

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman:
First of ell, would like to congratulate the majority for putting

together such *a fine panel of witnesses for our tearing today. We
Will hear from a variety of experts,' each representative of a profes-
sion dealing with the problems of infant and child health. Our wit-
nesties come from within the administration and without, from the
mediae profession, research facilities, private foundations and
public mterest'group. Information of many kind will be presented:
medical, statistical, psychological, and economic. We will try to be -;.

equal to the challenge they offer.
Before we begin, however, I would like to take the opportunity to .

point out a fact of which I am certain that the majority is already .

generally aware, that is, that the subject of prevention strategies
for healthy babies and children will not Iv:covered completely,
even by these qxpert panels. Indeed, we all recognize that adecamte
coverage of this subject matter would be difficult, if not impossible,
in a hearing lasting only -1 day.

But the particular point-I intend to .make is that thereseemeto
be one important area on which we have yet toTôcus even after
our discussion tbday; and that area is in the realm of human
cense& We might talk for hburs about the biology of the brain, the .
development of the child' in the uterus, and the nutritional require-
ments for the '-delivery of, a normal healthy baby to, a normal
healthy mother. We can learn' about Government programs which
seek to.. supply the medical, nutritional, and, economic needs Of
'mothers and children. Yet, still; there are some. important aspeCts
ofthe infant health problems which these considerations leave un-
addressed.. - .

The most serious problem we do not address is tenage.pr.egn,
cy. The facts are that the age of the mother and even her marital

-. status comprise, along With the medial indicators, fac-
tors the risk that she will give birth to an un-

/healthy baby... According to the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation, ,

/ a 16-Year-old girl' is twice ep likely to give birth to a low birth
weight or premature baby than is a mother in her twenties.

Two-thirds of the 250;000 low birth weight babies born annually - 4
are net undernourished, but simply premature. Prematurity is a
hazaid for which teenagers are at a significantly greater risk than

i",;-,
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other women. According to 'the 1981 HHS Research Fortin-1On. Chil-
dren and Youth, premature births account for 70 percent' of per-
inatal morbidity and mortality.

This phenomenon of adolescent pregnancy, then, is what I ,would
-call one of the human causes affecting infant health. It differs. from
a medical cause in that it is not the result of malnutritioh, ill
health, or disability but of the choicet and actions of individuals.

I am. certain that few of us Would disagree with' he statement
that young teenagers, whoie bodies are not yet fully matured,
should net be conceiving babies fon whom they are neither phys-
ically or emotionally prepared to care `Yet .they are doing just, that,

N :and in greatet and greater numbers every year.
:It is with this particular .fact in mind; and its causal relation to

the -Subject of our current hearing, tha,t I, along with the, other mi-
nority memberst....have asked the chairman of thins task force fora
-second day of hearings on this same subject, and_ the.opportunity to

/ call our own witnesses at this time.

/The chairman has agreed to our request and though the exact
/ date of those hearings has not-yet been determined, he has prof
- ised that he will. dO all within his power to arrange for the hear-

ings to take place during. the second Week after er, JulY4th recess.
-I would like to thank the chairman for his caaperatiod. in this

matter, and I would .also like to deliver_to him at this time, in com-
pliance with rule XI, clause 2, a letter from all of the minority
members of .the task force .requesting these witnesses to be invited
to testify. ; 7

. If we genuinely share a concern about healthy children, then we
should look without bias, at all of the causes of their health prob-

. lents. .

Thank you. very much.
Mr;" LEHMAli: Thank you. .

We will have this hearing. Mn. Bliley will submit the list &Wit-
nesses and we .will select those witnesses out of that list. that we
think will be most productive. I can assure Mr. Bliley that we are
as much concerned abaut teenage. pregnancy on this .sidi of the
aide, and as nersonally as : anyone could possibly be. In my own

Naive, 28-yearlold grandrhothers are not a rarity, and 'this is some-
thing that I see. as a very serious problem in out society. assure
you my ftill cooperation.

Mr., BLILEY:Thai* you:
Mr. LEHMAN. At this time, I would like -to. call on our hearing

:Panel. for the oPenirig. statements, and I don't know whether each
member. has an opening statement, but. I Would hope that one of
you would have the,inore.orless encompassing opening statement.
If you :would like.to, you can summarize it for the record, and your
full statement will be inserted in the record without objection from
the panel members.
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD N. BRANDT, JR., ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OFD HEALTH AND HUMAN SERV- -

- ICES, ACCOMPANIED -BY DR. MORTIMER' LIPSETT, DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OFCHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVEL-
OPMENT, AND DR. ROBERT GRAHAM, ADMINISTRATOR,
"HEALTH RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRATION .

Dr. BRANrrr. Tharik you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am Dx.
Edward Brandt, the Assistant Secretary for Health of the Depart-

of Health and'Human Services. I am accompanied` Morn-
ing on my right by Dr. Robert Graham, who is Administrator of
the Health-Resources and Services Administration, and on my left
Dr. Mortimer Lipsett, who is ,Director of the National Institute of
Child Health and'Human Development of the National Institutes
of Health.

I will 4ummarize our opening statement' and then we will, df
course; be available to. answer any questions that, you or other
members of the committee may have. . .

The Public Health Service and the Department of Health and
Human Services are pleased to participate in this first hearing of
the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families Task 'Force
on prevention strateglii. ,We are gratified to note the emphasis
that your committee intends to place on preventiOn. As you -know,'
the Public'Aealth ServiCe has long been an actiocate of -preyentionv
and that theme runs prOn1inently through the programs and tictiVi;
ties of our agencies.

Before I turn to a discussion of our -specific _prevention- activities

which seek to promote a protect the health of mother§
in child, health, it would 1;0 helpful to placour-current initiatives,

fants; in the-context of the broader Public Health'Service agenda
in health promotion and disease prevention.

The roots of that agenda are to be found in geafthy People,. the
Stirgeon General's *Report on Health Proniption and Disease Pre-
ventiOn. This report introduced a set of measurable goals for the
improvement of the health of Americans in,.eAch of the five stages
of life.

Healthy. People identified 15 substantive priority areas Within
which progress would advance us toward realization of ourgoals.'

The area of pregnancy and infant' health embodies 19 specific ob-
jectives -Which are attached. to my statement. In the-in,a4 these_pb-
-jectives emphasize the -reduction of mortality in the period j=tir:7
rounding birth and, during the first year of life.

Let's look briefly at home recent statistics. ,

There are 52 mil ion women of reproductive age in this country.
They had a total of13.6-million live births and approximately' 20;000
fetal deaths in 1980. Included:in these numbers are at:risk grOtips:';'..,.
The more than 10,000 babies born to adblescents under 15 years of
age; the over 24,000 infants born to women of 49, years of age,ancl,_
older; and those 46,000 women who fail to receiveseekprenatel .
care, particularly early prenatal care. .

Complete _mortality data for 1980 show that the infant Mortality
rate has declined to 12.6 deaths per 1,000 live births; howeVer, the
rate of 21.4 fOr Black infants is almost twice that for white infabts.

, .



Provisional data for 1982 show a f rther decline in infant mortal-
ity to 11.2 sleaths per 1,000 live b. hs. We are well on our way to

-7. achieving our goal set forth in eciltliy People, andat the-current ,

-; rate we- will easily pass that goal of 9 deaths- per 1,000 live. births .
well befofe 1990: . '

-,
: . Improvements in_health care and health status. demand efforts
extending far beyond federally sponsored programs. The private .

setter of medicine and other health professions. business and 'lin-
. dustry, educational.. institutions, voluntary. organizations, and. the -

-public are all invelVed,..- We have joined' with more than 60 other ,
groups concerned with materpal and infant health to form the
Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies Coa/itiozi. .
.--:.We know that multiple prevention factprs, 'such as good nutri-
tion, breastfeeding, early and regular prenatal care' and abstaining
from cigarettes and alcohol, contri ute-to good infant health. The

'Coalition addresses, each of these p' vention messages, stressing at-
tention to high-risk women. . .. . 1.

I will now address a., number of ur Public Health, Service Pre-.
N; vention activities in childhealth, With funds from te Mal serv-

.- ices block grant; all States are currently screening for pnenylketon- .
. uria, or PKU. '..- ,, .... . ,.

".0iii Mate al.and;child health program at, the Health Resources
and 'Services-. _drninistration [HRSA] has targeted Ispecial prolect

: funds to 'Stet with -excessive; infant rno4alityand adolescent
\ pregnancyto assist the development of "regionalized perinatal .sys-
\ terns. These projects are,-Ctiriently-fandedin;24 States.
\ We are undertaking a variety of activities aimed at -reducing the

prevalence of undue lead ,ahsprption aa.well aa-severe lead poison-
ing in children. . .,

In 1979, thematernal and child health program established acci-
dent and injury Prevention as a \ high priority. ;
--,To assure transfer and "appliCation of .these project experiences

..

and resUlts, three major activities, have been .undertaken. In coop-
eratiOn ' with the Committee on Accident and Poison Prevention of
the American. Academy of Pediatrics,;:alrkationwide, program aimed
at reducing chirdhood injuries. and 'poisOnings has been developed.

. . This 'program is augmenting 'the \ AAP's "First Ride/Safe Ride"
campaign ,stressing utilization of car safety. carriers for infants.. The
injury prevention program launched on April 15, 1983, at the Ac'ad-
emy's spring meeting. .. .- . : :

'. The _centers for Disease .Confrol, in. cooperation with e : lh&lith
departinents -in Miaini;71a., and Pittsburgh, P: as also estab-
lished two i 'ury.prevention demonstrations . .

g4en.insti ute at I he- National- Iribti -s of Health adtively pur-.
.suen and :b is an.applied.rese hat shows promise of leading

. - to .theihods of 'preventing or elioratingsdiseases._ ,
A. major andconti . g priority; of the National.- itute of

Child Health' an. man Develeninentis the redu of the inci-
dence of lo . . rthweight infanta. The NICHD g to identify
bioloV 'actors that Prenict.womn at risk fo low' birthweight in-

develop understanding and-strategies for' prevdhting mater- ..
.nal itehaVior that `adversely: affects fetal 'growth, describe the .

events 'Precipitating labor, and 'finding' ways of stopping premature
labor. :\:

.,-.....
;

C
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The District a Columbia, in conjunction with NICHD, is begin-

, ning an interventionitrial to ascertain whether the totality of good '
early prenatal care, utrition, and the reduction of other fetal risk
factors will red6ce the percentage of low birthweight infants in the
District.. I

- .

The Institute has ' Ompleted an &year major research'.study.,of
the cause Of the sud en infant death syndrome. No single biologic
factor was identified Those conditions associated'. with low birth-
Weight.also identify fants susceptible to SIDS.

The shift in breas eed.ing from 25 percent in 1971 to 58 percent
in 1981-has resulted' orn the publicity accorded the research find-
ings that the constitu nts of human milk tpreNient disease, and pro- ) -..

mote the Well-b_ eing'of\the infant.
.The 125,000 Children born each year with Major congenital de-

fects rnazichite a major research effort in this area. Research is cur-:
rently directed at vaccine development for cytomegalovirus [CMV],
whiCh is responsible for defects in about 5,000 infants yearly.' A

one-of-thesetrial Of onolthese vaccine is under consideration.
Bidh.defects are three times more frequent in infants of diabetic

women thari., in infants of "northal woman. NICHD is sponsoring a
major,:clinical trial to determine whether careful control' of diabe-

..teS before conception and during the first trimester, when the '
organs develop, will' lowei the incidence of birth defects. .

NICHD research has led to routine neonatal screening for con-
genital hypothyroidism. ApPropriate° replacement of thyroid hor-
mone now prevents mental retardation due to congenital' hypothy
roidisin in about 1.000 infants annually. .. '
_Examples of research in prevention and child health in other
N111 Institutes are:.

Vaccine development to prevent infant diarrhea;'
Prevention of neonatal hepatitis;
Prevention of late sequelae of juven *abetes mellitus; '
Development of a safer vaccine for pertuss hooping coug

and .a number of other things which are outlined in . =timo
Mr.. Chairman.

Tutning to alcohol, in the last decade studies have yielded clea
and compelling evidence that alcohol consumption during pregnan-
cy-'poses a significant risk for the unborn child.

It 'appears cleat that Ate hiltidence of fetal' alcohol syndrome,
[FAS] in the United States is similar in magnitude to the incidence..
of Down syndrome and spjna bifida; together, these constitute the
leading known causes of birth defects with mental impairment. Of
these, FASis uniquely preventable.

Moderate drinkingfor example, alcohol consumption at the
level of twb drinks per dayis associated with decreased birth- .
weight and behzivioral deficits. There is as yet no agreed upon defi-
nition of a safe level of alcohol consumption during pregnancy. _ .

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
[NIAAA] is supporting 13 fetal alcohol research grants and antici-
pates funding future research on effects:Of binge drinking, mecha-
nisms underlying adverse effects of alcohol on offspring, and long-
range development of children .born to mothers who drank duting
pregnancy.
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NIAAA's public education efforts include the development of
,ttelevisioN radio, and print materials on the fetal alcohol- syndrome
and alcohol-related birth defects, alcohol- problems among women,
and alcohol problem's among youth. ,-

Let me now turn to other childhood disease prevention programs
of our Centers for Disease Control [CDC]. _Great strides have been

. made in preventing childhood diseases' through immunization.
During the last -2 years, record low numkers of measels, mumps,
rubella, polio, diphtheria, and tetanus have been reported in this
country. . .

Diabetes affects over a half million women of childbearing age 1

and 120,000 children under'20 years of age. In partnership with the
States and other public and private organitations, . CDC is involsied
in activities designed to prevent unnecessary disability and prernit-,-;; .,

ture death from avoidable complications of diabetes.
Although tooth decay affects virtually every person in the

United States, children are most vulnerable. Drinking optimally
fluoridated water from birth reduced dental cavities by approxi-°
mately two-thirds. CDC provide& technical assistance to State and
locarhealth departments in initiating fluoridation programrand in
assuring optimal levels of fluoridation in existing'programs.

Tuberculosis in childrenan indication of ongoing transmission
, in a ,communitycontinues to occur in the United States. A key

. concern is the fact. that the tuberculosis incidence rate-'has failed to
decline among children 0-14 years of age during the period 1976-
81. From 1981 to 1982 the overall-number of 'cases decreased by 6.8
-percent; - however, at the present time we do not,Jtnow if the
number of cases. has decreased among children. .

Qonorrhea, syphilis, chlamydia, and herpes simplex virus are
consicgred.the most important sexually transmitted diseases [STD]
affecting children. In partnership with States and other public and
private organizations% CDC is involved in activities designed to
reduce the risk bf STD infection ,and related complications in this

'vulnerable group.
In conclusion, Mr. ChairMhn, members of the committee, the

health of our children has never been better. But the prevention
programs of the Public Health Service are still of highest prioritY. 4

We mast continue to promote the benefits of preventive measures
and pOsitive.health practices, and we must. continue to work to-
gether.I, have faith that we are fully capable of even greater.
achievement in mrernal, infant,. and child health.

But reaching t e goals we haVe set for .1990 requires the collec-
tive efforts of t e entire public health communityat the local,

. State and Fede al 'eyes. Promoting and protecting the health of
rnthe newborn is of only our respongbility, it is also the best invest-

ment we, can Make in the future good health of the American
people. / .

--

That conclud my statement, Mr. Chairman. I and my' col-
leagues will be lighted now to try to answer your questions: °

Mr. LEHMAN. ank you. Your full statement will be inserted in.
the record, or an statements of your colleagues as well. .

[Prepared statement of Edward Brandt follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDWARD N. BRANDT, JR., M.D., ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, -----

Mister Chairman and Members of the Committee: It is a ple_asureto-partitifit n
the first hearing of the. Selept Committee on Qhildreil,-- Youth and Families, ask,
Force on Prevention Strategies.--1:anrietonipanied. this morning by. Dr. bert
Graham, Adnirnistratof 'of the Health ResoUrces and Services Achninistr ion; and
Dr. Mortimer LipsettDirectoe of the National- Institute of Child/Health d Human
Development, National Institutes of Health. I ,'.

The Public Health Service-and the__DeTa_rtment of__Health., ancL man Services _
are gratified to note-the emphasis your Conirnitteeintends to-P on prevention.
As yOu knowy'the PubIlc Health Service has long been an a ate of prevention,
and that theme runs 'prominently through the programs 9d'activities of our agen,L

.- /
-Before I tarn to h discussion -,of our Ipecifie prevention activities in child health; it

would be helpful to place our current initiatives, which seek tia promote and protect
the health of ihothtle and infants, in the context of the broader Public Health Serv-
ice agenda in health promotion and disease prevention. . / . l' :.

The roots. of that agenda are to be found in, Healthy Peo le, the SurgeonrGerier-dth
al's Report on Health .Promotion and Disease Prevention: is report introdUced a.
set of measurable goals for the improvement of the healt of4finericansitleach of
the five stages oflife. Two of those age-based life stages encompass Amencars ehil- .

dren. Our goals for 1990 are to reduce the level of infant mortality, by 35; percent to
fewer than 9.per 1,000 live births, and, for children ages 1 to'14 years, to reduce the
Mortality rate by 20 percent to fewer than 34 per 100,000. 1 .

In addition to articulating these goals, Healthy People, identified 15 substantive;
priority areas within which progress would advance us toward realization of our
goals. While a number of these areas, such as immunization, smoking control, nutri-
tion, and alcohol' and drug misuse prevention have significant. implications for the .

health of mothers and children, the single priority most immediately and uniformly
relevant to our areas of mutual concern and interest today is that which deals with
pregnancy and infant health, .

.
1

.

The area of pregnancy and infant health embodies 19 specific objectives which are
attached. '1,n. the main, -these Objectives emphasize the reduction of mortality in the
periodailn:bonding birth and, during the first year of life. Other objectives seek to
recluce 'the ihcidence of such Problems as neural tube defects or fetal alcohol syn-
drome; reduce the rate of maternal mortality; and-reduce factors which pose risks to
the well-bein o fants-such-as-low-birthweight: --.---- ----1--
le oo riefly at some recent statistics. - I '

. There are 52 million women of reproductive age in this country. They had a total
Of 3.6 million live births and approximately 20,000 fetal deaths in 1980. Included in.
those numbers are al-fisIc-gr-Otips:-the more than 10,000 babies born to adolescents
under 15 years of age; the over 24,000 infants born to women of 40 years of age and .
older; and those 46,000 women who fail to receive (seek) prenatal care, particularly
early prenatal care. .. . _

Complete mortality data for (980 showhat the'infant mortality rate his *declined"
to 12.6 deaths per 1,000 live births; however, the rate of 21.4 for Black infants is
almost twice that for white infants (11.0). More than two-thirds ofthese deaths oc-
curred to infants less than 28 days old. Recent studies attribute much of the general
decline in infant mortality and especially in weight specific mortality rates to ad- ._--
vances in technology, regionalization of- maternal and newborn services,, the -provi-
sion of risk-appropriate care, and changes in life style. Provisionaj-ilata for 1982
show a further decline in infant mortalityto_11.2-cleathi-Per 1,000 litre births. We

I

are well-on our-way to achieving -our goal. --
r

' A variety pf socioeconomic conditions and long accepted attitudes bear upon the
health conditions of mothers, and children. We are certain that changes in habits of
eating and drinking, improvements in nutrition and availability and 'Jose of proper
Prenatal and inTant care can bring about significant, even dramatically positive
results. .

1 ° .... ...
Healthy mothers; healthy babies . _

I

1 -;
.It is important to note that improvements in health care and !health status

demand extending far beyond federally sponsored programs; The private
, sector of medicine and other health professions, business and industry, educational
institutions, voluntary organizationsand the publicare all involved. We have ...

joined with more than 60 Other groups concerned with maternal and infant health
to form the.Healthy Mothers, Healthy BabieaCoalition.tredicated to elping.contin-

CIES.

. 15 ,-
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-. .ue the downward trend of infant mortality in the 1980s, the Coalition recognizes
that by joining forces we,Can more effectively influenee health care professionals to
counsel their patients and 'encourage pregnant women to practice good health
habits. We know that multiple prevention factors, such as good nutrition, breast-
feeding, early and regular prenatal care and -abstaining from cigarettes and alcohol,
contribute to good infant health. The Coalition addresses each of these prevention
messages, stressing attention to high risk women, through educational programs
and strategies jointly developed and implemented. For example, a nationaleffort to
encourage. physicians to counsel their patients about breastfeeding is being coordi2

' nated by the American Academy of Pediatrics and -will be implemented by many oft Cohlitieph members, including the Public Health' Service; USDA'S.Food and Nu-
acncelnttheer AfamteHrieacainthCoLegtittoicsf OrbecsteentrtilcyiacnosmapiedteGdyntecheollo9g8isotsN.t iTtih

NationalS e i et atiortal
Natahty Survey and National Fetal Mortality Survery,. These surveys were desig-. nated to investigate a wide varietyof factors believed to be associated with pregnan-

'cy outcome and infant health:Preliminary data from these surveys are nova availa-
ble. The findings suggest that women'are becoming aware of health risks in preg-
nency and are altering their habits to diminish the risks.

I will now address a number of our Public Health Service prevention activities inchild health.
..

With funds from the MCH SerVices block grant, all States are currently screening
f or phenylketonuiia or PKU. We are able now to detect cases of PKU and Institute
successful dietary treatment to avoid the mental retaplation and possible institu-
tionalization associated with the condition.

. Our Maternal and Child Health program at the Health Resources and Services
Administratig_n (HRSA) has targeted special project funds to States with excessive
infant mortality (and "adolescecit pregnancy) to assist the development of regiona-
lized perinatal systems. These /Projects, are currently funded in 24 States and their
activitie : ars now being integrated with MCH service block grant progranis. The
continuation of sc vices and the decline in infant -mortality indicate that these IPO

. -

projects, along wit
With respect to t

ety of activities aimelq at reducing thb prevalence of undue lead absorption as well
as severe lead- poisoning in children. To achieve this goal, we have prepared and
disseminated informational and guidance materials to the State health agencies;
identified research needs; and funded studies to increase the cost-effectiveness of
lead screening, to simplify the diagnostic procedures and to reduce-the dangers of
chelation therapy. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) provides technical assist-
ance to State programs for the prevention of lead toxicity Ln children and monitors_
the impact of lead in the environment on lead blood levels in children. ---

Another prevention effOrt of vital importance to infants and children is that of
accident prevention. In 1979, the Maternal. and ChildHeaith pruiptun establizhcd
accident and injury prevention as a high priority. Three projects of regional and na-
tional significance, targeted. on ,injury prevention in childhood, were established
with the State Health departments of California, Massachusetts, and Virginia.
Working closely with both the priyate health sector as well as ,.the public health.
agendies, the projects have provided significant baseline data on the epidemiology of
childhood injuries, developed and tested a, variety of intervention strategies, estab-

-4ishe0 some models for community-based injury prevention prograins, and developed
technical assistance tools.and educational materials to translate the findings and re-
sults to health care provideriin private practice as well as community health.set:
tings.

To assure transfer and application of these project-experiences and results, three
i,major activities have been undertaken. In cooperation with 'the Committee on Acci-.
dent and Poison Prevention of the American Academy of Pediatrics, a .nationwide
program aimed at 'reducing childhood injuries and poisoning has been developed.
This, program is augmenting the AAP's "First Ride/Safe Ride" campaign stressing
utilization of 'car safety carriers for infants. The injury prevention program
launched on April 15, 1983 at the Academy s spring Meeting is designed to assist
pediatricians with accident prevention counseling and to identify families at great-..est risk.

The Center for Disease Control, in cooperation with local health departments in
Miami, Florida, and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has also established two injury pre-.
vention demonstrations.,These comprehensive community injury prevention demon-
strations seek to reduce the disability and death caused by injuries to young-chitdren.

other factors, have had positive results. .

serious childhood lead-poisonings, weare undertaking a vari-
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Health promotion and education contributes to improved, health of babies- and
children. For example, CDC has worked closely with such private-organizations as .
the National Center, for Health Education and the American .Lung. AssociatiOn,
dmielop, and encourage ,schools to adopt high quality:school health educatiton:ap-
proaches in the primary gradei. In: nutrition, CDC monitors -the nutritional of
high-risk 'children in 32 States and .pregnant women in 18 States. This stirveillance
information allows States. to target nutrition programs on the maternal and child
nutritional problems they direct.

' RESEARCH ACTIVITIES -° '

Erich Institute at the National Inititutes of Health, actively pursues both basic
and applied:: research taiat shows 'promise of leading to ,methods, of -r,preienting: or ,

ameliorating diseases, with many. new and eXciting.fiedings (*taring' in the of ,

child health. HOWever,--the Naiorial.Institute of :Child Health 'and Human Develop
meat ( NICHD) thaprimarYteePonsibility foreeediCh in childhood diseases ,---

;,Pregnancy, : birlh,andthe infant.' :; ;.
.

A major MO continuing prioritY-Of the NICHD is the rediction'of the incidence_ of
birthweight :infante. ,BecaUse there: is azil:FiCees of very to ' birthweight, infants;';

(iinder 1500 'giatho, in this cOuntry+O grotiPiwhiCh eccounts for 'the ;higher r,perina-'
tal.Mortalitr---;theNICHD is seeking to ;identify biologiC faCtare that PrediCtWonien
at risk for low-birthweight infants develop .understanding and '--itrategieri`'for Vre
venting:Maternal behaYior :thet-'adyereely;:094te,fetal ina*th, describe the events

, preCiPitating;lebar,And::finding WaYti:Of stopping;premature labor:
A 'noteworthy'. recent{: finding: is the' first `substance '.produced by the

fetus that signals the onsetl Of:Uterine . contractions Since, there; is, engitatiireeri-,
dence that:.,bacterie;Mayl.initiate 'labor A4000.' a' similar+ mechanism, NICHD; has
initiaterteCliniell trail attreatment Of4ronienifith-apirite:rit.ly Minor Tfifeetita:-Of
the maternal 'genitO=Uriritri`trict In hopes of determining if, treatinent these im.-
fections will prevent premature In addition; the- Distriat'of,COlninhil,', in con:
junction ;with :NICHD; is beginning in intervention 4-fete ascertain:whether the
totality of good :earlyPrenatal care,:: nutrition and the iredictiOn of other; fetal'risk,
fedora will reduce the,nercentageotlOW birthweight infants the'pletrieti'._
...Researchers have': used animal Modell): to :understand the maturation 'Of :the, fetal

hing and the Synthesis of eurfietant,O:inbetance: in ',the inrigineeeisary; to Preient
the relpiratory distress syndrome' (RDS)Of infante with its 'attendant durability act
death. RWaffecti some 40,000 infante O resultof theee.iitlicuito;
Predict lung it available; we have a', treatment ta:;acCeleratethe
ofNsurfactaxit during ihelait stages:Of pregnanCy; and hUniari surfactant` haa been
used, eeently '1ii-infintete-treat RDS and prevent the disabling seqtieltia

Our: ability,: to promote the normal. goWth of :infintOUnder,1*O
Pounds. results research, on nutrtion; 'pulncnaq physiology, 'and the meteialic
needs of there infanta: Much needs to be done here since sUrDiying infante often are
mentally and have other disabilities : : ; ; ' iz

The Institute hag COMpleticV an eight -year Major research study of the Cause of
the sudden infant; death syndicana:' No single biologic. factor was identified:. This*:
conditiOne associated:Wit loW birthweight, also identify infants susceptible to SIDS. :

Nutrition
Ihrough, ultrasound research on animal modeis it has- been shown that 'even :1111 .

minor Protein:deficiencies during fetal development can produce changee in behaii:

for well rifler ' . . : :

The shift in breast feeding from 25 percent in 107.1 to 58 PerCent in 1981 has
suited from the ptibliCitY. Accorded the research findings that :the constituents ot,',
human Milk prevent di ease and promote the well being of the infant. :! -

;Because the nutritional of the:growing:Child and the psychOlagie and soCich;

environmental fitters: that determine fat:id preferences nd ,habiti in adult
life have not been: completely defined; NICHD is assessing food preferenees:in early,
childhood with the goals of promoting a healthy lifestyle' with respect to nutrition.

Congenital defects
The 125,000 children born each year with major congenital defects , mandate a

major research effort in this area Research is currently directed at vaccine; develop
for eytornegalovirus (CMV), which is responsible for defects in about 5,000 in-

fants yearly. Experimental models of congenital CMV disease are now available and

Ali 11114 td1',",4



experimental vaccines are being readied for testing. A clinical trial of one of thette
vaccines is under consideration. 'Birth defects are three times more frequent in infants of diabetic,women than in
infants of normal women even if diabetes is well controlled afteis Mid-Pregnancy.
NICHD is spodsoring a major clinical' trial to determine whether careful control of
diabetes before conception: and during the first trimester, when the cisgigs develop,
.wilT lower the incidence of birth defects.

Between Weeks 4 and 9 of prenatal, life is the period of maximum sensitivity to
Viral disease, poor nutrition, drugs, and toxic substances. NICHDriisearch on en-
zymes that metaboliie drugs and toxins has the potential of predicting those'women
whose infants are at greatest risk-for fetal defects due to exogenous substance&
Mental retardation .

The prevention or -mental retardation has been a major goal;,o the NICHD:
NICHD research has led Id routine neonatal, screening for congenital hypothYroid-
ism; The condition is difficult to diagnose clinically during the first three months of
life When treatment is necessary to Prevent., mental ;retardation. Appropriate \re-PCelament of thyroid hormone now prevents mental retardation due to congenitpl
hYpOthyroidism in about 1;000 infants' annually. , .

NICHD-funded reseat4h in the behaviortd sciences has Made it possible tb assess:,
central nervous system function-very early ifilife. Thus,. infants at risk fpr mental
retardation, can be identified and treated with specially devised' stimulation', pro-
Owns tO preventasoine of the sequelae of mental retardation: Such. programs are
possible 'because,of earlier NICHD-supported research showing that intelligence-ca,n

'be modified and thattraining programs Wan prevent/some of the maladjustments ofpersons with mental retardation.'
The major effort in prevention of mental retardation still lies in the realm of fun

damental.neurobiolory. The or4erly dwielopment, of brain neutoos, the Mechanism
whieb-appropriate, neural interconnections Occur; the Metabolic needs of-develop

ing nerve cells, anclftbe foie bf environmental substa es and processes, are only a
few of the research areas under interim investigation ported by !NICkIDI
Childisleveliipment

The major conceriii-orNICHD-in-this-broid area is di determine how biological,
. psychological, social, and environmental factors interact in the development of

normal behavior and to identify those factors that prevent or interfere with such
development.

Tife Institute supports inyestigatori studying the development of risk-taking be
havior in older children, including identification of psychosocial factors that lead to
attitudes or behaviors' in children that .endanger health or safety.eThe preventive'
aspects of this research thrust are of high priority since accidents, remain a major
cause of morbidity and death in children. Equally imPortant is the prevention of
development of lifestyle behaviors such as smoking' and alcohol and substance
abuse, that have negative influenceson lifelong health.

NICHD supports research into the development of learning and cognition, social .
and affeative adjustment, and the factors that impede the acquisition of speech, Ian-', guage, and reading. e

-Examples of research in prevention and childlealth in other NIH institutes are:
vaccine clevelophient to prevent infant diarrhea; prevention of neonatal hepatitis;
prevention of late sequelae of juvenile diabetes mellitu& development of a safer vac-
cine fori pertussis (whooping cough); prevention of neonatal, ocular infections, a
cause of: blindness; a test for gential jlerpes to prevent exposure of the newborn
during deliiery; developmbnt of methods of enzymereplacement in metaboliedis-
eases associated with mental retardation; and` research on prevention of tooth decay
and periodontal disease.

I will noW briefly describe some of the child health research conducted by the Al-
cohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration:

ALCOHOL AND CHILD HEALTH

In_the last decade studies have yielded clear and compelling eVidence thatalcohol
consumption during pregnancy poses a significafit risk for, the. unborn childwith
consequences including increased spontenous abortion: decreased birth weight,
major and minor birth defects, and mental retardation. Some of the effects occur in
children of alcoholic mothers, and others occur in children whose mothers drink
moderately during pregnancy.
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iriciden.r.e of fetal alcohol syndrome
cluster of severe and irreversible abnormalitiesieconservatiVely,eetiniated at
tel.,490,bitthea Yeat..It'appearo'clear that:the incidence of FAS inIhe is
ler in to ;' the incidence:. of ',DOWn syndrome ;and spina bifidiiiltegethei;
theieconet4tWithe leading-krioWnknown; birth defeCte 'with:Mental'
Of 'thee*:.FASAinniqielY,preventahle.,.The incidence of 'a 'broad range inf, other ad i;
Verse4ileidiORelited outcomes ie Mania:ties highet: , , ,

le clear that women elbeholdiiiink.PregiiiiriCY:plaCeiliemselVei and..
their 4TePringata:Siibitential.risk wide range advetse, perinatal and neona--

,:eatirrencee.tind 'onto:Mies. Moderate dkinkipg-7fOt !example, 'alcohol COneirinp-;
tion at the', level of two- ; associated with decreased bitthWeight;
and behavioral SPOntaneediabOrtiOne have also been observed
worgen !Who ireport 'drinking one or drink*Pefi.'diSi;.'`.:11gr!,..is,4111rt ',no;

2, :.Upon.definitiOriofneefeleVel alcohol COniiiiMptionduting pregnaney.;
addition, it ;fiaibeetirdeiMitiettated that alcohol; readily; entets' breast :milft and'.

thus triinetnitted,t6 :the inferit:,'HeaVy";SICOhOLcbrieiiinntiOnfialtritiWii t9'.'
decrease the mother's '.1

i.I want to emphasize two pomtli,,:;Mr Chairman: Ilftttie:[deformitiee,;-tetarciatiOn,;:
earning dietibilitiae,iandetber.leaser.Oiaireetatieriai of alcohol consumption on our

ofrooting :r44 be,prevented ,°andi:(2)'ithe -effeCte.an dt.,a1COhacOntniiiiptiOn:'
are ;Independent ;6(4.. Other..fiotantiallY confounding variables
emOking,t,daffeirie:*nd'othei drug f: ,1.

'to 'the knowledge we haVe gained over the last '.decade
Ihe,effeet iof 'alcohol consumption. during pregroincy-iuni :consisted of (1) continued
support iof-reseaich, (2) vigorous edUcation;::and (2):heightened:'prOfeeeitinal

'At` the present time the National :Institute on Alcohol- Abuse,' and Alcoholism .

SuppOrting,12 fetal, alcohol. research grants and :anticipates:, funding
future research on effects of binge drinking, mechanisms underlying adverse effects
of idCoh011Oni.Offspting;andlcing-rang development of children born f,t0:FiOheiii :who'

dFlinkihiring,Piegaffid$: , .1

NIAAA's ',ediicaticei efforts include the 'clevekinment of radio; and
tint, inateriala on the fetal; ideohol syndrome and 'alcohol- related birth defect* kilco. .!.

:91 problems among women, and .alcoholprobleins among youth. AS a result of this
niedia canipaignStatee,ate :dmaloping their own materials, 'Conducting training
programs, and .linitiating a number'. of other. public :education-and prevention

'.Vire' have aPPiOached health take prOfeseionals to keep them abreaSt. the:Meat ;..
recent: ;knoWledge ; in a '.yariety' of waysimone them, basic: professional education; y:;

aducaVen,.' professional ;-journale;.iprafessional.' esseciatipn*;: and:. direct'
communication. A Surgeon General'e.Adviseity on the, risks of'alCohol consumption
during' pregnancy ;was :issued- that simiinatieed scientific:.knowledge abcint the*

.. !bike and urged physicians and Other healthprofeeSiOnale.to advise.: patients
'.pregnant 'Or :,considering pregnancy,not to drink.;alcoholid betierages:"Thi:AdVisory '
was published as the lead: article the FDA',Drug Bulletin,:whit distribUted to
almost million; physicians,: students, dentists, and' pharmacists:'

MentalWittltli' :

the two dee:idea the National Institute of Mental .Health (NIMH)
supported a Mad range of research related to understanding the Mental:
Hine* and emotional problems. Some of thesOinee of research; have led
to: the deVelopMent.of to demonstiata that specific
tioris:eOUld,:toreirent: emotional prOblenis'.froni oeciiring.tit,irednce
effeclii.when they de,oecui: Pievention"ptOgiatne areidentified asIhreeinitiatedat
the earlier prossible, tine either in age:or in onset'Of Syninteme.ThiiiiiaiallY 'Of those
preventive interVention!,ptogiami have conducted with infante and young. Children.

Recent research.. fUnded. by NIMH lias;ShOWn that the,thieet ':Posed to 6thigitive ;

and effective developthent by prematurity ,Ciin be igteatly reduced by programs that._;
emPhaeize crisis .counseling for patents and facilitation iof iriarent7infant !maids'

;
the rinisery."'Witli these technique.; it his been:shown .that by one Year noeignifiCant
differenCes are shown between pre-term and full teiminfrinte. : : :

Ciiirent',reSearCh in the NIMH Intriunirialigeeeeich: Program is refining tech -
'pique to Predict,which :infants in high risk ;families' Will, be most vulnetable
mental! deficits; :se' well as techniques: most ; effectiVe in ;preventing. negative out,
comes; particularly among infants with ado mothers.

Loss Ofparent through divoiceims been shOVin to increase the incidenee- of Chrono.
ic, depression and dysfunction, in children.; The NIMH hiie in the past decade :deVel-



. .ped a number of programs' for marital counseling aimed at resolving marital differ
'ences and/or helping parents deal with the problems their children encounter Whenparents divorce.

DISEASE PREVENTION ACTIVITIES

Let me now turn, to other chilahood.disease prevention prograrns of our:Centers
for Disease Control (CDC) ' .Great strides have been. made in preventing childhood diseases through immunirnation: During the last two yeara,"tecord low numbers ormeasles, mumps, rubella,polio; diphtheria, and tetanus have been reported in this country. The opportunity
for further advancement toward the elimination of rubella and its lifi.threatening
sequela; congenital rubella syndrome, is at, hand. Vaccination strategies in theUnited 'States have prevented epidemics, of rubella and should eliminate major Con-genital defects due to maternal rubella..
Diabetes in children

Diabetes affects over a half million 'women of childbearing 'age and 120,000: ch -dren under 20. years of age.'hi-partiiersbio. with the States and 'otheEj.publi and
private organizations,CDC is involved in 4..:11vitiice designed,to nv.verit unnecessary'.disability' and, death from akroidablefonizipli -r diabetes. These inelude patient.. edUcation for the juvenile diabeti elopment of pre-pregnencycounieling programs for women; Old the on of screening programs toreduce
morbidity and mortality in the newborn through early identification, referral; and,proper care of women who develop diabetes during pregnancy...,
Dgntal diseaseS

,

Although tooth decay affects virtually every person in the,United States, children
are most vulnerable. The fluoridation of community water supplies is the most effec-tive mechanism for prevention of 'dental caries. Drinking optimally fluoridatedwater from birth. reduces dental caries by approximately two-thirds. CDC providestechnical assistance to State and local health departments in initiating fluoridatiOn
programs and in assuring optimal levels of fluoridation in existing programs.

Tuberculosis in children--,an indication of ongoing transmission irOa communi-. tycontinues to occur in the United States. A key concern is the fact that the tu-
berculosis.-incidence rate has failed to decline among children 014 years of age
during the period 1976-1981: From-1981 to .1982 the overall number of':cases de-creased by 6.8 perce0 however, at the present time we do not know if the number 0*of cases has decre among children. Congress appropriated funds in Fiscal Years .;1982 and 1983 to assist States and large cities in dealing with these'problems. These
resources have been used primarily for the employment of outreach workers to derliver directly supervised therapy to patientsespecially children and to ensurethat rapid examination and preventive therapy are provided' to all close contacts of
newly reported infections cases, again with special emphasis on children under 15years of age.

Sexual& transmitted diseases
Gonorrhea, syphilis, chlamydia, and herpes simplex virus (HSV) are. Consideredthe most important sexually transmitted diseases (STD) affecting children. In part-,nerahip with the States and other public and private organizations;'CDC is involvedin activities designed to reduce the risk of STD infection and related complitationsin this vulnerable group. By emphaiLizing proper prenatal care, first and third trimester serologic testing, and timely referral for examination ,of sexual partners toreduce syphilis transmission in the community, we have an opportunity. to reverse

the recent dramatic increase in the number of congenital syphilis cases under oneyear of age., CDC is currently developing a national neonatal herpes surveillancesystem to determine the extent of the problem and develop proper
ce when

strat-egies. Chlamydial infections. surveillance, become a reality when technolwical
advances lead to the development of a less costly laboratory diagnostic procedure.

CONCLUSION

. The health of ow children has never beer.better. Btit the 'prevention programa of
the PubliC Health Service are still of highest. priority. We must continue to promote
the benefits of preventive measures and positive health practices. And we must con-., thine to work together. I have. faith that we are fully capable of even greaterachievement in &sternal, infant 'mid tchild health. But reaching the koalsiwe haveeat for.1990 requires the collective effoft,of the entire publiC health coniniunityst
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the local, State of Fe) al levels. Promoting and protecting the health of the new-
born is not onl .our res nsibility, it is also the best investment we can make in the
future ealth pf th American people.

NCY AND INFANT HEALTH, OBJECTIVES -

TTRPROVED HEALTH STATUS

a. By 1990, the National 1 ant mortality rate (deaths for all babies up to one year
of age) should be reduced to q more than 9 deaths per 1,000 live births. (In 1978,
the infant mortality rate' was, 3.8' per 1,000 live births .)

black,
b.; By 1990,-,no county: and no racial or ethnic group of.the population (e.g., b

Hispanic, Indian) should' have ; infant, mortality rate in excess, of .12 deaths Per
:1,000.1ive ;births. (In 1978,' the. infant ;Mortality ,,late for whites was 12.0 per -1,000.1

.7.--liii& birtlisfor , blacks 23.1 per ,000 liie: birthi; American Indians 13.7 per 1,000;.:
births; 'rate for Hispanics is not y t.available separately.) .

c./By :1990; ;the:neonatal. cleat 'rate .(deaths for all infants :up. to 28 days , old)
should ,:bel redueed to BO. more t 6.5 :deaths per :1,000 live births.' (In 1978, the
Ineonatal,death rate Was* 9.5peil., live births.); -.; ._: '': 'i . *,

t1:- Bi, 1990; the pennatat death. teihOuld be' reduced to no more than 5.5 per
-,1,000:i(ln,1977; the perinatal death ,ra was 15k.per 1,000.)

' .e: By1990,the maternal mortality to Should not exceed 5 per 100,000 live birthe
..for ;411Y .0untzor for any entlinic gro re. g., black,:His lc, American Indian1. Iii'.
`;;1978, the, overall' rate was 9.6the rate for lacks was 25.0, the rate'for whites was
:6:4,,therate for 'AineriCanIndianEi:was4 .1; the rate for Hispanics is,not yet availai-
; ble sePanitely: .'.:*i ' , . ' .,.." - ' \: , , - . '. ; .; -

f.; ily 1q90, -. the incidence of neural tube defects should be reduced to 1.0 per, 1,000
..live births: In 1979,-the rate was 1.7 per 1,000.) . ' -.. ..

4: By:1990; Rhesus hemOlytic disease of the newborn should be redUced to below a
rate`pf 1:3 per:1,000 live,Sirthe. an 1977, the*ate was 1.8 per 1,000:) ,' .. '

lii. ,By-1990;the incidence of infants ',ern with Fetal Alcohol SYridfonie should be,
reduced by 25 percent. (In 1977, the rate was 1 per 2,000 births or approximately'
1,650 cases.) .

. REDUCED RISK FACTORS',

is By.1990, low birth weight babies (2,500 grams and under) should constitute no
more than 5 percent of all live births. (In 1978, the proportion was 7.0 percent of all

hirths.) . ,
, ,

By 1990, no county and no racial or ethnic group of the population (e.g., blink,
Hispanic, American Indian) should have a rate of low birth weight infants (prema
turely born, and small-for-age infants weighing less than 2,500 grams) that exceeds 9
percent of all live births. (In 1978, the rate for whites was about 5.9 percent, for
Indituui about 6' and for blacks about 12.9 percent; rates for Hispanics are
not yet 'separately. available; rates for'some other nations are 5 percent and less.)

k. By 1990, the miubrity of infants should leave hospitals in car safety carriers.
(Baseline data' unavailable.)

INCREASED PUBLIC/PROFESSIONAL AWARENESS

I: By 1990, 85 percent of women of childbearing age should be able to choose foods
wisely (state special nutritional needs of pregnancy) and understand the hazards of
smoking, alcohol, pharmaceutical products and other drugs during pregnancy and
lactation. (Baseline dataunnvailable.)

IMPROVEDSERVICES/PROTECTIO4

!IL By 1990, virtually all women and infants should be served at levels appropri-
ate to their need by a regionalized system of primary, sescondary and tertiary care
for prenatal, maternal and perinatal health services. (In 1979, approximately 12 per-

. cent of births occurred in geographic areas served by such a system.)
n. By 1990, the, proportion. of women in any county or racial or ethnic groups (e.g.,

black, Hispanic, Adencan Indian) who obtain no, prenatal care during the first.tn-
mester of pregnancy should not exceed 10 percent.. (In 1978, 40 percent of black
mothers and 45 percent 'of American Indian mothers received no prenatal care
during the first trimester; percent of Hispanics' s unknown.) ,

o. By 1990, virtually all pregnant women: at high risk of having, a fetus with a
condition diagnosable in utero, should have access to counseling and information or

, ,titi6;11:41A4
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aisniocentesis and prenatal diagnosis; is Well as therapy as indicated. (In 1978,,aut 10 'percent of women 35 and over receivetr amniocentesis. Baseline data are
Unavailable for other high risk groups.) , \p. By 1990, virtually all women' who give birth should have appropriately-attended

% safe delivery, provided in ways acceptable to them and their families: (In .1977, lesithan..3 percent of births were unattended by a physician or midvlife. Furthermore; ,/'of births which are attended by a physician or midwife, an unknown shaie are not,
considered satisfactory by the women or their families.)

q. By 1990, virtually all newborns should be proVided neonatal screening -fdt me%bqlie- diSorders for which effective and efficient tests and treatments are available
(e.g., PKU a d congenital hypothyroidism). (bi '1978, about 75 percent of newborns

r. * 91, virtual all infanta should be'able to participaie in .pVmary.health

were scree. for PKU; about 3 percent were screened Tor hyppothyroidism in the../.-.. early 19 , with the yate now rapidly 'increasing.) : / N

1.are that includes well childcare; growth development,assessment;,immungation; ,scxeening, dia?nosis and treatment for conditions requiring special,services; appro.'priate cou ing regarding nutrition, automobile safety, and prevention of other ac-cidents su h,as poisonings. MaseIgne Bata unavailable.) .. ea

IMPROVED S RVElltANCE/EVALLIATIOI4 SYSTEMS

s. By 1990, a system* ehoiikl be in place for comprehensive,and longitudinal assess-ment of the impact of a raOge of,pre,natal factors (e.g., maternal exposure to .radi-ation, ultrasound, dramatic temperature change, toxic agents, smoking, use of also-lol. or drugs, eiercise, or stress) on infant and 'child physical and psychological de-

Mr. LEHMAN. For the benefit of those who just arrived,among
colleagues, we will operate 'strictly under the 5-minute rule. I
ask 5 minutes of questions,.I will switch to the ranking minority, ;-and then back to the ranking majority, and back and forth. But I r:will wield, a tight gavel so-everyone will have a chance .to ask a
question. _ 19.

My question to you is the information you- gave us on infant mor-
tality, 'while -these goals are very worthwhile, still 'our goal for

years from now, is lower than the Japanese actual infant_
mortality rate 5 years ago. So I wonder if qur goals are not set too
low, and also about the fact that the goal for the minorities is not set
for 9 but set for 12 percent per thousand,

Why should the goals for the minorities not be the same as for
anyone else, instead ofhaving a widening gap between the main-
etream of our people as far as infant mortality is concerned and
those children from minority groups? That is my question, and I -am anxious to hear'ear your answer.

Dr. BRANDT. Well, fcertainly would ageee with both of your as-
sumptions, Mr. Chairman I think that in fact we' will achieve a
lower infant mortality rate by 1990 than the defined goal. That
goal Was actually defined in the period 1978 to 980. It seemed like
a reasonable one at the: time. I think, at the rate we are currently
going, we will easily exceed that, overall infant mortality rate.

With respect to ethnic minorities, obviously our .goal has to be
ultimately to, get everybody's risk- down -to the same level, and I.
have no concerns about that:

The issue that we don't understand at the present time is how
we are going to accomplish that task. There is no question that it is
a very bad situation, that black mothers have an infant mortality
rate that is twice that of white mothers. We certainly intend to
gain in our understanding of how to alter that.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you. On the oreign,Operations Subcommit-
tee, in examining- which nations need our foreign aid assistance,
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the baseline figure we go 13y, as much as anything, to deterine the
standard of living .in the -country, is the infant nortality rate, and
we don't want to beqome a developing nation in ails country .

thank you very'lpuch,.. and, at this time I would yield to Mi.
Bliley from Virginia. .

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEHMAN. I would like to submit the rest of my questions for

the record.
Dr. BRANDT. Thank you v
[Question and respon
Mr; Biitmr..Dr. Br

much.
appear at end of Waring record.]
I understand thatAhe Centel.' for Disease

Control maintains statistics' on certain key measure ents of in-
fants aryl children applying 'for:- WICabarticipation Haye hese
measurements, shown any deterioration in the past-A ?

Dr. BiANDT. I must' admit that you have caught e, Mr. piney.
Right now I am- not sure I can answer that,question. will have to
supply the answee-for, the record. I. am got aware of any deteriora-
tion in the monitoring activity of CDC. To be precise, I would like

' to supply if for the record.
[Question and retlponses appear at end of hearing record.]
Mr: BLILEY. That is all the questions I haie...
Mr: LEHMAN. Mr. Miller:
Chairrhan MILLER. Thank you very much for your teitimo0f my

question refers to page 16 of your testiincny, which discussed child-
hqod immunization. You renew the great strides that have been
made during the last 2 years in substantially, reducing rubella, Polio,
diptheria, yet you seem less positive about our effort5to eliminate
rubella and its life-threatening sequelae,---congenital rubella- syn- -
drome. What are we missing in regard to that problem?N\

Dr. BRANDT. The basic issue at the presint time in dealing with
the congenital rubella-syndrome, and in fact dealing. with' measles,
in this country, are people at the college-age years. During the sev-
enties, when the immunization rates 'm this country fell to some-
place between 50 and 60 -percent a number of children who were
born during t,ha
of young' wom
nized against r
risk of having-ito

period were not immunized. So we have a, number,
n in the college-age group who are not !pow inunii-

belle. They (clearly stand, therefore, the greatest...
aby With congenital rubella' syndrome.

Chairman MILLER. Is there an effort in terms of outreach.
Dr. BRANDT. We indeed are making great efforts towards immu-

nizing these people During this past year, as you know, this issue
was brought home to the higher educational community When we
had outbreaks Of measles at several universities. All of those mil-
ye *ties and many other schools are developing immunization pro-,
gr s that are aimed at trying to prevent this. We believe that we
c in fact get the wo n who are not yet immunized against ru-s
he a

rman MILLER. Are we allocating suffibient resources to do
that?

Dr. BRANDT. I think in this issue, yes, sir, we have resources allo-
cated to do that, and we are in fact -=

Chairman MILLER. Are they sufficient?
Dr. BRANDT. I think they are sufficient, yes, sir.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Lehman raised the issue of black infant

mortality rates and you suggested. that you would accept as a goal a
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12-perCent rate. You stated that it is a question of understanding the-problem..Is it question of understanding, or is it a question of re-
sources, given the complex nature of the for that-gap?

You testified as to the 10,000 black infants that died last year. If
we were prepared to allocae the resources to that-population, what
is it--weslon't understand that would prevent.us from getting to.the
root cause;?

Dr. BRANDT: Well, I thhik one of the things. that we don't under-
stand clearly is the mix-. of those factors that lead to low hirth-
weight infants-among the Blacrt_peonle. They have a higher Propor-
tion 16w birthweight infants. Part-of this we know is related-ter .the creased. incidence-of teenage pregliancy_among Black women'.
W have attempted,, as. you know; through the adolescent pregnan-
cy program and through other means, to try to reduce. that. It is
and at .this point in time to be sure how successful that-progradi ::is, but that is-certainly aimed= -,
Chairman MILLER: Let me suggest that in areas we do unadrstand, -:--=-.

; like nutrition and early prenatal care, access for eligible mothers is a;major problem. That is not too hard to understand. It- may .be
insufficiency of heighborhood clinips, physicians, or health-care facileIities. These aren't terribly hard to understand if we want to make
I ther.ri available. I am not suggesting we do 6r don't. If weiwant to

Ilocate the resources, some of these problems can be overcome.
Dr. 13itArinT. Yes, sir. I think that .We-are-striving--tcrovercome
ese through the community health- centers program; 'through

those kinds- of activities which are in fact being enhanced and
being stressed through the national heAth service corps programs .

and- others, we have attempted to reach hose people who are at
highest risk. I think we are attempting to increase and improve
access all the time. But we still -know from various studies carried
out by tlie,NICHD- and others that, even with facilities, the use of
those facilities by Black women who are pregnant is not !adequate.'
Now, preCisely why that is true is something that we don't under-,. stand.

.

Chairman MILLER. I'm .certain we will explore thii in our hearing
on teenage pregnancy. However, again, I wouldn't us to leave the .
impression that this threshold of care can't be overcome essentially
because we don't know what to do.

I say this because there have been a number of studies done in i,.'
black neighborhoods whiCh show that unwanted pregnanci clin.be .l-

I
reduced, and birthweights raised. I hope you will stay for tips after=
noan's .testimony, when representatives of public eclat-etas' and
others will testify as to'their concerns about the allocation of these
resources. . . .

Mr. LEHMAN. The Defenseillemilfient would call it the "window
of vulnerability." The gentlerady from Nevada. .

Mrs. VucANovicti. Thank -you. I appreciate the opportunity. of
appearing todarand certainly appreciate the panel being here.

With resped to low birthweight babies: and infant mortality, I
think it is important that this Prevention Task Force keep in mind
strategies that will deal in a comprehensive way with the babies at
risk, and this committee really needs a better understanding of the
social probletas that result in babies being born at risk.

:24
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Dr. Brandt, You have mentioned in your testimony that infant
mortality rates have declined, and- yet through media reports we
have a feeling that there is it public perception that these rates),

.
all on the-rise. Is there any way you can address this contradiction
for our committee? k_

Dr. BRAzipT. Well, am well awaRe of the media reports teat -

report that, and I think that the media reports are ba4d upon a,
misunderstanding of the variability of infant mortality, or any
other mortality rate. The smaller the >population base, the greater
,variabilities one would see. So that although it is true-that during
the past decade, for example, the infant mortality rate in this counl
try has fallen at a rate of about 4 percent per year overall, every
;year approximately 13 States show an increase in their infant mor-
tality rate. And the reason for that .is really a statistical abeiTa-

i tion, not anything more.
if

. .Certainly, if one gets down . to cities or even, to neighborhoodS,
then the variability is \going to increase rather dramatically. As a
matter of. fact, I happen to have a couple of charts that might illus-
trate that since I suspected, it might come up.

This is a cOraparison, _first, of two States, Michigan and Rhode
-7-Island:=On--e----of which, Michigan, has approximately 150,000 births

per yea', and Rhode Island haYing about 13,000 births per year.
You can note that the rate in Michigan dontinues to fall rather
consistently; although even in Michigan' you will see several .peri-
ods of time where the death rate does rise,phile in Rhode Island
there is-great variability from year to year because the nominator --.
is small. Its an arithmetic aspect.

V small population base -you see an increase,' is not so ething that1
I think; to pick out and. say that over a short-term in a

you ignore. I think if -babies are dying, you try: to find out why they
are dying and -do-something about it. But, on the other hand, it
does not necessarily, indicate that the overall trend is changing.

Mrs. YucANovicx. Thank you very much.
\ I would like to ask the chairman if my opening statement can be
made part of the record.
.\ Mr. LEHMAN: Without objection.
4Copening Statement of Hon. BarbaraVucanoviclifollows:]-

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BARBARA VUCANOVICH, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEVADA

.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for providing me with this opportunity to speak at the
first hearing of the Prevention Task Force.and the Select Committee onChildren, .
Youth and Families. I welcome those who have come here today to testify and I look
forward to having the benefit of your expertise.

I would like to add that I am disappointed that the -Minority was not allowed to
call some of its own witnesses for this first hearing; but it is my understanding that
this hai,been resolved for future Select Committee/hearings. It is my strong feeling
that this right to call witnesses should be adhered to in the future.

With respect to low birthweight babies and infant mortality, I believe it is impor-
tant -that 'this Prevention Task Force keep in mind 'strategies that will deal in a
comprehensive way with the babies at risk. This Committee needs a better under-
standing of the sotial problems that.result in babies being born at risk. I would hope
that this will be addressed in the testimony to be heard today.

Mr.irEHMAN. Mr. Weiss.
Mr. _Rms.-Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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Dr."1,Brailk, I am 'sure that it is not intended .that way, :butdas I'.listen to yo testimony and I read it, I get. a sense, of.self-satis-factio t tate of infant' nd child well-being in this dountry,whit am'su that you don't want to -project..
D ititimr. Well, I ani sorry thatI have a feeling -of Satisfac,ti at progreseis being made. I am not satisfied- that wirethere. i" , g eMr. Weiss. Let me ask you some specific questions.
Di: l3roalvr. By'the way, that ill why, of course, we have adopted-',these goals blad why we dare working so hard to try'tolniplement-them.

'.Mr. Wgiss. The 12.0 infant mortality rate for the population atlarge, and the 214 for the black community, how does that fit in inrelation to the rest of the world?
,

Dr. Blur/yr. Well, I don't know, the 1983 ranking, but we arein the top 10 yet.
Mr. Jams. Right. Now what kind of progress has been made inthe blac community, over,the course of the last 5 years, in the re-ductipn of the mortality rate?,

,*-, Dr. BRANDT. It has been coming down at a rate of somewhat less',-, than ;that of the white population, but it's approximately 3.5 per-cent per. year.- .
Mr. Weiss. And do you see any connection between the goalsthat you have to meet and the amount of -resources that this 'ad--minietrhtion and future.: administrations are going to have tocomMit-to that effort? - .

.Dr. BRADT. Well, I think that in fact we are a long way froinnot havjng to commit reasonable amounts of resources to this prob-lem.. -.
...

Mr...WE.Isii Say that again. .Dr. BRANDT. I think we are a long way from achieving the goalsthat would say that we no, longer have to commit resources to this____probleiri
.

Mr.-WEISS: Say that positively. What do you think has to be donein order to meet the goal?
Dr...BRANDT. Wait a second. ,

.

JVIr. WEISS. You said we are a long way from it. OK, I agree. Nowtell me, what do you think has to be done by way of resource corn--mitment to 'Meet the goali that you have outlined in your testinfo-ny?
Dr. BRANDT. Well, I think, in the first placeMr. Miller. mightdisagree,with meI think in the fir& place we need to understandwhat to d6 bafore we try to do something. In fact, one Of the major -causes of low birthweight infants in this country is prematurity-We don't know why people go into premature labor.

healthier babiesprogramhas helped .to
Mr. WEist. Would you agree

in fact produree
that the Women's Infant Children's. food progra

...... healthier mothers, dut back on _malnutrition, cut back on. some ofthe other7Problems which in fact would cause problems in birth de-liVery and in survival of infants?
Dr. Byr.tanrr,I am sure that improved nutrition, improved prena-,tal care,and so-forth, -have all contributed.
Mr. WEISS. Do you' thnik--that that program, for example, oughtto be accelerated as far as resources,are concerned, or do -3ou think..._.

.
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that Are have done enough and we can sort of stay on hold at this '
point?

Dr. BRANDT. At this point in time, I am prepared to talk to you
about what the Public Health Service is doing. I really don't have
the details about the program you are talking about in order to tell
you whether it ought to be accelerated or not.

I think in fact the program is making strides and is moving to
accomplish some of those goals. I think we can't forget that one of
the major reasons for that, that our infabt mortality rate is Coming
down, is because of the medical. care side of the issue. We can't
forget that,' although I admit they are very expensive, that better
transportation, better care of high-risk -mothers during labor
and

WEISS. You, don't think that prevention is really a major way
of--

Dr. BRAN DT. I think prevention is the major way. I don't think at
the present time, however, that it. has been the major contributor,
no. I think it is the major way to go, and 1 have no question about
that. I think at this point in time that we probably have gone
almost as' far as we can go in fuither reduction py improved care 4
during labor and after delivery.

Mr. WEISS. You have spoken, of course, in your testimony about
the healthy mothers, healthy babies campaign. Are you satisfied
that when women are encouraged to participate in that program
for prenatal care, that the level of services is sufficient, so that
people who want to participate can do so?

Dr. BRANDT. I suspect that the level of available care is probably
not at the point where every possible person can get complete care; "
although I still would- maintain that we have capacity out there
that is not yet being utilized. One of the reasons that we would-like
toone of the reasons for the healthy Mothers, healthy babies
campaign is, again, an educational process to try to encourage
people to make use of the facilities, make use of the prenatal care
that is ,available.

Mr. WEISS. So that the problem is not that it doesn't exist, it's
that people aren't using it, as far as you are concerned?

Dr. BRANDY. As far as I am concerned, it is a dual problem, but I
-think we can't just accept the fact, we can't ignore the fact that we
Still have to encourage people to make use of the medical care in
addition to having it available.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much. -
.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you. The gentlelady from Connecticut.
Mrs. JOHNSON. No questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. If you have any questions, you may submit them

for the record. The gentlelady from Louisiana, Mrs. Boggs.
Mrs.-BoGGs. Thank you: Thank you -'and all of you for being with

us.
I would like to pursue a little bit the-serious impact of teenage

pregnancy 'on the physical health' and the mental health of the
teenage mother and her offspring, and the 'Public Health Service
programs for trying to reduce the incidence of teenage pregnancy
and the counseling of, pregnant .teenagers during the critical pre-
and peri- and postnatal periods.
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Do you think you have sufficient programs, or do you need ex-
panded programs in regards to the counseling at these various
stages of teenage pregnancy?

Dr. BRANDT. Under the Adolescent Family life program, which-
was passed by Congress a. year or so ago, we have initiated a
number Of demonstration projects around the country. The demon-
stration projects are aimed-at attempting to demonstrate and meas-
ure how one goes about accomplishing precisely what you are talk-
ing about,- as well as counseling which might prevent teenagers
from becoming pregnant in ,the first place, which it seems to me is
the appropriate way to go.

I think when we have gained that kind of information, plus
Working with 'the professional groups, that we will begin to make

/". some significant strides in this area.
Mrs. BOGGS. There 'have, of course, been findings that teenage

mothers who receive parental and social support are beginningin
the first trimester of their pfegnancy, the children are no more at
risk than other children. But these findings need replication?

Dr. BRANDT. Yes. , -
Mrs. Boccs. I wonder what programs the Public Health Service

has that are aimed at replicating these findings and at making cer-
tain that the infOrmation is readily available to your whole net-
work-of doctors and paramedics and social services.

Dr. BRANDY. With respect to teenage pregnancy, we have a
number of projects underway. Some of these include teenage moth-
ers who tend to have a higher risk of premature labor. We are
trying to not only understand the cause so that we can prevent it,
but also a method of intervening to stop premature labor.

Second-, we know very well that smoking and drinking during
pregnancy has much more significant effect in teenagers than it
does in older women. Or at least the evidence would indicate that.
And-we certainly have projects underway to look at those.

The deMonstration projects under the Adolescent Family life pro-
gram will also proyide us the kind of. information that you are
asking for, and we will, of course make that readily available
throughout the network.

Mrs. Boqcs. I am, glad you mentioned the alcoholic problem be-
cause,-of course, fetal alcohol syndrome, as you pointed out in your
testimony, is a very serious and difficult syndrome that we are all
experiencing-1,800 to 2,400 births a year, at least.

Dr. BRANDT. That -is the full-blowsyndrome, not the minor diffi-
culties that come from greater numbers.

Mrs. Boccs. But also, as you .pointed out, it is uniquely prevent-
able?

Dr. BRANDT. Yew
9- Mrs. BOGGS. I. notice that you have a veiy ambitious program to
try to notify everyone about the difficulties associated with drink-
ing during pregnancY., Is this an emphasis On your teenage pro-
grams as well?

Dr. BRANDT. Yes, and We have, as you know, underway a fairly
extensive campaign on %page drinking, which focuses on driving,
because that does account for roughly half the deaths of teenagers
in s country, from drinking and driving. This is built around
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groups, particularly students, called SADD, Students Against
Drunk Driving, which is, very,, very impressive.

We had a nationwide meeting not long ago with the students in-
volved a very, very impressive group of y,oung people who also are
very aggressive. As a part of that, of course, we hope to get across
the message to teenagers about the problem of drinking and preg-
nancy. So I think that we are attempting in most every way. that I
know of to get that message out and get it across with respect to
pregnancy, not only to teenagers But to women of all ages.

Mrs. BooGs. The program of preventing drunken driving is excel-
lent and it is something that is very appealing. I think it is a very
splendid sort of handle to place' upon the teenage pregnancy and
drinking. It can be so easily related through teenage groups, as you
have been able to focus your program against drunken driving
-among teenagers through the teenage groups.. themselves. They
should feel very responsible about teenage, pregnancy, and I would
hope that you would stress that along with the drunken driving:

Thank you,.M..Chairman.
Mr. LEHMAN. _Before going to the gentleman from Texas, Mr.

Leland, I wonder if you would like to. correct Or:look. over an ex-
pression you used called college-age women, beeause in the record
it would indicate much younger than the average age of the largest
university My my district, where the average age of a college
woman is 32.

Dr. BRANIMI was talking about somewhat younger women.
Mr. LEHMAN. *1 think there is no such thing as a college-aged

woman anymore.
Dr. BRANDT. 'Yes, I guess I should say, then, 18 to 24,
Mr. LEHMAN. Without objection, the record may be changed..
Mr. Leland.

a Mr. LEI.AND. Thank you very much, 'Mr. Chairman. I have an
opening statement I would like to submit for the record, if I can,
without objection.

[Opening statement of Hon. Mickey Leland follows:].

OPINING' STATKPARNT ()V 110N. MUMMY LKIANI), A 121411(VIIHNTATIVK IN CONIZIMS YKOM

TIN( STATH OV TEXAN

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, we are fortunate today to be able to
hear from three panels"Of distinguished experts on the important ups concerning.
prevention strategies for healthy babies and children. During these ncertairf eto-
nomic times we are now experiencing which has led to. record high u .mployment. ,

we need only look to the health of our children- to confirm the severity of our situa-
tion. It is 'no longer uncommon to hear about incidents of repeated abuse and ne-
glect of children nation-wide. It is tragic to learn that these figures have doubled in

' just one year. In the area of child support, it is estimated only one-third of the
women heads of household with children under 21 receive child support payments
from absent fathers. ..

While we hear'thut the "general" condition, environment or servicc% fOr infants
and children have improved. I am saddened and angered by the consistent ineqUi-
ties unique to minorities. Blacks and Hispanics have 'hired much worse in every
categoryincluding higher percentage of unemployment; lower median 'family
income which accounts for more minority children living in poverty; lower mean
annual child support payments; lower education achievement scores in reading and
math; lowest percent* likely to receive prenatal care; highest mortality rate; high-
est incidents of deaths of homicides; highest percentage of illegitimate
children. . . I could go on, but I think we get the point.

Is,

It is high time we examine and re-evaluate the role our government programs
play as they relate to the status of our children.

29
Y.
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.

I partictlarly appreciate this opportunity to address the increasing incidences of
teenage pregnancy. This is d' 'Major source of concern for all of ussocial service
providers, policy-makers as well as the public at-large. With over 1.5 million teenage
pregnancies in 1980 aloneup-more than half a million from the late 1970'sthis is
indeed a critical area in 'which we should be concentrating our resources.

In most cases, teenage pregnancy poses significant risks for many, including phys-
ical problems for both mother and child, the probable interruption of education for
one or both parents, inevitable low-paying employment, and, in most cases, eventual
welfare dependency.

It is essential that we address the Federal responsibility in providing 'effective pre-
ventive support systems and encouragement to local agencies and governments at
this time. During these unpredictable times, we must be able to assure every indi-
vidual seeking help, that their voice will be heard and action will be taken to lessen
the burden and pain.

Mr. LELAND. I also have 'several questions I would like to. ask Dr.
Brandt, but I know, the time won't permit. I Would like to also
submit them for future response..

QDr. Brandt, as you know, I represent Houston. You were there for,
I guess, many, many'years, and you understand Houston better than
most people from *our vantage point.

I am particularly concerned about the questions that were raised
by both the gentleman from California, Mr. Millerand also initial-
ly by the gentleman from Florida, the chairman. In my district I
have census tracts that have horrendous statistics as far as infant
Mortality is concerned, and yet Houston is a rather affluent, if not
the most affluent city in the country. .

You have alluded to the fact that you have not determined exact-
ly how it is- that this problem exists and how you attack the prob-
lem. But...when I first came to Congress I established an infant mor-
tality task force in Houston and we, arrived at the conclusion, in
conjunction with the Health Subcommittee on which I served, of
the Energy and Commerce Committee. We arrived at the conclu-
sion that one of the real problems was the fact that the system
does not provide any real outreach.

The only real outreach was in fact the WIC program, and this
adm' ation has cut the WIC program considerably. We have no
real resou tE..ralil ourselves of in Houston to provide for any
outreach.

Don't you agree that-indeed outreach has to be effected in' order
that we can change theie statistics, because, in fact, in those
census tracts is a fact that I would like to admit to, because it's
somewhat embarrassing,'but the fact is th iTiave--a-rather unin-
formed community that does not understand the miances'arthe------_-
problem and therefore prevention cannot prevail because nobody is
'educating the people in the community because there is virtually
no outreach.

Don't you agree ,that that could be a possible solution to at least
a portion of the problem?

Dr. Bit/tramAbsolutely. I think that tbe .outreach programs ana,
of course, the conclusion of -your Infant Wortality Task. Force. cer-
tainly came -to the sane basic conclusion. I think there have been
some steps taken; as yd'u well know, in Houston to try to accom-
plish that. .

We must carry out an edicational campaign that is aimed at at-
tempting to get into the areas where there are high rates of high-
risk pregnancies. The Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies Coalition,
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which is now becoming national and beeorning involved at the local
levels, is aimed precisely at trying to-accomplish that step.

Mr. LELA,ND. How mdny black people are involved in that pro-
gram?

Dr. BRANDT. Well, a fair number. The National Medical Associ-
ation is involved. I haye a list of all of the organizations. T am not
dredging it up out of.iny, memory at this moment. But there are a
fair number and in fact most of the educational materials. have
been gone over, reviewed, and approved by the National Medical-
Association and other Black organizations, since a lot of: the em-
lthasis'of the Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies Coalition is aimed
at minority, populations:

Mr. LELAND. Doctor, several months ago it was learned, much to.
my distregs, as well as many of my colleagues, that the Adolescent
Family Life Act administrators had not awarded the grants" to, mi-
nority organizations.

Dr. BRAN= That is not true.
Mr. LELAND. Well, can you---
Dr. BRAND,T. I will be happy to provide you with the list of the-

minority, pripcipally black organizations, to which those grants
lhave been awarded. Now, as you know, we are going largely by
what the applicants say they are, as we don't have registration but
there are several awarded to grantees who':are black and who are

. intending to 'serge principally black- communities. I will be more -

.:-than happy to send you a list of those.4 Mr. LEIAND.' To giVe some real clarification as to what we are
talking about, can you give me the statistics on infant mortality
rates in the.white community, infant mortality rates in the black
community, and infant mortality rates in the Hispanic community?

Dr. BRANDT. Yes, sir, we can give them to you up to 1980.
Mr. LELAND,i Do you have them now?
Dr. BRANDY. I think we have the Black and the white, but I don't

have the Hispanic, I don't believe. This only has 1978, but the.
white rate at that time was 11.4. The Black rate was 21.8.

Mr. LELAND. Do you have the statistics on Asian or Hispanic
Americans?

Dr. BRANDY. I don't have it here, no, but we certainly have all of
that data.

Here we go. That is black and white. It does not include His-
panics or Asian Americans, all of which we have and will be happy
to supply to 'you.

[Questions and responses appear at end of hearing record.]
-Mr. LELAND. I .think my time has run out, but,I am really con-.

cerned- about this problem. I think that is why there is such an
abundance of questions on this particular. issue. But you seem to
place a low priority, in' what I heard, yoti sarr-maybe it's a misin-
terpretation, but you seem to place a low pribrity on prevention.

I heard you say-that, yes, we ought to work on ptevention. The
question from the gentleman !tom New York; Mr.-Weiss, elicited an
response from you that said, yes, we ought to emphasize. prevention'
but that doesn't necessarily mean that prevention will solve the
problem.,

Dr. BRANDY. No, let me make myself very clear about_ that,:be-___
cause I spent my life in preventive-medicina and I can guarantee
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you that I think prevention is the most important approach to- the
handling of this problem or any other disease problem in our soci-
ety.

I think we, at the same time, have to be honest and recognize
that the major impact on the drop in infant mortality in the .past
decade in this country has been the adequacy, of and advances in
medical care at the end of the pregnancy. The development of the
neonatal intensive care, regionalized transportation systems, thoseare the things that,have had the major impact. It is not' the onlyimpact

Mr. LELAND. Even 'at that, doctor, the fad of the matter is that
black people tend not to have the same accessibility as do other
people.

Dr. BaArrurr. That is why--
Mr. LELAND: Is there an emphasis on the pgrt of your adminis-

tration, in what you are doing, on trying to provide that accessibil-
ity?

Dr. BRANDT. Yes, sir. I thirili we have been working pretty hard
to try to improve the accessibility and.to kiwi-eve the awareness of
the things that are available. I want to be very clear that our pri-.
mary emphasis is going to be on, and is on,, prevention ok thetie
problems. That is where we are headed.

But I think that we have to alsd, as a part of that totality,' do
precisely what you found in Houston, what other people have
found arqund the country, and that is the kind of outreach pro-
grams that make people aware of these possibilities. It is not going
to work without.this. That is one of the reasons why we heweltt-
'tempted to increase that awareness 'to the extent that we pAsibly
can, and I think we will continue to do so.

Mr. LELAND. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
. Chairman MILLER. Again, I would hope that somebody from your

office will be here this afternoon as we'll see studies,which suggest
that in fact the gap between black and white infant mortality was
closer in 1950 than it is today, and that, in the last 3 years it has gone
from being 70 percent higher than whites to,being 80 Percenthigher -
than whites.

I think it is important at this point that the committee be aware
that there will be testimony this afternoon suggesting that the

,problem. is in fact increasing in terms of the gap.
Mixtm.sxr. Thank you very much. Dr. Brandt and gentlemen,

's a pleasure to welcome you to thiaimportant committee.
It- I would like to jCist refresh you qUickly o'h the background of this
committee, which then will take me to4tlie reason for asking some
of the questions I would like to have answered.

!" We found within the Congress of. the United States, at least
within the House of.Representative- Dr. Brandt, that- the_needs_of_±.
childrerr, young people, and families, -vere spread over 13 different
committees and subcommittees. There was no one-stop shop in the

'COgress to take a coordinated approach for looking at the heeds. of
and their families.

..101..eiteforei we had no way. of underetanding whether: or .not pro-.
grelmewere' meeting the needs of children. Ih nutrition, for exam
plel:VIC,Iirdver-in-the-Waxman committee,. food fitsinips is in Agri-
guiture;' school lunches and biTeakfaste_ere over in Education and

3.2,
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Labor, and we had no single plape where we .cou d-examine these
programs together nor could we see if we were getting-a,dollar's .
worth of services for a dollar's. worth of tIxes, which is the reason
for establishing this Committee.. \

As I sit here listening-to .both the testimony and -some \ of the'
questions, I wonder if there is any mechanisni at the Department
of HHS that is a one-stop shop that is looking at the needs of ma-
ternal and child health care. Is there?

Dr. BRAND T. Yes, there is.- There are two mqchanisms. In the
first placeunder our preventiOn campaign, we have organized task
forces who in fact meet regularly and for which regular progress
reports and activities are published, and would be 'happy to
submit to yoti the most recent for. the record, if you would like, the
most recent progress report on the pregnancy, and infant health, ob-
jectives whiCh are sitting right. here, and are publighed and-
are available and indicate that That is one mechanism.

The second mechanism is thigugh my office and the meetings
and activities that we have set ttp between me and the Office of

. Human Development -ServiCes and 'the Health Care ,Financing
Administration, where we attempt to look at not only, maternal
and child health but other prOgrams that cut across these lines. So
I think we have set up a number of ways to 110 it.

In addition, of coarse, we have the maternal and child health di-".
vision that is located in, 15r. Graham's agency,. the Health Re-
sources and Services Adminiitration, and they have the principal
responSibility fox pulling together all of the 'medical and other .as-
pects of maternal 'and "child health.

So that 1 think we do have mechanisms 'in place for trying to co-
,. ordinate and to get an overall look at this activity. .

'Ms...Mnaama. As I listen to your report on how the needs of
young children are met, I wonder what 'programs under medicaid
deal with- the problems of maternity. and early childhood health. Do
you feel, given the current state of medicaid, those programs are
adequate?

br. BRANDT. I would like to submit; at least the first part' of that
for the record, lather than to try to get into it at the moment:` I
think the question of the,adequacy, I guess is the issue of trying to
talk about roughly 57 States, territories, and the jstrict of Colum-
bia, since each of them has somewhat different phograms, and the
question in my. mind is that in some States those programs are

. quite adequate, but that is, as.,you know, a program that is largely
determined by. State activities. 1

One Of the activities, of course, we have been concerned with, is
to try to work with States as they put together a total program that
invves medicaid, block gents, other kinds of activities, so that they
can meet-the-needatof-their-people. Therefore simply pulling one
program out and comparing it fromSfate to State doesh't necessarily,

'give you the whole picture..
M13. MIKULSKI. That leads to some other questions. One of the

things we hope to achieve here will be some ,redommendations for
think one natural qaestion'is whether or not there,

shoald be statutorily defined minimum programs for,maternatand
child health care within medicaid legislation: I am not asking you

tmla, ii,f,t4;1+ udii
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to answer that-noW, bu I am trying to see, what does medicaid do
at this stage of childho development.

--- Second, what are th categorical programs that meet the needs
ofinathers and children at this stage? -

Dr. BRANDT. Probably the major 'One at this stage is the commu-
nity health centers program, which certainly provides the medical
care to large numbers of eligible mothers and childien. The immu-
nization program is another one that is categorical, and 'that meets
those needs. Then, other thfin get into specifically risk areas, such
as our diabetes and TB programs, through C those sorts of cate-Dou
gdrical programs certainly cut actors and th gh vast aspects of
maternal and child health. But the basic one, t ere are several also
in the division, the so-called projects of regional and national sig-
nificance, certainly is another program that is aimed at categorical
and directed specifically toward maternal and child health.

.Ms. MIKULSKI. What about block grants?
%---,, Dr. BRANDT. What about them?

MR:-..MIKUISKI. Well, are there special programs, re there block
grants doted to maternity .and child' health, or a e the concerns'
of maternity and-child health mixed in with thoth block grants
and other grants and therefore have to compete?'

Dr. BRANDT. There is a maternal and child health blodk grant.
Ms. MIKULSKI; Whitt does that do?
Dr. BRAND'r: That does-what the States want )i, to dp.
Ms. MDCUISKI. Are there minimum standards or min um pro-

grammatic criteria that States have to meet to qualify for e blockgrant? . . .
Dr. BRANDT.. The only quilifications that I am aware ofa obvi-

ously discrimination qualifications, the. fact it has to be used i ma-
ternal :and Child health programs. Dr. Hutchins, who admin stets
that, may have something to add to thaEdt . :

Dr. HUTCHINS. The only ot . part is, there is a report of intend-i.

ed expenditures which come.. in, which tells what the States are
going to spend, the money n the prOgyamsgafter they have 'set
goals and objectives for the program.

MseliKuisicir bectOr, in the block grant for maternity and'child
healfirticare, do we say, it has to include certain prenatal care, cer-

:tain immunization, certain follow-up within certain times afer/
'birth? for instance, Does every child get SomeAype of examination

. x numbers of weeks after birth -and is followed for x numbers of
months? ... ,

Dr. BRANDT. The answer is:no, there are no such requirements.
The most common expenditures, however, under the block grants
are, prenatal care; child health,espeCially under 5 years, including
the well child clinics; pediatric clinics, and that sort of thing; care
for handicapped and chronically ill children, which is the third.
most common expenditure -under that block grant prdgrum.

Our view about that, as you knowyou and I talked about this
"---in another circumstanceis thatwe believe that the Stales ought

to: put together the total plan that they-have to take careof*the
people"of their State and that therefore we put the minimum re-.
quirements on the States to try to specify what the exact nature
and content of those programs would lie.
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I think this is an indication that th3r would certainly follow the
guidelines that we were, all setting, and all our people would prob-
ably write. Being neither of-ithose, I would prefer 'to leave it up to
the doctors that-are out there delivering the care.

.Ms. MIKULSKI. I am not going to go over every State, Mr. "Chair-
man. I think Dr. Brandt's answers to the question indicate a need
for both this committee and HHS to gather information about the
situation in the.States. .

I feel that 'the' committee.needs some type of flow chart to illus.:
trate whiCh programs affdct both young children and their moth- --

We need to examine block grants and medicaid Categorically.
We need to know what each State- does With its block grant and _
medicaid money, This .way we can decide on courses of action-on
this issue. , t

Obviously, each State uses its funds differently.J don't think, we
have the administrative mechanism to evaluate the adequacy of
these programs or the adequacy of funding.

So I would ask the committee, and ask unanimous consent of the
committee,, that the staff. be directed to work with Dr: Brandt to
develop such 'a flow,chart.

Mr. LEHMAN% Without objection.
Chairman MILLER.. We will take it under advisement. That is a big

order. I think you are on the right track.
Mr. LEHMAN. I know what happened in` Florida. When we passed

legislation with some strings attached, the Fl
live up to it. They wanted to ,spread the

'da block grant pro-
gram did not want to
-money around and water down all of programs.. If we pass
legislation here, and it is not implemented as intended by the block
grant State programs, then we "might as well be pouring money
down a rathole. That is more or less the idea you were trying to get.
to ..

Ms. MIKULSKI. I want to know what it
.

is we ...are 'supposed to be
providing and then go to yOhether it. iiworking. .

Mr. ROWLAND. I have a question with reference to imMunization,
H, smallpox vaccinations are no longer used. You mentioned pertussis -

in,. your statement as being a problem There may be eiome relation
between pertussis and some, problems we have now, such as autism.
Are there any statistics now available that inighttelVus just` what
the relationship may be and.what is taking place in that particular
areas

Dr. iiRANDT. There are some claims regarding the pertussis, vae-
cine. What I was trying to say is that we recognize,hat the pertus-
sis vaccine is not perfect and that We are working toward ; develop-
ment of a safer vaccine: The major claims that are madehave to do
with seizure disorders in Children following receipt' of pertussis vac-,

, 1,

That is very difficult to evaluate becatise children at that, stage,
roughly 6 months bf ege, tend to have seizure disorders of an Anex-,
plained nature, not :uncommonly. So whether, or not it would just

. ti happen. to be inadvertezitly,assodiated In-thrie or directly 'associated
isn't clear. In my judgment, I think it is not clearitt all HovieVer,
even if one accepts that all of these are clearly, related ti, the, vac-
eine, the, vaccine is still the way to go because whooping COughtis' a
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killer and whopping cough results in much more serious problen-W
than the vaccine if one accepts all of the side effects as being valid.

So, our efforts are principally aimed at trying to see if we canfind a vaccine that is purer thanthe one that we currently use.
There are several models around that we are working on, but I ter-°
tainly want it to be clearly understood that I would immunize any
children with current pertussis vaccine without even thinkingabout it. I would also. pointer that some of the scare tactics that
have been used in recent years have resulted, certainly, in a:reduc-
tion of early vaccination and led to marked increases in the dis-
ease. It is truly unfOrtunate that when the media talks about per-tussis vaccine they don't show a picture of a child with whooping
cough. ,One only needs to hear that once, and I. can remember- very
well as a resident hearing it too many times. I don't want tb hear

again.
Mr. 'ROWLAND. Are you aware that there may possibly be some

relationship between immunization and IDP and mental disordersin children? .

Dr. )3RAI4DT.- Yes, sir, I, am aware that association has been
claimed. But, again, as I say, it's difficult to separate_those issuesout.

Mr. ROWLAND. Thank yoli, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Wolf..
Mr. WOLF. N6 questions, thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN. MT. Levin.
Mr. LEVIN. There has. been reference here to the MCH block

grants.. Let me ask you first, what proportion of the budget that re- ,latts to children, say, is in prevention?
Dr. BRANDT. I really don't have that figure right on the top of my.

head. I Would-have to proAde it to you.. Its a fair amount; if y, ucount the immunization. program, TB prevention . programs, et
cetera; Are you talking about specifically in the block grant, howmuch is it-used?

Mr. LEVIN. No, but talking today about prevention strategies, I -

think it would be helpful for the committee to know what propor-
tions and parts of the budgeting go for prevention strategies or pre-
vention programs.

,

. Dr. -BRANDT. Well, we -would be pleased to provide that to you.
Mr. LEVIN. Do you hall any, idea whether -those monies in that

proportion or those proportions have gone up or down in the-last
few years?

Dr. BRANDT. They have gone up. .

'Mr. LEVIN. If you could provide to the committee those figures, it
would be helpful.
_Dr. BRANDT. All right.
Mr. LEVIN.Let me ask you in reference to the MCH block, grant,

because you have m reference to it, for example, in relation to
the infant mortality W = t has been the record of your request for
funds for MCabl grant?

Dr. BRANDT:CO ess has--
Mr.'LEVIN. You equest.
Dr. BRANDY. The of t 9
Mr. LEVIN. What haves requested during 'the years of theblock grant?
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Dr. BRANDT. Well, we requested $316 million, I guess' t was in
1982 aid 1983.

Mr. LEVIN. And how.about for 1984?'
Dr: BRANDT. $373 million.
Mr. LEVIN..$416 million in 1982?
Di. BRANDT:1983.
Mr. LEVIN. $316. Million in 1983?
Dr. BRANDT. $373 million in 1984.
Mr. Limb!. Regarding infant mortality, let me .just return to it

briefly, because in the draft of your testimony I undeistandI
wasn't here, I am sorry, for your actual testimony itself; but I un-.1
,derstandthat you, in your testimony, very much reflect the draft
-Statement that I saw.

;Dr. BRANtri. Yes, sir.
Mr. LEVIN. Your indicated the goal: -for reduction of infant mortal-

ity to be 9 per .1,000 by 1V90.: In parts of southeast Michigan, as yon
know,- there is evidence that the leyele have been `going up. How
are you responding apeeifically? If you are talking about a goil in .

1990 of a substantial reduction, and there: is some evidence. Of an
increase. in, these times, flew' cro you measure .this, and what. are you
dOing about it?' . .

,Dr:;BRANig:iWell;;;.I think, Mr. Levin,::that in the .first plam4ye
work With. and : provide whatever 81R3iStRDEE, we can te.the Statb
heelthOfficer, of.MichiganAt so ,huPpens we have:a chiii of Michi-
gan that vNlie might; take look at which Ithinkilluitiatea part: of
the

,that
because' there Wes-a great 'deal of,publicity a year ago

about. Michigaies'infint!mertality rate..geirig!UP: ; : ' ; :1' ,

I: think you Will. notice the, Jai*. line' Michigan , is consistently
coming dOwn :but. in individual it,dOet tend to 'go; up 'That
largely ',..fictor.Of 'both; the number ;of . births.. the ,denominator, 4
and the number, clearly, Of eleaths; in :*the:numeratori which can
flUcttiateaoinewhat: 'But you will .neticeithiC.'even; though, in 1981
that :Tate tended:to, go up. It ;back. dOwn 1982, belew:Ithe 1980fP.

`leVelfi;' In earlk,1983 it ,would :indicete, that same trend is &mann-,

Muniforming; :

r.:I.:R.00:h)that a trend throngheiit, theStete?-
Dr. BRANDT. No;of Course not : i';

I aMtalkingv0Mit the.tienduPend, down
.:The down, Again; iteods:.tp,

vary .even in ismall sections.' tends
parts of .cities and. States' in the.comitiitheOifent
tends deviiiite a loWer,:leVel,qObViOus14 ": than. 'it' dOea
Other,Parte;.The oioitOo reasons for that:Vary'coneidere61Y;depen
Mg; Upon the populat on `e': health care services and
Other services` that a ;
about, 'southeast thi that t; We;;

aveileble and Vieilt:ihith'itriy:91.the: State health
,;.;,officers, f;eithei lor.ally,..oi;' any of the health offieeriSl'IOCa*,

State, to; try to assist them in solving theft probleni they
might hay& i

t :

mi. Liviii.'sa;'.youhiven!t,tieen!uny. data uoinfoutafioitolity in
any parts Midhigan that; niediseggregated bit, that are of any
concern to you in terms of trend?

4,4



Dr. 13nAiVirr. I have not seen any. I think all of the data from
Michigan and other places is of concern to us in...that it is not down
as 16vr as it ought to be, and so that.the answer to your question is
that I have seen data that is of concern to me in Michiga,n and in
other States as well.

Mr. LKvIN. One last question. Let me just go back for a minute to
th'e MCH block grant program because the information that I have
received from Michigan as part of the program relates to the level
of those funds. What was the first year of 'MB block grants?

Dr. BRAIarr. 1982.
Mr. LKvIN. YOu know you mentioned the figure VIM million. Do

. you 'mow what the figure was for 1981 and 1980 for the program
that has become part of the block grant program in 1982?

Dr. BRANIYO. "Vifi3 million.
LEvn4.,...What was the. level in 1981?

Dr.-BRANirr. That was the level in 1981.
Mr, Lxvit4. So there was a reduction from 1981 to 1982 from $36:1

;k million to $316 million?
Dr.-Bumtnrr. That is correct. -

Mr. Ltivist.'.Let me disk you, bow,.*ith that kind of redUction, you
can use the MCH block.grant prograrn as major evidence of a com-

.

mitment to get at prevention programs.
Dr. BRA :Veil, I wasn't aware that] was; but--

'M .ng.I thought you had raised--
r. Bmivirr. What 1" was saying is.that one has to lOok at the to-

tality of the efforts going on in any partiCular State":-It. is not really
possible" to take State expenditures or:, let's say, the-MCII- block
and look at that totally independent of .,immunization prograins.
that are underway," community health center 'programs that are-
underway, other kinds of efforts that an) underway, by either the
State or localgovernment -or other health professions in that area,
unless yoU etin see the totality and medicaidf;activities as well, be-
cause all of anise contribute to the prevention activities. So, that I
am trying to eve the overall vievJ'of the total .Federal effort that is.
going on. ... . . -I am not including enormous amounts of funding and other pro-
grams ttuft are UnderWay at the State and at. the !kill level. Many
cities have very..well organized -programs and put large amounts:of°
funds and 'tarp mberiv of people into them. Other States do' the /
same thing: The ct,iicept underlying tWbloik grant was to .allow
the States Co deVelowthes. prograrris totallY involving their own re-.
sources and their own effiktalawell as those, of the-Federarrather
than to have the Federal Clavernment:Coine in and lay:over a' dif- , '1
ferent kind Of program than was underway at the State. 11014ink
one,. looking' at MiChigan or looking at my -own home State, of
Texas, mill see that this enormous amount is going.on that is Tea*
unre att, to the Federal efforts. ..

a we\ haVe dank! I think. with the block:grants ist,i) augment
ose local efforts in a"way that.allows therm to be more. ctimplete

and more efficient than they were before. .
'Let me.atik. if you-would then submit at your conven-

ienc.e,!.take Michigan..and take the totality and let me know .her.v..
.you think .it adds up, because tIN you knew,,within Michigan and:

oiher :States, there were Horne tievere hudget. cuts in recent years
. .

.! ..-77
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and I folly Understand the MCH block grant. was one .piece of it,
and you urge we look at the totality, and I would like to see the '
totality as you see it.c

.
.

Dr. BRANDT. We can certainly provide you with the totality of
the Federal Governthent. We will try to get hold of the local, people
in Michigan to get whatever information we can about State and
local contributions,

Mr. LEVIN. I appreciate that.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you very much.
Since I came in right after your testimony, I (*I nothave

chance to review it. You do point out in your testimony, however,
that even minor protein .deficrencies during fetal development can
produce major changes in behavior well after birth. In view_of this
information, what has been the effect of that information on your
programing?. -

Dr. BRANDT. Well, it has had an effect in the following ways. It
has largely had an effect on our programs in attempting to
prove the educational effort thatwe.make to the professionicand to
the public generally about nutrition and nutritional r tctices, both
during pregnancy and infants, after birth. .

The efforts at. breast feeding which have' now driven those rates
up in this country, from roughly 21 percent 10 'years ago to 58 per-
cent now, is indication of part of the success of our efforts at
trying to. improve the health or infants..

I happen to sit tut the U.S. representative on the, World Health
Organization. We are probably the highest developed country with
this rate of breast feeding now in the world and one---

MM. JOHNEION. Excuse me, perhaps 1 Inisunderstood your state-
: went. You say protein deficiencies during fetal development,----

Dr. BitAiivr. Yes.
MiS. JOHNSON [continuing]. Which i would, assume was --
Dr. BRANDT. I think I just went beyond that. But the efforts

ddring fetal development are aimed principally- at providing infor-
ation to the public and to pregnant women and to the profession

about good nutritional prdctices and. Vying to give the kinds of
guidelines and advice that they can usq! . ;

Mrs. JOHNSON. So, that your research on the impact of protein
icienCy and'also through the evidence that you recently have de-,

veloped as a result of a long study on the impact of alcohol: con -
sumption during pre:gnancys and the risk this poses tothe unborn,
it seemsto me, should have a dramatic impact on the provision of
Federal moneys and the constraints that we impose on States Jot
the. use of. that Money. -

I just wonder if that is indeed happening or is your department
providing any direction to departments that actually provide pro-
grams and. send moneys to the States; or do you send moneys to the
'States to which you could .tie some conditions to better' deal' with
the issue of -alcohol education during pregnancy and ftilfilling pro-

: tein requirements?
Dr. BRANDT. Well, we try to advise the States. Ar -vu know, the

principle underlying the bliack grant is not to put an., more condi-
tions on the: States. it's to let the expertS ake the judgments.as to
what is needed among their people. An hat is what we are at-

Ilt11 ;, . ..
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tempting tOlet them do. We (16' provide them with inrormation; we
do provide them with educational material. And under the Alcohol,
Drug Abuse, and Mental Health block grant, a fair amount of em-
phasis is put on fetal alcohol -syndrome as well as under the other
programs that the States operate..

Mr. LF:HMAN. I want to thank the panel for being here today..
. Thdse members who wish to submit additiOnal questions for the .

record will be allowed to do so.
We will mew call up the next panel, Dr. Falkner, Dr. McGaugh,

Di,. Ouellette, and Dr. Greenspan.
Dr. Falkner; we will ask you to begin andif possible, summarize

your statement and the entire statement will be submitted for the
record, and -eachof the other meMbeis of the panel, of course .wills
also have their opening statements and then we 'will 'have
tions.
. Dr. Falkner,:will rim begin. f.

,
STATEMENT OF DR. FRANK FALKNER, PROFESSOR AND CHAIR-

MAN; MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PROGRAM, SCII001;014`
PUBLIC HEALTH. UNIVERSITY or CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY.
CALIF:; AND PROFESSOR OF PEDIATRICS; BCHOOL OF MEDI-
ONE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRAIYCISCO, CALIF.
Dr. FALIiiNF,R. Mr. Chairman, I would like to, if I may, Mr..Chair-

man, summarize various key issues in my statement.
Since a healthy and happy outcome for an individual -child is

surely the goal of those concerned with children, youth and fami--lies, certain key issues in the achievement, of this goal need pre-senting.
Whilst birth is a dramatic important event for a mo ther; it de-

tracts from the human biological fact that' it is but one station On
the hUman growth line. the wise ancient Chinese celebrated achild's fiesebirthday at his or her time of birth. This recognized
that perhaps the most important year of growth albeit short .12
weeks of 52had already ocourred, though in utero. Thus geowth"
is a continuum andstarts -at conception.

As an illustration of the importance of this prenatal growth,.
which we think is so terribly important, we can Use the illustration
of an infant of low birthweight; I um sure the committee realizes
that the international agreement is to call any baby born alive
weighing 2,500 grams or less an infant of low, birthweight.

Not all that long ago, we called all such Vabies premies, or pre-
. term babies, and we now knoWthat is inaccurate, that there are'

different kinds of infants of low birthweight, not only,of a scientifit::,
interest but interesting because of the different outcome for these
diffeient kinds of infants of low birthweight:- -

The two-kinds are obviously the truly pre-term infants, the one
infant born before 40 Weeks, and therefore born, obviously, of a
light birthweight. But there is another very -important kind of
infantoflow birthweight; they are known as small-for-gestational-
age infants, the infant born too small although ho or she has been
in the uterus for nearly the correct time. ,

Perhaps the Committee. would be kind eusiukh to. limk at one
Whig' in my statement,, it is table 1, on 'page 2a. I don't .want the -
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committee to feel that I would like to snow them with very compli-
cated vital statistics, but 'this table, if I could go through the key
points on it, . I think is rather dramatic and certainly shocking to
me. The table summarizes the total number of live births in 1 cal-
endar year, in the world.

Let me say at once that these are estimates. Estimates from
WHOare usually pretty good, but I wouldn't want the committee .

to think that these figures are absolutely hard data cast in iron.
You will notice, first of all, concerning infants of low- birth-

weight, that in the developed world, there are approximately 1 mil- ,
lion born alive in 1 calendar year, whereas in the developing world

'there is almost a twentyfold increase,..20-plus million. That, to me,
is shocking 'statistic No. 1..But even more shocking are the esti-
-mates on the, small-for-gestational-age infants, or SFGAI.

In the developed world, I think nearly all obstetricians would
agree in their newborn nursery approximately two-thirds of the.in-
fants of low birthweight will be 'truly pre-term infants. One-third
will be those of small- for - gestational -age. This percentage is widely
found in the developed world. You see in the developing world, the
percentage of SFGAI goes up, to nearly 80 percent.

The reason I would like to stress this; is that, as I will show you
later, the outcome for the tw,o kinds of infants are different; but
more important, probably one of the majiir causes of SPGAI is mal-
nutritioV of either the fetus and/or mother. Then if so, that condi -'
.tion hi clearly reversible, and it is reversible in many countries,
which would, of course, considerably reduce the numbers of infants
°flow hirthweightbeing born, and therefore reduce the infant mor-
tality rate.

It doesn't matter very much being born small, Provided you get
very.good care in the modern world and that your outcome is good;
but you are, of course,- at tremendous risk by being so small. That
is whyif it is preventable,. it is something which really should be
done.

Some of you could be raising the question .of the genetic factors
operating in various countries, in various races, and in order to
hold that genetic factor steady, we in the Louisville twin study dis-
coveied that among many identical twins, who are identicalgeneti-

., sally, some pairs of identical twins are born. with grossly different
birthweights. One pair in particular we followed. .One of the twins
weighed half the birthweight of his twin, and was not a so-called
premature 'baby because he had been born in fact at 40 weeks of
gestation like his twin.

He behaved, however,' like small-forIestional-age infants were
'thought to behave when a well-known study by Dr. Mary Cruise
was carried out in Buffalo several -years ago, showing that if the.
truly pre4erm born, infant was given good eare; and did not have
any congenital malformation, that infant by the age of approxi-
mately 3 poetnatal years would- have caught up to where he or she
would have been had they not been born too soon.

I stress good care;-I stress the no congenital malformation. But in
-contrast, Dr. ;Cruise showed that, the small-for-gestational-age,lidy
babies exhibited catchup early on just like 'the preterm baby, but
then, as it were, ran out of power and did not catchup. 'Being small
doesn'tnecessarily'matter; but it does matter if your head is small,

rn
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because the head contains the brain, and I.shall dwell on that in a
few moments.

To return to that monozygous, or identical, twin- pair we fol-
lowed:. One of the thins behaved exactly like one of Dr. Ctnise's
small-for-gestational-age infants and did not catch up, nor has he
ever caught up;"and at the age of 16. he is 7 centimeters shorter
than his twin brother. It doesn't matter because they are healthy,
did well at school, and their head circumference,was, in fact, the
same all the way through their growing life.

We have a collaborative study in the city of Montevideo at the
Pan-American Health Organization Center for Perinatal Studies. I-
won't bother the committee with great detail of what the study is
doing, .except that recently they announced their smallrfor-gesta-
tional-age infants all did catch up and they were 'very proud of the
fact that the Montevideo babies were doing better than the Buffalo
ones.

Could I ask the committee if they would look at the later crude
illustration, for which I'apologize, but which was done by hand in
rather a hurry. On figure 1 on page 4a, I would like to explain
what the boxes are. The boxes are simply a distribution curve for a
particular measure, in this case weight, of all the full-term babies,
the healthy, full-term babies inthe Montevideo study.
__Clearly, then, if you are inside the box, you are behaving for that,

measurement, like a healthy, normal, full-term infant. Each dot
represents an individual small-for-gestational-age infant.. You will
notice, of course, as 'you would expect, that they are all outside the

-box at birth. Clearly, by the age of 2 years, for weight, they have
all got into the box. This is why the Montevideo colleagues said
that all their small-for-gestational-age infants caught up.

If you look, please, at the next figure o page 4b,- showing head
circumferencea representative measure ent of brain size. You
will notice that some of the small-for-ge tational-age infants are
indeed already in the box at birth and that most of them have
gotten in by the age of 2 years, but that there remain four outside.

Again, to be repetitive, weight and length and height don't
matter very much if you are deficient, provided you are healthy,
but head size probably. does represent brain development.

Dr. Brandt, in. Germany, recently and totally independently,
studied in great detail the neurological development of her small-
for-gestationallige infants and found, as we have now found, that
there are in-fact two kinds. There are those wlo do catch up and .do wSll, and those who do notAgain-, if it is brain development
that doesn't do well, we think this can-be a very serious factor.

I have,concentrated rather much on small-for-gestational-age in-
fants, I wouldn't like the committee to think I feel the pre-term,
tiny baby Is unimportant: Of course they are. If.they are too small,
they are at, risk; they are also immature and therefore don't have
the appropriate immunological defenses. _ -

By reducing the incidence of prematurity and indeed reducing in-.
cidence of small-for-gestational-age infants, we,, of course, will
reduce 'the infant Mortality rate by lessening the number of infants
of low birthweight which are' at- such great risk. I would like': to
summarize, Mr. Chairman, if .I may, by quoting from a forward to a
recent World Health publication called Prevention in Childhood of
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Problems in Adult Lite. The foreword is written by Dr. Angle
Petros Barvazian, Director of, the World Health Organization's
family health division. In her forward she'says:----

The remarkable progress achieved-in-recenCdecades in means for the prevention
and treatment of _childhood-diseases has unfortunately benefited only a relatively
small_proportiiin of the world's children. There has certainly been an overallreduc-
tio infant and child mortality, but in most parts of the,worldin the developing
count "es, particularlythe rates remain disturbingly high, with litriking`disparities
both between countries and between areas or populatione within countries. Of some
122 million children born annually, 12 million die before they reach their first birth-
day. Yet this figure, disquieting though it is, tells nothing of the sad reality await-
ing the many millions who survive to become the victims of ill health brought about
by a host of adverse socioeconomic factors, most commonly associated with-malnu-
trition, infection and closely spaced pregnancies, or who fail to develop to their full
potential.

.

Another activity " was WHO's promulgation' in all countries of the
theme: "A Healthy Child, a Sure Future." That theme is subsumed in every page of
the present book, which addresses itself to many important aspects of the very wide

. issue denoted by its title.
Much of what is said reflects the increasingly general acceptance in recent dec-

adds of the view' that preconceptional factors and conditions during fetal life and
- early infancy profoundly' influence the physical and psycho-social-development of

the child and ultimately the health of the adult. Among the most important early
influences is the environment of the family, the bake social unit.

I would like to close, Mr: Chairman, by suggesting that if an
infant escapes being an infant mortality statistic and survives. 'I
am pleased that that infant survives. But I am not pleased when
an infant survives who is damaged, and is not intact, because"heoi
she will 'develop into an unh6.althy adult. That is why I would like
us .to concentrate very much. on the prenatal period of growth in
utero.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Frank Falkner follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRANK FALKNER, M.D., F.R.C.P.

f
FETUS 114.14) MAN: KEY ISSUES IN OUTCOME AND PREVENTION

Since a healthy and happy outcome for an individual child is surely the goal of
those concerned with children, youth and families, certain key;issues in the achieve-
ment of this goal need presenting.

Whilst birth is a dramatic important event for a mother it detracts from the
human biological fact that it is but one station on the human growth line. The wise
ancient Chinese celebrated a child's first birthday on his or her time of birth. This ,

ognized that perhaps the most important Ye,ar,of grcvthalbeit short 12 weeks
of 52 had already occurred, though in utero. Thug 'growth is a continuum and
starts at conception...-

As an illustration of the importance of this pre-natal period of growth we can
turn to the area of infants'of low birth weight, and glean, with lienefit, some helpful
information from data gathered in the developing world.

Not all that long ago, infants who weighed 2500 gms. or under at birth, were
called "premies" or prematurely .born infants (PTO. Of recent years, we have found
that such infants of low birth weight (ILB) are by no means all born loo soon. Sniall-
for-gestational-age-infants.(SFO.M) are those ,bornorn too small: thit is they have re-
mained titer° for near, or the correct, time yet are still ban) an ILB.

It could be said that the above is of scientific interest only in that ILB, because of
their smallness, are at great risk in the neonatal pqriod, whateger the cause of their
smallness. This over' simplification is indeed true, and reducing the number of ILB
born will lowersan infant mortality ratewhatever the cause. Added to this, howev-
er, is the difference in outcome for different groups of ILB.
.' :The vital statistics shown in Table 1 are rather shocking and give estimates (from
my colleagues at WHO) of the total world Jive. births estimated in 1975, of which
22,000,000 were ILB; 21,000,000 of those infants were born in the developing world;
over a million were born in the developed world. So, there is a 20-fold increasein
the number of ILB born in the developing world. That is the first startling statistic.

o
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The second is more shocking, but interesting scientifically. The proportion of ILB,
who are PTI in the developed world, is roughly two-thirds. Thus, about one-third are
SFGAI. Exactly the reverse occurs in the developing world, where almost 80% of
those falling into the ILB category are SFGAI. The reason this is so shocking is that
presumably one of the factors involved in the causation of SFGAI ii-almost certain,.
ly malnutritioneither fetal or maternal. Therefore, many of those infants who are
born SFGAI and hence at rijk, are the result of a condition that can, be reversed.

More applicable to the Veloped world, it is apparent that heavy snking moth-
ers during pregnancy, and those who do not gain appropriate weight, afe examples
of reversible causation of SFGAI.
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:ANNUAL svCALU. IVL 111Ia iv.. IMA

TOTAL WORLD LIVE BIRTHS

B. TOTAL WORLD IL.

(RANGE.4-1152. ACCORDING

TO POPULATIOW)

C. TOTAL DEVELOPING WORLD BIRTHS

(85% OF A.) 116.500.000

D. TOTAL-DEVELOPED WORLD BIRTHS

(15% OF A.) 20.500.000

.E. TOTAL ILBAN'ocva.op:ma WORLD

(18% OF C.) 20.90060

. F. ToTAL'ILB IN DEVELOPED mono

(5.5% OF D.) 1.100.000

137.000.000

22,000,000

(161)

6. PERCENTAGE OF ILB IN DEVELOPING

WORLD THAT ARE $GAI 75i OR ,.. 15.600.000

H. PERCENTAGE OF )L8 IN DEVELOPING

WORLD THAT ARE PTI .25% OR . 5.200.000

I. PERCENTAGE WILD IN DEVELOPED

WORLD THAT ARE 56AI 33% OR '

.

J. .,PERCENTAGE OF ILB IN DEVELOPED

wORtO TWAT ARE PTI 66% OR. . 725.000

NARA tame AGweellTy. 1972 %Wei 911 Saws 14-17GRU.S.A. 111.

365:000

s.Jcm ,ww(s.

.

Abbreviations: ILB=Infants of'Low Birth Weight

Ifl

10iI=Preterm Infants

,EFGAI=Eiall for Gestetional-Age-Infanie:-
N

TABLE 1.
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As regards 'all important outcome: First; a Avord on growth velocity.. Nire 'are Awed'.
to thinking in terms of human size achieved at various ages. A more important ton-_ cept, is that of growth yelocityrate or speed of grOwth of various,ages. :NO exam-
pies at opposite ends of the spectrum are a) zero growth velocity. Growth hatceased
and if this occurs during the normal growth period, it clearly signahi a serious im-
pairment in need of irivestigatiOn. By contralit,,;13) so called "catch-up growth" is a
phenomenon whereby an 'individual grows notably faster than "normally" in an
effort, as it were, to make up for-a previous deficit.

.

Cruise (1973) in. Buffalo, did a good longinidinal study for the first three years of
life of ILI). and Nil-term infants (FTI) in her clinic. She demonstrated that PTI.who
were not suffering from any congenital 'malformation and were given first-class care
had, on average, exhibited catch-up growth and achieved the same mean size as a
FTI by 3 years of age. . , ,, .

By contrast, the SFGAI exhibited marked catch-up!in the first 18 months of -life
(as did the PTI) and then the catch-up process and fast growth rate ended. 'There-
fore, by the time SFGAI:were 3 yeari postnatal age, they had knot caught up .to the
FTI. those; though over-simplified, were. Cruise'dfindings. - ,..

A Study. of identical (monozygous) twins (Falkner 1978) showed' that even When
holding the:genetic factor and influences the same (as course they are:in identical ' ' !

4;:.;:fi-e.'i-:,...40 oft htsfifAsitif.P.T-Itvii . . 11}-Thortirideafek ririAi
twins), one twin was.born- a FGA at 3 ,9. Aweeks,les tion wei : g balf e'bi.

and-although 'healthy at 6 years of age is considerably smaller in body eke their his-, '

...,

' FTI twin.; Surely not of.impOrtance if both-are healthy? Both. Performed similarly
;

, , and well in school performance and their head circumference .groWth was similar
and did not'exhibit notable size differences. This leads to further potentially impor-

. 'tent considerations. , , : - - , . , , : - , ,

,

A review 9f some data from the Centro Latinoarnericano de Perinatelogia,;MOnte-
video, led :'us to the realization that, in fact, there is almost certainly a distribution 0
curve of SFG4t1, with both ends demonetrating:either, good catch -up .and outcome or
no catch -up and poor outcome. Could it be that Cruise's sample was biased in that : -
her SFGAI sample contained a preponderance of poor-outcorie infaits? . . :

Figure I shows the growth pattern of individual SFGAI (represented by separate-
dots) for body weight.'The boxes represent the distribution curve, for weight got. FTI
in the Montevideo sample. All the SFGAI have indeed entered te box by two years
of age exhibiting the reverse oreruise's findings in Buffalo. -

Figure II shows, by contrast, that some SFGAI for head circuMference are alreadi
in the box at birth, and four individuals did not exhibit sufficient catch:up to enter
the box by two yeara of age.,This can profoundly influence outcome, for head cir-

- cumference is a good indicator of brain growth=paiticularly over this critical
period of brain development.: Such critical periods will be addressed by the expertise '__
of a colleague later-in-this record. . ,.. . _ _ . .. -, ,' --

. Thus we found.the Montevideo comparatively:small ,samplewas biased in the 'op-
posite direction to the Buffalo infanta. in that the, pre-ponderance in Montenvideo
was of SFGAI destined to do well, hence causing the better outcome average. Figure
3 shows the poor outcome for head circumference of tow individual SFOAI, num
bered 8 & 7: 3
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;Nov/we feel there is a dlitribution curve for SFGAI as regards, good or poor oui-
nonie. Brandt (1978) in Germany, in some sophisticated longitudinal studies of neu
rolOgical, development discotered, independently, that among her small; group of

s
SFGAI rin the first' 2 Years of life; there were those who exhibited' a deficiency in
neurolOgical development compared to another group that did not. This again em-

=Phiisites that whilst size may not be all that important,.neurological-mentel devel-
opment is clearly so. . ; .

An immediate 'goal to be pursued is monitoring of fetal Prenatal growth so that
Predictions can bet made on fetal outcome and the relationship of such environ.'.
Mental 'ant. genetic factors acting upon:the Mother, examples being nutritional, in-
fectiOul diseafoi,;poor lociatconditiOns. and drug -abuse. With 'the advent dfnon-inva-
she ultra%onography 'and!setiuential post-natal' follow up, the goal can he achieved
and causative: factors that are reversible eliminated.. ;. ,

'-The center of this.disauesion-having been to this stage the SFGAI, thisshould not
lead to 'the assumption that the ILI3 who is a PTI not so important, The' PTI,in.
addition, to being tiny, is also immature: and a notable proportion; of whom will be
boripwith a congenital.defect(s). Thus intensive investigation is needed into the cau
sation of .prOmaturity, the successful treatment of such would markedly reduce an
infant mortality and infant and childhood morbidity rate.

4
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As an overview,. then, of human growth, not forgetting the prenatal precursors, a
healthy infant seems destined to seek an individual velocity curve. Once growth is
progressing along this curve, it is not likely to be deflected permanently unless the
,environment becomes and remains, inadequate. VariOus impairments to growth may,
cause the velocity to fall below the levelOf the curve, but.with the impairment re--
moved and suitable intervention; catch-up, growth can occur during which,the Veloc-
ity rise above the level of the curve to compensate for the earlier sloWing down
or cessation: If the impairment is severe enough, or operates over a lengthy period,
catch-up growth will not occur. This is of crucial iMportaike when certain organs
and systems are going through critical periods of developiiient For eisunple, for; the
brain; this is from about the thirty-second week . of ;fetal; life to about the second
postnatal year: Lack 'of apprcipriateenvironmental factors, or impairments, during
this period. may. then cause. rWuced ordefective; growth of the brain, with no catch-
up and hence an irreversible arrest; ultimately resulting in a greater or lesser defi-
ciencY in the mental perforniance of the adult.-

We often in good faith 'and- the bestofintentions` launch' intervention projects for
the hoped for benefit of deprilied, and non-intact infants: Such intervention postna-
tally is all too often sadly too late.

SUMMARY AND. CliNet MDN13

Perhaps 'the most contributory way of clOsitig.thisr statement is to quote from a .
;'recent: trenchant Foreword" to a W.H.O.J 'publication Preiention in Childhood of

Adult Problems Adult Life (Falkner,1933), byDr./Angele.Petros Barvaitian; Dirac-
tor'of FamilY Health 'Division;

"The4enuirkable progress' achieved in recent decideS in means fer the prevention
and treat:Meet-of thildheedldiseaies has unfortunately benefited only :a relatively

; Of the orld'echildien.','I'here has certainly been an overall reduc....
tioniin,infantand child MortalitY, but mosemrU 'of the world4-in. the developing ..

Countries,'particUlarlythe rates' remain dieturbint3r*A with striking disparities
'both betaieen cod/Aries and between areaa or liopu tioos within countries. some ,
122 Million 'children born innually,,12 million die before they reach their firetbirth-.
day. Yet this figure. 'disquieting though it is, tells- nOthing of the sad reality await-
ing the Many milliona Who survive to become the victims: of ill health brought
by a host of adverse sociO-econoniic factors, most commonly associated with
tritien,Mfection, and closelY spaced pregnancies, or who fail to deverop- to their
potential: ,

Another activity ... 'was WHO's promulgation- in all countries:of the theme: "A'
Healthy; Child, A Sure Future." That theme is subsumed in every page of the
present book, which addresses itself to many important aspects of the very .wide
issue denoted by .

Much of what is said reflects the increasingly general acceptance in 'recent dec.
sides b theAvievi..,tliat; preconeeptional factors and conditions during fetal life and
early infancy profoundly influence ;the physical and, psycho-social development of
the child. and ultimately. the health of the 'adult. Among the most .important early
influences is the environment ot the family, the basic social unit."

assiMENCEs

-Brandt, "LGrowth- dynamics of low-birthiveight infants, with' emphasis on the
permatal, period. In Fa&ner, F., Tanner, J.M., eds. Human Growth, Vol. IL New
Yorlcillenum Publishing Company, 1978 -

-Cruise, M. 0,--A longitudinal study of, the growth of .loW-birthweight infants. Pe-
diatrics, 51:620-8.: 1973. , . , -
; .Falkner, 7:-T-ImplicatiOnssfor 'growth in human twins.; In Falknei, F., Tanner, J.
M. eds. Minim GroWth, Vol. L blew York: Plenum Publishing.Company, 1978.

F.- Prevention in Childhood of Health Problems in Adult Life. Geneva:
.W.H.O. Publications, 1980. 2

Mr MAN Thank you.
hdve got to recesfi for 10 minutes to go over to the ,House

floor to make a vote and we will be right back.

[Information requested by HOn. Thomas 1 Bliley, Jr., followsl
Congressman Thomas J. Bliley, Jr. has submitted the following question to Frank

Falkner, M.D., for, the record:



You have pointed out that 66 percent of low birth weight babies in the deviloped
world are truly premature and only The remaining Vs and smelt or gestational age.

This factpuggests to me that by focusing our prenatal p primarily on nu-
tritional needs we are targeting our resources toward one-third o the "at risk" pop-
ulation, but giving.the two-thirds Of that population less attention.

I understand that the .causes of premature birth are not linked p manly to nutri-
tion, but to other facts both medical and non-medical. Could you,. ddress this sub-
ject?

UNIVERSITY.OF CALIFORNIA, KELLY,
Berkeley, Calif, Au t 23,1983

Hon. THOidAs J. BLILEY; Jr.,
Member, Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families:
U.& House of Representatives, Washington, D.0

DEAR. RarassENTATIVE Btrizv:.I am grateful for your interest, conve ed to me by
Congressman Miller, and am very happy to address the important, uestion you
raise. -

I had pointed to the much, much higher percentage of small-for tional-age
.

infanta (SFGAI) in .all- infants of low birth weight (ILB) in the develo ing world,
when compared with the one-third in the developed world. I did so to ill te that..

-since maternal-fetal undernutrition is major factor in the ca tion of
SFGAI,' that condition is reversible. Thus in eta of the populati n, where
such conditions and percent*es,may be aim' ar, SFGAI may be largely eatable.

ILB are all at risk whatever the, cause; and since 66 percent are trul
pre
p mature -,

ly burn in our developed world, the causation of prematurity must be ost vig-
orously sought I perhaps did 'not stress this enough in my presentation, wh ch was
an unintended omission. This may be due to the fact that we have many, clu about
causation of SFGAI (example: undernutrition), but virtually zero on the etio NY of
.prematurity. The attention, then, on the 66 percent of that population is to fi t find
out how prematurity can be prevented.

I hope this answer is helpful and demonstrates, too, my unintentional erro and
slant.

YoUrs very sincerely, .

FRANK FALKN

Mr. LxiimAx. The committee will now come to order, and t
next gentleman on the panel will be Dr. McGaugh.

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES L. McGAUGH, PROFESSOR OF PS
CHOBIOLOGY, AND DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR THE NEUROBIO
LOGY OF LEARNING AND MEMORY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFOR-
NIA, IRVINE, CALIF.

Dr. McGAUGH. Mr. Chairmin, members of the committee: I am
pleased . to be here to have\ this opportunity to tell you a little -bit
about recent neuroscience research concerned with the develop-
ment of the brain and, in particular, "with a focus on the implica-
tion of these findings for the development of cognitive process; that
is, the processes that .allow us .to learn and. remember and think,
and so forth.

Now, there has been much of discussion today about the develop-,
ment of the and the dcvelopment of the brainand we have
even had it pointed out that the brain is located in the head, which
saves me a little time in my presentation

Chairman, MiLtixa. Maybe we should go over that again.
Dr.. McGAUGH.. The purpose of having a brain is to provide for

plasticity; for, us' to benefit from the experiences that we have to
learn and to remember.

This is an absolutely key aspect because it is through 'lea

thatld

e. become what
ePends upon things that we have learned and remembered.

we are: Everything that we are as human
bein
That is what we are. All of our memories, in the first instance, all



of our 'hopes,;our plans, our dreams; .our talents, and se on are all
fundamentally based on things that we have acquired witlf experi-.
ence'zthat we have had. That-is why it is so fundamental to under#
stand the brain?, because thabrain is the organ of the 'body ,which
allows all of,these thingi to happen.

Now, the second. point is, as we already -.snow, that the brain is.
nom given:to us all at one 'time but the.brain develops and develops
over a long period of time. There are a number of stages in the de-
velppnient of the' brain,,and a key point that went to emp,hasizeis
that each of the' stages in brain developm builds *hat has
been developed before, so you ,..have accumulation of factors.. If
there' s 'a ',bad' brain early A opment, there will-be a bad brain

Inlater in' development, and always ,development; .because each of
the stages buiklson the early'etage. .

Another point that I-Want tq' make is that the brain is a highly
p lasti c , organ, that has th/capaci y f or c ange,, an -re tains
that capacity thrOugh life.. That----k even in, the oldest of ages-. of
human beings there fit- still brain plastieity/ I can retiiiii" to this.
But it is also the :case that brain- plasticity is the ;greatest early in
life. So the OppOrtUnitY to influence, the brain, influence-its direc
tion. and ',then its ultimate development, is greatest early in life,
starting prenatally and then in early childhood__

'Now, there 'are a number of, let's say, normal influences as op,
posed to toxic influences,: and so forth, that ar involved in brain
development. The first of these is under genetic control, the devel,
opment, fundamentally,' of the cells of the brain. The cells of the
brain develop in most regions of/the brain by the time of, let's say,
1 month before birth!lSo when we have birth minus 1 moith, we
have most of the cells - that, we now have in our brain, although
some of us had begun to lose someparticularly after the age of
25, we begin to.lose

Now, the brain, howeVer, is not complete at that time. The brain
Conthiues, to grow and develop and reaches an adult size at about
the 'age of 7. It is abdut 21/2 times the size at the age of 7* that it
was at the, time of birth. No more cellii:--that is not correct; not
very many more cells are developed. There are a-few-region's of the \
brain that .continue to develop after . birth, but that is a small
number of regions. But not-many more - cell's; are developed .after

,

What happens is two things. One is there is a giowth of the path-
ways. connecting the various regions of the' brain; that is, getting
the cells, to communicate with each other. Arid' then,- beyoncl that,

-to develop,the synitptic connectione;, that is; the connections among
the nerve cells; the places that nerve cells actually talk: to

.other-Now, it is this latter process; the deVelopment of the cozinec-
tions:between the nerve cells, that continues throughout life, :con-
tinues ,to develop forever, at this very' moment, and in the very
brains tight now.synapsis are being developed.

Now, interventions_ at any time in the development will produce
consequences: We have 'heard `about the Fetal Alcohol Syndrome

; and a number of conditions- that affect prenatal development of inL
fants.,1 would like to focus for a moment on something' that may be
less Obiious bUt perhaPs equally or Maybe. even More important.
That is the role of environmental experience on brain development.
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1, :d It islieektie case that these proCesses of brain development are
entirely endOgenota.i. It is not to say that the development of the
brain is like a Jaliatiese flower which just unfolds in a preformed

).. fashion. There is some unfolding over 'a preformed fashion in the
making. of the 'cells that are *going to be the constituents of the
brain, but the nature of the, pathwaysond the nature of the.. con-
nections depend upon the environmental anfluences, horrhonal in-
fluences and other influences the brain is subject-to. .

I would like to give you a couple of examples perhaps that will
illustrate this. One example is the development of the visual
system, because this has been so eloqUently worked out. In studies .

with laboratory animals, it has been shoWn- that if animals are 'de-
prived of certain kinds of complex patterns of-viatial stimulation'' while they are developing in the early stages of their developinent,
they will never be able to see those patterna later in life. That is,
the absence of that 'stimulation at a-Critical 'period of the brain's
development results iri a brain- which is forevermore absent in the

., ability to perceiye that complex stimulation which wasn't there. So
' here is a long-lasting_permanent effect on brain development that

comes simply from environmental stimulation.
Second, 'there are now extensive- studies showing that the de-

tailed stricture of the brain in laboratory animals depends upon
the kind of environmental stimulation that animals have, pacticu-
early when ey are young. In these experiments, animals=they
are usually_ra but they can be all kinds of animals; it, has been

. done with, squirre s, with Cats, with most of the. laboratory animals
you can think ofee reared in diffent types of environments.
Some'are putinto normal laboratory

re
ratory cages; some are put into 'labo-

ratory cages that are' devoid of any Sensory inputthey are like
'prison cells; and a third group ordinarily is put into a laboratory.
environment that has slides and swings and colored objects and
balls to play with, and tinker toys and all the things you_cnn imag-
inethe best environment that the University of California can
provide for-developing laboratory animals. These experimerits were
done, by theway, by my colleagues at Berkeley not too ni y years

Now, what happens 'is that after the animals, are r and
their brains are analyzed, it turns out that the brains are really
very different. The +b rains of the animals reared in the complex en-
vironments are largef' they are heavier, they brain cortexwhich
-is the outer bark of ihe brain and the region of the' brain most
highly developed in human beingsis thicker; and, most impor-
tantly, there is an increase, dramatic increase m the nurnbele of
synaptic contacts; that is, in these animals that have been exposed
to enriched environments, the number of cellular connections is
greater.

I think that is the bottom line on this They have a brain that
has been wired in a more complei fashidn as a function of just a
modest amount of environmental stimulation in comparison with
the normal animals and, even worse, the comparison with the ani-
mals that Have been deprived, whose brains, by inference, are
smaller and less complex, and aticallY so.

Now, I want to emphasize tha the plasticity of the brain, as I
have said earlier, the ability to m e these connections, does not
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digappear as the animals develop. Indeed, very old animals can
make new synapses. That is, the connection between nerve cells,
they make them much more inefficiently, infrequently, and their
.pattern of wirinfris much less complex. Now, these effects can have
some really long-lasting effects on development that-are seen later
in life:

Let's go back to something that was mentioned this morning;
phenylketonuria,which is a genetically based disease which has
the consequence of having children who are unable to metabolize
the amino acid. 'Phenylalanine in high concentration is toxic to the
brain. If nothing. is done for these children, then their brains do de-
velop abnorpially, they will be mentally deficient.

A number' of years ago it was shown that it is possible to rear
these .childreri on diets low inphenylalanine and the children can
develop rather normally; that is, the disease can be attenuated
quite a bit through dietary control. The point I want to make here
is in the case of phenylketonuria mental-dirEiailitTie seen
early on

. . in g is done.
Thernare other effects on the development which I would like to

refer to as time bombs, in the sense that they are' set by conditions
that occur early in life, but one doesn't see the consequences until
tnuch later in life. So they are not so obvious. They are the ones I
think we should be concerned about. They may turn out to be more
difficult to understand, but in the long run they may have greater
effects.

Let me divert for a moment and give you some examples from
some laboratory animals which will illustrate the point. Then I will
return to the human example:-.1--would like to give an example
from the development' of birdsorigs in the White Crown Sparrows,
which grows in northern California, in the bay area, and perhape
Congressman Miller has seen White Crown Sparrows in _

borhood there.
Now, .the WhiteCrown--Sparrow is interesting because the song

that i sings- an adult is a song that it has learned when it was
infant. It learne this when it is very' young, when it is a juvet

riile, and does not sing itonly listens to it. Later on in life, when
the bird is matured and the hormones appear, then the hormones
elicit the birdsang which was learned early in development. If that
bird is not' allowed to listen to a correct song, or if it is taught, it
listens to that, an incorrect song, it will never be able to sing the
correct.song_in_adulthood_Thatis, the hrailigetired in a differ-
ent way and there is no therapy for it. It is all over.

You may say, so what; this is a bird. It may also interest you to
know that the .birdsong is lateraliied in 'the bird; that is to say, it is'
Iodated in.the left hemisphere just as language is in the left hemi-
sphere of hurnans. One, I think; has to be caused,to wonder wheth-
er there are some analogues between thejearning of thisAind of
language in the bird and the learning of this kind of language in ,

the human. is probably not an accident that children learn most
of their language by:the time they are 5 years old. Remember, the
brain is co.. etely developed by the age of 7..,

I would = 'mit that in all likelihood there are critical periods for
the development -of language which have not been addressed' sys-



tematically. Now let me give you a couple of examples more neuro-
biological which I think are, interesting and have g; at implication.

There are a nulaber of-structures within the brain that are
known to be importantly involved "ir learning a Memory. One of
these regions is in a lumphic system and it is called the hippOcam-
pus, You do not have to remember that. I should tell you what the
structure is.

In laboratory animals, in some cases if lesions are madechemi-
cal lesions are made by renaming heavy m tals from certain cells
in the brain, these brain cells require y. ac for correct functioning
if the zinc is reit, ved during the early stages, no effect is seen on
the behavior until much later. in life. m the animals are
mature, then they have defects in their ability to learn and remem-
ber. The reason that the defect was not noted earlier in life is
simply because these structures are not required for learning early
in lire. They don't develcp until later. This is one of the regions of
the brain that develops after birth of the animal rather than
before.

So here is a. delayed time bomb effect. Something is done to the
nervous system early on; no defect is determined. Later on when
that system of the brain is required for functioning, the animal has
a deficit in its ability to learn and remember. Now I point this out
because of some very recent studies that have been done both at
the National Institutes of Mental Health and out an. California
showing that in the human brain there z re different neuronal
structures that underlie different kinds of learning, and I will not
go into detail here,but I can do it simply by saying that it is Pretty
clear now that the systems-in the brain that underlie our learning
of factual details, that this happened at this time, that this is going
on at the present timefor example, your memory of the brain
Structure hippocampus and so on that memory system is a differ-
ent one from the memory system that enables you to learn to
write, to drive a bar, to play tennis and so on.

The learning of skills is very different from the learning o- f factu-
al information. And-it turns, out that the hippocampus is a very im-
portant structure invOlved In the neuronal system underlying the
learning that things happen, of events, of times,.and so on. And
one would .want to pay great attention to the possibility that early
conditions may' have effects on the hippocampus, in the develop-
ment of the hippocampus, which will show up later in life as disor-
ders in learning and memory in children..

Letme turn to a couple of disorders in--chirdien about wluthi we
don't 'know very much and about which we should know a lot.
First, autismI will mention it briefly. You are no doubt familiar
with a very debilitating childhood disorder; autism, is whip;, we
are simply unable to teach the children very much, and they are a
heavy load on parents and on our society. One, I think, has to ask
the question: What are the early influences on the development of
children which lead to the autistic response? And we simply cannot
know.

Another examPle is the attentional disorders in children's sys-
tems called hyperkinesis: You 'may have heard about this and you
may know it is a disorder which is seqn very extensively. It is a
major problem for parents and it is a horrendous problem for

e
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schools, because these children in many cases are hyperactive;- in
all cases, have attentional disorders. They cannot attend to things
for a very long period of time.

It is assumed that the disorder is caused by early small brain
damage. As a matter of fact, when it was first noticed it was called
minimal brain damage disorder. We don't know what causes the
disorders, these attentional diSorders. We need to know a lot about
them. Presumably, early conditions, early treatments, early influ-
ences are responsible for this disorder.`" .

Now, in this case, unlike autism, something can be done. There
exists a number of drugs that can be given to children with disor-
ders of attention; and they are moderately 'effeCtIve. All of these
drug are -central nervous system stimuli.: These children who
have them can be brought under some kind of control ordinarily
through the use of drugs. In the case of autism, there is no- therapy
I, as. yet know for that _

Now, areithere learning and memory 'dieorders in adults that are,
related to early development? We simply don't know. Are there de-
layed symptoms like the ones I described for the animals? We don't
as yet know very much about the .causes of Alzheimer's disease. It
is possible that .Alzheimer's disease results from some early inter-
ference with the developmental phase in the brain and then is only
seen later as a bomb that is going off having been set.early in de-
velopment. We simply don't know.. We need more research to. find
that out.

Can something be done? Well, like the treatment of Children
with attentional disorders, I think that within a fairly short- period
Of timemeaning a decade of two--there. might _be_ some therapy r

for the treatment of disorders of learning and memory in adults.
Much current research focuses on hormones and their influence on -,
learhing and memory. My own laboratory investigated the effects .
of hormones on learning and memory in adults and animals, and
also in very old animals. We are working with a strain of rats, for
example, that learns quite well when. .they are aged but forgets
very quickly, as many aged adults do.

We find-that we can alleviate this disorder or we can, if you like,
eliminate the memory problem in old laboratory animals by treat-

_ ___ing_them with the right kinds of hormones at the right time. This
kind of research suggests a possibility that even if there are such
time bombs, it might be possible to alleviate the difficulties, at
least-to some extent, later on.

Now, let me summarize by giving you what I think are some of
the implications of the kind of work that I briefly summarized
here. First of all, I think that there is abundant evidence of critical
periods in early development of the brain and in the development
of behavior, particularly cognitive behavior, that results from the
development of the brain. I believe that we need to do what we can
to prevent the disorders which are now understood and, for exam-
ple, in the case of phenylketonuria, much has been done.

There is automatic screening. .A routine screening is done of in-
fants for -phenylketonuria. I don't know how much is4being done to
insure that early in childhood that children are exposed to the
right kind of environmental stimulation. I don't know if, say, the
latch key child is being subjected to the same kind of environment
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that laboratory animals reared in deprived environments are being
subjected to. I think it is a very interesting question, because, if
they are, you can certainly expect there will be long-term cognitive
disabilities .that will result from that deprivation. So the tecom-
mendation here is to consider more prevention for those disorders
which are now understood.

Second, we need more research concerning those disorders that
are not understood, research of two kinds. One concernithe mecha-
nisms. In autism, for example, there seems to be good reason to be-
lieve that that is a developmental disorder. It is a yery debilitating
disorder, and basic research is needed on the underlying develop-
mental cause. Second, more research is needed with regard to the
potential therapy or treatment of disorders after they occur.

My final point is that these days, quite properly, we are hearing
an awful lot about the importance of education, and the medials
full of questions about what is going to be done for the sorry plight
Of national education. Let me remind us all that when we talk
about education, we are talking about the brain, because the brain
is the organ of education; and education absent a good brain will
not be very effective.

I think that it is in our best interest to get the most out of our
best national resource, which is a healthy brain that is developed!
adequately.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Dr. James McGaugh follows:] .

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES L, McGAunn, DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOBIOLOGY AND
CENTER-FOR TI,1 NEUROBIOLOGY OF LEARNING AND MEMORY, UNIVERSITY OF CALI-
FORNIA, IRVINE

Mr. Chairman, Members of the committee, I am pleased to be here. I thank you
for the opportunity to discuss .with you some findings of neuroscience research

_which) iave.importantinifaliFitions for child development. My remarks are focused
on research concerned with the development of cognitive processes.

Let me, begin by emphasizing that our abilities to learn and remember are our
most fundamental human capacities. One of the most obvious facts of experience is
that we are changed by our experiences. We learn to walk, to speak, tosead, to un-
derstand and to think. Our skills, our hopes, our plans, and our decisions are all
based on our ability to learn and remember. It is abio important for me to empha- _
size that. all influences on our cognitive abilities directly affect how we behave and
what we may achieve as individual human beings.

The brain is our most important organ. The brain processes information provided
by sensory stimulation, that is,- from the eyes, the ears, the akin, and so forth, and
the brain coordinates and directs our responses. The nature of the informationproc-
essing and the coordination of responses depends, to very considerable extent upon
influences that shape the brain's development. I would like briefly, to summarize
some of the main features of brain development and to inducate their significance
for the development,of cognitive processes. .

It is essential to recognize that the development of the brain involves many brain ,

systems and that Were are a number of developmental stages. The early"stages of
development are of critical importance since the processes developed in early stages
influence all subsequent development. Each stage of development is built on the re-
sults of earlier stages. It is also important to recognize that the brain is a highly
plastic organ. The organization and the functioning of the brain continues to change ,-/
throughout the lifespan. But, different processes underlie plasticity at different
stages of life and thq degree of plasticity generally dereases with age.

The initial. develOpment of the: brain is rapid. The cells in most regions or our
brains were, developed a month or so before we were born. By the aganf 7 our
brains were about the size that they are nowmore than double the size of an in-
fant's brain, For the mostpart, postnatal development involves the development of
the pathways connecting different brain systems as well as the specialized systems
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for communicating between cells, referred to as synapses. Conditions which influ-
ence. the development of brain cells will, of course, fundamentally affect the subse-
quent development of neural pathways and connections between cells. Early brain
development is regulated by genetic systems and is markedly affected by hormones
and other biochemical influences including diet and drugs. Studies of laboratory ani
mals indicate -that the brains of males andjemales are anatomically .different-and
that the differences are due to hormonal i fluences early in life. As the briundevel-
ops it is highly sensitive to influences res ting from environmental stimulation. In
fact, the development of brain systems- epetids critically on sensory stimulation.
Studies of the development of the visual indicate that the-patterns of stimu-
lation that the brain sees early in development determines what patterns the brain
will be able to see later in development. 'Restrictions of patterned visual, stimulation
produce lasting deficits in- perception. It seems highly likely that these principles

on visual perception will hold for the development of other abilities. Available
evidence indicates that it would be unwise to assume balm-Wise. I will return to this
issue later In my remarks.

Many details of brain etructure are shaPed by the sensory environment. The size
of certain brain regionsincluding the thickness of the cerebral cortex (which is the
most highly developed structure in -the human brain)is influence by the complex-
ity of environmental stimulation. The brains of labbratory animals reared in com-
ies environments are larger than those of animals reared in unstimulating envi-
ronments. Further, different environments produce brains that differ tit anatomical
detail. Animals from. enriched environments have more complex nerve cells in the
cerebral cortex and have more synaptic connections on each cell. To put it another
way, environmental stimulation appears to shape the wiring of the brain. Further,
the effects of early environmental stimulation are lasting. I would like to emphasize
this major point. Our experiences have shaped.the detailed anatomy of our brains.
The-greatest shaping occurred early in our lives. But it is continuing, to a lesser

,extent even today and at this moment.
Because of the importance of early development, conditions affecting the brain de-

velopm nt have long-term consequences. Children with the condition called phenyl-
keton are unableto metabolize the amino acid phenylalanine. An'exeess of this
am' o acid has -dam ng effects on_the brain! If such children are given -diets low

p enylalanine early in life, the damage is lessened and the behavioral conse-
quences are less severe. In the case of phenylketonuria the conditicmcan be readily
diagnosed and, if left untreated, the consequences are readily observed. Other condi-
tions affecting early development may not be so readily apparent. Conditionsaffect-
ing brain development may, under some conditions, be like lime bombs" in that
the consequences may be revealed only much later in life. Stddies of song learning
in birds indicate that young birds of some species learn the song of their particular
species simply by listening to adult birdi sing. As they develop and /each sexual
maturity, the singing of .the song learned early in life is stimulated by sexual hor- .

mones. If the birds are not exposed to' songs during the early critical period or, if
they are exposed only to songs of other species they will, at maturity, not be able to
sing the correct song. That is, a behavioral disorder that developed at an early criti-
cal period' in brain development is not revealed until a much later time Children
learn the language of their cultureand learn it quite welllargely within the first
five years of life. The early years may well be a critical time for the development of
language skills. Other studies using laboratory animals have shown that strains of

. animals that have different patterns of organization in a particular brain region
differ in ability to learn certain problems. The differences in learning ability are
seen only after the development of the particular, neural systemwhich is not
present at birth. Other studies have shown that if this brain region is_
during development the animals will have a learning deficit, that is seen whelini
are maturethat 'is, after the normal period for the' development of this brain
region. .

As yet little is known about the causes of disorders of learning in children. It may ."
well be that autism and attentional disorders (sometimes tend hyperkinesis) are
-caused by conditions affecting early stages of brain development. It might even. be
that late developing congitive disorders such as Alzheimer's disease are '"time

,,

bombs" set by injury or disease during critical periods of earlydeyelopment.
The abundant! evidence for critical periods in the deVelopment of the brain and

behavior in laboratory animals clearly suggests that there' are critical' periods in our
own early development. All of this evidence clearly argues for nth a importance of un-
derstanding human brain development and for ting steps to insure that develop-
mental disorders are prevented. While much has been learned' in recent 'years we
still know much too little. Until we know more-about the causes of specific'disorders
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we will not have specific means of preventing them? It should be noted that some
treatments are available for certain disorders which are not yet understood. For ex-
ample, in some children attelitional disorders that lead to learning iculties are
effectively treated with dru0Studies inlaboratory animals have sh that learn-
ing and retention can be enluiriced.by drugs and hormones. Further, t e decline in
learning and memory seen in old animals can be reduced by hormon reatments.
The findings strongly suggest that further studies will lead to effective treatments
for cognitive disorders which occur later in life. Prevention of disorders is, of course,
not cost free. But evidence from recent neuroscience research gives good reason to 4
believe that research leading to au increased understanding of brain development
and changes throughout the lifespan will be cost-effective. We can pay now by sup-
porting.the costs of research and by providing appropriate conditions for developing
brains or we will certainly continue to pay later.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF DR. EILEEN' OUELLETTE, DIRECTOR, UAF,
1/ SHRIVER CENTER OF MENTAL RETARDATION, ASSISTANT PRO-

FESSOR OF NEUROLOGY, HARVARD UNIVERSITY MEDICAL.
. SCHOOL,. AND ASSISTANT, PEDIATRIC NEUROLOGIST, MASSA-

CHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL

Dr. OUELLETTE. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee: I have
been asked to talk about the fetal alcohol syndrome this morning. I
.arrived late from Boston. I understand that someone else already
talked somewhat on the fetal. alcohol syndrome, so I will try to
shorten this so I won't be too redundant.

Fetal alcohol syndrome, FAS, refers to a series of effects seen in
children of women who chronically' drink alcohol to excess during,
and possibly prior to, pregnancy. Now there is a list of minimum
criteria which have .been accepted for one to be able to diagnose
fetal alcohol syndrome. There are three major citegories of abnor-
malities seen in-these children that, one, they dhow prenatal and/
or 'postnatal growth retardation, with weight, length, and/or head,
circumference below the 10th percentile. So the important point
here is that these children's brains are smaller than normal.

Second, they show central nervous system involvement. They
often show neurologic abnormalitie§, developmental delay or intel-
lectual impairment and mental retardation.

Third, they show a variety of birth defects, dysmorphology,.. and -
they should show at least two out of three of the following signs for
us to make this diagnosis. One is the small brain, microcephaly;
the second is microphthalmia: small eyes, and/or short palpebral
fissures. This is, the -horiz.ontal length of these children's eyes are
smaller.

The- third is poorly developed -philtrumthe distance-from-the------
base of the nose to the upper lipthin upper lip, and/orflattening
of the maxillary area. Their cheeks are also poorly formed.

This whale spectrum is known as the fetal alcohol syndrome.
Fetal alcohol effects, FAE, refers to any abnormalities seen in chil-
dren as a result of alcohol use by women during pregnancy. It does
not 'require the full spectrum of the syndrome, and it does not re-

, quire that the mother is herself an alcohol abuser.
The signs of theie effects are clearly dose related. The more the

mother drinks, the more handicapped the child is likely To be, and
the greater the risk in general to the child.

The type of alcohol taken dbes not seem to matterbeer,- wine,
distilled alcoholbut it is the total amount that is taken: And
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when it is taken in the pregnancyclearly orgairsystenis are more
vulnerable at different times of the ?regnancy.

I might ask you to turn to table I which lists all of the abnor-
malities currently known to be part of the fetal alcohol syndrome.
Let me just highlight the ones that are most important. -

The growth abnormalities, the facial abnormality, we talked
about, congenital- heart disease is very common in these children,
and they show a number of functional abnormalities. Newborns
suck very poorly and therefore they are unable to eat properly and
the children show developmental delays. re is some . evidence

.that attention deficit disorders, learning disEi lities, hyperactivity,
. are more common in children as a result of ohol.

The frequency of this is really clearly no known. 'I understand
this morning you were told that the CDC imates that the fre-
quency is between one in every 1,800 to 2,400 ve births. I person-
ally think - that that is too low and .repress 'underreporting. I
think those of is working in the field- feel umber of 1 to 2 ppeer
thousand live births is probably more realistic for the fetal 'Lilco ol
syndrome; and that between 3 to 5 per thousand live births for the
fetal alcohol effects. This makes fetal alcohol syndrome the third
most common cause of mental retardation, and we all believe that
it is now more common than Down's syndrome.

There are a number of confounding variables that 'make it diffi-.
cult to come. up with an exact frequency incident figure., Very
clearly, other factors such -as smoking, poor nutrition, vitamin defi-
ciency, use of other drugs such as marihuana, all ,seem to increase
the risk of the child being abnormal when the mother is drinking
alcohol. Socioeconomic class is also important.

A recent study at the Boston Pity Hospital; whiCh is an intercity
urban hospital, has shown-consistently work that ewe, started 10
years ago, and is -being continued' now;bST others, that the rate of
alcoholism in the young women: there. is .10 percent of the clinic

. population. And in their-recent stufiybf 1,690 mother=infant pairs,-
they had 31 rases of the fetal alcohol syndrome, which by my calcu-
lations come out to be 18 per thousand. So I think there is a great
variability.

The majority of children, Show only some of these abnormalities;
and unfortunately there _are no laboratory tests that can diagnose
this disorder,' nor is there any present capability of identifying ab-
normal fetuses by amniocentesis:.:

More recent work on Iiioderate alcohol use Is somewhat disturb-
. A number of different studies carried out in this country and

in other countries show that small amounts of daily consumption
of alcohol, as little as 2 ounces of 100-proof whiskey. or .1 ounce of
absolute alcohol, is associated with lower birth weight in the:chil-
dren, and increased-4.4es of miscarriage. It .does not appear that
the children show these. birth defects when the' mother drinks mod-
erately. Again, the concurrent use of marihuana seems'to increase-
the risk to the fetus.

I should Point out that at the present time safe levels of alcohol
intake during Pregnancy. are yet to be determined. At the .present
tine;: those of us working in the field recommend that pregnant
women .abstain from alcohol during the pregnancy .and for the
month prior to 'conception; if the pregnancy is going to, be, planned.
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We also advise women who have in fact come in and haie com-
mented that they have had a 'glass or two of wine a week. At the
rnent time:there is no evidence that occasional alcohol intake is

harmful to the fetus, but simply in trying to maximize the opportu-
nities-for developing a normal. baby we would certainly recommend
this. We make si ler recommendations to the nursing mothers be-
cause alcohol goes into breast milk.

Alcohol, passes rapidly from the maternal cirdulation through the
placenta into the fetus, and there is some interesting work that has
shown if a wegnant woman is given 1 ounce of alcohol, her liver
will clear-this in an hour. and it will be going from her system,
when in 15 minutes the baby's blood .alcohel leveLie the same-as
the mother's, but the baby lacks, the enzyme to break 'down the al-
cohol,' and measurable amounts of alcohol have been foundin these
fetuses 12 to 16 hours. later. It is then excreted into the amniotic
fluid, reswallowed by the . baby and recirculated around. So a
simple 1 ounce of alcohol remains in the baby for y a long
period of time, and this is why we are recommending me of these
things that sound perhaps a little _extreme.

To give you an miea in terms of some of the, statistics on women
and alcohol, the ,NIAAA reported in 1950 that one out of every
eight alcoholics was a woman. In 1982, they say one out of every
three alcoholics is a woman And excessive drinking is .rising very
rapidly in women. The highest rate of rise is in the age 'group 21 to
29;, the second highest is in the teenage years; These artsprecisely
the ages of highest childbirth. . '1` .

The use of alcohol among girls, yoAn girls and young women, is
approaching men, and in some cases probably people think it is
ptting closer.te' one. on one. 'Reliable data are hard to come. by.
There is still some stigma attached to this, and women tend to
drink, secretly in their dome rather than in bars and so forth, so
they don't come to, attention by alcoholic-related car accidents,
work-related problems, as often as men do.

I think what I *ould-,like to focus on is some.of the prevention
strategies that I think. are important to be considered. One thinks
of children-oriented preventive things. I think it is important that
these children be dentified at birth that they are children clearly
at risk. .

One of the- ajoi. problems these children show is the actual re-
jection' of foOd. They are very difficult childrenl tp feed. We have
video tapes of children who actually extrude.food with, their tongue
as you try to put it in. They are very poorly coordinated in tiler
sucking and swallowing motion, stIck more actively than normal
and can't swallow, and milk, comes out of their mouths. And they
are very difficult children' in general.

And if the mother hap, an alcohol problem, she -Sometimes has .a
poor 'self-irnap. She feels,,rejeated: her baby is not eating and not
growing; she is a bad mother. she will then startdriiik-

. ing . heavily again. It ;'beeomes, very difficult :problem; YThese.
women .require and these ;children require a great deal of outreach
and intervention. They should be seen freqUently by a nutritionist.

It is important' to have nurses go, into, the home;:that they are
sent early to intervention programs so they can get physical ther-;
apy, occupational therapy,, for their physical abnormalities, and
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that the -mother gets a lorotsupport. They often aren't very good
at coming for appointments and so there is a lot of outreach that
needs to be done for these children.

I think in terms of trying to prevent the problems with the
women, there are two sides that are particularly usefuL One' is the
prenatal clinic, and the other is family planning clinics. I think
that too often the people who treat alcohol problenks and the obste-
tricians and prenatal clinics don't get together. I think there
shotdd be more coordination and that there should be an alcohol
counsel in any large prenatal clinic so that when women are identi-
fied, they'can, in fact, get some help on the spot.

I frequently will get a call from an, obstetrician sayink, "I have a
6-week pregnant woman in my office. It seems'she is drinking a lot.
What do I do now?" We are able to refer these women for some
counseling. The women have to be asked about their drinkiEg
habits when they are pregnant or when they see doctors. Idithii/k
doctors oftentimes are embarrassed to ask some of these quNtions.
If you don't ask the questions, you are not going to find out; you
are not going to prevent the problem.

I think the other area for prevention, which is one that we have
been focusing On, is in the school. I think that getting to women in
prenatal clinics once they are pregnant is fine, but you know you
have already missed the boat for that particular pregnancy. I think
it is vital that young girls 13 and up learn as a part of their gener-
al health prOgrams that alcohol intake during pregnancy is con-
traindicated. Teenagers don't think of themselves as being in the
childbearing -years, but you know that is not the case. Twenty. per-
cent of them will be pregnant by the time they reach age' 20. Many
of them don't eat well and don't take very good care of themselves.

We at the Shriver Center for Mental Retardation in- Waltham,
Mass. 'hava been designated the New England resource for fetal al-
cohol Synci*ine treatment and prevention, and we have developed"
a num of educational programs, video tapes, lectures, brochures,
et cetera, which' we provide free to educational institutions, profes-
sional physicians, et cetera. And we also have served as resource.
We have, a: list of all of the treatment centers in New England so
that we can, in fact, on the telephone, refer people for services.

I think it would be important to set up more regional centers
like this. I< know there is a group in Seattle doing the same kind of
thing. I am really riot sure about the rest of the country.

I also think that it is important that women with alcohol prob-
. lems be treated differently from men. -At the present time, most
women are treated as an add-on to men's programs. For instance,
in' Massachusetts there is no detoxification center -for women. My
understanding is there are three or four beds set aside in a large
dormitory-type room which can be used for women, pregnant or
not, who need detoxification.

I think that is an intolerable situation. I can't imagine anyone
who would voluntarily go into that kind of situation. I think there
need to be more. programs specifically set up for women and young
women, and that focus on some of these preventive aspects.

[Preparecilistritement of Dr. Eileen Ouellette follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EILEEN M. OUELLETTE, M.D., DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY AFFILI-
ATED FACILITY AT THE EUNICE KENNEDY SHRIVER CENTER, WALTHAM, MASS.; As-
SWUM PROFESSOR OF NEUROLOGY, HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL; ASSISTANT NEU-
ROLOGIST, MABIACHUSITITS GENERAL HOSPITAL, BOSTON, MASS.

°
DEFINITION

Fetal Alcohol. Syndrome (FAS) refers to a series of effects seen in children of
women who chronically drink alcohol to excess during, and possibly prior to, preg-
nancy.[1.--6] Minimum criteria for the diagnosis of FAS are:

(1) Prenatal and/or postnatal growth retardation, with weight, length, end/or
head circumference below the tenth percentile;

(2) Central nervous system involvement, with neurologic abnormality, develop-
mental delay or intellectUel impairment;

(3) Facial dysmorphologjr (birth defects) with at least two out of three signs: (a)
Microcephaly (small brain); (b) Microphthalmia (small eyes) and/or short palpebral
fissures (the horizontal length of the eyes); and (c) Poorly developed philtrum (the
distance from the base of the nose to the upper lip), thin upper lips, and/or flatten-
ing of maxillary:. area.

The spectrum of clinical features currently known is shown in Table I.
Fetal alcohol Effects (}'AE) refers to any abnormalities seen in children as a

result of alcohol use by women during Pregnancy.[8-10]

FREQUENCYe
There were 3 million, 704 .thousand babies born in the United States in 1982. FAS

is estimated to occur between I and 2 per.thousand live births for the full constella-
tion of features (3,700 to 7,400 babies), with the frequency of partial expression at
possibly. between 3 to 5 per thousand, live births (11,100 to 18,500 babies). It is thee.
third most common cause of mental retardation and is more common than Down
syndrome.[9-111 FAS is totally preventable.

Information is still lacking-concerning the full scope and gravity of the 111 effects
on the fetus and infant of chronic maternal alcohol abuse prior to and during preg-
nancy. Effects produced range from mildly impaired to profoundly affliCted children
and some fatalities have been reported. It is unknown how many children's lives
have been permanently afflicted by excess alcohol use in their mothers. Thy risk of
producing an abnormal child for a mother with alcohol abuse is unknown. Some evi-

,dence exists that children are more at risk for abnormalities with each successive
pregnancy in which the mother_continues to drink heavily.

The majority of children show only some of the abnormalities described. Alcohol
embryopathy should be suspected when growth retardation and/or congenital abno-
malties are present in a child and a careful history of ethanol abuse should be elicit-
ed front the mother. Unfortunately, there are no laboratory tests which are diagnos-
tic of this disorder, nor is there any present capability of identifying abnormal fe-
tuses by amniocentesis.

MODERATE ALCOHOL USE

. Studies on moderate drinking during pregnancy, equivalent to a daily consump-
tion' of 2 oz. of 100-proof whiskey, is associated with lower birth weight in offspring
and increased prematurity rates.[13-16] Concurrent use of marijuana while preg-
nant may increase the risk of developing FAS.[17]

Safe levels of alcohol intake during pregnancy, if any, have yet to be determined:
At the present time, we recommend that pregnant women abstain from alcohol, but
advise women that an'occasional alcoholic beverage has not been found to be harm-
fh.1 to the fetus. Similar recommendations are made to nursing mothers.

MATERNAL/CHILD EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL .

Alcohol passes rapidly from the maternal circulation to the fetus and assumes ap-
proximatelY the same concentration as in maternal blood.[18-19] Alcohol levels
within the fetal circulation fall more slowly. than -in the maternal circulation, so
that detectable-levels of alcohol are still present in the 'fetus after the alcohol has
been totally cleared from the maternal circulation.[20-21J Not only does alcohol,
enter the fetal circulation but it is excreted into the amniotic fluid where it .remains
in essentially the same concentration for several hours until slowly, being cleared:
Changes are seen in fetal acid-base balance, cerebral function and metabolism. Alco-
hol has also been found to reach human milk in a similar concentration to that in
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peripheral maternal blood, decreasing together with decreasing ethanol content of
the blood.

-WOMEN AND ALCOHOL

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) reports that in
1950 ong in every 8 alcoholics was a woman. In 1982, one in every 3 alcoholics was a
woman.[22] Excessive drinking is rising at a rapid rate. The highest proportion of
heavy drinkers among women is between the ages of 21-29, the age of peak repro-
ductive years123] The second highest is in the teenage years. Current NIAAA statis-
tics report that there are 2.25 million woman problem drinkers anc1,3 million teen
problem drinkers in the U.S.[24]

The use of alcohol an1ong girls and among women is approaching that of boys and
men. Fteliabletclata concerning alcoholism in women are difficult to come by as the
female alcoholic has a greater tendehcy to drink secretly in the privacy of her home
and therefore comes to professional attention later than the male alcoholic, who
often is identified through poor work performance or automobile accidents. ,

Recent studies show that all women tend to decrease their alcohol intake during
the early months of pregnancy, presumably from a combination of factors.

",PRF.VENTION STRATEGIES

I. Child oriented
. It must be stressed agaih that the-Feta Alcohol Syndrome and its spectrum of

abhormalities are a totally preventable ca growth abnoimalities, congenital-
'malformations and mental retardation. Intense and - extensive preventive strategies
should be undertaken as there is no known way,to reVerwor reduce the effectp of
alcohol on the fetus once they have occurred. Once a baby hikbeenborn with signs .

of FAS, early identification of the problem, treatment for specific clinical findings,
° infant stimulation and close attention to nutritionalproblems are vital.

In our experience, much of the postnatal growth retardation seen in these chil-
dren is due to their active rejection of.food. Videotapes which we have made indi- -----
cote that the children have increased but uncoordinated sucking and swallowing
movements coupled with extrusion movements of the tongue, so that their intake in
food is less than' adequate and feeding times-are prolonged. Even highly experienced
foster mothers find these children extremely difficult to feed. Generally; feeding
problems are significant for the first year of life and gradually improve sO that by
the time the children are 3 to 4 years of age they are consuming a more adequate
diet, although they continue to be highly selective in their food preferences.

2. Pregnant women and mothers
'Twoaftes are especially useful in the identification of women of child bearing

who have alcohol related problems. Family planning and prenatal clinics are i
locations for educational programs and places where women with alcohol problems
should be identified.[25]

Questions about alcohol use should be routinely asked of women at the first pre-
natal visit. A brief questionnaire developed by Rosett et al. has been found to be
useful in identifying moderate and heavy drinkers in a nonthreatening and non-

, time consuming manner4e6; 27] [Table II]
We and others have found that the prenatal clinic is an ideal site for initiating

intervention in women previously unidentified as having alcohol related prob-
lems.125, 28] Women so identified should be referred to alcohol treatment centers for
additional counseling and support. The women are generally highly motivated to
alter their drinking behavior in order to produce offspring with the least possible
risk. Their repeatll associations over several months with health care deliveries
assist them to form therapeutic relationships.. Heavy drinking women who stop
drinking during pregnancy have a; good chance of delivering a normal child. Al-

. though no improvement in'the risk of congenital malformations could be expected
due to their appearance early in the pregnancy, the risk of prematurity and growth
retardation' is lessened.[6, 24]

In the postnatal period, there is an increased risk of recidivism. The impetus for

t revert to previous drinking pat-
modifying behavior is often less after the bither

to
y haa been born. The increased stress

of taking care of an infant may cause the m
terns,. particularly 'if the infant has problems: such as poor feeding, sleeping, and
restlessness. -.

The importance of outreach efforts and home visits during this 'period cannot be
overemphasized: Women'. often find it more difficult to keep appointments outside

_

k I:.
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the hone in the postnatal period but welcirme visits by a therapeutic nurse practi-
tioner, art;; holism counselor or ether therapist. Women should have a telephone
number to call 24 hours a day in case significant problems arise. Referral fa strong
supportive programs, such as Alcoholics Anonymous, are important through the
prenatal and postnatal periods.
3. Educational programs

ThE Eunice Kennedy Shriver Center for Mental Retardation in Waltham, Massa-
chusetts, has been designated as a New England Regional resource for the preven-
tion and treatment of thee fetal alcohol syndrome. We have developed a variety of
educational programs for health care and other professionals, alcohol treatment
centers, families, including foster parents, teachers, junior high, high school and col-
lege students, and the public at large. The goal of these programs is to identify and
refer women and children at risk. It is extremely important that practicing physi-
cians and house officers in the fields of obstetrics and gynecology, family practice
and pediatrics be aware ..of the harmful effects of maternal alcohol abuse on off-
spring, that they seek and recognize those at risk; that they become skilled in ascer-
taining drinking histories, and that they have sufficient knowledge of local re-
sources to refer people for assistance. Mentifc presentations, publication of articles
in professional journals, and participation ifl hospital departiBental grand rounds
are all useful means of providing this type of education. 440Nurses, particularly those employed in prenatal clinics and newborn nurseries,
midwives, staffs of family planning,agencies, social workers, psychologists, alcohol-
ism counselors and teachers are frequently the first to identify families with alcohol
related problems. Participation in workships, health fairs and inservice training ses-
sions has been very effective in new case findings.

Families themselves; including foster families and mothers in alcohol treatment ,
centers and halfway houses benefit not only from individual therapy but gain
knowledge and skills from being given factual information in a group setting. This
format increases their understanding and recognition of common prs:blems and as-
sists them to ask questions of their individual physicians and other therapists.

It should be stressed that women in halfway houses comprise a special audience.
They are often in different states of recovery and guilt. Prior staff preparation' and
presentation of child related information in a nonthreatening and supportive fath-
ion is essential. In some cases, it is wiser for individuals to defer participation in
some of the FAS educational programs until they themselves are further along in
their recovery.

Another important part of-our educational programs is our participation in school
health curricula. Our FAS' program director has prepared an educational package
consisting of a slide tape, verbal presentation and question and answer session,
which is now part of the Health Cate Curriculum in a number of local schools.

A special prograjn has been developed for pregnant teenagers, who continue tb
attend high school. The focus is on the and abuse of alcohol as part of general
health-issues. A list of common non-prescription medications containing alcohol is
provided to them to make them realise the need to be aware of the contents of ev,
erything they ingest while pregnant.

A final form of educational program is t t of increasing public awareness.-Public
service announcements of 30 secondsleab are routinely aired on local and regional
TV stations. Brochures have been devel for placement in physicians offices,
family planning agencies, prenatal clinics, braries, schools, churches, alcohol treat-
ment agencies, women% groups, and. treat ent centers. Others have utilized mar-
riAS.[28]age license bureaus, and diaper services to educate the general public about
F

SUMMARY

The reidentificatioof the 'risk of maternal alcohol use during pregnancy and the
recognition of the effects of alcohol on fetal development are only ten years old.
Much remainb to be learned about the cause and scope of the problem. Unlike e-
netic disorders, it is totally preventable. Early identification of those.at risk and in-
creased public awareness cont. ue to be our best weapons in combatting this impor-
tant public health prograni.

TABLE L L FEATURES OF FAS: TABLE OF ABNORMALITIES

Growth abnormalities; Prematurity; Intrauterine growth retardation; Postnatal
growth retardation, short stature, diminished weight.

AS
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Craniofacial an% . 'es: Microcephaly; eye abnormalities, epicanthal folds, iele-
canthus, short pal . . . fissures, corneal opacity, ptosis, high myopia, strabiamus
tortuosity of retinal - flattened nasal bridge; abnormally format. ears; mail- :
buy hypoplasia; narrow- Won border of upper lip; small mandible; cleft palate.

, . Joint and limb rnaLformations:'Limitation of elbow extension; phalangial

septal delal elec ; ventricular septal defects; tetralogy ofta
(" 'es, 'Small nails. clinodactyly; abnormal palmar crease/3;o dislocated hips.

. Cardiac abnormities
. fallot; patent ductus arteriosus; aortidYrich ftiterruption type A; peripheral pidmori-

. ic stenos's. .-
Renal anomalies: hydronephrosis; single kidney;' ypoPlastic kidneys.
Functional abnormalities; neonatal, poor suck, hypotonia, tremulousness.
Postnatal: developmental delay, <mental retardation, poor gross motor coordina-

tion, poor fine motor :coordination, learning disabilities, hyperactivity, decreased at-,
tendon span. , . .. , .

Other Tindinis: Hydrocephalus; neural tube defbcts; single umbilical artery;.
Noonan syndrome; Klippel-Feil anomaly; capillary Irmaneomata; abnormal ester-
nal genitalia; accessory nipples; adrenal cortical carcinoma; spastic diplegia.

TABUS u

10 QUESTION DRINKING HISTORY FOR PRENATAL USE
Beer
How many times per week
How many cans each time
Ever drink-more?
Wine:
Howrany times per week
Ho* many glasses each time---
Ever drink more?
Liquor:

. How many times per week
-- -How many drinks-each time

Ever drink more?
-,--:i---.---.-CHits.yeur;ctrinking changed in the last year ?4
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STATEMENT OF STANLEY I. GREENSPAN, M.D., CHIEF, CLINICAL

INFANT- RESEARCH UNIT,' LABOR.ATORY OF PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY, INTRAMURAL -itESEARCH PROGRAM,. NA-
TIONAL. INSTITUTE OF MENATL HEALTH

Dr. GREENSPAN. Thank you. It 'is an honor to be here and have
opportunity to discuss the prevention of health and mental

health problems in infants, young children, and their families.
First,-I would like to thank the Honorable .George :Miller, chair-

. man; Dan Marriott, ranking minority member; and William
. Lehman, chairman of this Task Force on Prevention Strategies, for

foctising the. country's attention on children, youth, and families
and on prevention as one of. three main priority areas.

am a child psychiatrist- and Chief of the Clinical. Infant Re-
search Unit 'in the intramural research program, at the National
Institute of Mental Health. A major area Ofmy..professional inter-
est is on the adaptive and' maladaptiVe.. emotional development o)f
infants, children and their families.

The following summary comments about emotional develOpment,
will reflect m:., own-views as a clinician and a researcher. t

First, I would like to emphasize that we knot" a great deal about
normal emotional and intellectual development infants and
young nildren, enough to do a great deal now, even withOUt fur-
VIer Tasearch. We probably know more about infants' and young
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'children's normal emotional development than any other time in
the life cycle, including' adulthood.

An enormous body .of research, for example, documents develop-
ment beginning prenatally and postnatally such things as how the
baby `uses his senses to "perceive his environment, to make visual
and auditory discriminations, to respond'. favorably to pleasure,
emotional warmth, and security,-and to respond: unfavorably to de-
privation of emotional and sensory experiences .and to erratic over-
stithulation, which overwhelms early integrative capacities.

'One, the healthy infant continually increases his capacity to
process information and enter Olt() ever more complex emotional,
social; and cognitive patterns during the early years.

Two, beginning with the first few, months a life, we can now
chart- the emotional, social, and cognitive milestones, much as we
do-, the neuromotor milestona of - sitting, crawling, walking, and
talking. We can also chart disturbances or departures from these
expected developmental patterns, and identify zome of the constitu-
ional and environmental fictors associated with these disturb,

. For example, during the first 2 months, healthy infants increas--
ingly.have momenta of a calm, but alert states where,theypractice
using their sense of vision, hearing, smell, and Motion. In contrast;

rehypexcitable infants have rigid muscles; arch their backs, look
away rather than toward their care givers, and overreact, to normal
touch, or: sounds. tlyporeactive infants seem to :shut down and evi-
dence poor muscle tone; they do not alert or brighten to, a'variety
of sensory and social overtures. .

Some infants appear to begin life with maladaptive patterns. In
such instances, even competent; families may need guidance to
figure' out how to find just the right pattern of rocking, vocaliza-
tions and stroking 'to help their infants learn to be calm, alert, at-
tentive states. Some infants begin competently but lose their early
-adaptive capacities. In these situations. clinically we have, observed
either unavailable or overly intrusive, chaotic care,.giving patterns.

Regardless of whether the. basis for the early maladaptive pat-
terns appears to be constitutional or a result of early, experiences,.
on a case-by-case basis, we observed that providing special patterns
of care helped the infants return to competent developmental patc
terns. .

By.2 to 4 months, we' can observe infants who evidence that en-
raptured emotional engagement where they seem, fascinated with

face, they smile back', listen, and even. move -their arms in syn
roily to'their 'caregiver"i voice. The infant's pleasurable emotions
and the strOng investment of the caregiver appear to motivate the
infant 6 use and organize his senses and his sensory motor organi-
2ation. In contrast, we also observe infants who are already unre-
sponsive 'to the humane world, evidencing flat or -despondent emo-
tional expressions.

They may look away rathdr than* toward their caregivers and re-
Ispond to,the human voice with panic rather than comfort. Second-
ary sensory-motor delays and severe communication ,problems are
not-uncommon. Here too, we have worked with cases where there
were constitutional vulnerabilities, and others where the main
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pr blems were in the caregi\ ing pattern and still . ''hers where
bo actors were pre§ent. Most encouragingly, special patterns. of
care +.2nded to reverse the nialath.ptive behavior. .It would appear
that the infant has;great elasticity and recovery power if .ve pro-
vide him or her the opportunity for favorable development.

As the infant progresses, we can observe infants who !earn cause
and effect interactions; that is, the world ;9 lawful, and 'complex
motor and social skills. Eventually by 18 months to 2 years they
learn to use ideas to guide language, motility imagination, and
eventually to think and plan. In contrast, we observe infants- whose
behavior remains random and chaotic, who never develop function--
al complex social patterns, and the functional use of ideas.

veittually evidence language delays and deficits in think-
, ima ion and such basic personality ftinctions as .knb,wing

what is real m pretend, controlling impulses and mood, and fo-
cusing attentio to concentrate and learn. We have been impressed
by how impo nt the second year of life is for the development of
higher level emotional and conceptual skills. Many toddlers devel-
op competently and are even precocious motorically until 15 to 16
months of age. However, we feel that because of a lack of appropri-
ate experiences, they do not fully make the next step of using ideas
isi label and interpret feelings, to think, plan, and learn new con-
ceptual skills that are essential for school and eventual participa-
tion in an increasing13- technological society. Special programs at
this age may have enormous payoff fo- many of these children.

Three, most importantly, there is now a gre.:.,:.. deal of evidence
from case studies. and some emerging evidence' from large group
studies that early identification and preventively of anted interven-
tions can effectively reverse early maladaptive patterns and pi -
/no::: healthy development.

The elements we feel an intervention program must conta. are:
A focus on the interactions of the multiple aspects of elop-

went; including physical-neurological, cogniti re, emotional, oial,
and .amilial. Offering preventive intervention to the infant and not
the family or the intellectual lags and not emotional and social
limitations ignores the complexity of human beings ald their fami-
lies.

Preventive intervention approadhes must be tailored to ' he indi-
vidual differences in infants, young children and their families.

*-----... The integration of three levels into the preventive intevention
approaches are necessary.

---On.e..attentionJosancrete.iieeds.fonsuraivai, food, - housing care,----
Two, an ongoing human r,lationship with a key member of the

intervention team.
Three, availability of sPecialized clinical, diagnostic and preven-

tive intervention approaches for complex problems such as infants
with sensory hypersensitivities to touch or sound or parents with
depressive illness or other disturbances.

Four, there are especially challenging families referred to as
multi-problem and more recently by our research group as multi-
risk. Over .30 years ago it was estimated' that they constituted 5 to
10 percent of the population but used 50 to. 75 percent of all the
public health, mental health and social services. No recent data on

--------
..---
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this population exist. One can only' guess that this pattern may be
even more extreme now

In case studies, the children, in these-families were observed to
have severe problems in such basic personality functions essential
for school and later work arid family life, as knowing the real from'
the pretend controlling impulses and mood, and focusing attention
and concentration in order to learn And interact with others. We
have found that many of the emotional and cognitive disturbances
of these children can be identified as early as the first months of
life.

Even families with more than three generations of marginal
coping and1 a history of distrust of traditional services can be in-
volved in an ongoing preventive intervention program. Most impor-
tantly, on a case-by-case basis, we have been able to show that the
at-risk infants, young children, and their families can be helped to
competent functioning.

The intergenerational nature of these patterns are important
Often the multirisk mothers- begin their-chila rearing as teenagers
and they and their chIldren do worse with each subsequent preg
nancy. These mothers- describe a similar pattern with their own
mothers. And in all likelihood, their children will continue these.
patterns. We have observed in our cases that by helping a mother:
and family with one child, not only does that child and the whole
family do better, but the next child does better. It appears that a
negative cycle of geometric proportions is broken and a postive one

ve, the implications for a national health, mental health, and
educational prevention policy, should also be considered. With 13
percent of our school-age children receiving special services and, as
a clinical hunch, another 15: percent who could probably benefit
from such services, we must'rethink our basic philosophy on such
fundamental notions as-equal opportunity, and an education for all
our children. When -children enter, school already handicapped 'in
cognitive or 'emotional functioning, they do not have an equal op-
portunity.

In additiofi, they have critical educational lags. Education,
health, and mental health care must begin at the beginning, when
the brain i& growing most rapidly. The brain grows t.o two-thirds of
its adult size by the time a child is three. In my view,, infants re-
qUire phase specific nutriments of a biological, that is, nutrition,
and experimentalthat is, emotional, physical and cognitive expe-

. If AP f. 4 - I ; I I

specific requirements.
While some infants have unusual capacities to find' the nutri-

ments, the nutriments must be available in the proximity. These,nu-
triments are essential for the attainment of critical milestones in
the education, health, and mental health of our infarits in the first
3 years of life. These milestones include, as discussed earlier, learn-
ing to: One, regulate one's body and use one's senscts to perceive,
the world; two, form distinctly human emotional relationships;
three,' interact in a cause and affect or purposeful manner; four, or-
ganize complex cognitive and emotional patterns; five, construct
ideas to guide language, behavior, and feelings; and six, to think
and plan.
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All these milestones which occur before children have access to
school are critical to their health, mental health, and education.

The following sections will briefly amplify each of the above
points. Normal emotional and social development in infancy: While
there are no large-scale studies of infants and young children's af-
fective patterns at different ages to partition the range of emotion-
al patterns in the general population, there is extensive literature
on the emotional development of presumed normal infants. Inter-
estingly, during the past 15 years there has been considerably
greater documentation of normal emotional development in infants
than probably any other age group.

It is now well documented that the 'infant is capable, even at
birth and/or shortly thereafter, of organizing experience in an
adaptive fashion. He or she can respond to pleasure and displeas-
ureLipsett-; 1966; change behavior as a function of its conse-

-. quencesGewirtz, 1965, 1969; form Intimate bonds and make
visual discrirniziationsKlaus ''and Kennell, 1976; Meltzoff and
Moore; 1977; organize cycles and rhythms, for example, sleep-
awake, alertness statesSander, 1962; evidence. variety of affects
or affect proclivitiesTomkins, 1981; Izard, 1978; and Ekman, 1972;
and demonstrate organized social responses- in conjunction with in-
creasing neurophysiologic organizationEmde, Gaensbauer, and
Harmon, 1976; the infant from the early months demonstrafee a
unique capacity to enter into complex social and affective in yrac-
tionsStern, 1974a, 1974b, 1977;. Brazelton, 1974.

It is interesting to note that this empirically docginented view of
the infant is, in a ger
potheses, 1911 and. H mann's ostulation, 1939, of an early un---p1

sense, consistent with Ffrreud's early hy
;

-

differentiated organizational matrix. That the organization of expe-
rience broadens duiing the early months of life to reflect increases
in the capacity to experience and tolerate a range of stimuli, in-
cluding responding in social interaction in stable\and personal con-
figurations, is also consistent with recent empirical dataEmde et
al., 1976; Sroufe, Waters and Matas, 1974; EscalOna, 1968; Stern,
1974d, 1974b; Sander, 1962; Brazelton, Koslowski and Main, 1974;
Murphy and Moriarty, 1.976.

That increasingly complex patterns continue to emerge as the
infant -further develops is indicated by complex emotional re-
sponses such as surpriseCharlesworth, 1969, and affiliation, wari-
ness and fearAinsworth, Bell and Stayton, 1974; Bowlby, 1969;
Sroufe and Waters, 1977, observed between 7 and 12 months ex .l .

a er, me an ergman,
behavioi suggesting functional understanding of objects; Werner
and Kaplan, 1963, observed in the middle to latter part of the
second year of life and .the eventual emergency of surnbolic capaci-
tiesPiaget, 1962; Gouin-Decarie; 1964; Bell, 1970..

In theabove studies, there is a consensusand there are no dis-
senting studiesthat by 2 to 4 months of age at the latest, and
often much 'earlier, healthy infants are capable of responding to
their care giver's faces, smiles, and voices with brightening or al-
tering and, often, with a smile and reciprocal vocalizations, sug-
gesting positive affect, as well as other reciprocal responses. Fur-
thermore, the infant care giver's interaction patterns become pro-
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gressive Characterized by. more complex social interaction deVe17';r

oninent*ciceeds.. . T, :

.15VO, coMpariden: of itdaptiVe;, normal; and maladaptive develop
inerital 4iatterna'iiiinfanCy. PsyChOnathalogy in ,infaiicY''..The 'Audi;
Of PdYchopithOlOe in infancy new area etenrthOughltlie-'hW

) , . toriCal. foundation for. identifying diitOrbiiCes' is the early Yeare!Of
life. is very iinpreigiVe:ICOnstitUtiOnal,' and :matUratiOnal;,patternd
whiCh influences the forinatiOn of eaiik .

already ' noted m the ,learly 1900's clii.sciiptiOtts;. Of ;.babiei.:.of
nervous inheritance Who: 'elihaust: MOtherstaniercin, 1919,,
and infanta with excessive nerve ,actiVity and a functionally finMa-

AUre nerVotidsYeteni;.,.. . :

Winnicott, *titi:*i a pediatrician in the 1930'd. began describing :

the ')environment's role in 'early f;TelatiOnithip problemai.--:1931; ..wad
f011OWed = the !'1940's. by the well-lineWn:,studied:dedCiibing4he,,
deVerkdeVelOpinental distiutiences infants brought

situations of emotional deprivation Lowrey, '194(4
iint;-.;:1.941Baltwi4;',1942; IiiiiVlbY,,;):1952;) arid:,$iiiti;`.:I1945: .; Spitz's

ilrae,resulted::in laws iii;.the':,thiited,St4itiii,preihibitiiii,,C,keelii4
fanialin; titUtiond:).

, . .

The role Of indiVidnal differences in theinfant,haded on CO"
tiOnal maturational and early interactional patterns. that. ;

nervous infant :;'deiCribed by Cameron 1919 and Ford ,1905 in ,tine
early '190018 agaiiif:beeinie-a!fikinief evidenced ".;!the

'ObserVatiOninf StirlinehaM. and ')'.&-,Feetio.41.942;
calona's; descriptions` of ;infanta With ; unusual. sensitivities.t199

,

EacalOna, -.4Wide;,i)MOriaritY and ''Murphy's
iuclei--+.1976;thets',oiavhoinioe:Itenifie*iiietit

studies -71977tiCitt*loto and DeLiCardiOadeddriPtiOnenf. tha,rOlerOf:
differenCes iii..!:matinitritiOn;i, and

emerging empirical lifeiature Ci*infinti44Sander;11962;:.Britieltani
'..;!'497.4;14paitt, .1966; Stern; 1974;;-Ziride; 1976;.

:..

More integrated approaches to :understanding disturbances in-
fancy had been emphasized in descriptions of selected an
'very Mdightftil :Clinical ;Case studies, -that ;
venCe 4979;' in !press;', Williams, et press. o

In : order to fostei PreVeritiVe:effortd,) we at theicliniCal Infant
search` ',Unit;,=,.intraintiral !research) nrOgrani; NatiOnal; nstitO
'Mente.17fiefiltinderteejOi*tiidy=0-f-iiiinanaLand=diattiihM, , , .

=.). patterns a-111.00:1301nireheii-
,j 'sive classification; of adaptive and'').inal'aditP#Ve infant =

.patterns. Below is a ;Chart summarizing; the adaptive and inaladap-;
0N:fa:infant and family patterns: followed hkijabriefideacrintiOn, of
these Patterns. See Greeaspaffi;1979; Greendpaii,.'..Latirie. and ::NoVer, : .

1979;GreensPan and' Lourie;1981; Greenspan; .1981' for more de-
.

tailed deicriptiOn of these patterns. .

, [The 'chart follows:]
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Dr. I cri9CENal'Ai4.The capacities described by these stages are. all

resent Sciiiie';'iiclimentaryfOrmin-,'Very early ;infaiiCy:.Irlie, se-.
nerieei'017esentedSUggestk inet:7:WlieziltheW;41P.46#iet:!1!egin, but

when they'become relatively prominent in Organizing Iheh *Wier:end
furthering: development In, first ikthe .

achigyenient hoineeatatia,". i e., reelf4egiiiStionl:tnid:;enierging in-,
. terest through the Senses' 'in!.i,the world sights, sounds,; smells,
Ouch; et ',cetera ',Once the infEint .1faii:achieired !Seine *tPaCitY.Jer
regulation' in: the of engaging the :`,world, and centfal' rierV-
ous system ,-iiiiiturition 'is inCreniting-,4betWeen' 2 and .4 months of
ege=he becomes more attuned to eticitiP, and interpersonal; interic-
tion. is,,,OOke able to. respond..te.the external environment andt om : rehitionahip;.With the significant !primary' ca
giVera.!'.ThUS;72 a second, closely related , of forming:

attichinent.- : ;.:
If an . affective: and relatively pleasurable attachnieritakinveet-

Trient thChunian, animate then with growing
.the .infeiit: `.develops CoriiPleX i patterns of

communication jirt4e.cciiiteict of this primary human relationship.
Parallel with development of the,infant'iTelationshiP to the
Mete , world .; where ':basic soheiries
tiOnahips,IPieget;197244are,beioo'rieloliectithe',infiit becomes ca-
pnble of '.6.6.mplicateeliiiiiiiiii;;:enininUniCationa*I3rikielien,: :et!' :al:,
1974;1Stern;19744; .TenneSi

When .there have `been :distortions ins_ the attachni ..it :process
e.g :c if einother!:reePOnds I a' ineeherikal; ';reinoteinenner*iid/Or
projeeta some Of 'her own dependent feelings onto .tier infant;;:the

not Waril- ;to SPPreciate causal ?relitienshipn betWeen
eoPleat the leier Of ceinpassiOnate and intiinetefeatings;,Thia can .

occur causality seems te developing iii tern* of the
. inanimate ;drid the imPerserial! human haVe'!Ob-
SerVed infants who are differentiated. in the assertive *Per:Serial
doiniiin of human yelatienshiparlatit LWho are relatively undifferenti-
ated in 'the intimater pleesurnble

Causal' relatienshiPs !am, 'established '.between the ;infant, the
ryprima,. care giver Menced in the infant'S greWing;, ability to

discriminate ,significant primary care givers froni,otheryMe 'also
beceMeable to differentiate; his own: ;actions' ,:.Cnnie-
ttiennes, .LiffeetiVely ;. somatically; behaviorally,; ind,interpeterially.
Usually by :facpth.ci of age or earlier;;thel*opeSSOf differentietipn
begins along; a,mimber . of 'deVeloPinental .liries;! for

Ei third! stage, therefore, !yriay:be'fOrraillYiterMed 'seinatiniSiciie-
logie 1! er,:,..,,t,,intion.- to indicete.Preeessee occurring
(e.g .:se: q/.../errititer): and emerging: psychological '

Ip bisieonteit,';i4clielnkin refers to higher level niental',pincess7_
es characterized' by the capacity internal,:reprefientationa Or
EiYinbeP.-; f as away to organ* :experienee..Mhile;ScheneS of
ity are being' atablished in the infant'S'sreliitibni314! to the
personal Werldit 'in net at all clear 1,whether .theSe'Ficheineeeiiiiit :at
an ;. :1;Synibelin'ileveP

exist: mainly et e-SeretiP level
nOyenspen;

even
though We do observe the precursors of representational capacities,. :
Some perhaps everprenatilli deterniried.(to

,



With apPropriate reading .of cues 4ind systematic differential. re-
sponses, the infant's or toddler's *behavioral repertoire; becomes
complicated `and,cominunications take on more Crganiied, meaning-. .!
fq.corifigurations. By 12 monthg of age, the infant is connecting.be-
haVioral units into larger organizations as he exhibits. ;complex,
emotionarresponses such as affiliation, wariness, and fear IllOwlby,
1969; Ainsworth et al., 1974; Sroufe and Waters, 1977).

As the toddler moves farther into the second year of life, in the;
context of the practicing Subphase of the development of individti-
ation [Mahler et al., 1975), there is an increased capacity for form-
ing original behavioalschemes (Piaget, 1972) and imitative activity
and intentionality. .

nimmitaorteiodnoemviindnenntcerdolion. Aeasrilmieritadteivoenls-tnytpe.noowf lseeaormnisngto .through imitation

0 take n a more integrate& personal form, it appears the toddler is
adopt g or internalizing attribUtes of his care givers. To 'describe
these. new capacities, it ,is useful . to consider,a fourth 'stage, that of .

behavioral organization., initiative, and internalization.
As the toddler moves into the end .of' the:second year, with fur.- ther 'CNS matUration,.,,ne notice an increase& capacity to form and

organize mental rePresentations, i.e., ideas. Internal sensations and
unstable.- images become organized in a mental representational
forth vtich can be evoked and is somewhat stable (Piaget,. 1972,
Bell, 1970; Gouin-Decarie,' 1965). While this capacity is initially :
fragile (i.e., betWeen 16 and 24 months), it soon appearsto become
a 'dominant mode in organizing the child's behavior, and a fifth
stage can be documented, that of forming mental representations
or ideas. .

As a clarification of related concepts, it, should be pointed out
that the capacity for "object permanence" is relative and goes
through a series of stages (Gouin-Decarie, 1965); it refers to the tod-
dler's ability to search for hidden inanimate objects. ,Representa-
tional capacity refers to the ability to organize and evoke; nternal
organized multisensory experience^f the animate object. The ca.,'
pacities to represent animate and inanimate .experiences are relat,
ed and depend bot1 an CNS myelination and appropriate experi.;
ences. The process "internalization" may be thought of as an in-
terrnediary process. Internalized experiences eventually becomes
sufficiently. .organized to be considered representations.'

At a representational level, the child again develops his capaci-
es=foLeiabctration,_integration-andAifferentiationst as causal

eschemes previously were developed at a somatic and behavioral
level, now they are developed at a representational level. The child
begini to elaborate and eventually differentiate those ;feelings,
thoughts, and events that emanate from himself and those that : ,
emanate from Others. He ,begius,to differentiate what he 'experi.-!.
ence'and does from the imps t of his actions on the world. This
gradually forms, the basis for e differentiation of "self" 'rePreseri4;
tations from those which eni13 ), the .exterrial World; animate and
inanimate; and:ids:1 provides t e bask; for such crucial personality
functions' as knowing what is eal from unreal, impulse and mood

. :-. regulation,, and the ;capacity focus 'attention and concentrate. in
order to learn and interact.



e capacity f r ;differentiating].internaL,repreeentations beconie
consolidated! as. obiect,constanCY it .established (Mahler et 41;:;.:197).-
ut' middle childhOod,; representational ',capacity.; eCOniek reinforcer'
with the :Child'S ability tO,deVelop!'deriVatiVe: represelitatiOnal''087
tems tied to' the Otigiiial ' rePresentatiOn and 'transform i then* ins,,,
accord' With', adaptive : and' defensiVe goels. :pi* permits: `greater'

:flexibility :in : dealing with percentiOna,' : feelings, .. :thoughts, :' and ':
erne g 'idifis.:SUbstages for, these CaPecitiee include ;rePresenta=
tiOn differentiation; the consolidation of representational:, capac-
ity, the capacitY;for forming liiiiited derivative representation-

systeinsi and Multiple deriVative representational systerns;(strtic-
pral learning [Greenspan; 1979)). ; ....i.: . . . ' :': : : ' ,, : '

'At. each of these 'a es: in varying -degrees ' pathologic as well as
adaptive ,formations re possible.: These; may, be considered as :tele-
. tive;;:cOMProinisek : in he range, depth, ;stabilitY," and/or' personal
'uniqueness of the ; e riential-, organization ; consolidated :at,I.edah

e;;The.infant canIforni :adaptive;patterns; of regulation; in the
ear 'est atagea of i develOpment. His 'internal states are harinOnione .

.,,, 1Y.`,,regnlate 'fan& he is free' to invest himself in the animate l'and,
inanimate world, ther' by setting; the basis for rich emotional sit, . :

taCliinente to hie priiii :caregivers: ' .; ', : ! i ; ,.. , ;:, :, ,i,,i.;

On the iOther, harid, his regulatory processes are .not 'fiinCtiOn,
ing properly 'and :he not maintain internal' harmony in', the Con,.
;text : of ',wipe :.ayaii4b1 .to, ..hd World,. 'the infant !,inaY::-withdraW:
'From, i.elativelY Mine .coniprOMiaea such ;as: a-:tendeneY itii.,':With7
draiv:and/of be hype -excitable- under. stress ; to a major deviation
such as', an averWhel g :aVoidance,!of,,the : animate :World,' we ;Cari
observe the degrees' which the infant, even in the firet:months 'Of, 1 ,

life, achieves .a1 : han :optimal adaptive structural; organization;
Thui,, the 'early , ttachments can be warni 'and engaging;,:or,Shal-,, ,.

low, insecure,, an liinited in their Affective tone ,.' 4k the Esa?lt.r0iP-
roCaL relationslf ,: we 'can: observe. differences: between aric infant
who`, reads the wale of the caregivers'. and : responds . in ; 'a ;HO,
meaningful .S;ia to Multiple aspects brtlie; cdminuiiiCations..(with

;multiple, affeCts and behavioral communications), and one who Can .
respond only within; a;. narrow range of affect, for examples, protest;
or ho'. can reepOnd:at all in , a, Contingent Or:treciproCal manner; for
exainple, ;the .seemingly apathetiC,; Withdrawn, and depreaaedl:child
who responds On his own internal Cues.' :* . . : : . : .: . , . ,..,

, As ,the tOd er, oPtiMally,. becomes behaviorally more organized
and ;CoMple patterna 'appear, which reflect OrigmalitY !and 'initW:'

ive-7,niT e- n o he, separa0ox-TTC-i dn lirdi v uation-subrihaie of : --
development :we ,can Observe thOse toddlers:Who 'irianifeit:thie 'ftill
adaptive CaPaCity. 'They MaY. heapiripared with :Othere', who are ;ate:
reotyped hi; their behavioral patterns4refleOt no originality! or 'iii;

t: i : tentionalityWho:'Terifaini fragmented, never connect', pieces c of be=;.'
' hiliorii., into more complicated:: patterns; , or who evidence polarities
Of I:4feet; ,, showing no .caPacity to integrate; emotions; 'fiii. extunPle;',2,
the Cjiitinia: negativistic aggressive toddler 'Whir. canticit. shintinter ,,'

est, .curiosity,; or love._ : : ', ; ::. :. .. ; , ; , : : ' ! ' .,' . +,, ..-
:Ai a capacity for :representatiOnal :orgaiiii.atiOri ',,ii, reached, :wev

can distinguish the child who can organize; iiitegiito;and!differen,
tiate ; a rich! range of ,affeCtive and deationar,,,..hfe from one ,Who ;re:.

anii either Without 'representational capacity. Or undifferentiated,
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(i.e., deficits with reality testing, impulse control, focuied,concen-
tration, or who may form and differentiate self and object represen-
tations only at theexpense of extreme compromiseS in the range of
tolerated experience (for example; the schizoid,child who with- -

draws from relationships). Similar adaptive or ladaptive struc-
tural organizations can be observed in later childhoodthe trian-
gular phase=latency; and adolescence.

A more detailed discussicin of this framework, including princi-
ples of prevention and intervention, is available (Greenspan, 1979;
1981). It should also be pointed out that through videotaped analy-
ses of infant-caregiver interactions -(Creenspan and Lieberman,
1981; Hofheimer, et al., 1983). these patterns-can be reliably rated
and new raters trained to and kept'at high levels of reliability.

Three, a special challenge; infants of the multi-risk family and de-
velopmental morbidity. My colleagues and I in the Clinical Infant
Research Unit at the Mental Health Study Center of, the National
.Institute of Mental Health in Adelphi, Maryland, have been able to
obtain an indepth..picture of the unfolding of infant morbidity par-
ticularly psychOlogidal, social and cognitive malfunction in the
multiple-risk factor family. Families were referred because of
severe interferendes with their capacity to provide primary and sec-
ondary maternal functions for their children as indicated by dem-
onstrated difficulty in rearing an older child whit was manifesting
severe psyChological, social, and cognitive problems.

We use the term "multiple risk fabtor families" for those not
only at-risk of infant mortality and perinatal morbidity, but also
for those 'in which the children appear to be at risk of "develop-
mental morbidity." Our clinical impression is that families at the
high-risk end of the spectrum in respect to any single risk factor, for
example, substance abuse or poor nutrition, often evidence multi-
risk factors. Such families have also been described as "mtzltiprobr
lem," "hard to reach," "crisis-oriented," and so forthPavenstedt;
1967; Buell, 1952; Curtis, et ,al., 1964; Geismar and Sorte, 1964; Min-
uchin and Montaltro, 1967; Minuchizr et al.; 1967; Riessman, 1964;
Riessman et al, 1964; Zilbach, 19'71.

In addition, they have been classified by the way- they use the
service system and according to the kinds and numbers of probleini
they, have. Results of the latter approach suggest that poverty or
welfare status is not the only identifying characteristics, since fam-
ilies across the socieconomic strata evidence the same multi-prob-
lem characteristics IYA7PT, 1972.__

definitional differences, there has been eneral con-
sensus on the clinical characteristiCs of these families.'They tend,
for example, to think' only in concrete terms, to be need-oriented,
and to have difficulty in anticipating the fziture and conceptualiz-
ing the consequences of their actions. ,

The parents operate on a survival basis, ,often competing with
- their children for concrete, as well as psychological and social, sup-

ports [Pavenstedt, 19Q7; Minuchin and Montalvo, 1967; Zilbach,
1971; Geismar, 1968; LaVietes, 1974; Levine, 1964; McMahon, 1964].
Although mos) of the facnilies share these characteristica,. an indi-
vidual family may differ-in some respects' Same of the families evi-
dence clearly diagnosable mental illness' such as a psychosis, and



some, a. predominance of severe antisocial and asocial personality.
patterns.

Others are characterized by passivity and inadequacy in coping
with life's daily challenges. Individual clusters of symptomatic be-
haviors also chdracterize the familiespsychotic symptoms, child
abuse, spouse abuse, marital difficulties, crime, delinquency, alco-

. holism, physical illness, and suicide [Pavenstedt, 1967; Buell, 1952;
Geismar and La Sorte, 1964; Minuchin et al., 1967; Mazer, 1972].

While for the most-part these families have been thought ofas a
social problem, careful psychiatric and psychosocial evaluations of
ou,r population revealed a -high incidence of psychiatric disturbance
and history of impaired psychosocial functioning.

Estimates vary regarding the use of health, social services, and
wplfare systems by these families. However, the significance of the
challenge that they present is indicated by a study conducted some.
time.ago in which 6 percent of the study population was found ,to
be using 45 percent of all public health resources and 55 percent of
all social, psychiatric, and other auXillary services. It has been esti-
Mated that this 6 percent use approximately 70 percent of all
public expenditures for health, social, and aux liary services; a
report of the congressionally authorized Joint Co mission on the
Mental Health of Children, 1965. While there are n similar recent

'::data, a guess is.that the problem may be' much gr r now...
Few indepth studies have been conducted e',development _of

the children in multirisk factor families. the classic descriptive
study of Pavenstedt of 1967, only 13 of su families, which had 40
to 50 children between the ages of 21/2. and 6 years, were studied.
Nevertheless, the clinical impressions from the studywere striking.
Almost all the children showed social and psychological character-

,
istics more consistent with 11/2- to 2-yeai-olds in their egocentricity .

and need orientation.
Their ability to use a symbolic or representational mode to plan

for their own needs and to consider the needs and actions of others
was limited, and they had variable seltsteem. They tended to
think in fragmented, isolated units, rathelt. than in cohesive pat-
terns. They were not capable of goal-directed organized action and
were limited in their ability to socialize and interact appropriately
for theif age. The children already had an ingrained defeatist atti-
tude and the core of an aimless, either asocial or antisocial person-
ality. The conclusion of the study was that there was dire need to
understandthedevelopmenalprocessildren from the
prenatal stage into later childhood.

Subsequently, no indepth longitudinal studies have been done be-
ginning with the prenatal period, and follbwing the children in multi-
risk4actor families for 5 or more years, as is necessary to obtain
information on how the behavioral patterns of these children devel-
op and to gain insignt into the repetitive, multi-generational nature
of these farnilies' problems.

It seemed especially critical to *nay the adaptive 'end mala-
daptive developmental patterns of such children and the' r families
over time and to determine the, clinical and service sy;t9rn tech-
niques that are, appropriate for preventive intervention. T.-erefore,
we undertook a study of multi-risk-factor families. We, pre ;led pe-
riodic evaluations of the children in such families, base - stand-
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ardized tests and naturalistic:clinical and standardized recorded ob-.
servations; for example, video tapes of interactions between the
children and their care givers.

We haire been able to study in depth for 2 or more years some po
mtilti-risk factor-families with more than 200 children. Efforts matile
to recruit these families and the clinical service approaches 'anO/asr
sessmenta are described'elsewhere.

It quickly became apparent to tlgrstaff jn the program Chat we
were dealing with families of varunis composition that were evi-
dencing,many risk factorasuch as psychiatric impairment,.low edu-
cational and socioeconomic status,' not only in the case of the par-
ents who were the potential participants in our program, but' also
in-the:case of thbir ownlparents,"high levels of social and psycho
logical: stress during the woMan's pregnancy; and varying degrees...
of nutritional deficits and substance abuse.

It also became apparent that. infant morbidity, infant mortality,
and perinatal morbidity all may he-related to the same common
factors--intapacities of the infant's caregivera for self-care, care of
another, 'planning around a pregnancy or a child's developmental
processes.. In our group of mdlti-risk-factor 'families, successful pre
natal intervention reduced the expected levels of both infant morL
tality and immediate ' postnatal morbidity; few :of the babies were
born with physical .or neurological handicaps. Yet we quickly ob-
served that the next challenge, and in many respects the far more
difficult one, was to reduce developmental morbidity:-

I will discuss only some preliminary trends observed in children's
development. These trends will be'presented in a theoretical frame-
work in which the stages of a child's early development and the
adaptive infant and family patterns that can be expected in each
phase of the child's developmentas revealed in our workare
conceptualized. The trends described will not apply to every multi-
risk factor familY, since different families and different. infants ap-
parently experience arrest at various levels of development.

Intensive work with multi-risk-factor families,, however, haS
shown us that they rarely are able to negotiate an infant's develop-
ment into the-second year- of life without there being evidence of
disruption in their infant's° development and a need for specific
services to overcome it. We have been able to identify the point at
which' the family. fails to support the infant's development and a
which the subiequent disordered development occurs.

We also have gained a preliminary impression nr distributi
in which the Inote-distirrlkid-families-show-difficuit erreary-in:th
infant's first year, whereas in, some of the less disturbed, famili ,
there is no evidence of the likelihood of men i til the second
year cf. life. ,Irugeneral, none of the multi-riEk-factor ilies studies
hay., been totally free of the morbidity described in this. section. ;

We have observed- babies in the program. who during the first
few days of life are, for the most part, well in terms of weight, size,
and overall physical health status, but who have difficulty in regu
lating social responsiveness, establishing habituation patterns, and!
organizing their motor responses: Most of them are withdrawn and
unresponsive to animate stimuli; other's are hyperlabile and overly
responsive. Nevertheless, in' contrast, a number of our babies also
seem to be in optimal conditipn, even in terms of the soft nenro-
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signs; and are .ap,prepriatelY adaptive in their initial capac- . ,

AhOineolitasia--Self-regulation and an emerging interest in
world: :'!.., : ,.' ' : : ' --- '

C'linigeneral, babies' in _our' program, Most. of whom Were at ..
renatally but who had normal patterns of deVelopnierit:peri-

... y77,prinatal 'interventiOnl.having. assured adequate' nutrition'.
and ' otber, supports,; including apPrOptiate medical care=show.sig-

,
hificantly; ;less ;than optimal development as early as the first
month of:life. 'Pediatric;; neurological, and Brazelton neonatal Lex-

, aininatiOns. at ;1 month'.of ', age, for 'example; show elopmdi-ital
progression but not the increased capacity . orientation charab-
teristic-Of a normative' population ': , : ,..

.'Interestingly, : the group :' receiving :' compreheneive 'intervention,
as similar to normal CoMparison' infants a birth but was slightly

. . ; , . . , . .
lower. in : their, orientation capacity , by 1, mo . Our high rink .-6
grow receiving; only`' periodic .eValuationii. tended: be worse . in a

of areas, including orientation, habitUationc, and motor Or,
luitionf=eien with Sonia Of the inOst:diaturbed; familiei:having
ithe; progrinnt that is, those with the ': greatest :risk-7than- both

the normal and Intervention "groups at 1 Month., ly 'a months of
age; instead of !'a capacity for self-regulatiofir Organization,; and an .

interests in {the :World,: a number:rif our babies ', show : iricreased ten- :
eribiee '-toWeict'lability; Muscle; rigiditY;.'gaze.aVeraion, and an AV.'

>;seance of organiied .:: sleep-wake; :alert; and feeding pattern's. Their ,
caregiVers, ! instead of having -, an 'Overall . capacity i frd offering the
babies comfort,' protection; and 'as intereetlii the world; either tend
to withdraw ,from them' and avoid.:them of overstimulate them in a
Chaotie and intermittent; fashion. ;

-At ' about ' the, ages of 2 'to 4 months,' we expect .to' find in the
infant the beginnings of a deep rich' emotional, investment 'in; the
human world, especially .in his, primary, caregivers. We also eipect
a huinin environment that will fall in love with.. the child and will

'. woo that Child' to fall in loVe in turn, ;in.an. effective, 'multirhodal,
pleasurable" manner Instead, a aignificant number of these ahil-,
dren'eichibit a total; lick of.involvement 'in. the human' world or an
involVement that ismonaffective, shallow,' and impersonal, and we
see caregivers who are emotionally distant, aloof, impersonal, and
highly ambivalent about their children.. . '

Between 3 and 9 months of age, we expect an infant's capacity
' for:interacting with the world in a reciprocal,. causal, or purposeful

_:_in.._ anner,tofurtherclevelapamLforni_iLioundation for his later or-
ganized .causal behavior or thinkingreality orieiitafraTalid
ng.'..1. :tead, in the multi-problem familiee,the child's behavior and
ff ; under the control of his4internal. states in randoin

and chaotic. or narrow,. rigid; and stereotyped, patterns of interac-
tion.. The child's environment, instead of offering the expected oPti-

; Mal contingent responsiveness to the child's varied signals,' tends to
igriore,or misread them., The child's caregivers are overly preoccu-
pied, dePreated, or chaotic. . . . ,

Toviard the en. t.'e first year of life and the beginning of the
-second; a Child :* a m'. iple risk factor fainilY,' instead Of showing
an increase in;o . complejc; assertive, and innovative emo
tional and beha "oral atternsfor -example, taking his mother's
hand; and 'leading her to the refrigerator to show her the kind of

.
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food he wantstends to exhibit fragmented, stereotyped, and polar-
ized patterns. These toddlers may be withdrawn and' compliant or-
highly aggressive, impulsive, and disorganized. Their human envi
ronnient tends to be intrusive, controlling, and fragmented. The
toddler may have been prematurely separated from his caregivers .

or the caregivers may exhibit patterns of withdrawal instead' of
admiringly suPpeirting the toddler's initiative and autononiy. and .

helping him toorganize what are now more complex capacities for
communicating, interacting, and behaving.

As the toddler's potential capacities continue to develop in the .
latter half of the second year and in the thifd (18 to 36 months),
profound -deficits can be more clearly observed. ,The child, instead .

of developing capacities for internal representationsimagery
around which tsti organiie his behavior and feelings and for-,differ-
entiating ideas, feelings, .and thoughts pertaining to the self and
the nonself, either 'develops no representational or symbolic capac-
ity,.or if the capacity develops, it is not elaborated beyond the most
elementary descriptive'form so that the child's behavior remain'
shallow and polarized.

His sense of the emerging self, as distinguished from -the sense of
other people, remains' fragmented and imdifferentiated: The child's
potentially emerging capacities for reality testing; impulse regula =-
tion, and mood stabilization are either comfiromised.or become ex-
trethely vulnerable to regression. In other words, we see patterns'
either consistent with later border, line and 'psychotic personality
organization or severe asocial or antisocial impulse-ridden charac,
ter disorders.

At this stage, the underlying impairment manifests itself in the
child's inability to use a.representational or symbolic mode to orga-.
nize his behavior. In essence, the distinctly human capacity of oper-
ating beyond the survival level, of using.mternal.imagery to elabo-
rate and organize complex feeling?, and wishes and to construct
trial actions in the emotional sphere, and of anticipating and plan;
ning ahead are compromised.

In many of our families, the parents simply do not have these
capacities...Even when they are not under emotional distress or in
States of crisis or panic, they do not demonstrate a symbolic mode,
as evidenced in the lack of verbal communicationonly One aspect
of symbolic communication and in the lack of symbolic play..,Sucly
families tend to be ff...rful and to deny and fail to.meet needs in
their children that ark. ..ppropriate for their ages. They engage the
child only in nonsymi;Aic 'modes of, communication, such as hold-
ing, feeding, and administering physical punishment, and at tithes
they misread or respond unrealifItically to the child's emerging

. communication, thus 'undermining ,,the development in the child of.
a sense of self and a flexible orientation to reality.

Needless to say, the mastery by the children. in these families or
higher level develcipmental tasks is even more difficulty. At each
new level, of development,' the infants and toddlers who for a vari-
ety of reasons have survived earlier developmental phases intact
invariably challenge the multi- risk- factor, environment with, their
new caPacities, for example, with their capacity for symbolic coin-
mimication. The _healthier the toddler, the more challenging and
overwhelming he is likely to be to the people around him. -

R?
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In a pattern that we have frequently observed, the child moves
ahead of the parent, engaging, for example, in symbolic play
around themes of dependency or sexuality, and thus the parent be-
comes confused and either lithdraws from or behaves intrusively
toward the child. Shorily.,unless other more skillful caregivers are
available, the child begins to regress to presymbolic modes of be-
having. The child may be able to consolidate his higher level capac-
ities when he begins to receive support from other systems, such as
the school, and is capable of understanding his parents' limitations.

These capacitieS, hoWever, can only develop when the child is a
I*4-tl-.1 older. The youngster who experiences developmental failures,

the failure to develop a full representational or symbolic
,y.the basis for formal school experience later onwillpn-

;1 0 manly be handicapped in ,all subsequent opportunities for
...ng.

Response to preventive clinical aria serVice,system approaches;
the potential for recovery: On the encouraging.side, we have found
that in most of the families we work with, the maladaptive trends
just described car4be reversed. By carefully pinpointing the area in
which a child's development first begins to go awry and by using
organized and ComprehensiVe clinical techniques, and serice
system approaches, we have been'able to effect significant reversals
in the direction of more adaptive patterns.

Many parents in our population began their childrearing as teen-
agers and have commonly experienced further deterioration in
their own functioning and that of their infants with each subse-
quent birth. In most instances, however, even when a woman has
had four or more children, we have been-able to reverse this pat-
tern of deterioration by means of appropriate clinical methods and
services.

In a number of these multi-risk-factor families, we have observed
that after they enter our program, a gradual improvement takes
place in the mother and a modest but positive change in the first
baby born thereafter. Then, if the family remains in the program
and a second baby is born, the change in the family is dramatic
and'is reflected in the new baby's more optimal development.

For example, Mrs. E was pregnant when she came to our atten-
tion..At firstglance, she appeared to the team social worker to be
beyond help after she was found sleeping on the street. All of her.
'Children had been removed from her 'care by the County epart-
ment of Protective Services after she had severely abused and ne-
glected them. Mrs. E appeared unable to think except in concrete
terms, at times was psychotic, could not communicate her thoughts
and plans, and seemingly lived by- impulse only and a talent for

. survival.

. Shortly before,the.birth 'of her child a fp,* months later, howev-
er, she entered our program, prompted 'by Our outreach efforts. All
of our collective efforts to induce Mrs. E to use a support struc-
turefor example,.to obtain housing, food or clothingfailed. Nev-
ertheless, subsequently, of her own accord, she requested foster
care for Lie new infant before severe trauma could be inflicted on
the child.

Mrs. E maintained contact with this child and made a great deal
of progress in treatment over a 2-year period. When she became_
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pregnant again, not only could she care for the newest baby but
Was able to work and support an apartment. Thus far, with thera-
peutic support,, she has nurtured a competent 11-month-old and
also has become constructively involved with her older children.

Even when improvement was not so dramatic, the expected pat-
terns of deterioration often did not take place in our families, and
some of them became, capabld of adequately supporting-the growth
and development of their children. Many mothers, for example,
who previously had children taken away and put in foster care,
became able to care for a new infant as well as for their older chil-
dren. Argo, some mothers who had been recurrently hospitalized
for psychiatric illness in the past developed the ability to function
appropriately with a new baby and have not been rehospitalized
for psychiatric illness for two or more years.

We found that the babies in our families had a surprising capac-
ity to recover from early developmental deviations. Even when an
inf -t's development had deteriorated during the first 3 months of
life -as evidenced by gaze aversion, muscle rigidity, and a state of
liabilityintervention with appropriate patterns of care, including
special ' aical techniques, could lead to adaptive homeostatic and
attachment capacities within .1 to 2 months. - .

Infants would- become apathetic and withdrawn and begin to
show delays in sensorimotor development when no one would read
their signals or respond to them. However, with patient, clinically
informed care, they would begin interacting with people and,
within 2 to 3 weeks of intensive intervention, would begin to catch
up developmentally.

I can discuss only briefly some of the principle which a clini-
cal and service system approach to both multi-risk-factor and less"
at-risk families should be based. ServteS for the multi-risk families
have been the subject of only limited study. I will try to present
some perspective on the organization and service challenges for the
child and family related to the child at each stage of his develop-
ment.

_----A--a-inprehensive approach, as indicated earlier, requires that a
number of elements be combined: (a) Services that respond to con-
crete n_ _-ds for survivalfood, housing and so forth; (b) a plar-ied
effort to meet the need of the family and the child for an ongoing,
trusting human relationship; (c) specific clinical techniques and
services that focus on the many lines of a child's development and
that are specific to the child's tasks at each devPlnpmental sub-
phase; and (d) a special support structure to provide at one site par-
tial or full therapeutic day care for the child, indovative- outreach
to the'family, and ongoing training and supervision of the program
staff.

To respond to the family's concrete needs, various community.
agencies need to be organized to build a foundation for the family's
survival. However, this approach alone will not insure a family's
survival, since many of the families, for a variety of reasons, are
adept at circumventing offers of traditional supports.

The second component of a comprehensive effort, and one that is
absolutely necessary. for these families, is a human relationship
with one or niore workers. Such a relationship, however, is not
easy to establish, because distrust is often ingrained in each parent
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as well as in the family as a unit. This human relatiodship needs
to grow in ways paralleling the infant's development and needs to
help the parents ,facilitate that development. To prrivide his human
relationship, we have used h:iith a team and,a single primary clini-
cian.

Organizing to respond to a f -inly's concrete needs and offering
thi family a human relationship, however, are. not enough. That

,human relationship must be able to help the parents understand
some of their maladaptive coping strategies and teach them how to
deal with their own primary needs and those of their infant. In ad-
dition, special clinical techniques and patterns of care, to reverse
maladaptive developmental patterns in the areas of. affect and
social interaction, sensorimotor developmer.t, and cognition must
be available at the appropriate time.

'Moreover, in our clinical experience, theanterventio must occur
over a sufficiently.long period to allow the family's own 'strengths
to take over and sustain it. We are speaking here then not'of a
crisis intervention approach over a few months, but an approach,
that will be available to.'the families for several years at/a mini-
mum. We have found that after working with many of these fami-
lies for some 2 years, the mother's capacity to nurture and facili-
tate the development of a new baby is significantly more advanced
than when she entered, the program pregnant with an earlier child.

Our impression is, when the helping relationship is offered over
a period of time, the frequently observed trend of multi-problem
families to deteriorate further upon the birth of each subsequent
babya trend that often starts when the parents are still teen-
agersbegins to be reversed. /

In additionL the approach to the multiple needi of these infants
and their families must be integrated. Simply' offering nutritional
advice or educational counseling, providing cognitive stimulation, or
taking an entirely infant-centered or entirely family-centered ap-
proach may not be sufficient. The infants, have individual differ-
ences_ that dictate special- patterns of care; at the same time, the
concerns of their pare givers and other family members have to be
addressed. Each stage in the infant's and'the family's development
requires specialized clinical, services and,service system approaches.

Although the costs of Offering programs of. intervention are
great, the costs of not offering them are even greater. The estimat-
ed six percent of the U.S. pop ion; that-use 50 to 75 percent of
all health, mental health, and social services account for economic
and social costs that are compounded by the-additional loss to soci-
ety that these people might have contributed to the labor force and
to other creative endeavors.

Programs of prevention are expensive, but they are not so costly
as might be imagined, since even when services are offered to an
entire high-risk community, only a small percentage.of the .fami-
lies in that community :11 actually need the most intensive help.

Selma Fraiberg, as di .octor of a Michigan infant mental health
program, found that in 1' program offering a range of preventive
services, including inter,3ive individual clinical services, the aver-
age cost per family pe cipating was $850. In terms of providing
screeni-ig and backup .01 an entire community, the cost per family
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for sucb preventive services would average out to a significantly
lesser amount.

,Perhaps we need to look at the cost-benefit ratio. Using cases
from our own study, we developed a model to project the probabil-
ities based on observed family patterns and clinical assump-
tionsof different outcomes with and without preventive interven-tion. While all projections, as with economic forecasting, are based
on assumptions which may or may not be true, the trends we found
are of interest. Also this model can be used with other assump-4.
tions. Projected benefits. outweighed costs by five or 'six to one, de-
pending on the degree of risk' Interestingly, in the cases at greater
risk, in which initial .costs might be,high, the benefit to cost ratio
was often better than in less severe cases, because the benefits of
preventive intervention were relatively greater.

Four, implications for a prevention policy. These same principles
also apply to less at-risk families. When it has been estimated by
the Department of Edudation that 13 percent of our school age chil-
dren require special services, and informally clinicians and teach-
ers estimate another 15 percent from all social and economic back-
grounds could easily benefit from special educational, health and
mental health services, the challenge becomes clear.

Too many children from varyin social and economic 'background
are evidencing compromises in b is personality functions such as
impulse control, self-esteem mai eflance, capacity to concentrate,
to relate warmly to others and ev n to test reality by the time -they
reach school. Equal opportunity, not possible for these children as
they begin with handicaps, many of which we believe are prevent:
able. Our concepts of education and health care must begin at the
beginning when the nervous system is growing most rapidly. It
grows to two-thirds its adult size in the first 3 years of life.

A family's "ri:ght" to programs that will help them identify lags
in their infants emotional; social, cognitive and neuromotor as-
pects. of development must beconie a "given" as is thb right to edu-
cation later on. Not all families require the level of effort described
earlier. Many families only require help in identifying lags and
guidance in providing "special patterns of car." to help tl.air in-
fants function more competently. Othe-.families re:uire the four
levels of preventive services described earlier. We must addresi
both needs.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Stanley Greenspan follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STANLEY I. QREENSPAN, M.D:, CHIEF, CLINICAL INFANT RE-
SEARCH UNIT, LABORATORY" or PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHOPATHOLOGY, INTRAMURAL
RESEARCH PROGRAM, NIMH

It is an hon6r to be here and to have an opportunity ,to discuss the prevention
health and mental health problems in infants, young children and their families.
First, I would like to thank The Honorable George Miller, Chairman; Dan Marriot,Ranking Minority Member; and William Lehman, Chairman of this Task Force on
Prevention, Strategies, for focusing, the Country's attention o'i children, youth, and
families and on prevention as one of three priority areas.

1 am a Child Psychiatrist and Chief of the Clinical Infant Research Unit, Intramu-
ral Research Program, National Institute of Mental Health, DHHS. A major area of
my professional interest is the adaptive and maladaptive emotional development of

-infants, children and their families. The following will'rellect my own views, as aclinician and researcher.



The main points I wish to emphasize are:
1. We know a great deal-about normal emotional and intellectual development in

infants and young children, probably more than any other phase of the life cycle,
including adulthood. An enormous body of research documentS the newborn's capac-
ities to, among other things, use his senses for perceiving his environment, makirig
visual and auditory discriminations, responding favorably to pleasure, emotional
warmth and security, and responding unfavorably to deprivation of emotional and/
or sensory experience or to erratic overstimulation which overwhelms his or her
early integrative capacities. The healthy infant continually increases his capacity to
process information and enter into ever more complex emotional, social and cogni-
tive patterns during the early years.

2. Beginning with the first few months of life, we can now chart the emotional,
social and cognitive milestones, much as we do the neuro-motor milestones of sit-
ting, trawlingv walking and talking. We can also chart disturbances or departures
from these expected developmental patterns, and identify some of the constitutional
and environmental factors associated with these disturbances., For example, during
the first two months healthy infants increasingly have moments of a calm, but alert
state where they practice using, their senses of vision, hearing, smell. and motion.' In
contrast, hyperexcitable infants have rigid muscles, arch their backs, look away
rather than toward their' caregivers, and over-react to normal touch or sounds. The
hypo-reactive infants seem to "shut clown-;:sand evidence poor muscle tone; they do
not alert or brighten to a variety of sensory and social overtures.

Some infants appear to begin life with maladaptive patterns. In such -instances,
even competent families may need guidance to figure out how to find just the right
pattern of rocking, vocalizations and stroking to help their infants be calm, alert
and interested in the sights and sounds of the world. Other infants ?tart out able to
evidence calm, alert, attentive states and appear to lose these early adaptive awed.
ties. In these situations clinically we have observed either unavailable or overly in-

... trusive, chaotic caregiving patterns. Regardless of whether the basis for, the early
maladaptive patterns appears to be constitutional or a result of early experiences,
on, a case-by-case basis, we observed that providing special pabberps-of eare helped
the- i"..f.ants return to competent developmental patterns.

By 2-4 months we can. observe infants who evidence that enraptured emotional
engagement where they seem fascinated with the human world, In response to their .

caregiver's sniffing, tal 'rig face, they smile back; listen, and even move their arms
in synchrony to their regiver's voice. The infant's pleasurably emotions and the
strong investment of th caregiver appear to motivate the infant to use and orga-
nize his senses and his Sensory motor organization. In contrast we also observe in-
fants who are already unresponsive to the human world, evidencing flat or despon-
dent emotional expressions. They ,may look away rather than toward their care-
givers and respond to the human voice with panic rather than comfort. Secondary
sensory motor delays and severe communication problems are t uncommon. Here
too, we have worked with cases where there were constitution vulnerabilities, and .
others where the main problems were in the caregiving and still others
where .both factors were present.- Most encouragingly, special of care
tended to reverse the maladaptive behavior. It would appear that the infant has
great plasiticity and recovery power if we provide him or her the opportunity for
favorable development.

As the infant progresses, we can observe 'Manta who learn, cause and effect
actions (i.e., the world is laidul), and complex motor and social skills. Eventrilri:-
18 months to 2 years they learn to use ideas to guide language, motility, imaging-
tion and eventuislifirilfhink and plan. In contrast, we observe infants whose behav-
ior remains rand d chaotic, who never develop functional complex social At-

terns and the functional use of ideas. They eventually evidence language delays eld
deficits in thinking, imagination and such basic personality fun.ctions as knowhig
what is real from pretend, controlling impulses and mood, and focusing attention to
concentrate' and learn. We have been impressed by how important the second year
of life Is for the development of higher level emotional and conceptual skills. Many
toddlers develop competently and are even precocious motorically until 15-16
months of age. However, we feel that because of a lack of appropriate experiences,
they do not fully make the "next step Of using ideas to label and interpret"feelings, to
think, plan and learn new conceptual skills that are essential for school and eventu-
al participation in an increasingly technological-society. Special programs at this
age may have enormous payOff for many of thesy children.

3. Most importantly, there is now a great deal of evidence from case studies and
some emerging evidenca from larger group studies that early identification and pre-
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ventively oriented interventions'can.effectively reverse early'maladaptive patterns
and promote healthy development.

The elements we feel an intervention program must contain are:
A. A focus on the interactions of the multiple aspects of development, including

physical-neurological, cognitive, emotional, social and familial. Offering preventive
intervention to the infant and not the family or for intellectual lags and not emo-.
tional and social limitations ignores the complexity of human .beinga and their fami-
lies.

B. Preventive intervention approaches tailored to the individual differences in in-
fants. young children and their families.

C. The integration of three levels into the preventive intervention approaches: 1.
Attention to concrete seeds. for-survival, food, housing, care; 2. An ongoing human
relationship with a key member of the intervention team; and 3. Availability of sik-
cialized clinical, diagnostic and preventive intervention approaches for complex
problems sueh as infants with sensory hypersensitiyities to touch or sound or par-
ents with depressive flings or other disturbances. .

4. There are especially challenging families referred to as multi-problem and more
recently by our research group as multi-risk. Over 30 yeiris ago it.was estimated
'that they constituted 5 percent to 10 percent of the population but used 50 percent
to 75 percent of all the,,,public health, mental health and social services. No recent
data en this population exist. One, can only guess that this pattern may be even
more extreme now,

in case studies, the children in these families were observed to have severe prob-
lems in surh basic 'personality functions essential for school and later work and
limit.. life, as knowing the real from the pretend, controlling impulses and mood,
and focusing attention and concentration in order to learn and interact with others.
We have fund that many of the emotional and cognitive disturbances of theseichil-
dren can be identified as r arty as,the first months of'tife. Even families with more
than three generations of marginal coping and a history of distrust of traditional
services can be involv:d in an ongoing preventive intervention program. More im-
portantly, on a case-by-case basis, we have been able to show that the at-risk in-
fants, young children and their families can be helped to-competent functioning:

The intergenerotional nature of these patterns are important. Often the multi-
risk mothers begin their child rearing as teenagers and they and their children do
worse with each subsequent Pregnancy. These mothers describe a similar pattern
with their own Mothers. And in all.likelihood, their children will continue these
patterns. We have obeerled in cur cases that by helping a mother and family with
one only does that child and the Whole family do better, but the next child
.doea better. It appears that a negative cycle of geometric proportions is broken and
a posit we one begun.
i 5. The implications for a National health, mental health, and educational pweven-
tion policy should also be considered. With.13 percent of our,school-age children re-
ceivim special services and, as a clinical hunch, another 15 percent who could prob-
ably benefit .from such services,, we must rethink our basic philosophy on such fun-
da.;ieotal notions as equal opportunity and an education for all our children. When

,'.d.ren enter school already handicaped in cognitive or emotional functioning, they
not have an equal opportunity. In addition, .they have critical educational lags.

Ea ..cation, health and mental health care must Levin at the "beginning," when the
brain is growing most rapidly. The brain grows to two thirds of its adult site by the
time 41 child is three. In my view, infants, require phase specific nutriments of a bio-
legical, ei-nu,riticn) and experimental (i.e., emotional, physical and cognitive expe-
rierr7es) :.;, Qr geared to their own individual differences and stage specific require-
menls. WI, ; some infants have unusual capacities to find the "nutriments," if they
are literally anywhere nearby, the "nutriments" must still be in' the vicinity in
some form or a-r.ther. Having availability to the "nutriments" is essential for the
attainment of critkal milestones in the education, health and mental health of our
infants in the first titre( years of life. These milestones include, as discussed earlier,
learning to 1) regulate one's body and use.one's senses to perceive the world; 2)
form distinctly human emotional relatiOnships; 3) interact in a cause and effect or
durposeful manner; 4) organize complex cognitive and emotional patterns; 5) con-
struct-ideas to guide language, behavior and feelings; and 6) to think and plan: All
these ini:,4.7tones which occur before children have access to school are critical to
their hea, .1, mental health and education.

PART

The following sections will briefly amplify each of the above points.
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1. Normal emotional and social development in infaney.While ere are no
larger scale studies of infants and young children's affective pattern at different
ages to partition the range of emotional patterns in the general popul tion, there is
extensive literature on the emotional development of presumed norm infants. In-
terestingly, during the past fifteen years there has been considerably greater docu-
mentation of normal emotional developnient in infants than probably any other age.

u
It is now well-documented that the inaint is capable; even at birth a d/or shortly

thereafter, of organizing experience in an adaptive fashion. He or she can respond
to pleasure and displeasure (Lipsett, 1966); change behavior as a function of its con-
sequences (Gewirtz, 1965, 1969); form intimate bonds and make visual discrimina-
tions (I$laus and Kennell, 1976; Meli2off and Moore, 1977); organize cycles and
rhythms, e.g., sleep-awake, alertness states (Sander, 1962); evidence a vanety otaf-,
fects or affect proclivitief. (Ternkins, 1981; hard, 1978; and Ekman, 1972); and dem-
onstrate organized social responses in conjunction with increasing neurophysiologic
°organization (Emde, Caensbauer and Harmon, 1976) (the infant from the early
eronths demonstrates a unique ;rapacity to enter into complex social and affective

-interactions (Stern, 1974a, 1974b. 1977; Brazelten, 1974). It is interesting to hote 'that
this empirically documented of the infant is, in a general sense, consistent
with Freud's eqrly hypotheses (1911) and Hartmann's postulation (1939) of an early
undifferentiated orgsnization matrix. That the organization of experience broadens
during the early months of life to reflect increases in the capacity to experience and
tolerate s. range of stimuli, including responding in social interaction in stable and
personal configurations, is also consistent with recent empirical data (Emde et al.,
1976; Sroufe. Waters and hfatas, 1974; Escalona, 1968; Stern, 1974a, 1974b; Sander,
1902; Brazelton, Koslowski and Main, 1974; Murphy and Moriarty, 1976). That in-
creasingly complex pas wrns continue to emerge, as the infant furthedevelops is in-
dicated by comviex eirle,tional responses such as surprise (Charlesworth, 1969) and'
affiliation, wanness an fear (Ainsworth, Bell and Strorton, 1974; Bowlby, 1969;
Sa.nife and Waters, 1977); observed between 7 and 12 months; exploration and "refu-
eliug" patterns (Mahler, Pine and .Bergman, 1975); behavior suggesting functional
understandini- of objects (Werner and Kaplan, 1963) observed in the middle to latter
part of the seond year of life and the eventual emergence of embolic capacities
(Piaget, tiouin- Decarie, 1965; Bell; 1970).

In the above studies, there is a consensus (and there are no diasenting studies)
that by two to feur months of age at the latest, and often much earlier, healthy
infants are capable of responding to their caregivers' faces, smiles, and voices with
brintening or alerting and, often, with a smile and reciprocal vocalizations (sug-
gesting positive affect) otheras well as othe reciprocal responses. Furthermore, infant-
caregiver's interaction patterns becozezogressive characterized by more complex
social interaction as development p

2. Comparison rf ,zdaptive (normal) and maladaptive developmental patterns in in-
faneyA. Psychopathology. in infancy: The study of psychopathology in infancy is a
new area even though .the historical foundation for identi ing disturbances in the
early years of life is very impressive. Constitutional an maturational patterns
whi;;11 influenced the formation of earl relationship patterns were already noted in
the early 1900's with descriptions of ' ies of nervous inheritance" who 'exhaust

mothersotters (Cameron, 1919) ,and infa is with' "excessive neYve activity and a
functionally immature",nervous system.

Winnicott, who as a pediatrician in the 1930's began, describing the environment's
role in early relationship probleins (1931), was followed, in the 1940's by the well
known studies the severe developmental disturbances, of infant/ brought

'f) rep in institutions or in. other. situations of emotional deprivation (Lowrey, 1940;
Hunt, 1941; Bakwin,1942; Bowlby, 1952; pitz, 1945)- Spitz's filnis resulted in laws
in the United States prohibiting care of i ants in institutions. r .

The role of individual dill e infant based on constitutional matura-
tional and early interactional patterns (i.e., "nervous" infants described by Cameron
1.919 and Ford 1905 in, the early 1900's) again became focus of inquiry, as avi-
denced.bY the observations of Burlingham and A. Freud (1942); Bergman and Esca-
Iona's, descriptions of infants with "unusual sensitivities", (1949) Escalona, Heide,
Moriarity and Murphy's overview (1976); Murphy's vulnerability index (1976); ChW-

. and Thomas' temperament studies +1977); Cravioto and DeLicardie'sj.lescriptiffiu.eof:
the role of infant mdividdal differences in malnutrition; and the impressive*.nierg-
ing empirical literature on infants (Sander, 1962; Braielton, 1974; Lipsett, 1966.;
Stern,'1974; Emde, 1976; Gewirtz, 1961; and Reingold, 1961, 1963: More integrated
approaches to'understanding disturbanck. in infancy has- been emphasiied in. de-
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scriptions of selected disorders and very insightful clinical case studies ie.g., Frai
berg, 1970; Provence, 1979. in press; Williams, et al., in press).

In order to foster preventive efforts, we at the Clinical Infant Research Unit, In-
tramural Research Program, National Institute of Mental health, undertook a study
of normal and disturbed developmental patterns in infancy in order to develop a
more comprehensive classification of adaptive and maladaptive infant and family
patterns. Below is a chart summarizing the adaptive and malaptive infant and
family patterns followed by a brief description of these patterns (see Greenspan,
1979; Greenspan, Lourie and Nover, 1979; Grennspan and Lourie, 1981; Greenspan,
1981 for a more detailed description of these patterns).

The capacities described by, these stages are aii present in some rudimentary form
in very early infancy. The sequence presented suggests not when these capacities
begin, but when they become relatively prominent in organizing behavior and fur-
thering development. In this classification the first stage is the achievement of ho-
meostasis, i.e., self regulation and emer in interest through the senses in the
worldsights, sounds, smells, touch, etc. On e infant has achieved Some capac-
ity for regulation in the context of engaging t e world, and central nervous system
(CNS) maturation is increasing (between 2 an 4 months of age), he becomes more
attuned to social and interpersonal interacts . He is more able to respond to the
external environment and to form a epeci relationship with the significant pri-
mary caregivers. Thus, a, second, closely related-stage is that of forming a human
attachment. If an affective and relatively pleasurable attachment (an investment in
the human, animate world) is formed, then with growing maturational abilities, the
infant develops complex patterns of communication in the context of this primary'
human relationship. Parallel with, development of the infant's relationship to the
inanimate world where basic schemes of causality (means/ends relationships Piaget,
1972) are being developed, the infant becomes capable pf complicated human com-
munications (Brazelton, et al.,.1974; Stern, 1974a; Tennes, et sly 1972; Charlesworth, ,
1969).

When there have been distortions in the attachment process (e.g., if a mother re-
sponds in a mechanical, remote manner and/or projects some of her own dependent
feelings onto her infant), the infant may not learn to appreciate causal relationships
between people at the level of compassionate and intimate feelings. This can occur
even though causality seems to be developing in.terms of the inanimate world and
the impersonal human world. We have observed infants who are differentiated in
the assertive impersonal domain of human relationships but who are relatively un-
differentiated in the Intimate, pleasurable domain.

Causual relationships are established between the infant and the primary care-
giver as evidenced in the infant's growing e' 'My to discriminate significant primary
caregivers from others. He also becomes a.c to differentiate his own actions from
their consequences, affectively, somatically, behaviorally, and interpersonally. Usu-
ally by eight months of age or earlier, the process of differentiation begins along a
number of developmental lines (e.g., with sensorimotor integration; affects, relation-,
ships). A third' stage therefore may be formally termed somatopsychologic differenti-
atioh to indicate processes occurring at the somatic (e.g., sensorimotor) and emerg-
ing psychological levels. ("In this context, psychologic refers to higher level mental
processes characterized by th apacity to form internal representations or symbols

in the infant's relationship to t interpersonal world,. it is not at all clear whether
as a way to organize experien ) While schemes of casuality are being established

these schemes exist at an organized representational or symbolic level. Rather, they
appear to exist mainly at a somatic level (Greenspan? 1979), even though we do ob-
serve the precursors of representational capacities. Some are perhaps even prenatal-,
ly determined (Lourie, 1971). ,

With appropriate reading of cues and systematic differential responses, the in-
fant's or toddler's behavioral repertoire becomes complicated and communications
take on more organized, meaningful configurations. By 12 months of age, the infant
is connecting behavioral units into larger organizations as he exhibits complex emo-
tional responses such as affiliation, wariness, and fear (Bowlby, 1969;. Ainsworth et
al., 1974; Sroufe and Waters, 1977). Arf the toddler moves farther into the second
year of life, in the context of the practicing subphase of the development of fndi-
viduation (Nt'tler et al., 1975), there is an increased capacity for forming original
behavioral schemes (Piaget, 1972) and imitative activity and intentionality.

A type c learning through imitation evidence in earlier devr:upment now seems
to assume a more dominant role. As imitations take on " ...lure integrated-personal
form, it ippearn the toddler is adopting or internPl'..ing attributes of his caregivers.
To describe these new capacities it is useful to consider a fourth, stage, that of
behavioral orgaLization, initiative, and internalization.

e 1
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As the toddler moves into the end,of the second year; with further CNS matura-
tion, we. notice an increased capacity to form and organize mental representations .
(i.e., ideas). Internal sensations and unstable images become organized in a mental
representational forth which can be evoked and is somewhat stable (Piaget, 1972;
Bell, 1970; Gouin-Decarie, 1965). While this capacity is initially fragile (i.e., between
16 and 24 months),_it soon appears to become a dominant mode in organizing the

, child's behavior, and a fifth stage cat be documented, that of forming mental repre-
sentations or ideas. As a clarification of related concepts, it should be pointed out
that the capacity for "object permanence" is relative and goes through a series of
stages tGouln-Decarie, 1965); it refers to the toddler's ability, to search for hidden
inanimate objects. Representational capacity refers to the ability to organize and
evoke internal organized multisensory experiences of the animate object. The
capacitiesto represent animate and inanimate experiences are related and depend
both on CNS myelination and appropriate experiences. The process of "internalize-

,' tion" may be thought of as an intermediary process. Internalized experiences even-
tually becomes sufficiently organized Vibe considered representations.

At a representational level the child again develops his capacities for elaboration;
integration, and differentiation. Just as causal schemes previously were developed
at a somatic and behavioral level, now they are developed at a representational
level. The child begins to elaborate and eventually differentiate those feelings,
thoughts, and events that emanate from himself and -those that emanate from
others. He begins to differentiate what he experiences and does from the ,impact of
hisactions on the world. This gradually forms the basis for the differentiation of
"self' representations from those which embody the external world, animate and
inanimate, and also prdvides the basis for such crucial personality functions as
knowing what is real from unreal, impulse and mood regulation, and the capacity to
focus attention and concentrate in order to learn and interact.

The capacity for differentiating internal representations become's. Consolidated as
object constancy is established (Mahler et al., 1975). In middle childhood, representa-
tional capacity becomes reinforced, with the child's ability to develop derivative rep-
resentational systems tied to the original representation and transforms them in
accord with adaptive and defensive goals. Thiii permits greater flexibility in dealing
with perceptions, feelings, thoughts, and emerging ideals. Substages for these capac-
ities include representational differentiation, the consolidation of representational
capacity, and the capacity for forming limited derivative representational systems
and multiple derivative representational systems (structural learning [Greenspan,
1919]).

At each of these stages in varying degrees, pathologic as well as adaptive forma-
tions are pmsible. These may be considered eh relative compromises in the range,
depth, stability, and/or personal uniqueness of the eiperiential organization consoli-
dated at each stage. The infant can form adaptive patterns of regulation in the ear-
liest stages of development. His internal states are harmoniously regulated and he
is free to Invest himself in the animate an animate world, thereby setting the
basis for rich emotional attachments to his pr ry caregivers. On the other hand,
if his regulatory, processes are not functioning pr rly and he cannot maintain in-
ternal harmony in the context of being available to e world, the infant may with-
draw. From relatively minor compromises such as a ndency to withdraw and/or
be hyperexcitable under stress, to a major deviation su h as an oveiivhelming avoid-
ance of the'animate world, we can observe the degree to which the infant, even in
the first months of life, athieves a less-than optimal adaptive structural organiza-
tions.

Thus, the early attachments can be warm and engaging, or shallow, insecure, and
limited in their affective. tone. In the early reciprdcal relationships, we can observe
differences 'between an infant who reads the signals of the caregivers and 'responds-
in a rich, meaningful way to multiple aspects of the communications (with multiple
affects and behavioral communications), and one who. can°respohd only (within a
narrow range of affect (e.g., protest) or who cannot respond at alt in a contigent'ot
reciprocal manner (e.g., the seemingly apathetic, withdritivn,, and deprwsed child
who reiponds only to his own internal cues). As the toddler, optimally, becomes be-
haviorally more organized and complex. patterns appear which reflect origingliy
and initiative in the context of the separation and individuation subphase of deve
opment, we an observe those toddlerb who manifest this full 'adaptive capacity.
They may be compared with others who are stereotyped in their behavioitit patterns
(reflebt no originality or intentionality), who' remain fragmented (never connect
pieces of behavior into more complicated patterns), or who evidence' polarities of
affect, showing no capacity to integrate emotions (e.g., the chronic negativistic jig-

/ gressive toddler who cannot show interest, curiosity, or love).
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As a capacity for representational organization is reached, we can distinguish the
child who can organize, integrate, and differentiate a rich range of affective and ide-
ational life from one who remains either without representational capacity or nticlif-
ferentiated (i.e., deficits with reality testing, impulse control, focused Concentration,
or who may form and differentiate self and object representations only at the ex-
pense of extreme compromises in the range of tolerated experience (e.g., the schizoid
child who withdraws from relationships).'Similar adaptive or maladaptive structural
organizations can be observed in later childhood (the triangular phase), latency, and
adolescence.

A more detailed discussion of this framework, including principles of prevention
and intervention, is available (Greenspan, 1979, 1981). It should also be pointed out
that through videotaped analyses of infant-caregiver interactjons (Greenspan and
Lieberman, 1981; Hofheimer, et al., 1983) these patterns can be reliably rated and
new raters trained to and kept at high levels of reliability.

3. A special challenge; infants of the multi-risk family,and deuehipmental morbid-
ity.My colleagues and I in the Clinical Infant Research Unit at the Mental Health
Study Center of the National litstitute of Mental Health in Adelphi, Md., have been
able to obtain an indepth picture of the unfolding of infant morbidity particularly
psychological, social, and cognitive malfunction. in the multiple-risk-factor family.
Families were referred beCause of severe interferences'with their capacity to pro-
vide primary and secondary' maternal functions for their children as .indicated by

. demonstrated difficufty in rearing an older child who was manifesting severe psy-
chological, social, and cognitive problems. -

We use the term "multiple-risk- factor families" for those not only at risk of infant
mortality and perinatal morbidity, but also for those in which the children appear
to be at risk of "developmental morbidity." Our clinicial impression is that families
at the high -risk end of the spectrum in respect to. any 'single risk factor, for exam-
ple, substance abuse or poor nutrition, often evidence multi-risk factors. Such fami-
lies have also been described .as."multi-problem," "hard-to-reabh," "crisis- oriented,"
andeso forth (Pavenstedt, 1967; Buell,' 1952; Curtiq et al., 1964; Geismar. and S ate,
1964; Minuchin and Montalvo; 1967; Minuchin et al., 1967; Riessman, 1964; Riesman
et al., 1964; Zilbach, 1971). 'In addition, they have been classified by the way they
use the service system and according 'to the kinds and 'number of problems they
thave,Results of the latter approach suggest that povertY or,welfare status is not the
only identifying characteristics, since families across the socioeconomic strata. evi-
dence .the same multi-problem characteristics (Mazer,,1972).

In site of definitional differences, there heti been general consensus on the clini-
cal characteristics of these families: They tend, for example, to think:only in con-
crete terms, to be need-oriented, and to have diffioulty in anticipating the future
and conceptualizing the consequences of their actions. The parents operate on esur-
vival basis, often competing with the children fbr concrete, as well as psychological -
and social, supports (Pavenstedt, 1967; Minuchin and Montalvo, 1967; Zilbach, 1971;
Geismar, 1968; La Vietes, 1974; Levine, 1964; McMahon, 1964). Although most of the
ramilies share these characteristics, an individual family may differ in some re-
spects. Some of the families midi-lice clearly diagnosable mental illness 'such as a
psychosis, and some, a predominance of severe antisocial and asocial personality
pdtterns. Others are characterized by, passivity and inadequacy in coping with life's
daily challenges. IndiVidual clusters of symtomatic behaviors also charabterize the.
familiespsychotic symptbms, child abuse, spouse abuse, marital difficulties, crime,
delinquency, alcoholism, physical illness, and suicide (Pavenstedt, 19.67; Buell, 1952;
Geismar and La Sorte, 1964; Minuchin et el., 1967; Mazer, 1972). .

. While for the most.part, these familiea have been thought of as a social problem,
Careful psychiatric and psychoeocial evaluations of our population revealed a high
incidence of: psychiatric disturbance and history of impaired psychosocial function-
ing (Jainow et al., 1982). .

Estimates vary regarding the use of heqlth, social-services, and welfare systems
by these families. However, the significance of thechallenge that they present is
indicated by a study conducted some time ago (Buell, 1952), in which 6.percent. of
the study population was found to be using,45 percent of all public health resources
and 55 percent of all social, psychiatric, and other auxiliary services. It has been
estimated that this 6 percent use approximately 70 percent of. all public expendi-
tures for health, social, and auxiliary,services (report of the congressionally author-
ized Joint Commission on the Mental Health of Children, 1965). While there are no
similar recent data, a guess is that the problem may be much greater now.
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CNILDREN IN MULTI-RISK-FACTOR FAMILIES

Felk in- depth studies have been conducted of the development of the children in
multi-risk-factor families. In the classic descriptive study of Pavenstedt (1967), only
13 of such familes (which had 40 to 50 children between the ages of 21/2 and 6 years)
were studied. Nevertheless, the clinical impressions from the study were striking.
Almost all the children showed social and psych ) characteristics more consist-
ent with 11/2 to 2-year-olds in their egocentric' y and n -orientation. Their ability
to use a symbolic (or representational) mode t plan for their own needs and to con-
sider the needs and actions of others was limi , and they had variable self-esteem.
They tended to think in fragmented, isolated nits, rather than in cohesive pat-
terns. They were not capable of goal-directed or ized action and were limited in
their ability to socialize and interact appropriately for their age. The children al-
ready had an ingrained defeatist attitude and the core of an aimless (either asocial
or antisocial) personality. The conclusion of the study was that there was ,a dire

stage into later childhood.
need to understand the developmental process in such hildren from the prenatal

Subsequently, no indepth longitudinal studies haire been done beginning with the
p atal period and following the children in multi -risk- factor families for 5 or more
yea , necessary to obtain information on how the behavioral patterns of these,
children e and to gain insight into the repetitive, multi-generational nature of
these families blems. It seemed especially critical to identify the adaptive and
maladaptive deve mental patterns of such children and their families over time
and to determine t clinical and service system techniques that are appropriateor
preventive intervent . Therefore, we undertook a study of multi-risk factor fami-
lies. We provided pen c evaluations of the children in such families; based on
standardized tests and na ralistic clinical and standardized recorded observations
(for example, videotapes 'of interactions between the children and their caregivers).
We have been able to study in depth for two or more yeprs some 50 multi-risk-factor
families with more than 200 childern. Efforts made to recruit these families and the
clinical service approaches and assessments are described elsewhere (Greenspan,
1981, Weider, et al.,1983; Greenspan, et ah,'1983-in press

It quickly became apparent tO the staff in hat we were dealing with
families of varipus composition that ;yeti e idencing zany risk factors such as psy-
chiatric impairment, low educational and socioeconomic status (not only.in the case
of the parents who were the potential participants in our program, but also in the
case of-their own parents), high levels of social and psychological stress during the
woman's pregnancy, and vaiying degrees of nutritional deficits and substance abuse.
,,It also became apparent that infant morbidity, infant mortality, and perinatal

morbidity all may be related to the same common factorsincapacities of the in-
fant's caregivers for self-care, care of another, planning around a pregnancy or a
child's developmental procases. In our group of multi-risk-factor families, successful
prenatal intervention reduced.the expected levels of both infant Inortality and im-
mediate postnatal morbidity; few of the babies were born with physical or neurologi-
cal handicaps. Yet we quickly observed that the next challenge, and in many re-
spects the far more difficult one, was to reduce developmental morbidity.

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON OBSERVED TRENDS

I will discuss only some preliminary trends observed in children's development.
These trends will be presented ine theoretical framework in which the stages of a
child's early development and the adaptive infant and family patterns that can be
expected in each phase of the child's developmentas revealed in our workare
conceptualized. The trends described will-not apply to every multi-risk-factor family,
since different families and different infants apparently experience arrest at various
levels of development. Intensive work with multi-risk-factor families, however, has
shown us that they rarely are able to negotiate an infant's development into the
second year-of life without there being evidence of disruption in their infant's devel-
opment and a need-for specific services to overcome it. We have been able to identi-
fy the point at which the family fails to support the infant's development and at
which the subsequent disordered 'development occurs., We also have gained a pre-
liminary impression of a distribution in which the more disturbed families show dif-
ficulties early in the infant's first year, whereas in some of the less disturbed fami-
lies, there is no evidence of the likelihood of morbidity until the second year of life.
In general,. none of the multi-risk-factor families studies have been totally free of
the morbidity described in this section.

We have observed babies in the program who during the first few days of life are
for the most part well in terms of weight, size, and overall physical health status,
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but who have difficulty in regulating social responsiveness, establishing habituation
patterns, and organizing-their motor responses. Some of them are withdrawn and
unresponsive to animate stimuli; others are hyperlabile and overly responsive. Nev-
ertheless, in contrast, a number of our babies also seem to be in optimal condition,
even in terms of the soft neurological signs, and are appropriately adaptive in their
intitial capacity-for homeostasis (self-regulation and ap emerging interest in the
world). ,

Yet, in general, babies in our program, most of whom were at risk prenatally but
who- had normal patternskof development perinatallx (prenatal intervention having
assured adequate' nutrition and other, supports, including appropriate medical care),
show significantly less than optimal development as early as the first month of life.
Pediatric, neurological, and Brazelton neonatal examinations at one month of age,
for example, show developmental progression but not the increased capacity for ori-entation characteristic of a normative rotation. Interestingly, the group receiving
comprehensive intervention was simile to normal comparison infants at birth but- was slightly lower in their orientation acity by one.month. One high-risk group,
receiving only periodic evaluations, tended to be worse in a number-of areas includ-
ing orientation, habituation, and motor organization (even with some of the. most
disturbed families having left the program, i.e., those with the greatest risk) than
both the normal and intervention groups at one month (Hofheimer et al., 1982).

by three months of age, instead of a capacity for self-regulation, organization: and
an interest in the world, a number of our babies show increased tendencies toward;
lability, muscle rigidity, gaze aversion, and an absence of organized sleep-wake,
alert, and feeding natterns. Their caregivers, instead of having an metal capacity
for offering the babies comfort, protection, and an interest in the world, either tend
to withdraw from them and void them or overstimulate them in a chaotic.and in-
termittent. fashion.

At about the ages of two four months, we expect to find in the infant the begin-
nings of a deep rich emoti nal investment in the human world, expecially in hisprimary caregivers: We expect a human environment that will "fall in love"
with the child and will oo that child to fall in love.in. turn, in an effective, multi-
modal, pleasurable man er. Instead, a' ignificant number of these children exhibita total lack of involvem t it the human world or an involvement that is. noneffec-
tive, shallow, and imps nal, and we see caregivers who are emotionaly_astant,
aloof, impersonal, and If ly ambivalent about their children.

Between three and nine months of, age, we expect an infant's capacity for inter-
acting with the world in a reciprocal, causal, or purposeful manner to further devel-
op.and form a foundation for his later` organized causal behavior or thinking (reality
orientation and testing). Instead, in the multi-problem families, the child's behavior
and affects remain under the control of his internal statesin random and chaotic or
narrow, rigid, and stereotyped patterns or interaction. The child's environment, in-
stead of offering the expected optimal contingent responsiveness 'to the child's
varied signals, tends to ignore or misread them. The child's caregivers are overly
preoccund, depressed, or chaotic.

Towaid e end of the first year of.life and the beginning of the second, a child in
a multiple-risk-factor family, instead of showing an increase in organized, complex,
assertive, and innovative emotional and behavioral patterns (for example, taking his,
Mother's hand and leading her to the refrigerator to show her the kind of food he

''' wants), tends to exhibit fragmented; stereotyped, and polarized patterns. These tod-
- dlers maybe withdrawn and compliant or highly aggressive, impulsive, and disor-

ganized. Their human: environment tends to be intrusive, controlling, and fragment-
ed. The toddler may have, been prematurely separated from his caregivers or the
care-givers may exhibit patterns of withdrawal instead of admiringly supporting the
toddlers initiative and autonomy and helping him to organize what are now more
complex capacities for communir At'i:g, interac42ig, and behaving:

As the toddler's potential cap whim, cont.:46e .to develop in the latter half of the
second year and in the third (lb -36 months), profound deficits can be mom clearly
observed. The child, instead of developing capacities for internal representations
(imagery) around which to organize his behavior and feelings and for differentiating
ideas; and thoughts pertaining to the self and the nonself, either deirelopt
no representational or symbolic Capacity, or, if the capacity develops. it is not elabo-
rated beyond the most elementary descriptive form so that the chi'd's behavior re-
mains shollow and polarizes. His sense of the emerging self, as distinguished from
the sense -..: other people, remains fragmented and undifferentiated. The child'spo-
tentially emerging capacities for reality testing, impulse regulation, andmood stabi-
lization are either compromised or 'become extremely vulnerable to regression. In

` other words, we see patterns either consistent with later borderline and psychotic
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. .

personality organization or severe asocial'or antisocial impulse-ridden character dis-
orders.

Atq.this stage, the underlying impairment manifests itself in the child's inability
to use a representational or symbolic mode to organize his behavior. In essence, the
distinctly human capacity of operating beyond the survival level, of using 'internal
imagery to elaborate and organize complex feelings and wishes and. to construct
trial actions in the emotional sphere, and of anticipating and planthng ahead are
compromised: In many of our families, the parents simply do not have these capaci-

. ties. Even when they are not under emotional distress or .in states of crisis or panic,
-1 ey do not demonstrate a symbolic mode, as evidenced in the lack of verbal com-
munication (only one aspect of symbolic communication) and in the lack' of symbolic
play. Such families tend to be fearful and to deny and fad to meet needs in their .
children that are appropriate for their ages. They.engage the child only in nonsym-
bolic modes of communication, such as holding, feeding, and administering physical
punishment. and at times they misread or respond unrealistically to the child's
emerging communication, thus undermining the development in the child.of a sense
ofself and a flexible orientation to reality.

Needless to say, the mastery by. theshildren in these families of higher level de-
velopmental tasks is even more difficult. At each new level of development,. the in- -
flints and toddlers who for a variety of reasons have survived earlier developmental
phaies intact invariably challenge the multi-risk-factor environment-with their new
capacities, for example, with their-capacity for symbolic communication. The health-
ier the toddler, the more challenging and overwhelming_ he. is likely_to 'be to the
people around.him. In a pattern that we have frequently observed, the child moves 7
ahead of the parent (engaging,' for example, in symbolic play around themes of de-
pendency,or sexuality), and tlitili-the parent becomes confused and either withdraws
from, or behaves intrusively, toward the' child. Shortly, unless. other more skillful
caregivers are available, the child begins to regress to presymbolic modes of behav-
ing. The child may be -able to consolidate his higher level capacities when he begins
to receive support from other systems; such as the school, and is capable of under-
standing his patents' limitations. These capacities, howevel, can only develop when
the child is a little older. The youngster who eiperiences developmental failures, in
eluding the failure to develop a full repregentatibnal or symbolic capacity (the basis
for formal school experience later on,), will unquestionably be handicapped in all
subsequent opportunities for learninf ....

. .
. ,

RESPONSE TO PREVENTIVE CLINICAL ANI;SERVICE SYSTEM APPROACHES;.THE POTENTIAL
FOR RECOVERY

On the encouraging side, we have found that in
. most of the families we work

with, the maladaptive trends just described can be reversed. By carefully pinpoint-
ing the area in which a child's deirelopment first begins to go awry and by using
Organized and comprehensive clinical techniques and service. system approaches, we
have been able to' effect significant reversals in the direction of more adaptive pats
terns. Many 'parents in our population began their child-fearing as teenagers and
have commonly experienced further deterioration in their own functioning and that
of their infants with each subsequent birthyln most instances, however, even when

' a woman has had four or more children, we have been able to reverse this pattern
of deterioration by means of appropriate clinical methods and services. In a number
of these multi - risk- factor families, we have observed that after they enter our pro-
grain, a gradual improvement takes place in the mother, and a modest but positive
change in the first baby born thereafter. Then; if the family remains in the program
and a second baby is born, the change in the family is dramatic and is reflected in
the new baby's more optic 'l development. - ' . ,

. For example, Mrs. E. was pregnant wherf she came to our attention. At first
glance she .appeared tocthe team social worker to be beyond help after she was
found sleeping on the street. All oC her children had been removed from her care by
the CountrDepartment of Prbtective Services after she had severely abused and ne-
glected the Mrr. E. appeared unable to think except in Concrete terms, at timesm.,Nc
was psychotic, ould not communicate her thoughts and plans, and seemingly lived
by impulse only ad a talent for survival. Shortly before the birth of her child a few
months later, howe r; she entered our program, brompted.by our outreach efforts.
AU of our collective e arts to induce Mrs. E. to use a support structure (for exam.
pie, to obtain housing , or clothing) failed.'Nehrtheless, subsequently, of her
own accord, she requested ter care for the new infant before severe trauma could
be inflicted on the child. . E. maintained contact with this child and made a
great deal of progress in treat nt over a 2-year period. When she became pregnant
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again, not only could she care for the newest baby but was able to work and support
an apartment. Thus, far, '.-th therapeutic support, she has nurtured a competent
11-month-old and also has became constructively involved with her older children.

Even when .improvement was not so dramatic, the expected patterns of deteriora-
tion often did not take place in our families, and some of them became capable of
adequately supporting the growth and development of their children. Many moth;
ere, Tor. example, who previously had children taken away and .put in foster care
became able to care fora new infant as well as for their older children. -Also, some
mothers who had been recurrently hospitalired for psychiatric illness in the past de-.
veloped the ability to function appropriately with a new baby and have not been
rehospitalized for psychiatric illness for two or more years.

We found that the babies i our larnilies had a surprising capacity to recover
viations. Even when an infant's development had
months of life (as evidenced by gaze aversion, muscle

ity), intervention with appropriate patterns of dare (in-
hniques) could lead to adaptive homeostatic and attach

1 to 2 months. Infants would become apathetic and with
to show delays in sensorhnotor development when no one would

als or respond to them. However, with patient, clinically- informed
uld begin interacting with people and; within 2 to 3 weeks of intensive
woul8 bbgin to catch up developmentally.

PRINCIPLES OF PREVENTIVE CLINICAL SERVICES

from early developmental
deteriorated during the firs
rigidity,,and a state of lab'
eluding special clinical
ment capaciti
drawn and
read their si
tare, thdy w
interventio ,

I can discuss only briefly some of the principles on which a clinical and service
system approach to both multi-risk-factor and less at-risk families should be based.
Services for the multi-risk families have been the subject of-only limited study,
(Buell,,1952; Minuchin and Montalvo, 1967; Zilbach, 19/1; La Vietes, 1974; Levine,
1964; Argles and MacKenzie, 1970; Berstein, 1984; Edelstein, 1972; Fantl, 1958;
Gunter and MacCorquodale, 1974; Lang, 1974; Powell.and Monahan, 1969; Reid and
Shyrie, 1969; Sperebas, 1974;,Suarez, 1974). I will try to present some perspective on
the, organization and service Challenges for the child and family related, to the child
at each stage of his development.

A comprehensfire approach, as indicated earlier, requires that a. number: of ele-
ments be combiied: (a) services tbat.respond to concrete needs for survival (food,
housing, and so forth), (b) a planned effort to meet the need of the family and the
child for an ongoing, trusting human relationship, (c) specific clinical techniques
and services that focus on the many lines of a child's development and that are spe-
chic to the child's tasks at each developmental subphase, and (d) a special support
structure to provide at one site partial or full therapeutic day care for the child,
innovative outreach to the family, and ongoing, training and supervision of the pro-
gram staff

To respond to the family's concrete needs, various community agenties need to be
organized to build afoundation for the family's survival. However, this approach
alpne will not ensure a family's survival, since many of the families, for a variety cf .

reasons, are adept at circumventing offers of traditional supports.
The second component of a comprehensive effort, and one that is. absolutely neces-

sarr for these familibs, is a human relationsft with one or more workers. Such a
relatiohshier, however, is not easy to establigh, because distrust is often ingrained in
each parent as well as in the family t ' t - ''t. This human relationship needs tb
grow in ways paralleling the infant's aeve oement and needs to help the pErents
facilitate that development. To provide thia 2 than relationship we have° used uoth
a team and a single primary clinicitut

Organizing to respond to a family's -:..ete needs and offering the family 'a
, human relationship, however, are not ennugh. That human relationship must be
able to help the parents understand some et their maladaptive coping strategies and
teach them how to deal with theiq own primary needs and those of their infant. In

verse
special clinical techniqu8s and patterns of. care, (Greenspan, 1981), to re-

verse maladaptive developmental patterns in the areas of affect end social interac-
tion, sensorimotor development, and cognition must, be available at the appropriate
time. Moreover, in our clinical experience, the intervention must-occur over a suffi-
ciently long period to allow the family's own strengths to take over and sustain it.
We are /peaking here then not of a crisis intervention aPproach over a few months,
but an approach that will be available to the families for several years at a mini-
mum. We have found that' after working with many of these families for some..two
years, the mother's capacity to nurtule and facilitate the development of new baby
Is significantly more advanced then whet) she entered the,program pregnant with
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t, an earlier child. Our impression is, when the helping relationship is offered over a
period of time, the frequently observed -trend of multi-problem families to deterio-
rate further upon the birth of each subsequent baby (a trend that often starts when ,
the parents are still teenagers) begins to be reversed.

In addition, the approach to the multiple needs of these infants and their families
must be integrated. Simply offering nutritional advice, (Cravioto, 1980) or education-
al counsel, providing cognitive stimulation, or taking an entirely infant-centered or
entirely family-center approach may not be sufficient. The infants have individual
differences that dictate special patterns of care; at the same time, the concerns of
their caregivers and other family members have to be addressed. Each stage in the
infant's and the family's development requires specialized clinical services and Rerv-
ice system appreaches (Greenspan, 1981).

Although the costs of offering programs of intervention are great, the costs of r 3t
offering them are even greater. The estimated 6 percent of the U.S. populatior t
use 50 percent of all health, mental health, and social services account for economic
*and social costs' that are .compounded by the additional loss to society that these
people, might have contributed to the labor force and to other creative endeavors.

Programs of prevention are expensive, but they are not so costly as might. be
imagined, since even when services are offered to an entire high -risk community,
only a small percentage of the families in that community will actually need the
most intensive help. Selma Freiberg, as director of a Michigan infant mental health
program, found that in s program offering a range of preventive services including

. intensive individual clinical services, the average cost per family participating was
$850.' In terms of providing screening and backup for an entire community, the cost
per family for such 'preventive services would Emerage out to a significhnt lesser
amount. , '

Perhaps we need to look at the cost - benefit ratio. Using cases,from our own study,
we developed a model to project the probabilities (based on observed family patterns
and clinical assumptions) of different outcomes with and without preventive inter-
vention. While all projections, as with economic forecasting. are based on assump-
tions which may or may qot be true, the trends we found are of interest. Also this
model can be, used with &her assumptions. Projected benefits outweighed costs by
five or six to one (depending on the degree of risk). Interestingly, in the cases at
greater risk, in which initial costs might be high, the benefit to cost ratio was, often
better than in less severe cases, because the benefits of preventive inter Vention were

Vretatively greater (Greenspan, 1981). ,
4. Implicatio,ns for a.Prevelltion Policy.These same principles also apply to less

at-risk families. When has been estimated by the Deptsof Education that 14 per-
cent of our school age children require special services, and informally clinicians
and teachers estimate another 15 percent' from all social and economic backgrounds
could easily benefit from special educational, health and mental health services, the
challenges become clear. Too many children from varying social and economic back-

. ground are_evidencing compromises in basic personality functions such as impulse
control, self esteem maintenance, capacity to concentrate, to relate warmly to
Others qnd even to test reality by the time they reach school. Equal opportunity is
not possible for'these children as they begin with handicap., many of which we be-
lieve are preventable. Our concepts of ,educatiori and health care must begin at the
beginning when the nervous system is growing most rapidly. (It grows to two-thirds
its adult size in the first three years of life.)
AA family's "right"to programs that will help them identify 'lags in their/infants'

emotional, Rode', cognitive and neuromotor aspects of development must become a
"given" as is the right .to -educatiqn later on. Not all. families require the level of
effort described earlier. Many fardilies only, require help id identifying lags and
guidance in providing "special patterns of care" to help their infanta function more
competently. Other families' require the four levels of preventive services described
earlier. We must address both needs.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Before we recess to go -vote, I would just like td' .
thank the chairman, Mr. Miller, and the staff, for putting together
such an outstanding panel. I can't wait to get back for questions.

[Recess.]
Mr. LEHMAN. The committee will come to order.
We will go back to the 5-minute rule. I just have one question, I

guess, that Dr. McGaugh can more or less answer. There were four
things eithgr you didn't say. or I didn't catch. One was the word
"mind"; one was the word "dyslexia"; one was the word "comput-
er"; one was the word "stiess"----nraybe you used them, but practi.
call everyone 'I hear _talk aboux the brain use those four words.

In your way of thinking, is the mind and brain more or less the
same thing, and where does one stop and the other start?

'Two, the dyslexia problem, you talk about language but you
didn' talk about reading;.. and I understand that there is no dys
lexia in children in Japan, particularly, becausethey use not linear
symbols but other types of char,acters to read, and so they don't
have a reading problem. , '

And, three, how are we going 'to be able to better use the comput-..
-er to get around.-learning difficulties? Because I have read, articles
where children with learning difficulties bypass them and work
around them by use of the computer. -They can't, read, but still are
making it. -

FoUrth, stress on the brainand the kids do have stress. I have
. seen 'kids with duodenal ulcers. You didn't say anything about

family or community stress, and what effect it would have on the.
brain. I lost a child with a brain tumor. I understand one of the
doctors said it was triggered by some stress that. occurred during
the period of life earlier than when the tumor appeared. -

Dr. MCGAUGH. If I weren't held to the 5-minute rule I think I
could comment on each of those.

Mr. LEHMAN. What you don't cover, I would like you to write me.
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Dr. MCGAUGH. Let me try just a couple of things. I think your
observation about dyslexia in the Orient is a very good one. It is
not well known. It is highly interesting. There may be patterns of
information in the environment for which our brains-are better
prepared. That is, there may be ways in-which our brain processes
match up-. well with some kind of information fand not with other
kiiids of information. And one intemting hypothesis about reading,
ilifficulties is just that; that there ale cultural differences in the
'extent, to which one fmds reading difficulties.

Interestingly, there is at least with -normal childrbn, raised in
.normal environnOnts, 'no such thing as a language disorder. That
is, children who are reared in a normal environment learn the lan-
guage, of their adults, learn all the syntai, all the rules and so on
without defect, You don't need to have remedial teachers teaching
normal children how to speak the language, One has only to deal
with the few aspects of grammar and vocabulary and so on. I think
that has something to do -withsthe wiring of the Brain.

I am glad to say something about stress, because my own re-
search concerns the effects of stress on learning and memory. I al-

luded to some, experiments. that we do in my laboratory using hor-
monei to influence learning and memory. The hormones -that we
use are hormones of stress. We work with adrenaline, for example.
We have shown, I think, rather conclusively that hormones that we
normally release to ourselves -when we learn are hormones which
play a critical role in determining-how well we. will remember the
things Chia led to the hormoies' release.

We all 'know, and educators know, that motivation As important
for learning. Our experiments suggest that motivation is important
for learning because it' involves the release of the right hormones

. to our brains 'at the right time.
We can teach laboratory animals tasks that are rather unimpor-

they, will remember those tasks .as tho they had been highly
tent. If we inject them with the' right %ones at the right time,

trained.
Now, it is also the case that excessive amounts or these sttess,

related hormones cause memory losses or memory impairments. If
we train animals on tasks that involve a high degree of stress an
add hormones following training, we can cause arirnesia;we'ctui.
cause complete memory losses 'in weir trained animals -ply by
overdosing them with hormones that they ;formally release to
themselves.

What- we don't know is whether we have a capacity to overdose
ourselves with' those same hormones: There are reported clinical
cases of people who are, rescued from burning buildings and later
have total amnesia for that event. It is possible that the amnesia is
due .to excessive: amounts, of .hormones 'released at the time of the
experience.

Mr. LEHMAN. There is a possibility that yon 'can teach people to
read in Chinese. and make. a transference to English. Has there
been some experience?

Dr, MCGAUGH. Not to my knowledge.
Mr., LaitmAx.. As far as the mind goes, do you use them synony-

..
mously?

'j\`,
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'Dr: MCGAUGH. I don't, because I don't use the word:"mind." It is
not becauie I don't think I have a mind or we don't .have Minds..What,

Mr:LEHMAN. I was wondering why you left the word out.
Dr. MCGAUGH. I left it out because what we obserVe is perform-

ance. We observe behavior and we also observe brain function, and
we assume they are some in there ucti --tha we can t study the
mind directly. We can 'make inferences then about mental proc-
esses.

Mr LEHmisiti. Thank you very much.
The chairman of the full committee. .

Chairman MuLta. Ai we review thei panel we have just heard
from, we see that we have crossed a span from conception to 7
years.. In addition, we have specifically looked at the case of alcohol
use and prevention strategies. How Can we' best help the children
that fall through the developmental cracks, as it were? I am speak-
ing of thosetichildren that don't have full brain development, that
don't catch up, that are deprived of the kind of environmental at=
tention that would. help their developmentObviously this task
force can recommend preyention strategies with regard to alcolhol.
But in the. terms of the other development areas, in brain growth
after birth,.in enriching the environment of an infant, can we real-.
istically design a realistic_ prevention strategy?

Dr. Greenspan, your testimony involves a question which has
plagued politicians over the last 30 years. That is what do we do

- about the welfare ...cycle, the cycle of underachievers, the cycle of
the handicapped? As I understand it, you are suggesting that we
can intervene in the cycle, and. not only reverse it. but: tan, in faCt,
reverse it with the second or third child as well.

Is it realistic for those of us making public policy to gather var-
ious strategies whether Federal not?

Dr. MCGAUGH. We hear a lot about prenatal develoinnent It is a
'very iinportant period, from all of the eVidence presented here. We
also hear a lot of complaints ahout what is wrong with our high
school students or junior high students; what is wig with their
SAT scores; why is eduCation iu.such a sad condition ,

. .I' think that there is one ye u strong- message here. The.
early age postnatally are critically iMportant periods, 'These peri-
ods in development have dot.been sufficiently attended to by public
policy.' The baby is born-and then later is to go to preschool or to
enter the fu st grade. In the meantime, "tuitural 'development" will
take place: Well, there is no "natural development" There is devel-
opment, and the development that takeS place is subject to a large .
number of interfering or :promoting. conditions.

The first thing to do, is to focus attention on what might be done
in this very critically impp.tant .postnatal period to assure ,hat
problems will not develop. You certainly heard a number of singes -.
tions.

Mr. LEHMAN. How about greater efforts at prevention in. the pre-
natal and postnatal phases?

Dr. GREENSP AN.' Let me add to' Dr. McGaugh's comments. From
my testimony, obviously I agree with the implied answer to your
question.' There is a great deal I think we can do for those who
have traditionally fallen between the cracks, because right now we
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are picking them up at schcibl age fol. tfie most partsome in pre-
school programs-and clearly the consensus of this panel is that
that is too late; that the brain structures grow most rapidly from
prenatal through the first 3 years of life.. Some of these may have
the quality of the time bomb that was referred to; in other cases,
there may beay difficult patterns that are relatively less reversible
later

Me require programs where one identifies babies and toddlers
and young children who are deviating either in cognitive or neuro-
motor or emotional and social development. We are getting betteii
and better in detecting early problems in learningthe babies whd
can't, for example, coordinate. their left and right side give us a pic-
ture of the infant form of a learning problems

Pediatricians for the most part are too busy to do these kind of
tests in an office practice. Many people can't afford to get the kind
of assessment that would offer them appropriate early detection of
these kinds of problems.

.For Minimum motor problems to eariy Preverbal language- prob-
lems, we can do better. We for example can trace the development
of language from 4 or 5 months with the types of syllables that
babies can ,utter. Wb can detect if the baby is going to have a lan-
guage problem way before the youngster becomes 3 and the Aar-
ents say, "John is not talking."

So we need early identification, but not superficial. We have to
have a .large net. It then has to be backed up more definitively
with diagnostic approaches behind "it. -Then to, have graded levels of
services. Sometimes just advice to the family that this baby is hy-
peractive to sound is needed. If you do. it this way, ',out baby will
begin attending and orienting and .won't be distracted, won't be
looking away, and you will probably reduce the likelihood this baby
will be a distractable biay.

Another group' of families are going 'to need ongoing work. A
third group will -need comprehensive program& that, have three
levels: concrete services dealing with survival issues, ongoing
human relationship, and the technical approach to work with`the
baby and the family over a period of probably years. But when you
look at what it -costs for one of these children who doesn't make it
into society, you are talking about a discounted cost of probably
$400,000 over the lifetime of this child: SQ even if the progrim
costs for the most expensive youngster $5,000 a year, to make sure
that that youngster starts out competent, it is enormously-cost 'ef-
fective over' the long haul.

But no question that we have enough knowledge now to do much
more than we are doing, and...we ought to be gearing . enormous
amounts, of research into this area of prenatal.. care and care in the
first 3years of life,so we can learn more and do more.

Dr/PALicrwat: I would like to add very briefly, I couldn't. agree
more, with my colleagues. I would like to get back on my hobby-
horse and make a plea fbr us to' investigate the fetus who falls
through the cracks. It is often too late to intervene when faced
with a damaged newborn, the damage or nonintactnesS having
been perhaps prenatally caused.

As regards research, what we do need, I think, is a great deal
more research on fetal growth. We need to monitor this. We can in
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spmeways do so now, yet we need much more informjion so that
we can then answer such questions as: Why is a baby prema-
turely? Why is a baby born small? We don't really know.'

Chairman MILLER. My point in raising this qUestiern is to draw out
from each of yeti rational and realisticin terms of our ability-to--
deliverprevention strategies that could take place at the earliest
levels of development, whether it is during the fetal period or with
the toddler. It seems to .me you are each suggesting there are. /
, I ask because there, was an. earlier comment with regard to
infant mortality Suggesting we are doing abouf as well as we can
do because we have to understand more. It is my concern that
before we get into,`the mysteries, we'Shopld look to those things we
already know work, whether in the particular case of alcohol and
pregnancy. We know abstention in that case will prevent many
problems. We ought to' know whether we are doing all we can do in

' other areas as well. . ,Dr. McGA-cidx. I would-like to say a word in behalf of mystery,'
though; that while I agree with precisely--

Chairman MILLER. I have tribe careful. I am not against research.
Dr. MCGAUGH. Thank you.. .. -

_ .
The reason I say thAt is because, as we all know, the social' be-

liWoral sciences have taken it in the necks in recent years with
respect tb,cutbacki in funding, targeted cutbacks of funding in the
areas we are talking about, social and behavioral research. And. I
will add to that the neurobiological research relate&to that, which
is -key to providing the further understanding which will lead to
the next step in the prevention. And I would strongly suggest ;that
that was a very, msst inappropriate place to be taking cuts in the

:research budget.
Chairinan -Muss: One of the things we hope to.gatfier from the

work of the select committee and its various task forces, is lo take ....--
what we've learned' and offer 'a range of policy considerations fOr
Congress. Whether they chose any is not the business of this
committee. If we can demonstrate a working knowledge of strate-
gies for- prevention and crisis intervention to narriett,,o,' then Con-
gress can choose from among those various strategies if it chooses
to _

; .
Obviously, in s me areas it will simply be that we need to know

more. But we are trying, as well, to correct he more immediate
- concerns with knowledge that we alreacly ave, so that we can

make some spggestions for solving the pr, blems. Whether that
comes to pass or not is a decision that the

/ ,Congiess of.the United
States will make.

It will be very helpful if after you, get done testifying, .we can
_come back to you and for suggeltions yop would make'iri the area
of prevention strategies, whether they ,are for the, priVate sector,

N .public sectoriora combination thereof: /
N.Thank youvery much. .. N.

Mr. LEHMAN. MTS. Johnsen? ( ,.

Mrs. JOHNSON. I m very sorry that I missed the rest of the
panel's presentatio but I have enjoYed-reading your testimony. .
However, in skimm.ng it and following up on the Chairman's cities-
lions, I have a few questions....
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Y. referred to things about your observation in cases by 'help-
the mother and family With one child, that changes are possi-

ble. In Connecticut, we have had a number of crisis intervention
programs developed that involve parent aid. The presence of_some-
one in...the family, very early intervention form, and very heavy
emphasis on teaching, parenting and nurturing, has made a r----/-
ence, and I wonder, through your work, what spesific °grams in

-the years before 3 have you seen having the-greafest of ect?
Dr. GamiseAri:There are two dins right in your State, in

Connecticut. There is the U ity of Connecticut Health Center
that had an innovative-program using lots of outreach workers,
and I Cari put win touch with the people doing the research.
They have follow-up now for a couple of years, showing-positive
effec both the children and the, families. -There was a ,study

° 0'1i -et Yale where they now have a 10-year follow-up. They
---- worked a large poverty sample that had family problems but not

the most severe the ones that really fall within the cracks),
and they offered preventive intermention strategies, _guidance for
children, support for parents, skills and parenting,.identifying indi-
vidual differents in babies,- such as 'picking out the baby who is
h rective, that who needed extra wooing and, so forth.

e results 10 years later suggest .notonly babies anti children
doing better,- but also less need for- special services in -school, 50
percent less in the group having the intervention than the group
that didn't have.it. The families are doing better. Fewer of them are
on welfare; more are self-supporting.

There are other 'findings: suggesting long-term benefits to both
the children and the families-And the programs that seem to work
the best are. those that work at both levels]; the child and the fami-
lies, because then the family able 'to_ carry on new competences
to not only that child but,. to the family in. general.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Have you looked at the Head Start program in
terms of your work? '

Dr. GREENSPAN. Well, I have been in touch with the people who
have been looking at the Head Start program. and the-longterin- re--
sults. .

Mrs. JOHNSON. Are there ways that you should be effecting their
apprciaCh to parents in the early years, on the basis of the informatt
tion that you developed to alter their approach? That certainly
seemed to be one of the most effective instruments, although per-

-haps not starting young enough.
Dr. GREENSPAN. In Head Start, as you know, one of the dramatic

benefits was in family attitude, family. patterns. That goes along
with all of the evidence now that is,emerging about which pro-
grams work the best. It is those that do help the whole family. I
would like to see Head Start to become "early start ". And I would'

0 like to see the Head Start use what it has learned by offering intel-
lectual.support for the children, use that as an entry for all,kinds
of health and mental health services to the family, including the
emotional pralems. of the family, including following the emotion-
al milestones of habies, because babies and children don't separate .

out flow they deal with the "feelings" and how they, deal with the
A, ,B, and C's. If "feelings" confuse them, you get chaotic behavior .

instead of organized behavior, and you have societal problems.

Oa
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SO my hunch it we should use the evidence that Head-Staii
helped the families and play on that strength, and let's use that
opening to addrets all families on developmental needs, which in-
cludes all lines, of development froin physical .to cognitive and emo-tional...

Mrs. JOHNSON. Are there other specific programs that you would
recommend we look at?

Dr. GREENSPAN. Yes, .I have a list that I catbsend you:
Mrs: JOHNSON'. Did you address that earlier? . ,

Dr. GREENSPAN. No, that is not in the testimony. We can prepare ,
. Eksummary statement of some of. the model programs.

x.MrS. JOHNSON. I think I would be very interested in-that.
flr. GREENSPAN. The. National Center -for. Infant Programs could

help-put That together.
Mrs. JorilvsoN. The other thing that follows from that which you

referred to a moment-ago -is-how...much do we know about the need
of:these children for special education. You also say-that-we:need
to' rethink our basic philosophy, and I thin-Itthere is a lot of sense
hi that, particularly in light of what you say:

fa.'If we need to go to early intervention and a whole different sup-
Port- system and effort to. effect development, then what floes that
say about development after age 7? How many resources does that
have implications concerning our Approach in speCial .education? "
Should it be blanket? Should it be 'blind to individual differences?
Are there. alterations we ought to make?' Are there resources we .

ought to target to some kind,of population, or should we Continue
along opt the sort of broad equal. opportunity generalized approach?

-Dr. GREENSPAN. I am suggesting, we are not offering equal oppor-
tunity .now.. When we started at age. 5 and 6, the kids" are not equal
any .more, and by giving them a little bit orschOol.becanse the
school resources are so slim most of the children don't-get. what
they need in terms df special education' by the. time they are in
school. We need to target. speCial aeducational approaches to the
first .3 to 5 years.. of life when it will have more impact. But we
need to continue it, obviously, _once the children are in school:
Some will need continuing help.

But we will probably get more bang for.the buck if we canarget
it earlier and earlier in the life cycle; not wait until the* children.
have severe problemt and have to fight an uphill battle. The kids
who are in special education, a high, perCentage have, severe emo-
tio.nal problems. You' are fighting.a double battle by that time and
we believe these problenis can be identified much, much earlier.

Mrs. JOHNSON.. Just finally, I'd like to ask two'.more questions.
First of -all, in talking. abcat the impact of alcohol,'have yell done
any study about the impactof marihuana? .

Dr.'GREENSPAN. Someone else may address that. I haven't... -
Mrs. JorixsoN. It is certainly.s significant alteration in fetal de-

velonmentonvironnient. ° .

Dr: OuELLETrt. In terms of prenatal attention to marihuana,
there is a, recent study out of Boston City Hospital written up' in
Pediatrics in October 1982, which indicated that: if marihuana was
used less than three times a week, that the babies were about 95
grams smaller than the woman who did not-use marihuana; used



more than three times- a week, they were 139 grams smaller. So
there was an effect of marihuana on size of babies.

- They also found that if the women Were drinking alcohol and-
Were using marihuana, that they had &much ,higher risk of having
abnormal children than if using either of these drugs. alone. Thetis
the work that I. am &ruffian with.;

Mrs. JOHNSON. It would be interesting to have summaries-Of that .

Work. _
I wonder how much .ha been disseminated? .

Dr. OuELLETrE...It_lea fairly new work..
Mrs. -JoHNSori.Is there any examination of those things on the

development and particularly of brain size? '
Dr. OuniviTE. I don't know that there ie'really -any data..Ori-

that.-There may besome animal. research; but I am not familiar
with it. I can look it up:

Mrs. JOHNSON: Would you check that out?
Dr. Otneurkrz. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. Nothing comparable to the work done on

alcohol? . .

Dr. Otikurrri. Nothing at all. _;7:

Mr. LELAND. I apologize to the other panel, Dr. :Greenspan, be-a
cause I have been running in-and out and missed your testimony.
You say something that interests me considerably. I havebeen. -
working with the- issue of/ teenage pregnancy in Houston. for simie
years nowi and one of the things that I am finding aeWe-discuss 4-
this issue, is the dichotomy. between the white families and break
familieS, the black familiew and Hispanic fainilies; all of those
among different groups in 'their ,hitridling-of_the. pregnancy.. One of
the_things I found is that there is a very limited-conceptualization
of the extended .family in the black community and; thils;--when---___
these young girls bear children there is considerable indifference
displaYed by the family, as a result of the pregnancy; and there is a '
tendency for the black mother or the black father t turn on the
yoting girl. In addition to these,familyconflicts, society places 'Pres-
sure on the young girls as well.

-

The teenage girl becomee depreased over a long period Of. time..
That depression probably is 'transferred to Oaf child that-she everi4 . .-
tuEdly bears. 'Further, this. syndrome may be repeated by theie par-
titular young girls:

Can you just comment on this cycle in terms Of the cleveropmeirt
of the child from birth of the baby?

Dr. GREENSPAN.- We hdd a chance to:work with. a=- number 61
young adolescent mothers, and we have seen both . family
terns both the one you mentionedit is not only to ;,.

tain ethnic,groups;,, it is indepetdent of race-but there are some
families very rejective; who' put d !lot or Pressure ori :the adolescent 2

mother, offer very little support.; They often get, out of.the :house;
move into the boyfriend's, into the cycleof chaotic- elaticiiishipti,'.'
often on to have another Child, which does worse than..the:first,
and they seem to fit the pattern of:these multirisk fainilies.whiObk..,, 7
'Often start their childbearing in adolescenee, and each subsequent ;*:'
4iregnancy the Mother and child ,do worse and worse anti. worse.
And you. may-havelifeor six children' in the Elaine
i, In other families, there is another interesting' pattern Observed
where the daughter is embraced by the faMily and the care of the
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baby is somewhat taken over by th baby's 'grandmother or the
young girl's mother. Often they wa, t to get rid of the, boyfriend.

. Mr: LELA4p._Is there an ethnic. comparison-there?
.

Dr. GREENSPAN, I don't have the data for:the ethnic 'comparison.I have. Seen' it across ethnic groups in a few cases we had observed
a mother who is covertly encouraging the daughter. to have a baby.
for a-variety of often unconscious reasons.

.Mr. LELAND: That is a dangerous area to tread.
Dr. GREENSPAN. Yes";
Mr. LEHMAN. We are going to recess now to make our vote, and

then we are 'going to recess until/2 o'cloek, and we will comeback.
I. just; really have appreciated your being 'Jere. At 2 o'clock, we

. will: have panel No. 3, and we will continue the hearings at' that
time._ : .

{Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the task force ,recessed,-to reconvene at 2
. p.m., the same dap]

.

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. LEHMAN:The, committeee will come to order.
We now 'have panel No. 0: I don't know. whether you all want to

.read separate iNtiments or not, but iLyou do, we would-appreciate
it if you woujd Opiinarize.them and we will ptit the 'full statement
into the record.

s\ On the schedule, we have Angela-Blackwell and Lois Salisbury,
introduced byDP. Faikner.Please proceed. _

Mr. FALItNER. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, it isimy
pleasure :to introduce. Angela Blackwell `and her team to you. The
reasons I am doing. this introduction is simply -that her organiza-
tion approached the School of Public Health at the University of
California, Berkeley,' and specifically my- department, ask for input. from the. scientific point of view in their collection of data. The
team involved in the University. of California; Berkeley, isapart
from myielfDr..Jeffrey Gould and Dr.:Peter Budetti, who liave in
fact directed the analysis and data-gathering,for Angela BlaCkwelland her team.

.

Mr. LEtimAN. Thank you:. .

STATEMENT OP ANGELA BLAC KWELLATTORNEY, PUBLIC'
. ADVOCATE, 'CALIFORNIA

MS. BLACK LL... I. am-happy to haves the oppor y to present
information be ore this panel. 1. am. speakiii half of the orga-
nizations for rtiom s we filed an adult rative petition with the.
Health'.and Human Services yeat y regarding prevention of low
'birthokeight and infant- o y. They are hated. iii -the testimony
but Mande among 'the Natiorial Urban League and the
NAACP-Western on.
Included' e petition are several pleces.of information I want

to 4:1* .' One is the study that Dr. Falkner mentioned. It is a
ey of .45 cities that. examined. infant mortality] low birth

'weight, teenage pregnancy and prenatal care; in, those 45, cities for
the years 1078,throtigh,1981,_
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Before I give you the results, I want to provide a little 'tick-
ground information ,so you will understand the importance and .the
magnitude .of thstudx.

In looking aVinfant Imortality, for the 45-cities we looked at an
average of 225,000 births for blacks each year and 376,000 births
for whites. The approiimate 'number of black births in .a year is
about 500,000. Our stu y included one-half of the black births per*
year for the years studi

Also, in reporting th averages for the survey, we used weighted
averages so -we were a le to take into account the differences in
fluctuation in. infant ortality rates for small cities and large
cities. You don't want compare Yourigstown, Ohio, to New York
City. We used all live bi hs and all deaths to obtain weighted aver- )

ages. 1 .

. Also, I think it is imPOrtant to note that all the statistics used
were final statistics for those. years. It was not provisional data.
What we found was that, consistent with- the trend we have seen
nationally, there is a widening gap' between infant mortality rates

- in the- white community and infant mortality in the black commu-
nity.-

We also found it very difficult' to obtain data. -We called the Na:
tional Center fQr Health Statistics 'from the ve beginning to
out what wakavailable there and if we could ge any data broken
down by raceY beyond 1979. This morning Dr. randt gave final
data for 1980 which is the first time we have bee able to get that
information. I -called the, National Center for He th Statistics the
day before we left California just to be sure there was still nothing
available. So, I was very pleased to get those data.

That data are consistent with the trend we document in the peti-
tion which is that in 1950, the infant mortality rate in the black
community was 64 percent higher than the infant mortality rate in
the white community. By 1970 the infant mortality rate in the

,black community was 83 percent highe in the white commu-
' nity..In 1979, the last year for which we had of early this

morning, the infant mortality rate was 91 percent hig e data
that Dr. Brandt gave this morning confirmed that as of 19:1
infant mortality rate was 94.6 percent higher in the black commu-
nity than in the white.

hi-our study of 45 studies, the differences ranged from 70 percent
higher in 1978 to 82 percent higher in 1981. Consistent with what
Dr. Brandt said this morning, it does appear that there has been a
slowing in what the media)} community can do to further bring
down infant mortality rates by: saving small babies. What we are
seeing now is that even at the national level, there has been a-
slowing in the reduction of infant mortality. Therefore our infor-
mation has focused on low birth weight, the biggest...contributor to
infant mortality and the one area in which we have seen very little
change over the years.

In our study, in 1978, the low birth`weight rate among blacks
was about 13 percent and in 1981 it was still about 13 percent. In
fact, it has gone up from 1980 to 1981. The focus _now should be on
how to prevent low birth weight. Therefore we examined those fee-
tors that contribute to low birth weight.
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Many thingido.,The factors we were able to obtain data on were
teenage pregnancies and prenatal care. We-found that.the teenage
pregnancy rate was going down for blacks and whites. in the cities
surveyed, but the gap was widening. There was a 118 percent
higher teenage pregnancy rate in the black community than in the
white community in 1981. Very disturbing was the information re-
garding prenatal care. Unfortunately, the cities for whicli we were
able to get prenatal care data were limited.. Nye had only six cities.
They were large and are indicated in the back of the infant mortal-
ity petition you have in front of you.

We found, for black and white woineni the percentage of women
getting prenatal care in the first trimester was going down,,and for.
black and white women, the percentage of women getting no nre.'
natal care was 'going up. There data are :very disturbing because
they indicate that no progress -is being made in this country in
terms of alleviating the factors, that contribute to low birth weight
and therefore low birth weight is remaining constant.

Another very interesting aspect of our study .was that in the
Cities the white population in general was not faring a well as the
white population in national statistics. For 1978 and 1979, the
years Tor which we had duplicated data for the cities and from na-
tional sources, we found the white rates in the cities were higher .

than the national rates. We also found the black-rates in the cities
were a little lower than the national rates. That is why in the
cities there is a smaller, gap than-found nationally.

For example,. I said that in .1981 the black infant mortality' rate
was 82 percent higher than the white rate. At. the national level it
was 94 percent higher.. This is really a confirmation of what we are
presenting today,,that low-income women are having tee most diffi-
cult time getting the services that are needed to prevent low birth
weight. We see higher white rates in the cities because we have
larger concentrations of low-income white women. We see slightly
lower black rates in the cities because there, is a higher concentra-
tion of middle-income black wOmenmore poor white women, and
more middle-income black' Uronieri. That confirms it is the low-
income woman that is suffering the most. Our data are presented
in terms of blacks and whites, because we were unable-to get statis-
tics broken down by Hispanics, poor whites, Asians, -and. others. .

.The real point of our petition is that the low income, the poor,
those who lack access to prenatal care, are suffering the most.

. The other piece of inforniation 'we think should be of interest to
the committee is the coast effectiveness of solving this problem. We
ropose that prenatal care can do something abotit low birth

eight. My partner, Lois Salisbury, will -talk about that in more
'detail. What I want to share with you is the result of the cost effec-
tiveness analysis developed with Carol Kcirenbrot and Peter Bu-
detti with the Ins itute for Health Policy at the University. of Cali-
fornia.

The cost effecti eness analysis compared what it would cost the
Federal Governm nt to provide comprehensive prenatal care to all
low-income needy women with what it presentIY costs the Federal.
Government to p vide neonatal intensive care and rehospitaliza-
tion in the first ear for the babies that are born of low birth
weight. As a result of our study, we found that for every dollar

O
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spent on comprehensive prenatal care, the Federal Government
can save $3. The exact figures are listed on page 120 of the peti-
tion. .. , .-----

It currently . costs the Government $638;346,300-to pr
vide neonatal intensive care -and-rehospitalization in t14 first y r
of life. After providing comprehensive prenatal care, /the F eral
Government couldsave over $500 million. That is the ihi sav-
ings. If you subtra'ct from that what it costs to provide c prehen-
sive prenatal care-,-over-$360 Million auvbeTtiVed_etio yaw. That
is a minimum figure, because what we have looked! at is just the
cost of proViding care in the fiist_year. ../ i _

- . The analysis does not include-long-term costs. It doesn't include
the cost of institutionalization that can range 'anywhere from
$300,000 to $1 million per case. It doesn't include the cost of physi -.
cal, handicaps, other reho'spitalization after the first year, or the
'emotional stress and strain that just comes from trying to care for
a child that is not normal. This savings is the ini ingilaavings. that
the Federal Government can produce by providing comprehensive
prenatal care. . . .

I will let Lois Salisbury talk about Comprehensive prenatal care-
and the exact recommendations we propose.
- Mr. LEHNIAN. What you said, though, is that the ,higher the
family income,, the more babies are all right.

Ms. BLACKWELL. Unfortuantely, the things that correlate with
the low farntily income are lack of prenatal care, lack of nutrition
education, and lack of access to medical services.

. - Mr. LEHM4N. What is said is correct, basically.--There 'is a direct
correlation.

Ms. BLACKW ELL. Unfortunately, that is true.

--STATEMENT OF LOIS SALISBURY, ATTORNEY, PUBLIC
. ADVOCATE, CALIFORNIA

Ms. SALISBURY.' Di... -Brandt left us this Morning with the impres-
sion that perhaps we were doing well in our progress toward reach-
ing the 1990 goals set by the Surgeon General.'However, I conduCt-
ed a quick analysis based upon the new '1980 data we were -finally-
able to learn from Dr. Brandt" thigsinorning, even though we were
not able to obtain it until just several days ago.

If, based upon the black and white national statistics 'that Dr.
Brandt gave us, we ask how well are we doing in reaching our 1980
goal, the white population, in striving to reach an infant mortality
rate of 9 per 1,000; is 82 percent toward its goal. The bliCfc.popula-
tion is 42 perpent toward its goal.. Even if we accepted the higher

rity 'mortality goal that,' in recognition of the tremendous gap
tween black and white infant mortality rates, the Surgeon. Gen -
al' -recommended, the black population is only 56 'percent toward

its goal versus 82 percent for the white population.
As other experts have said, and as our document' makes clear, _.

when we focus on the low income minority population, I low birth
weight is. the problem. It is the high, incidence of low birth weight,
the fact we have so- many small babies to save, that makes the
-United States' standing internationally so poor, when one would
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expect that a country with our technological know-how and with
our resources, would do'well. . ,

In fact, we don't stand well. It is simply because we don't have
the commitment to prevent small _babies. We do knowohow; when
we apply what we know. Ili fact, Dr. Brandt left, us with the im-
pression this morningand I was Somewhat surprised he did so
that we needed to conduct more research to find out how tb pre-
vent loW birth weight babies, 'and that research grants had been ex,
pended on that.

While I don't fault the.expenditure of research money, I think
the. answer is much better knotn and better established withih the

,medfdal literature than what he conveyed this morning. The medi-
cal literature is replete with examples uf comprehensive prenatal.,'
care which has dramatically reducedthe incidence of low birth.
weight, and in turn, has reduced the tendency. of high infant Mor
tality among low income ,minority communities and alta=espedially
among teenagers. I would like to provide you a few of the examples
cited in the petition ;. .

. In St. Paul, Minn; a program, which was comprehensive and pio-
vided teenagers- prenatal care through theirSehool, effectively re-
duced .the low birth weight rate from 13.9 percent down to 5.5
percent: A, i

In 1972, a prograin built upon 'the talents of nursehnklarives in
rural Georgia, halved the' low birth weight rate from. 24 percent to
13.8 perCeat.

In California, a project/.6yer the past severaryears which-was de-
signed particularly to reach women .who lived in 13 anderserved
counties was able, again, virtually to halve the low birth weight
rate from 7.3 percent down WAR percent.

In the South Bronxan' arellicl suspect I don't need to tell you
very much about in terms of the man* .poverty indicators, which
are thereat Lincoln Hospital, ..prOgrarn -designed for teens re-
duced the low birth weight rate from 18-percent down to 3.6 per-
cent.

Most of. these rates, Then, are well Uzi- thirr-the--range--that---the-7---
white population is presently. enjoying.' Prenatal .care has been
shown effective in bringingAlose 'rates down for low-income minor-

._ ity populations;t even for teenagers, which-are considered to be one
of the most high -'risk components of the population.

A project in Oakland, Calif., again serving low:inconie minority
populations, found a very interesting correlation between the
number of prenatal visits a woman experienced 'and the birth
Weight of her baby. For a woman who had more than 10 prenatal
visitsand the standard prescription of medical care by the Amer-
can College of Obstetricians and G_ynecologists is1.3 visitsthe low
birth weight rate was 3 percent. Bear in. mind the national black
average is 13 percent. For those. women who enjoyed five to nine
prenatal visits, the low birth weight rate was still well below the
national average, 10.1.perCent. For those with less than five visits,
it was 12.4 percent.

All of these programs provided what is called comprehensive pre-
natal care and that label, comprehensive, is there to it
from what you might call the more usual or standard prenatalsare
which includes visits to the doctor, the checkups, the blood pies- .

sure readings, the various analyses that are conducted.

112'
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Comprehensive 'prenatal care also includes psychosocial a.ssese-
ments, nutritional assessments, as well as health .education, all of
which, as Angela Blackwell set forth, has been found to be tremen-
dously cost effective. The ratio is for every dollar spent, $3 will be.
'saved in- preventing neonatal intensive care and rehospitalization
during the first year.
. These findings that I reported t8 you, in fact; have not only been
part of the medical literat'ure but were part of major governmental
reviews, three of which were conducted in 1980. During 1980, the
subject of maternal and child health and prevention was of much
concern to the Comptroller General, the Surgeon General, and Con-
gress nwn Select Panel for the Promotion of qhilii Health.

Each of those three committees found that while we didn't neces-
sarily understand why prenatal care is so effective, it is withirut
doubt effective in dramatically reducing the rates of lov/ birth

. weight among low-income families and, thereffre, greatly impact-
ing on our high infantmortality rate! --

The wherewitha[, the knowledge, is well within our control right
now. We don't have to deal with mysteries. Prenatal care works
and .while it would be fascinating to know more about why, we do
know that the comprehensive packagais =questionably effective.

There were questions,this.morning addressed to Dr. Brandt and
the other panelists about the present status of Federal programs
and what can be achieved through them for low-income women.
Because of those questions, I would like to take a moment to let
you know , what we--Tn behalf of the organizations listed on die
front of our petition, which are civil rights organizations, such as

. the National Urban League; women's organizations, such as the
NOW Legal Defenseb4md Educational Fundwhat it is we have
asked the Reagan administration in our formal, rulemaking peti-
tion to initiate in order to-close this very sadly widening gap be-

` tireen the black and white infant mortality and low birth' weight'
rates.

One of the most basic problems is that there are an enormous
number of women who do not have access to prenatal care through
inedibaid at this point. They are poor women, they are known to be
left out of medicaid in many States. The number is difficult to cal-
culate, but is estimated at a minimum to be 220,000 based upon
Congress work having to do with the CHAP bill.

Most of those women fall into one of two categories that are
denied of access to medicaid, categories which.have been recognized
as being particularly absurd as a basis for Policy. Qftg.:is first-time
pregnancies. Nineteen States do not provide medicaid for first-time
pregnancies. Therefore, prenatal care is not available- under the
Medicaid program for women who are undergoing their first preg-
nancy becatibe it is tied in with their eligibility. for welfare: That
categorical eligibility link puts us in the absurd situation where we
pay for the birth, which may include intensive care, but we won't
pay-for the prenatal, preventive care. We are not being cost effec-
tive in what we do.

Another major 'category includes poor women- who come from
famlies with two spouses, where you have a working-lipouse, maybe
two working spouses, but even so, their combined income leaves
them very poor. They cannot afford medical care. Prenatal care is

1/3
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availablenot available to them' under medicaid again, because they fie, cate-
gorical%linked to welfare, and two-spouse families are not eligible,

1 The miniipurn total figure is 220,000 and that was :the 1979 esti-',
mate. it could be greater.

The-fac is. that this Congress, in 1981 and 1982, passed amend-
ments which would allow the States, particularly Statei which are
feeling their own fiscal pressures, to be both fundamentally .cori-
cerned with the health of their population and also to be cost effec-
tive, to expand their medicaid. programs, to include coverage for ex-
actly those categories I just described who ar now left. out. But the
current administration has failed in any w to exercise leadership
and encouragement to the States 'in spelling g out their options :-

= .under those recent- amendments, tp that the State& are fully in
formed of What they can do if t want to prevent low birth-
weight, if they want to m ze their own health dollar ezperidi-

. n =.Those particular options, then, are one of the major remedies we
haVe proposed. We have, asked the Federal Government to spell out.,

igi in technical regulations exactly what the State's options are and to ',-
encourage the States to exercise those, options because oftheir iilti-, -,
mate wisdom for both the health of our citizens as well as for our
-fiscal vitality. (
.. We have also asked that there be the establishment- of a select .

cciordinator. Every one of those major 1980 goVernmental.reports I
cited to you acknowledged the faCt our current Federal programs,
including maternal and 'child health, medicaid, some of the other,'
programs, are ,woefully uncoordinated, resulting in inadequate./
care, duplication Of services in some instances; slid complete gaps
in others: ---- _ _______ . i

The Federal role in mitterral -arid child health has been notori- .
ously inefficient. Yet there is no one person in 'HHS who has over-
sight over all of the maternal andshild health care questions. They .

are spread out - in a lot of different places. It is:that lack of over-
sight and coordination 'which has resulted in great confusion for
the States and certainly a lack of priorities in understrinding how
to 'spend the allocated Federal dollars. / ,

Another major program that could be 'particularly helpful in ad- i
dressing the problems of.teenagers is ,the: early and periodic screen-. .

ing diagnosis and treatment program (EPSDT). Right now teen-
ag,ers do not, at least ,not by Federal mandate, obtain OFVGYN
services or family planning services through this proiram, Should
they be pregnant. Yet EPSDT is an obvious vehicle, one With which
I am sure some of you are familiar in terms of its tremendous

: ,

impact o Children, to make sure that if a teena er is pregnant she,'
receives prenatiO care and that all eligible nagers receive'
family pl:. ing services which might prevent th pregnancies, in
the first pi ce.

Another major component of what we asked for an eduCation
campaign. We have heard a lot of discussion this morning about
the value of an education campaign. We couldn't agree with what's..
been said more. I think, perhaps, what we ;night disagree with is
whether it is wise to engage in an edecational campaign' focused
particularly on loW income women if; in fact, we are not willing to
Make the companion commitment to make sure they have access to
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renatAll,Care car ;Can ;afford:ikensitat Care.; To. elicouiage*othea
di4grenatill 'care and thj-Apprediate.itaimpOrtanCe,but then:not to

rovide :it strikes us .:.as, ; . : ; Y-

A national education campaign. is needed. ProbablY-,the best pre-:
vention` campaign most of Os experienced in our geowing up years
Was the 'Sinokey;tlielletii campaign. Si* asking that the Same:.

OM:, and the same` application . Of 'resOurceibillbOardi,7;televi-,
Sion;;iiidio=iie',rdii*thd. At :the ,lstiiv,:inecime- community sO that :theyi

.., that valuable preventive lesson we 'knOw
can come ficini prenatal care.: ; ; ; ,

The 40.::thitiv.::the current administration is, trying: in some :
. . .

manner; in conjunction;witlythe 60 :orgatozatiolis who Are partici
Patihgriifithe ihealthy:DMOther-healthY'!baby campaign, to begin to

tliat;:.iiiessagel. Out I.*0414 for Shafe'With you T. One of their-
least U: tithe .;.fact that .;

it is possible -they- are :distinctlY, out of step, with -*hat needs to' .be
, done. ;

.

the healthy Motheis;health baby campaign iOster:,What.
.you is a. woman ...stiridiligshe: is pregnant; inOder-
ately;lregnatit,:0* qs In. a ',gauzy negligee,: :nightgown, or evening
dress ;: She 'may or may nOt be of Minority status : Sheiis.,pnshing; a
41hite;i:WiCker sort of :Combination '7baby: carriage;; supermarket
basket; overflowing'' style with fciod,' including' milk in a
bottle, Frerich, bread, glariotui fresh . fruits. 'While- this is a lively.
**ge in ..a.fintasY ';World,; it does not speak, to the reality of what
most .1O*ineome women are eiperiencing`.intheir;daY to dayliVes,
either !h&ii. they have to dresi or where they shop. , , : . ". ;

Ours clients ;Are;.
needle-

to. quite critical of the :fantasyland
presented here When the measage we are trying to' get to .theloiv-
nconie community' to the minoritycomminity,, is such a real one

, and right, now is such 'a:harsh-One., ;

Thia ie putout by the Federal Government. This is healthy .thOth-
ers7healthy babies,. the campaign Dr:. Brandt was discussing thismornings..

Mr.:LEHMAN.' Our = Atoney is paying for; that?
Ms. SALii3UURY. Yes. t least 'it shows that 7a national eduCation

cainpaign can be d cted.: We dO believe ;there is a tretheadous
amount on an ri is :asiathat the: current administration could
do to;' assize that = tall :care is alittilable to ; all' 'IOW .:inCOtne

is also e'ctiveth do: SO;:.tili indiCated in the Cott ef7
feCtiveneia. analYais gela "BlaCkwell ,set .1Orth:. It .could; be done
and, save ;thtFederal. Government: money;eventhoughicOMPreheli;.
sive prenittEr.:care,:AaOPpOsed to etandaid,...pienatat tare,; Coats; a ,

more to provide.' The savings iii -.the king ruxi-,..*OUld be'. Well
*Pith: it and Would bring dOlvn: total inedietd&exPenditUres:

There are 'also,, of course, many thinga, that :Congtelja, eari: do: The
kinds' f;Prcipcitials we Outline* our petition are directed to the ad=
AdidstratiOn because they are available and can be done; quickly
and depend., iipOn,ileaderShip Those same -prOPOials,4oWever,,i0Wly:;,
set forth the, 'States: It'indy be, at ;some point,'Congress
will decide this ;Matter, is so important it ShOuld not be a.; questiOn!.'
Of oPtiOna,:thatit should be mandatOry:That ialhe 'range betWeen
the adMiniatiatiVe remedies and the legislative retnedieSyOU might.
be Considering..



Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Angela Blac and Lois Salisbury

follow:]
"PREPARED STATEMENTS OF ANGELA BLACK AND LOIS SALISBURY, PUBLIC ADVO/

CATES, INC., IN BEHALF OF: NATIONAL LEAGUE;LEAGUE OF UNITED LATIN
AMERICAN CITIZENS; N.O.W. LEGAL DEF SE AND EDUCATION FUND; NAACP
WESTERN REGION; NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EGRO WOMEN; BLACK WOMEN'S NATION-
AL HEALTH NETWORK; COALITION TO 1 GUT INFANT MORTALITY; NATIONAL BLACK .

CHILD DEVELOPMENT -INSTITUTE; AND KLAND PERINATAL.FORUM

I. EVERY SIGNIFICANT INDICATOR REV LS A IIIDENINti GAP BETWEEN THE SURVIVIAL
tROSPECTS OF B CK AND WHITE INFANTS -

There is an infant death gap in t country, and it is widening. For yearS, Black
babies have died before their first rthday at a.rate that has far exceeded that of

. white infants:
'. This, infant death. gap has been an expectedand in many ways iieceptedstatis,

tic due to its consistency over the years: In 1950, the Black infant death rate 4
per 1,000 live births) was 61 percent higher, than the white -rate (26.8 ' live
births).,By 1979,' the Black rate (21.8) was .91 percent higher e white rate

PubliC Advocates, in conjunction: With th rsity of -California SChoof of
Public Health, at Berkeley, conducted a survey of 45 cities to obtain 1978-1981 'data
broken :down by, race, data not currently available frohr the National Center...for
Health:Statistics.-Measuring various :factors related to infant Mortality, the data'
showed' a widening gap between the BlaCk and white Survival rates: the 1979 gaR
was 71 'percent (21.27 vs. 12.36); the 1980 gap was 73. percent (20.25 vs., 12.62); the

-1981 gap was 82 percent (21.13 vs. 11:58), in 32 of the 45 cities, the Bladk rate was
more than 50 percent higher than the white rate; and in .15 of the 45 cities, the
Black rate was more than double the white rate. .

Nearly two/thirds of U.$. infant mortality relates to low birth weight. A
weighing less than 2500.grams (5-1/2 pounds) is at significantly greater survival
than a larger infant. Low birth weight is, widely recognizekas the primary, contrib-
uting factor to the relatively high U.S. infant mortality rate, and to the racial
infant deathgap. While much can be done successfully to prevent low birth weight
there has been, in fact, no. Progress in, recent years; if anything, new data suggest
that the incidence of low birth is, beginning to rise again. The 32 cities Which kept
low birth .weight data revealed: in 1979, the gap was 94 percent (13.13 percent vs. 6.7
percent); m 1980,-the gap was 90 percent (12.78 percent vs. 6.7 percent); in 1981, the.
gap was 92 percent (13.08 percent vs. 6.8 percent); of the 32 cities whicli maintain
low birth weight data, 47 percent showed an increase in their rate for Blacks 'from
1980 to 1981.

For very low birth weight babies, (those at greatest risk, less than 1500 gramt),
the increased incidence was dramatic: 1979, the gap was 86 percent (2.57 percent vs.
1.3 percent); 1980, the gap was 105 percent (2.47 -percent vs. 1.2 peicent); 1981, the
gap was 132 percent (2.'72 percent vs. 1.17 percent). -

Translating these data into real numbers, (assuming approximately 511,000 Black
births a year) a Black low birth weight rate of 13 percent means that 65,000 Black

rnanyothers will bear lifelong consequences. .

abies per year are beginning life in very adverse cirumstances. Miny will die;

'
U. PRENATAL CARE EFFECTIVELY PREVENTS LOW BIRTH WEIGHT AND RESULTANT'INFA.NT

MORTALITY

Given the United States technological know-how, this country should be at .tlie
top of the list in terms of saving the lives of small babies. In fact, the United states
saves small babies on a par with any country in the world; the infant mortality rate
remains high because the U.S. has so many small babies to save. Something can be
done about it. The petitioning organization seek something to be done about it now
and that policies be put in place to immediately reduce the high low birth weight
rate which particularly affects minority, low income communities.

Medical literature and several major studies initiated by the Federal government .)
have made it abundimtly clear that the.incidence of low birth weight can be drasti-.- --
cally reduced through early comprehensive prenatal care. For example: in. St. Paul,
'Minnesota, the maternal infant care program reduced the low birth weight rate in
the high risk area from 13.9 percent to 5.5 percent. In a rural area of Georgia a
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prenatal 'program nearl halved the incidence of, low birth rate-in that region from.
24 percent to 13.8 percen . In Lincoln Hospital in the Bronx, New York, comprehen-
sive prenatal. care reduce the low birth weight rate by two - thirds, from 18.1 percent
to 6.3 percent in the prior ear. ,

111. PROVI ING PRENATAL CAREIS COST EFFECTIVE

Not only are there proven ethods of reducing the incidents of low birth rate and
resulting infant mortality, b t these methods have proven again and again to be .

cost effective. PetitiOners' analysis .shows that the federal government can wire
$361,0810220 by providing comprehensive, prenatal care to all low income women.

The cost savings figure was computed. as follows: It currently costa the federal
'government $638,364,300 to .pay for neonatal intensive care (NICU) and relioapitali
. zation. for 16W birth weight.ff during the first' year of life. This figure could be
reduced to only $90,199,040, if co piebensive Prenatal care were available to all low
income ? ,women., The additional e nee of 'providing Such 'comprehensive prenatal
care is :$187,084,040. By subst cting the cost of 'the additional coverage
($187,084,040)-from the projected se ngs of $548,165,260, a Simi cost savings figure,
of $361,081,220 is olltained. :

Ciirrent federal cost for NICU and re ospitalization.. $638;364,300
. Federal cost after providing cothprehe sive prenatal care =00,199,040

Total
a 548,05,260

Federal cost for providing comprehensiveprenatal care -,18T ,084'040

Savingi to federal government 361,081,220

iv. ADMINISTRATION REMEDIES PROPOSED BY. PETITIONERS COULD INSURE PRENATALtRR
FOR ALL POOR, PREGNANT WOMEN o.

The current Medicaid law, with proper leadership and encouragement from this
adminstration,' could insure prenatal care for all poor; pregnant women. Petitioners
propose that the Reagan administration take immediate action. Health and Human
Services should clothe following

Appoint a Select Coordinator to oversee all existing federal programs in .maternal
and infant Care;

.

Develop an education campaign that will inform womenof the importance of pre-
natal care and make the need for prenatal carems well known to low income Ameri
cans as Sniokey the Bear's "You Can Prevent Forest Fires";. is known in every
Arr.prican. home;

Encourage states to expand their. Title V and Medicaid programs so that they can
efficiently provide comprehensive prenatal care to all financial - needy, families and
begin to control the problem of teenage pregnaincies by providing pregnancy preven-
tion information and prenatal care to teenagers, if they become pregnant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is an infant death gap-in this country, and it is

3 -.widening. Po'ryears, Black babies have died before their first

birthday ata rate that has far exceeded that of white 6$

5 infants. . .

6 This infant death gaphas been an expectedand in many

7 ways acceptedstatistic dile to itt consistency over-the

8 years. In 1950. the slack infant death rate (43.9 per 1,000

9 live births) was 61%higher.than the, White rate ,(26,8 per

40 1.000 live births), By 1979, the Black rate (21.8) was'9111

' higher than the white rate (11.4).

)4
While there has been improvement'in the overall

infant mortality rate and-while white infant mortality has

reached a level that some in the nation are satisfied with,-

hein ant death rate for major sectors of society remains
.

. -U deplorable. Moreover, the infant mortality-rotea among

17 Blacks in majbr cities throughout the United States in 1981

.
18 (the last year for. which data are available for most cities)

19 were equal to end in some instances higher thanthe infant

moitality.rate of Whites in 1950.

21 Although overall infaht death rates (white and nonwhite

.\22 combined) dropped from 26.0 in 1960 to 13.1 in 1979, very

23 little change has occurred in. the percent of very small babies

. 24 born, the major factor contributing to infant deaths. In

26

ect. Blacks in America, a so-called "developed" country.

have such high rated of underweight babies that they have been

121



1 use* as alOmp!_tieon..groep to populations in "dev'eloping'.

2 area, such es entina, Cuba, and Tanzlidic. In other.words.)
3 nonwhites in ice, one of the most affluent countries in

e wort ,.exhibit the low birthweight,:patterna

ts of Third Woad countries. 0

In fact, national.statistics demohstrate that there has'

Veen little change in the past 10 ears in the,percentage of

infants whO are born of:1Plobirthlweight-(that-is,Liess thenL-,

9 five 1/7 pounds). In 1072. the Black low birth weight rate was

10 13:36 of all Slack live births; by 1980, the national Slick.

11 ratewas 12.51. In major cities in the.U.S.,'the rate,Wal

12 13.080 in. 981. .These. trends confirm the widely

13 obserSition that the,over4.11'deCrease in infant mortality in

tits-country reflects: improvedsmidical care for high**.

infants and not.any significant decrease in. the number

Cehi infants born. . .

iSmall in ants are not only at greatest risk-of:dying but.

16

.17

.
hos1; infants'bhat live, :and today the majority do.

19 the tal and thySical disabilities which theysUffer and

.20 the ix nse pf caring for them take an immeasurable toll. on.

2.1 ;amities, society,. and"the nation as a. whole.

Z2 Ciyil eights,-women'i, children's, and health organizations

have joined together in this-Petition to ask the Reagan

nistraticn to take those steps nee...eery to prevent low

ZS birth weight and resulting infant mortality. The organizations

26 are.deeply concerned that if action is not taken pow. Black

O

122
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oz.

and other low income communities will be condemned.to yeats

, 2 of suffering from. preventable. infant deaths and morbidity.

3
This Administrative Petition not only proposes remedies

to the problem, but provides new data from a survey undertaken

5 by Public AdvoCates in conjunction., with the University of

California at Berkeley School of Public Health to determine

the current status of maternal and infant health. Additionally,

this Petition hi lights the results of programs that have

9 proven successful in increasing birth weight and lowerinc

-10 infant mortality. A cost effectiveness analysis of providing

11 comprehensive prenatal care to those in need is also included.

12 The Public Advocates Survey'is discussed in depth in

13 SeCtionIV.. The most disturbing results are that infant
7

14' mortality among Blacks is 'going up in a majority of the 45

15 cities surveyed and the low birth weight rates among.Blacks

16 hains remained virtually unchanged. Further the gap betwebn

1? white and Black infant delth and low birth weight rates has -

18 dramatically widened.

19 Additionally, the Survey revealed that for those factors

20 that contribute to low birth weight and infant-mortality,

21 the outlook is not gOod. Between 1978 to 1981,.Blacks went

22 from a teenage pregnancy rate 107% higher than Whites to

23 118% higher. Regarding prenatal care, the Public Advocates

24 Survey found that the percentages of Black and white.women

25 getting prenatal care in thetirst trimester had gone down

26 while the percentages of women receiving no prenatal care had

r.
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1 gone up.

2 There is no mystery concerning what is needed increase'

3 birth %/eights and reduce infant mortality. For yea s the

4 medicalliterature has been replete with references o the

5 fact that'!.early comprehensive prenatal care does increase

6 birth weight-and does decrease infant mortality. The programs

7 reviewed in this document in Section V, further substantiate

1 8 this premise. Not only is this information available

9 in the medical literature, but the federal government has

ur initiated several studies which have further doCumented that

D 11 low birth-Weight is a serious public health problem in the
4

12 United StateX and that identification of high-risk populations

13 and the provision' of comprehensive prenatal care to those

14 groups can drastically reduce these appalling low birth

15 weight and infant mortality rates. See Section VII.

I 16 Petitioning organizations reluctantly hJve included a

17 cost effectpeness analysis which demonstrates conclusively

18 that it would be cost effective for the federal government to

19 embark on a national program to provide comprehensive prenatal

20 care to low income women in 'need of this care. The reluctance

21 to include the cost effectiveness analysis was not because
4

22 there was any doubt that comprehensive prenatal care would

23 prevent low birth weight and, reduce the expenses that are

24 necessarily involved in caring for those infants: but rather

25 petitioners are so aware of the moral obligation to provide.

26 this most basic health care, that there should be no need to

:3.

,C4
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persuade the goVernmootthat the provision.of this care ie

coat - effective.' 'Coat effeetiveness in this context seems

callous and unnecessary.

%,Fetitioners' analysis shows that the federal government

can save 4861',081,.220 by providing comprehensive prenatal

care to all lovi.income women. See boat Effectiveness,

Section VI.

8 This cost savings figure was computed as follows:

9 It currently costs the federal government $638,364,300 to

10 s pay for neonatal intensive care (NICU) and rehospitalization

11 for low birth weight infants during the first year,ofClife.
, . .

,

12 This figure courd'be reduced to only $90,199:040:if

:13 coinprehensiviVenatal,care were available to all low

14 income women. The additional expense of.providing such

15 comprehensive prenatal care is $187,084,040. By subtracting

16 the costs ogathe additional lcoveragO ($187,084,040) from

17 the projected savings of $548,165,260, a final cost savings

18_ figure of $361,081,220 is obtained.

19
Current federal cost for

20 NICU and Tehospitalizatibn $638,364,300
Federal cost after providing

,21 comprehensive prenatal care - 90,199,040
$548,165,260

22 Federal cost for providing
comprehensive prenatal care -187,084.040

23

24.
Savings to federal government $361,081,220

25 In general; America's low international. ranking in terms

26 of infant mortality is an'embarraesment. A country with the

20
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1 wealth of the United states and the technological know-how

' 2 should be at the top of the list of such a sensitive indicator of

3 a nation's health. Actually, statistics indicate that the.

.4 United States saves small babies on a par with any country in

5 the world; the infant mortality rate in the U.S. remains high

6 'because there are so many small. babies to save.
. .

7 Recently, (May 24, 1983) the Wall Street Journal

8' publisfied an describing how Sri Lanki had signi -

%.9 ficantly reduced i infant mortality rate. Their efforts

10 wen, described as a real success story for the Third World.

11 The article discussed the reality that a countryts infant

"12 mortality rate measures more than infant deaths but it

13 is also a measure of "food and water supplies, political

14 upheaval, and the quality of housing, schools, and health

15 care." The writer went on state that the infant mortality

'16 rate also "measures. . . the attitude of the government."

17 A Sri Lanka econcoist was quoted as saying that altigh

18 infant mortality rate. "shows t.)...t the ruling elite, aren't'

19 interested... It shows a higt, degree of irresponsibility.".

20 Similarly, something can be done about low birth weight and

21 'infant mortality rates in the U.S. Petitioners urge the

22 Reagan Administration to take the responsible course and do

23 something about it now,

--
24 In Section VIII, Petitioners put forward specific rule -

25 making c ge that can be implemented by Health and Human

26 I SerVices.,.;which'iiillcobrdinate existing federal programs

1
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3

4

aimed at maternal and. infant care; deVelop an educational.

campaign that will inform women of, the importance of prenatal

care and make the need for prenatal care as well:knoOnto

low income Americanstas the Smokey the gear campaign. phrase,

5
"only you can prevent fdrest fires,." is now known in every

6
American home: encourage states to expand their Title V and

Medicaid programs so that they can efficiently Provide

8
comprehensive prenatal 'care to elk financially needy

9

10

. )1

12

families, and begin to control:tbe appalling problem of

teenage pregnancy in America by providing pregnancy prevention

infdrmatidn and prenatal care to high-risk teenagers if they

become pregnant.

-13
These solutions are interim steps. Legislative changes

aae.clearly needed to permanently institutionalize this

t
15

countryss commitment to maternal and infant care. The rule-

16
making changes proposed in this Petition, however, are

..,:s17
important interim steps and will help prevent low birth

weight and infant mortality.

4

19.

20

21

23

Footnotes'in this document are cross-referencd?tOthe

bibliography where each reference has been assigned a

number. Where a colon separates two numbers, the first

number represents the document and the second number

24 indicates the pagik Where a semi -colon separates two

25 numbers, it indicates more than one cite within the'

26 footnote.

r.-'
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1 II. PETITIONERS

2 This Petition is being filed on behalf of civil rights,

3 women's, health and children's organizations that are concerned

4 about the widening infant mortality gap between whites and

5 nonwhites in the United States. These organizations are also

6 deeply concerned that the failure to address adequately the

7
underlying causes of infant mortality means that the gap

8 will continue to widen until comprehensive. prenatal care,is

9 available to all who need it..

10 A. Civil Rights Organizations

The National Urban League, the IMACt-Western Region, \\

12 Mexican-American Legal Defense and Educational Fund, and the. '

13 League-of United'Latin American Citizens are'well knOwn.

*.14 civil rights organizations with constituencies.that range

15 into the hundreds of thousands, These organizations belie4e

16 that aceess to adequate health care is a fundamental civil

17 right and.that healthy pregnant women and babies are the

18 cornerstone of a vital society:

19 B. health Groups

20 The Black Nomen's HealthProject (NWHN), National Women's

21 Health Network, thaCbalition for the Medical Rights of

22 Women, the Coalition to Fight Infant Mortality, the Food

23 Research Action'tenter and the Family Planning Forum focus

24 on the particular health and nutrition needs of low income

25 women and minorities. Each of these organizations devotes

26

e

its'resources,to educating the public and encouraging policies

41

f
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that will make adequate health care available to all low

2 income and minority citizens. These groups are - gravely .

3 'concerned that the high infant mortality rates in low incomai...../

4 'ainOrity communities persist'when these rat* could be.reduced

5 if health' resources were, properly' directed to the populations

6 most at risk.

7 C. Women's Organizations

8 .
The National Organimition for Women Legal Defense

9 and - Educational Fund and the National Council of Negro Women
. .

10 recognize women's needs .for adevate7lealth care as well

11 asthei,5 need for opportunities in education: "employment

12. and personal advancement. Of key10hcern is that pregnant

13 women have the necessary resources and support to bring

.441

'14 i
healthy. potenelally productive babies into the world.

15 This cannot be accanplished if the low income and minority

16 women in thiscountiy are denied access to the quality of

health care that is evailanile to middle and upper income
17

18 women.

19 D. Children's OT4anizatons

20 The National Black Child Development st.itu e, is a

21 non-profit membership organization with affil tee in 2

! P
22 cities which.pfeys.an advocacy role for all Black children.

13 has focused on such issues as adoptions, foster care.

24 and educatiofi.

25 //

26 //

t . v

. .
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III.% JURISDICTION AND RESPONDENTS

The cabinet and sub-cabinet members of the Department

3 of Health and Human Services have the authority and power to

4 promote policies, programs and practices which will reduce .

infant mortality among the nation's high-risk-populations.

6 Respondent Secretary.of Health and Human'ServiCes (DHHS)

7 Secretary Heckler i vested with the auliritY to guide

8 the nation's.health polic es and the power tO 11/161ement

9 existing federal health legislation,.42 1.3501.

10 Specifically, the Secretary is entitled to receive reasonable

-1,1 assurances that certain conditions will be met prlor to the

A disbursement of federal grants for health care .pursuant to

13 thi----Maternal aril Child Health Zrogram.(Titi, V of the Social

14 Security 1 701, et as.), the Adolescent

15 Pregnancy Programs (Title VI of the 1978. Ameindments to the

16 Public Health Service Act, 42.U.S.C. 1 300 et 2120. the

17 Comprehensive Public.Health Service Giants Program (42 U.S.C.

18 046), Migrant Health Centers and Services Grant Program :

"19 (42 U,.:S.C.1,254b), Community Health Centers (42 u.s.c.

20 1 254c), the Family Planning Services and Population .Resiarch

21 Act (Title X.of the Public Health Service Act 42 U.S.C.
. .

72 300), and-the Social Services Block Grant Title'XX (42 U.S.C.

23 i 1397a(a)(2)(A)). ,

24 -
Further, under the Social Security Act, Which-

.

25 encompasses both the Maternal and Child Health Program
. .

26 and Medicaid; the Secretary is given broad authority to

4.
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1 mandate "such rules and regulations, not inconsistent with

2 this chapter. as may be necessary to.thaefficient adminis-.

3 tration of the functions with Whiclels/he) is charged Under

4 this chapter." 42 U.S.C. 3 1302. The Medicaid program

5 'pacifically provides in pertinenb part that: "A state plan

6
for medical'assistance must provide such methods of

.7 administration. . as are found 'by the Secretary. to be

necessary for the proper and efficient operation of the
-

9 plan."

10. //

11 //

121 .//

13

14- 4/,

.

16 //

17 //

18 //

19 //

20 //

21

n /1
23 //

42 U.S.C. S 1396a(a)(4).'

.

C
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IV. EVERY SIGNIFICANT INDICATOR REVEALS A WIDENING GAP

BETWEEN THE SURVIVAL PROSPECTS OF BLACK AND WHITE

INFANTS

The overaLl infant mortality rate is a crude, imprecise

measure of a nation's health. Recently,. increases in the

overall rate in 11 states have touched off heated exchanges

betweenicretnment critics a bureaucrits' about who is

.responslinej The death of American babies is an issoe.that

deserves open and pointed debate: whilethe debate

rages, however, babiesars dying needlessly.

Hidden undeY the overall infant mortality statistics are

truly shocking, figures that no one -- including government

officials =- disputes: in America today, a Black baby is almost

twice as likely as a white baby to die before his or her
k 114.rst birthday.2

//
//

'1/
//
//
//,
//
//

1. 107:7
2. 11;7

I
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'1 The following is an in depth discussion of infant mortality
I

2 in the United States which both compares this country's ranking

3 with other countries and examines infantmortality among various.

4 groups within the U.S. This section also reports the methodology

5 and results of a survey conducted by Public Advocates: This

15

survey was undertaken becaUse of the fick of current data

7' regarding infaXt mortality rates by race. The Public'Ad4ocates

8

9 .

survey wa conducted in conjunction with the University of Cali-

fornia at rkeley-School of Public Health.

PublicAdvocates' Survey

Lack of Current Data .

Thor last year for which final state and national infant

10.

11

12

4.?

13 mortality statistics are available from the National Center for

14 Health Statistics (NCHS),is 1979.1 Currently, there is almost a

IS
a three-year lag between the end of a calendar year and the

16 data on Which final statistics for that year are released to

-.Ir the public by NCHS. Provisional statistics (based on a 10%

//

19 //

20 //

21.

22 1. 102124

23 On. June 30, 1983, one day after this Petition was filed,

Dr. Edward Brandt, Assistant Socretary for Health, and

24 attorneys for petitioners both testified before Congress'

Select Committee on'Youth, Families And Children.

25 Dr. Brandt made public for the first time the final 1980
statistics, which were an overall INK of 12.6,-a B Ck

26 INK of 21.4,' and a white IHR-of 11.0.

8-

N

.1.
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'4,

S..

s alle of the'population) areavailable-for 1980, 1981, and 1982

2 but racial breakdowns for infant deaths have not yet been'

3 published for these years.
, -

\,. 4, Breakdowns of city data needed for analysis in this petition

5 have got been available from the federal goverlment or government-

6 sponsored sources since 1978.1

7 Public. Advocates reviewed the state and7rational

8 statistics from NCHS, including provisional, data for 1980-1982

9 and natality data for 19807 but also conducted an additional
err

10- survey ta collect more recent data for, selected cities throughout

11 the country.
o

12 Methodology

13 .During the .first half 'of 1983, PUblic Advocates conducted

-14 a 'telefilsone survey and collected data on infant mortality broken

15 down by ethnicity or race from 45 cities. These cities varied

16. in.their racial, ethnic andsocio-economic makeups 30 cities

17 had populations of 250,000 or more, 15 had populationa:mime

18 250,000. Geographically, 7 cities. were located in this East

19 and Northeast, 12 in the Midwest, 13-in the South and Southeast
I

. 20 and 13 in the West. Where city data was not available, county

,-21 statistics wore -used. I

22 Most of the cities were randomly chosen..,:4 few cities,
.

23 however, were. .selected for stddypecause community groups.alerted

:24..

25

28

S.



Public Advocates to their high:rates of infant mortality;
g.,..,...? .

2 other eitie wareiseleCted because the media had alreati
:.:' ,

focused attention on their tighrateiefinfant deaths,.

... For..the 45.pities infokmatpn was. requestedfrom,vital'
. . ,

statistics divisiens of eity,.coenty.and -state health &vett-

meats for. the yeerst 1978 through 1982 for the.following
1

'categories: overall infant mortality rate (IMR),MR bi'lrea
7. . 'N'',,WYt.

8 of city, stillbirths,b neonatat deaths,' post-neonatal death.
t.

9 ate.d low birthweight,e prematurity,f teenage pregnancies, add.

10 prenatal Cared ireakdoWne by racelwere. rfld90.0Arfor each

11 category. All data collected was icir city residents.
.....

12" ". Inconsistencies in recor4beeping'and lack of data

11 colleet

g
by recejn,the cities' Atal'.atatistics'unitsprevented

14. Public vocates from obtaining data for every'category from
. ..

15 each, city. Few'fitieshadcomplled data tor 1982, .Infant

:!.10. mortality and low birth weight statistic. were' most -.;;;;;-

17 sistently available. Beall samples were. obtained for very .

10 low birth,weight births, births tokeenageri:,and prenatal. care..
,

.. 19. Also efew cities reported nonwhite rates rather than Black rates.
-

In the Public AdvoCatea Survey (hereinafter sometimes referred

,' 21 ke as P.A. Survey) Sleek andnChwhite were combined. .Moist
,

.12 ',references to-,the PA survey will refer to those rates as Black.

.

, ,,

a. infant deaths pet live births
..' 24 b, fetal deaths, excludi abortions.;

c. deaths to infants en r 28 days old
25. d. Agatha to infants 28 days to one year old ..

.e. less than 5 1/2 pounds'(2,500 grams) at birth
-.26 f. born before 38 weeks' gestation

or,

. - -.

O

ilt ifiikitt;14;tttiktkailkkt
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1

2

3.

- The data were subsequently processed and analyzed by

Consultants from the School of Public Health, University of

California, Berkeley.

4 The findings of the Public AdvoCates Survey appear

5 throughout this petition.

6 B. Infant Mortality-Rate (IMR) -.Components and Significance

7 The infant'mortality rate (IHRI is the number of infant

8 deaths up'te one year of age, per 1,000 live births. For
. .

9 example, if, a country hid-1,000 lie.birthe':.n a given year
.

10 and 33 infants. under age one died inthe ame.year, that.

11 country's'IHR would be 11.0(33' divided by 3,000, multiplied

'12 by 1,000).1

13 Das can be based on linked data (where birth and death

14 records are matched for each individual infani),nr on unlinked

15 'data (all births and deaths occurring in a calendar year).

16 Most of the statistics in this'petition are based on unlinked

17 data:- Linking is not routinely done in the United States,

18 except for a few states and cities.2.

19 Although crude IHits can provide some clues to the atates

20 of a nation's health, eilecially.the health of-mothers and
2

21 babies, the statistics which comprise overall IMRs- -i.e., death
....... .

22 rates-before and after the first '28 days of life--are often

23 more sensitive measures of national health and of specific remedial

24

25

1. 75:1
26 2. 83:15-16: 115 -



and preventive techniques which affect that health.

2 Similarly; were..insight can be gaiaed'bycomparing IMR.

3 for veriouwsubpopulations, Whites to nonwhites,. babies Whose

4 mothers had prenatal care to those who did not, teenage mothers

S to older'mothers pregnant women above thepoverty-leirel to

6: those below it. and babfis who are born underweight. to those of

7 normal weight.

In reviewing the.pxofissiOnal literature, as well...as in

9. its own survey. Public Advocates focused on data that would

'shed light on this complex interaceion'among these factori and

11 hew they affect crude, overall iMRs.

12 -, 1. -Neopatal Moitality.sfdeaths occurring within
.the first 28 days of life)

.

There is. an especiallywtrong,link betweea high neonatal
.14 .

deaths and babies bora underweight (arlow birthweight). The
15

neonatal death rates, for babi4sWho weigh 1,000 grams or less is
. 16

0 per 1,000 births, ascompaiea to onlytwo deaths per thousand
- .

r babies Who weigh between 3.000-3,500 grams,.I
19

'Fifty Years' agoOt little more than half of infant deathslq

in America occurred in the neonatal period:2 the first 29
20

days of life.' Nov, three-fourths of all infant deaths

occur in the nednatel period:3 This shift does not mean that
.22

mere babies are dying now than in' previous years; Fewer are
23

dying.' The percentage, of deaths in-early infancy is rising
24

Is

.34

1. 144:829
2. 147:829
3, 50



3

.74

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

because of advances in the past balf-cedtury in controlling

the fadtors e.g., poor sanitation, infection -- which

killed babies later in infancy.1

Neonatal deaths are closely linked to inadequate prenatal

care, delivery procedures, and medical care of the newborn.2

The neonatal period is also the time when intrauterine factors,

such as, retarded fetal growth, have their greatest effect.3

Race is also elector.' In 1979, the Black neonatal death

rate was 80% higher than the white rate.4

2. Post- Neonatal Mortality (deaths Occurring from 28

DIA .2E12 one ME)

Post-neonatal deaths account for only One-foUrth of infant

deaths in the United States.5.

Environmental, social, and economic factors, e.g.,poverty,

are more likely to.affect infailts after the first month of

life.6 Much of post-neOnatal mortality is not related to, nor

influenced by, prenatal care.7 Further, there is disturbing

evidenr that in some cases, medical science is prolonging

the lives of tiny infants mho are born critically ill and do not
.

survive. In the U.S: betWeen 1970-1978, the
1

umbers of infant

deaths related to respiratory di , one of

plications of low birtbweight that often lead

1. 50:3
2. 104:8

24 125:366
4. 104:8
5. 50:4
6. 104:8

26 55:6

25

the three major cams

'to death, decreased

.9
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overall by 31% but indieased 444% in the postneonatal

2 period.'

4

8

9

10

11

12 includes Blacks: fetal death rates for Blacks-cif/6y were not

13

available until 19794. By 1970, the white rate wasclOWn...to *Ls,.

14 while the nonwhite rate was 13.9. The gapOetween

is white and nonwhite fetal deaths rates had narrowed by 1979,

16 (5.9,for whites and 8.4.for nonwhites). Unfortunately, the

17 newly available 1979 rate for. Blacks -only was 9.0 higher than

18, the nonwhite rate, and white rates. Provisional 1980 fetal

19 mortality rates by race are not yet available frail NCHS.

20 Some cities include fetal deaths when reporting infant mortality

, 21 rates, but in the Public Advocates Survey, all fetal deaths

22 were exclUded.

23

24
1. 27:70

25 2.' 104:8
3. 104:54

26 Fetal mortality rates (FMRs) are the number of fetal deaths
divided-by the total liye birth plus fetal deaths, multiplied
by 1,000.

In 1979, the last year for-WhiCXiinal national data are

available, -the 1 ck post-neonatal death rate was more than
_ -

twice the white rate:2

3. ,Fetal Mortality - Stillbirths

Fetal deaths (stillbirths) include deaths of fetuses of

20 or more weeks' gestation, excluding aportions.

Ristorically,:nonwhite fetal death rates have been higher

than the white rate. In 1950. the nonwhite fetal mortality

rate (FMR) was 24.8?_ the white FMR was 13.3. ("Nonwhite._

137 .
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24

25
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4. International Comparisons of Infant Mortality

The overall infant mortality, rate. although a crude measure

by American standards; is nenetheless useful in international -.

comparisons. For the past 17 years. the U.S. has maintained.

the uniMpressive rank of between 14th and 18th of 25 industrialized

nations with the lowest infant mortality rates.' For mank.years.

the U.S. infant death rate has exceeded Sweden's by more than

758.2 In 1974, when, the U.S*: rate was 16.7. Sweden's web 942,3

In 1978. America's infant Aeath rate (13.8) was higher

than;the IMRs for fifteen other-nations. not an enviable record

for a country with a high standard of living.In the past 50

years. tbe:infant.death rate for Finland and Japan declined

more than 90%. while the, U.S. rate dropped only 898.4

America's international ranking fell from sixteenth in

1978'to eighteenth in 1979. Among the countries with lower

infant death rates than the U.S. were: Sweden (7.3). Canada

(10.9). Hong Kong (12.3).,Australia (11.4), and West Germany

(12.9). The U.S. ranked only six countries above'Czechoslovakia

(17.7).5

In 1980. the U.S. was still ranked eighteenth worldwide.

with an infant death rate of 12.5 per 1.00Q live births.

1. 64:986
2. 64:986
3. 146:213
4. 147:832
5. 147:761

138
r's
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1

2

5

7 following: the U.S. infant death rate in 1977, which was

8 14.1, had been equal to Japan's (8.9). 17.000 fewprAmericaq

p babies would have died' that Pear.1

10 Deapit,e the,historical and present lag, thiAsoat

optimistic' goal thus,far proposed;bpthe U.S. Department

of Health and Human:Services iPto'lower thinational infant'

4,11: death rate to no more. than 9 :0 par ihouPnd(slightly highe4

14 than Japan 1977 rate) by 1990,.:7kii more conaervative4990r

goal for Slacks,:HispahiCs. AMirican Indians. and other ethnic

1:16 subgroups (12.0 deaths per thOusand live birtha) IastitUtionalizes

17 rather than eliminates the current racial death gaP.3

18 'Countries with'lower rates.of infant mortality than the

19 United Sates use comprehensive preventive programs which stress

20 adequate and accessible prenatal cars, sex education for

21 agars, good' nutrition, screening for high-risk pregnancies,

22 high quality obstotric,care, and follow-up home visite. plus

186

Aporica's'IHRwas barely better than Eait Geriany'l (12.6).

and was worse than Asventeen other.;countriee. ino194,9 Sweden '.

t4.91: Japaer(7.5), Finland (7.6),15Pain

(11.2) and °Ireland.(11:2)J

'To Appreciate :Ole lifortving impact of. an infapt'diath

rate .which lower:cohaider the

23 I other basic preventive iervices 4 These services have yet to

24

25 1. 148:842
2. 147:642

26 3: 139:17--
4. 146:217:



.`beCome the right of every mother and baby in the' United.Stites.
. . .

making even the'mOdest.1990 goals seem impossible' ta-rrach.,
S. U.S. Infant MOrtility Rites' Race

"Higher mottatity.amOn4 black .iniants has been':
observed ever since reliable ,statistict have

r been available. Purthermore, the gap 14 not
narrowing..."' :

, . Ph:p.
Samuel 8. Kassel, M.D.
National Center fOr 1

'Health;Statistics
.

Between 1915 and 1990, theta was a ,steady: decline ;in the

U.S. infant. death rate, :largely due th!"hetter sanitation,
decreases in infeetioui 'diseases,: family. .Planning, improved:
nattition and Amittet access-to-health :care .?

.
M. shown ;in Table A(by 1990, : the 'U.S. infant . Mortality' rate?'':for whites was 26.8; deaths per 1,000 !live: ! Slack American

:;:"::::; .!
infanta, however,, died at a ''rate: 649 higher:;(43,9::Niathe'

.

per 1.;000 :live :births). Twenty. years later, 'iM 1970, the .White
: : ;- '

''s114/1,'Was down to.17.8, while the !AR '72:6) wits 83S .niihar

;Limn' the white rate. 1979, last year for Witigh
:breakdowns are ,availibla .ftom. the: Netionat^ Center t pi ;Health

!the white rate reached an all-time low de 11:4.4
: 'Again, the Black rata, conga:tent with this deplorable ,statistioal

' c.
petters,. wets .91% higher (21.8).3 The gip is indeed Widening.



S. Infant

TABLE A;

Mortiiiiy=kate., 19504481,Uselecto0yearsi,.
By Rami,(per-1,000Live:Ilirths) "!

White Black
Overall - IMR

1950! 26.8 43;9'

AWAY: 32;6

X975=, 16.1 14.2 26.6

'1878 :
7 13.8 =12.0 :23.1'

A.979 : -13.1 11,4' ; 21:8

1980 12.5 ,
1A981r:

,

SOucerv.:National.cOntor:for, Health Statisiics, rNcns
NenthlyVital.Stitistici:Reporbir V.10. N.13. 12/20483.,

IllieilihlU.S.,r1982,: 64..!

The. provisional, 1902 overall U.S. 1NR is 11.2 p4r 1,000 !:

IM:birthi; the.lowest.ratealver recorded $n the United States.
_ .

That is little comfort.for.8/ack parents,:aince 'the

rate,loi,Slack infants remains almosk.iwice;as high

lOr-wbiti: infanbs.!1

r'lk:is'Aifficolt to obtain accurakedata on infant death.

M:.theiHipOanic coeummiitir. 2 Statistics are also spikie for

r.2

other,ethnimgroups. In pos'AngeleaCounty, however; several

areas with the highest minority concentrations also have the

ighist rates of.enderwsight babies, neonatal deaths, and

$nfant dent/ie.30* pas Angeles County health planning area

=

87
87, ass appendix

inciudis nonresidents of U.S.'
'Provisional statistics.

10No'racial breakdown available.



i where:Hispanics make.ug58.9% of the populatt, has the highest

2 perCentage of underWeight babies and the fifth highest infant'

3 deathraie in the County.'

4 IMRX for American Indians livIng in the Steteof California.

5 are higher than the INRs fo; any other reported group except

6 BlaCks.i

7 .Public Advocates Findings - In/ant Mortality by Rlice

8 ThePublic4dvocatemfindings'frOm the .snrvey'of cities were

consistent with'though not identical to the nationalfignres iron

10; Kits years stUdied't19387-79).: As in the-NC8S

11: r4pOrt, Public Advocates' Survey revealed 7n Ancrease in the gap'

'12 between:the white anikBlack'IMRs. The Survey included. infant

13 mortality rates by race,for 45 cities. The total number of

14. births is, in excess of 376,000 for whites and 227,000 for Black:(

15 per year:: For those cities in 1978 the white IMR was 12.9 while

16 'the Black"iMi was 2L.9. n rate 70% higher than that.for white:;.

17 By 1981, the rate for whites had fallensignificantly.to

18 11.58, while therlilack,IMR had decreased only slightly and was

19 actually higherthan the 1980 rate. Thus, at the end of 1981.

20 the' IMR for Blacks was 82% higher than the IMR for whites.

21 .

22

23

24

25

26
1. 88
2. 25:23

--
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TABLE B

Public Advocates Survey of IMR of 45 Cities

% Higher for Blacks
Year ,White IMR Black IMR than Whites

I.

1078
.(

12.86 21.93 70v-:4

'1979 .* 12.36 21:27 711

*77

;10

11

;1980,

'1981

12.62

11.58

20.25

21.13

73%

82%

'Further, the Public Advocates survey revealed that in

32 of the 45 cities, ,the Bladk infant mortality rate few 1981

Was more than 5Q1'greater than the white rate. Fifteen of

those had Blackrates that wiremore th:NOublethelobit.e'rlte:

According' to the Public Advocates survey, in 1981, among

14
v;!

the larger.bireh populatiOnt, the widest disparities in IMRs

'..15 between whites and Blacks occurred in the following c/tiess

:Jackson, Mississippi; Memphis, Tennessee; Cle4e/and, .01hio;

17 Washington, D.C.; and Dettait, Michigan. Jackson,- for sump/a.

18 showed IMRs of 6.2 and 21.1 for whites andiBlicks respective/yr

19 these datindicate that/the Black IMR was'240% higher than

20 the IMR for whites. Bea Table C.

-2

26:

. All averages reported in findings are weighted to
eliminato,the impadt of v ing citrsimes. A weighted
average is computed by usin total number of. births and
total number of outcomes.

1
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TABLE C

Public Advocates Su of Cities with Number of Black

3 Births Greater than 2. 00 in 1981 with Widest Disparities

4 Between White and Black IMRs

CITY

. .

Jackson

Memphis

Cleveland

Washington, D.C.

Detroit

WHITE IMR BLACK UR % HIGHER POR BLACKS .

: THAN WHITES
._ .

. .

6.2 .40 240%

7.9 22.6 186%

11.5 31.9 177%

9.5 25.3 166%
, .

12.0 26.2 Aisi
.._

PerhaPs.tne most disturbing evidence.indicated by the survey

is that inflnt mortality among Bieck' and whites is rising.

Between 1980 and 1981 the"PA Survey found increases in, the Black

IMRs.in 51% of the cities studied. The'white populations in

these cities are not immune to:the high incidence:of infant.
. .

deaths; increases in white IMRs were found in 37% of the cities

etudied'for those eau. years.

Probably the rise in white IMRs is influencedbrthe same

factors tiat are contributing to a rise among Slicks; thit is.

'higher IMRs =wag people who are lowincoma.: A'Oomparison of

the national INA for whites for 1978-79 with the results of the

Public Advocates Survey indicates that.IMRs for whites, in the

survey cities were higher than the 'national avexiage.

04-

.v

1



;1

6

7

.8

Year

19713 12.0.

1979 11.4. 12.36

TABLE D

National Comparison of White:IttR to Public Advocate'

Survey for 1978 -79

National Public Advocates. Survey.

12.86

This may reflect the fact that cities.oftencontain small

concentrations of loW income white'.

9 While it may be primature to conclude froM these

10 data that the infant mortality rates for poor whites and,

.slachs are increasing, a pattern in that direction:seems to

be developing.: While more data from 19132 and Pl9113 is

needed to determine whether that trend is ini.faci.i,..."

14 ..occurring,it:may faiily be said that a significant

problem may bk%imiirging -- one which may be diffic*

to combat if not" immedi"tely. : "
. .

.C, Low Birth Weight, Beath,and Disability

"Low birth weight is the greatest .

'single hasardjor infants, increasing
theirllnanerabiliey to developmental.
problems and to death."' U.S.
Surgeon Genirel's report". 1

There are two reasons for an infant'to be of low birth
.

weight (i.e., born weighing less than 5 1/2 pounds or 2.500 ams)

1. It was born too soon (prematurity -- before 38 wee

.17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

1. 136:21



2

3

27

18

19

20

'21

22

23

24

2s

gestation), or

.2. It was bOrn too small. These are full -term bebies.who

did notgrowenough.whileInside the mother [intrauterine growth

.retardation (IUGR).]. They .nre'also referred to as ".tell for

143

gistAtiOnal age" A9319.1

In iitherf-Oase,lOw birth weight infants are mole likely

to die ,orhaWe serious disabilities. than normal birth weight (NBW

babies:AS 1/2 poUnds ormore).2 In both types of LBW, the
.

lower thi,bireOweight,:the more likiiy-thwbOby will be

stillborn or die soon after birth.34a4 birth Weight:(iBM)

7..iMfants are mornthan20 times as likely to die within their
. ,

first yeiOrlasriorami birth.weightlmbies:4

-.-FigOre 1 Illustrates the strong; relationship betWee0 low

-
'birth weight and death, espeOiaily in early ihfanoy..

//

// i.

I/
//
//
//
//

!,!
1.
2.
3.

-'4.

0123-4,
5021
8123
.136:24

5021'



2

6

8

13

14

15

16

17

18

'19

20

21

NEONATAL AHD POST-NEONATAL DEATHS. ICCORDING.TO BIRTHWEIGHT.
1974-75 -- Sple,:ted Areas. ,United States

102;8

LBW

NSW,

=11.

'Low Bi Weight (LBW)
(25 grams or.less)

Normal Birth Weight (NBW)
(over 2500 grams)

NEONATAL DEATHS PER 1.000
22 LIVE BIRTHS (under 28 days

of age)
Z3

16.6

POST-NEONATAL DEATHS-
PER 1.000 LIVE'BIRTHS
(28 days to 1 year of age)

24
tourcesShapiro S.. et Al..'"Relevance of Correlates of

25 for Significant Morbidity at..l Year of Age.. Am.J. of

26
Obstet. Gynecol.. Feb. 1. 41980. p. 365i,Tsb1e II.
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(.. LBM has also been connected with increased occurrence of
rP

i mental' MetardaeOn. learning dilabilitiesi,bireb\defects.'

.

.. .
A ..

hlihdnese. autism,'.cerebrai palsy, epilepsy.'

4'
problems,visual and hearing defects; delayed spe ch. and

3
ChroMic lung problems.2 .

:Inktbs first large - kale study'of.morbidity b biethweight.
-..

145

6

,7' which covered eight fegions in theT:H..,;reseercheris at Johns

8 Hopkins University found that, among infants with,birthweigbts .'

9 below 1500 grama-born in it.: first half of 1976. the incidence

of severe impairment was 14.3 percept.' The author' lso

compared overall Problems:of lowlbirthweipilmfants thosell

13

15

16

11

18

19

20

21.

22

23

24

25

26

suffered by-fuli -term babies.aid.found e3iat,40 percent of the
.

survivors bdirnJuMWr-1500 gieme were hospitalised at last.

once-during thefirot year of ife..compdrei to 8 perce t of

nts born'witibing over 2500 gramm,4

ntinuing physical. problems are common in yerylow birth

wmigbet(VLIW)

1500 grams:\NH\

20 percent of

under 2 lbe.,

malities.5

infantsnfants those weighing under 3 /bat. 5 s./ or

the time they reach osi eo threelmare sge.

WVLBNinfants and .30 percent of thou weighing

1

3 os. (1000 grams) have neuroiogicalabnorl
N,

1. 136,24
2. t0.2
3. 113
4. 136
5. 136

148
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International coTparisoe.of LBW Rates

2 International data comparing the' U.S. to nine other

3 industrialized nations rank the L.S.'second worst in proportion

4 of LBW babies.' This high percentage of underweight babies,

5 a percentage which is even higher among America's racial

6 minorities, is one reason for the poor U.S. ranking in infant

7 deaths.2

In 1970, Only 4.5% of babies born in Sweden (the country

9 with the ',west IMR in the. world) were LBW, while 7.8% of U.S.

10 babies weryLBW.3 In. 1978, eight years later, the U.S. LBW

11 -rate'had only :nched down to 700, still far above the Swedish

-12 rate.4

13 As aWl:rfellr-Eitilfesaving potential of improving

14 LBW percentages, when researchers compared infant and neonatal

15 death rates For each weight category (e.g., 1500-2000 grams,
0,

16 2000-2500 grams) rather. than for all LBW categories coMbined,

17 they found that babies of the same weight, on the average, had

18 lower death rates in the U.S. than in Norway and Sweden.5

19 This result/indicates that the United States saves LBW

X20 babies on a par with other countries. What is also obvious is

21 that this vountry is not as good at preventing low birth weight.

22 Ame-ica's internationalrank is not eXpeeted to improve until.

23. 1. $0:3
2. 1d4,8 '.

24 3. 146:213._-
4 9115 . .

5. 47:990; 61,1232
.

.

' The percentage of babies per hundred live births; who
26,',. weigh less than 5 1/2 pounds at birth.
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1 the low birth weight rat, is reduced.'

2 One observer of the Swedish Health Care system states that

3 ". . . a Ocmpelling case cin be mane for some solid efforts to

4 emu.Laie the comprehensiveness of Swedish prenatal care and

.5 education . . . "2.8weden has put a high priority 04 making

.6 sure that its babies are born healthy, one reason for its

/ enviable top world ranking. Swedish mothers are"1.40_ educated...

8 'about the.M.alue of prenatal care, receive free prenatal care,

9 which includes screening for H4711 -risk patients, and free

-10 vitamin and mineral supplements.3

11' As Hein acknowledged, the AinitA States is comparable,
12 with Swedon medically, economically, and' technologically.

13 "Perhaps it is time for us to find reasonable solutiona, for

14 Our perrhatal problem's rather than acceptable excuses."4

15 2. Factors which Influence iixthVaight

16 Factors linked to/higher risks of low birth weight are:

17 race (not whito)tage of mother (less than 1p or greater than

18 35), previous tors of a fetus or infant, short interval between

19 pregnancies; out-of-wedlock birth; no prenatal care,Seducational.

20 attainment of mother (risk decreases as educational status

21 increases), maternal smoking and consumAion.of alcohol, poor,

'22 maternal outrition,'poverty,4 gestational age,land

23

24

25

26

1. 47:990
2.. 110:1028
3. 146:217
4. 64:986
5. 125:367-368
6. 50:4
7.. 72:7
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weight gain of the, pregnant women.'

2 \it is difficult to say.that any one of these factors

directly causes LBW in babies, and consequently, higher infant

\death rates.- Not every malnourished mother has a low birth '

5 weight baby. Not every Black mother hes a low birth weight

6 baby. 'Not every mother who has no prenatal care has a'low

7 birth weight baby. But, statistically, where one or more of

8 'these factors is present, the likelihood of loW,birthWeight

9 increases:

10 3. Race and Low Birth Weight

11 Race ie'closely associated. with low hirtfCweight. A

' 12 greater proportion of nonwhite inientsthan white infants weigh

13 less than 5 1/2 pounds at birth.2 Black infants are about two-

14 and one-half times'as likely as White infants to be of very low

IS birth weight (under 1500. grams) and two times as-likely to be

16 of low birth weight (under 2500-grams).3In oneclassic study

17 of New York births, differences in birthweight accounted for.-

.

18 virtually the as:Aire excess of theperinatal death rate of non-

19 whites over that of whites (an excess. of 69%).4

20 A Nationwide between 1972 and 1974, the Blaci low birth weight

21 rate (13:3 %) was 107% highethan theowhite LBW rate (6.4%).5

22 in'1980 whites gave birth to undeiWeight babies at a rate of

23

1.` 72:21
24 2. 105:3

.3. 77:12
25 4. 7:946

5. 103:75
'26
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5.7. For the same year. the rats for Blacks was 12.5. Thus.
2 the Black low birth weight rate climbed to 119% higher than

3 the white rate.1

4 Figures from the Los Angeles County Health Systems Agency
5 show that planning ith the highest concentrations of

6 minorities also have the highest LBW rates, neonatal death

7 rates, and infant death rates.2

8 Public Advocates Findings -'Race and Low Birthweight

9 Public Advocates collected low birth weight data ?rpm

10 32 cities by race for the years 1978-81. Data from 1982-83

11 would be useful in determining a clear pattern. From the data

12 available, however, it is apparent that there has been no

13 decrease in the incidence of low birth weight particularly

14 among Black infants.

15 Like the IMR statistics, ths.data collected in the

16.. Public Advocate.' 84rvey reveal that the Black Iow birth
o

17 weight rate (LBWR) is nearly double the White rate.

-.TABLE 13

19 Public Advocates Survey of.LBWR of 32 Cities

20

21

23

24

25

26

Year White LBWR BLACK UMW--
% Higher for Blacks

than Whites

13.03 94%

1979 6.8 13.13 94%

1980 6.7 12.78 90%

1981 6.8 13,08 92%

1. 102:24
2. 87:9
* . For list of 32 cities see single asterisk cities in Appendix.
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3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

13

14.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

It is disturbing to note that While thm4white LBWRs

remained fairly constant, the gap beitween writes and Blacki

widened in 1981 after narrowing fr 1979 to 1980.

Cities that experienced wide disparities in the IMRs

between Blacks and,Whitestendektqalsosbow large differences

in LBWRe; These includedi Washingtem, D.C.. Cleveland, Memphis

and Detroit. A complete comparison is not possible because many

cities that provided IRS data could not produce LBWR data

broken down by race.

It is interesting to note that of the 32 cities

studied, 476 showed increases in the incidence of low

birth weight of Blacks from 1980-81. This again may be

the beginning of a trend that could have serious

implications for. future infant. mortality and morbidity.

The most disturbing data uncovered by the Public

Advocates survey were the percentages of very low birth

weight (VLBW) babies, those born weighing between 500

to 1500 giams (or approximately l"pound and .6 ounces

to 3 pounds and 4 ounces). These findings are displayed'

in Table E below.

TABLE E

Public Advocates Survey of VLBW Rates for 7 Cities

%HIGHER FOR BLACKS

YEAR WHITE 4 VLBW BLACK VLBW THAN WHITES

1979 1.3% 2.5% 86%

For list of 7 cities see double asterisk cities in Appendix.

les
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7
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9

10
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12
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14

21

22

23

24
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(Table E Continue' d)

1980 1.2% 2.47% 105%.1981 1.17% 2.72% 132%

Data for 1978 were excluded due to an extremely small
sample; data ter, 1979, 1980 and 1981 were based on 7 cities.
Comparisons of ye ars are usefUl even though only a
small number of 'cities was studied. The data show that
whites experienced a decline in the number of VLBW infants
while their Black counterparts experienced an increase..Moreover.' the gap between Blacks and whites seems to be rising
at an accelerated pace. In 1979, Black "women gave birthto VLBW

_.-babies at a rate that was 92% higher than that for white women.
By 1981, that rate had increased to 132%. That means that -the
gap increased almost 50% within a spin of only' three years.

. I, This trend particularly disturbing 'because VLBW babies
are the ones that ipose the most serious risk of death. They .

also require; the greatest expense due to a; high likelihood of
.rehosPitalisation and future medical problems. It is discouraging

to report that rather than observing improvements for these-,
high'risk infants, the record shows movement backwards...

4.4 Lick of Prenatal Care and Low Birth Weight
The chances of having a low birthweight'llaby are three times.

as great when an expectant mother receives no prenatal care.1

. 136:24



1 The chances for low birth weight--and perhaps death-ere also

2 _greater than normal if the prenatal care is not early, regular,

3 and of high quality.'

4
In one study, infant death rates went"up as the number of

5 prenatal visits went down..2 Another study concluded that infants

6
born to women who hid five or fewer prenatal visits had five

7 times the neonatal mortality
(under 28 days) of infants born to

8 women who had six or more visita.3

9
Although Black mothers are more likely to have low birth-

10 weight babies, they are less likely than white mothers to get

11 early prenatal 'caie (Table P). In 1978, oni-fourth of all

12
pregnant American women did not receive prenatal care, in the

u crucial first three months ( first trimester).of pregnancy. One.?

14 fifth of these women began prenatal carein the last (third)

15 trimester, or received no prenatal care. Predictably, twice ev,,

16 many Black mothers (9.3%) as white mothers (4.5%) were i his

17
last category of very late or no prenatal care.4

18
In 1980,:77.3% of White women received prenatal

19 in the firststiimester as
compared to 60:4% of Black.Women.

40 Racial disparities in
low,harth weight rater occur even

21 among babies whose mothers receive no prenatal care. A study of

22 35,871 U.S. babies found that
the,1cr.t1rthweight rate was

23

24

23

26

1. 136:86
2. 43:858
3. 55:6-7
4. 104:77
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1 15.3% among White mothers who had no prenatal care. The law

2 birth rata for Black babies whose mothers had no prdnatal care-T

-3 was 25.7%,(Or 68% higher).

4 Table F below shows the national, patterns'of prenatal

5 care for selected Years 1970-1980. ConsiAent with other

data presented, Black women are twice as likely as White

women to receive poor' prenatal care.-

8 TABLET
.

9 TRIMESTER PRENATAL CARE BE0AM, BY RACE,
1970,-1974, 1978 and 1980 -- UMW STATESio

11

13

' 14

16

18

19

29

Prenatal. Care Began
1970 .1974.

First Trimester
(first three months):

Black 44.4% 53.9%

Whit. 32.4% 75.9%

Third Trimester
(last three months) or
Mb Prenatal Care:

Black 16.6%. 11.4%

whits 6.2% 5.1%.

Source: DBES, Health, United States, 1982,

21 Public Advocates Findings Prenatal Care

22 Public Advocates attempted to collect data on'prenatal care

23 from all of the cities for which IMR data were colleCted. Btatie-

24 tics on prenatal care bkoLvin down by ethnicity and race, however:

1978 19802

60.2% 60.4%

78.2% 77.3%

9.3% 4.ss

4.5% 4.1%

p. 77, Table 24.

25

..-'16 1. 46:890
10322 '

,t

.1

15t3
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2

3

4

were found in.only 6 cities.. Thus, conclusions based on these

findings may tot. be definitive. Nonetheless', =a- review of these

findings do...reveal certain patterns.

For the six cities reporting prenatal care by race, there was

5 a slight decrease for 1978 to 1981 in the percent of Black
.

6 and white women receiving first trimester prenatal' care. For the

7 same period, there_was also a slight increase in the percent of wo-

e 'men receiving no prenatal care: See Table G, below:

9 TABLE G

10
First Trimester Care For 6 Cities

11 YEAR WHITE- BLACR

12 1978 78.3% 62.8% NOP

13 1981
74.7% 61.0%

14
-No Care

White Black

15 1978
-77gge

, 16 1981 - 1.39% 2.67%

17 ',Again, these data, based on a smaller than desirable sample

18 are not conclusive; but they do iddicate that a pattern might

19 be.develOping, a pattern that would have a detrimental impact on

20 America's health.

21, 5. Teenagers and Low Birth Weight.

.22 Babies born to teenage mothers are more likely to be of

23 low&birVihright,1 and to die in their first year of life2 than

24

25
I .

1. 136:25 ,!
2: 60:28

26 For 1.-ist of 6 cities see quadruple asterisk cities in Appendix.
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babies born to mothers over age 20. Mothers aged 15'and younger

are twice as likely to have low birth weight babies as

are mothers aged 20 to 24. Even mothers aged 19 have LBW rates

271 higher than those who wait until their early twenties.'

Black mothers are-more likely than white mothers to give

birth before age 18,2 and almost 8 times more likely to be

under age 15,3 which means that Black mothers have more

births at an age which ogrrelates with the highest percentage

of LBW babies.4 Black, teenagers are also more likely than

white teenagers to have a LBW baby.5

The high incidence of LBW babies among teenage mothers may

be due to the "double disadvantage" of being immature physically
13 and living at or near the poverty level. Families headed by'
14

young mothers'are seven times more likely to be living below

15 the poverty level than other famelies.6 In 1975, $4.7 billion

in federal welfare payments went to support mothers Who had

given birth as teenagers.7 A higher.percentage of Black
10

infants than white infants are born to unmarried teenagers,
19

which also increases the incidence of LBW.8

20

21

23 1. 60:24
2. 46:889

24 3. 5014
4. -46:889

25 5. 60:29
6. 60:33

26 7, 60:32
8. 77:10

158
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The lower birth weights of babies born to teenage mothers

2 contributes to higher neonatal (under 28 days) mortality rates,

3 (NMR). Babies weighing 5 1/2 lbs. or lees (L8M) born to teenage

4 mothers had a NMR of 111.4 per 1,000 live births, while the NMR

5 was only 2.4 per Logo live births where the infant weighed

6 more than 5 1/2 lbs./

7 a. TeenagnEregnancies statistics

In 1978, there were over one million teenage pregnancies.2

9

'10

Seventyrfour percent (847,000) were unintended3 and almost-40.

percent (434400) ended in abortion.4 More than one out of

11 every 10 teenage Wagerigets pregnant each year, and the propor-

tion is rising.5 In 1978",----keenagers were responsible for almost

713 one- sixth of all live, births in 'he United States.4

14 In the mid-to-late 1970s, the United-Skates teenage birth

15 rata was higher, than the rates for 29 other including

16 Singapore, Malaysia, Tunitia, and the Philippines. The

17 rate.le more than three times the rake for the Soviet Union,

18 and about the same as the;rate for Italy and Thailand.7

19 b, Teenage pregnancies outlook

20:

0
Despite. the enormity of the problem of teenage pregnan-

_ 21 cies'in America, only four out.of every 10 teenagers.receive

22

23

24

25

26

information about reproduction in the schoOls; only three out

1. 425:366-367
2. 60:17
3. 60:20
4. 60:17
5. ..6014
6. 147:824
7. 60:23'
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I of id teine.,i:rs learn about contraception.' The Select Panel

2 for the Prommtior, Child Health found that although the

'3 propOrtion of L5 to 19 yiarLold women who. had engaged in pre -

4 marital sex increased from 301 to.SOS (1971-1979), more than

5 one-quarter of theme teenagers had never 1,sed contraceptives,
r

6 and close to two -tlards of eat gtCupbecame pregnant.2

7 Once a teenager becomes pregnant, she is less likely than

8 other Pregnant women to geic the early, high-quality prenatal

.9 care which could avert many of the damaging health consequences.

10 of early childbiith. Mothers under age 15 Mie 2 1/2 times more
. .

11 likely than mothers age 20-24 to get no prenatalpare int"

12 first trimester (first three months) of pregnandi, and neitly

13 four times as likely not to get anycare or to delay care until

14 the fait, trimester. Motheri 15 - 17 are twice as likely as

15 those age 20 -24 to get no care in the first trimester add to

16 have no prenatal care or none until the last trimester.3

' Public Aevocates' Findings - Teen Pregnancy

18 'The Survey revealed that for the 13 cities reporting

19 teenage. pregnancy data by race, the incidence of teenage'preg

20 nancYis falling for both whites and Diacks., While these

if figures'may seem encouraging, the raw figures are not.- In

22 1981, the-year for which the survey population showed the

23 lowest percentage of teenage pregnancies, the Survey revealed

24

25 1. 60330'
2. 138130

26 3. 60159
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i4

that 26,505 bab s were born to Black mothers between the ages

of 15-19. In contr t. 11,452 babies were born to white

motpers in the same age group.

In addition, the diiparity between Black and white teenage

8 pregnancy rates seem to be increasing.\in 1978, the'ilaci'rate

6 was 1076 higher than the White rate of teen pregnancy. After -.

7 falling to 100% in 1980. the gap increased in 1981 to 118% higher

8 among Slacks than Whites. These figures are shown in Table R.

9 below.

TABLE R

11
Teenage Pregnancy: Mothers Ag. 15-19 For 13 Cities,

12 .% WHITE TEEN S BLACK TEEN %HIGHER FOR BLACKS

YEAR PREGNANCY PREGNANCY THAN WHITES

13
1978 13% 27% 107%

14
1979 12% 26% 116%

.15
1980 13% / 26% 100%

16 --.

1981 11% 24% 118%

17
Peihaps the most troubling data analyzed in the teen

18
preg oc s is that fdr mothers under the agi 15. Though a

deers may be detected-for whites and BlaCks ia this age

20
group; the incidence of teenage pregnancy for Blacks

21
1979) was 11 times higher than for whites. ,In 1980, the

22 .
Black rate decreased to 4 times the rate of whites but increased

' 23
to six times the white rate in 1981. As in the data for teens

24
in higher ge group, these raw figures reveal the startling

25
dimen ions of.the teenageregnaney.problem. In 1981, for the

26

'For list of 13 cities see triple asterisk cities in Appendix.
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1 13.cities'etudied, while 122 white mothers under 'tDeage'of IS

2 gave birth to blibise. 1,021 Black mothers in the same age group

3 gave birth. The outlook idai these young mothers, who here not

4 completed their'.education and who, are withodt means of finan-

'cial security, is mitpromising.

6 6. Poverty and Low 8iFtli Weight

7 There is a clear relationship between poverty and low .
8 birth weight babies.1 and between poverty and higher risk of

9 infant death.2

10 ' infant death rates in 50 states and thi District of Columbia

11 .wire found to be higher in areas where t.higtverpercentage of

12 the population lived below the poverty leve1.3 in Michigan. a

13 state which froM 19e0.to 1981 experiepced one Of the greatest

14 yearly increases in infant deaths since World War II, the Departmsn

15 of Health concluded that the rise in IMRs was consistent with poor

16 economic condition., high unemployment rates, and unprecedented

cutbacks in social services.4 The poOr, irrespective of

18 ,race, experience a higher low birth weight rate'.because of the

19 interactive effects of poor housing, diet, medical care and

20 related factors."5

2I - Many of the.factors which are linked to low birth weight--

22

23

24

25

26

1. 136:25
2. 43:858
3. 52a:29
4. 97:8
5 97:9

-
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1 poor maternal nutrition,-low educational level, race nonwhite,

2 teenage pregnancies, and unsed,mdther.-:are'More predominant'in

3 poorer cOmmunitied, "Put simply. poorer mothers haVe smaller

4 babies, and smaller babies are-athigher risk of early death."'

. S. This may be one reason why Mississippi, one of'',-the pooreet.

6 states in the country, has for so many years ranged' among the

:

7 itates with the highest infant death, rates.

8 Poverty exerts such overwhelming pressure on mothers and

9 infante, especially Black Snfants,.that one child health'spe-

cialist warned: "It should be noted.et the outset'that perhaps

11 the most important reformlto reduce] infant mortality is the

12- -eradication Of/poverty and discrimination-in Marie*. The

:-13, refashioning and imiroving of existing programmfor thepoor

14 are only 'interim' solutions. ".

15 IMbile petitioners agree that the eradicationlpf poverty

16 Mould Most effectively-teduce 'current high infant mortality
. .

.

rates, there are known solutions which although interim could,'

drastically reduce the currentinfant diath ,rates now.

.19 //

26 //

21 //

22 //

//

24 //.
25

26 1. 110:1027
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V. HIGH INFANT MORTALITY HAS CONSISTENTLY AND

2 SUCCESSFULLY BEEN REDUCED THROUGH ADEQUATE

3 PRENATAL CARE: NO MAGIC WAND IS NEEDED

- -,JUST COMMITMENT

5 A Introduction

6 U.S. infant mortality rates have steadily decreased since'

7 the arly 1900's. Improvements in sanitation and housing,

8 declining fertility rates, expanded access to family planning

9 services, better nutrition and health care, and advancer in

10 edidal technology have all enhanced an infant's chances for

11 survival.

.02 Nonetheless, the U.S. still lags far behind other

industrialized nations in reducing infant mortality to the few

,14 medicrllyr unpreventable deaths. This troublesome disparity re-

'15 ..-flects the persistent prevalence of low birth weight babies.

16 which accounts for,furly two-thirds of all U.S. infant deaths.-

" A recent article publAsheii JAM concluded: "...unleslithe

.18 propGrtionof U.S. babies born at low birthweight is redurld,

19 the U.S. will likely retain its relatively poor international

raak."2 ,

21 :..eepite this challenge, the U.S. health delivery system

'22 provides substantial. incentives for technological intervention

23 to save low birth weight babies while failing to prevent low

24

25

1. 139.15
26 2. 473990
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birth weignt in the first, place. Not surprisingly Congress'

1980 Select Panel addresses this failure:

"Although improvement in survival among
low birthweight infants has contributed
',great deal to reduction in infant.
mortality. a decline in the incidence
of low birthweight would result-in still
lower mortality and morbidity. A
balanced approach to prevention of
low birthweight-and.improvement in
survival of low-Sirthweight infants
is clearly required to assure contipued
improvement in infant health." 1-

Indeed, dependence on technology to save low birth weight'.

babies has gone just about miler as it .can to reduce death and

illness rates.2 Only the'increased availability of pre-

natal care to those motheri who predictably bear low birth
'?

weight babies', --. low income women, minorities, teenagers --

will. further reduce the U.S.. infant mortality rate;

Prenatal care prevents amyrial of disabilities, illnesses

and death. Universal availability of prenatal care, along with

the.help of medical-technology when n.edód, ia asimple, cost -

effective. .balanced and humane way of giving every newborn the

healthiest start in life.

B. Adequate-Prenatal Care Has0Proven Successful in

Increasing Birth Weigtits,

The effectiveness 4.1 prenatal care in
. reducing. low birthweight . . . has been

J

24

25
1. 76133

26. 2. 76:32-1, 93:ix-xi: 112:126: 47:990.

V

1 6 5
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so 'well demonstrt;ted in various well-
controlled.'studies thai:even.the most

2 skeptical:reviewers-Of the healthser-.
vices literati hre would agree that this
form of preventive care is, one of our
most valuable in promOtingchild health.'" 1

4 I,

Evidence from other countries demonstrates the strong

elationship between Widespread avai1ability,of quality prenatal
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

re and the birth of fewer underweight babies. In Sweden,

or example,. comprehensive prenatal care is uniformly of high'

uality and available to all. Between 1970 and 1976, when the
V

S. low birth weight was 71, Sweden's was 4.1i. This includes

bies,born to Sweden's growing immigrant population2Which

nstitutes nearly 101 of the births.

When U.S. pediptricians at the recent U.S.-China

int.Health Committee meeting suggested a cooperative

y of the low birth weight issue, the Chinese "indicated

t they simply did not-have enough of that problem to merit''

y." In China, "every effortAs'made,throbgh nutrition,

ialsupport, medical care and other'means to asture'a mature,

16

18
thy infant and mother."3

19

Many of the techniques that have worked so well in other
20

tries have been' used in the U.d. with equally positive.
21

lts. For examples
-22

23
A Maternaland Infant Care (MIC) prbject in New York

City reduced the rate of low birth weight infants
24

from 21.91 to 15.61 in only two years.4
25

1. 388165
26 2. 39215

3. 12
4. 54
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1
low. birth weight rate for participants in ,a,,

Cleveland, Ohio MIC"proj64'Wa01'.7%compared:to

146 for'thopetin0:0'a comparable group of -women -who; ,

4 were not in the program.: Theprograa also reduced school

'5
drop-out rates after delivery and decrjased the

6
subsequent pregnancy, rate from'7.9 to 3.6i. 1

7'
-- In 1973., the St. Paul...Minnesota MIC prograM.began a

8

0
comprehensive prenatal achool-based clinic for teens.

9 13 -/S:Yeare old. Low birth weight infants were born

10; to 5.5% of those motherimcgpared to 13.9% in a

11;
comparable' group of teens receiving care in a non-

. 12' school MIC.clinic.1
.

-- In 1972,,a nurse midwifery program, was established in

'14 I
four-county area of rural Georgia to provide prenatal

care 0.16w-income women who had no private physician.

The prograMnenrly'halvnd the incidince Oi46w birth"

17 t weight in that region, from 24% to 13.139.1

18 -- The Obstetrical Access Project in California provided*

;'19 comprehensive prenatal, delivery and postpartum care to.

20 woman in thirteen and d, counties from:1979-19132.

21 'Preliminary data for the project's-first 'Years: ihowithat.

22
08 Access patients had half the incidence. of LBW ccapared

i3

13

15

1

24

25

26

1. 131:155
2. 6:33
3. 118:495



. .

to e!Maiched'gicup of MediCal',:patienis (3.9% v.,7.2%).

Striking:differenceOler4 found among op access peiients
. - .

. .

in direrf relationtothe amount. of:tire Xereive&i'ABWic

were substantially lower

1

f r women,who,began'pre!

14

'natal care in, he.first.trime er,an:weil Molar those

who reltaived the full peck s1 of comprehensive services::

:1 ' (2:.8%) _compared to those who only had a partial package

i' (7:2%).1

:9 -- Lincoln Hospital located in the impoverished South Bronx

'10 estiblkshed:a eperial'cliSic with MIC funds to provide

11 "comprehensive., familircenteredprinital:care for Hispanic

12 and:Black:teenagers.: In the first year of the pro-

gram, L.01wits;cut by twothirds, from -18.1% in 1976_
.

14 to 6.1%'in'1977.: 2
40, : . , :

-- Su 4inica Familiar, a migrant primary health'care .;

16 f clinic, !was.establithed in 1972 in-:t), Texai Biodranae

Valley..; The clinic offers cultUrallyMerisitiVe,

cOmprehausiVellterinatal health care to.itipredominantly
., ,...:

! .
. ..

19 Mexican- American clientele. The incidence. of LBW among

20. clinic deliveries was 4,4%. The. rate of premeture

:21! births was.M%, contrasted to 7.6% for all births in

Texas,' and 7.4% for the O.S.. in" 1976.3`

,t 23

'724
25 1. 91:5259

2. 44:32
1:26' 3. 100:26



Oaktand;paiinabeliiealthProjeOt,(000) ln%Oaklind

Californiajhns been proiriding:,comprehinsivm.clinitai

hutreqUA:andsupport4ervices '..to low income:pregnant;

warren andthair lnfanti.opto,Oheyearof,'494:sinCi:

1976. A.:-iaO.Imbil9B2ripc:t'evelhatig :threa:Yeara:of

the program'iOund'th't for OPi Patient:a whOhad ten

Ormoreprenatal.visitsr wasthe LBW rate wa6ifor

thosmwith.99 visits,,10.1%; and for Leas than five

the LO( rate was 12411. There wes.i 13.6

graWinCreeiaAn'birth waight:fOr.wach prenatal visit./.

.Thest.!1,Are but few ;e1camOles ciithe hundreds Of. PrOjects

whichihaVe demonstrated prenatalcare's powerr.1 capability

reducejow.hirth 'weight.

C. ',Prenatal Care Also Helegi PreventMentall

'10staidation,and Other Disabilities

Aental. retardati-in. is highly associated with prenaturiti

birtkweight. LBW babiei bear an increased risk of

Cerebraltpaisyideafnest, ment-1 handicap, epile0sy: autism.

congenita, wilformation, as.well as less severe handicaps

20 knoWn 741.4 in dyernction."2Women at highest art of

21 bearing retarded children are younger than 16. :older

21
than iOteurocily nourished during pregnancy, ,obt..n poor

reenrt&:. C4!Te. and have few economic resource .3

1. 141-2

3. ;4i2Z



Pvetc;,mt Kennedy's Committee on Mental Retardation

conc1:16 that at least fifty percent of mental retardation

orivZimos prernaAy or juit around birth and:coUld:beprevented

4 by imp-4:4,1,6,d maternal and infant care alone.1 In addition.

5 recer:Jv developed medical teChnology not commonly available

6 when the Kennedy Committeeconvened.further enhances the

presIve capability of prenatal care. Tests can detect

gone i-abnormalitiee.se as Down's Syndrome (responsible

or nearly 30% of all te...mor..ly retarded children in the
.

10 ,1-.6 western turopeM;Ackle-cell anemia (primarily:

11 afle,.LIng Bi*cks);:eural tube defect's (spina bifida, a condi-

12 l'?on cn! spinal no ',r4 .efects), and anencephaly (a condition

. 13 where 6;,,a tett4 -,s,,a no skulI).:

14 ! Fr,Iner r,a.,.4mation of retardation and disability,

15 :req,4rew Inher,;availabilityof comprehensive prenatal care.3

16 0. Hhat,Cn.Istikof:es Comprehensive Prenatal Care? 7

'The's.Jcvm:aztul programs mentioned abOve all provide compre-

10 heneive p.'ex.etal care. These services indlude clinical checks

19

20.

21

.26

4nd-inboratorY tests, nutritional assessment and counseling.

healn 4;,cation, childbirth preparation,, psychological

no,useling, apd education in breastfseding and family planning.

-N comprehensive approach promotes optimum physical and emotional

1. 153:8
2. 33:216
3. 153:17
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1
...

well-being duringpregnancy-, provides personalish0 education,

1 and counseling.,.detects. treats and MOnitOts any condition that
.

.

3 could endanger 44 life or ,threiten ,the heilefaf.either the

,,
.

.

4
:pregnant.voman,or fetus. Monitors fetalmell -being and'growth.

! .

5 and prepares -the frman for labor.' delivery.and care ot her newborn.

6.
Comprehensive. prenatal'care is usually provided by one or

several health, cae.practitioner: working as a team with a ..

Physician nurse-midwives; nurse practttihners. public

..- . -

health nurses, phy ician's amsiitants, nutritionists, health

eaucators.and sociSi'workeis. These practitioners emphAsimd

prevention-and edulation.Tdeally, they:ate culturally sensil-

'tive, bilingual when appropriate.-and respectful,of clients and

their needs. They.Provide ample time to listrSoLanindivi-.
1

dual patient's son
i rho'. answer questions and make timely

.. .

tm;'referrals to other ractitiOhers or specialists' when 'neceimari.*

. 1. :min of prenatal.care

7

,

9

10

11

12'

13

14

15

16

17

18

19.

20

21

22

23.

24 According to the National Ambulatory.kedioal Care:Suivey, 324

of prone 1 care visits in priiate physicians' affix:Ms-involved

25 'five minutia or'less, and 169% involved 10 minutes or less.,'

There was some medical couneeling: in 2511%0 the visiis'and'

26 some nutrition counseling in 14%. 138 I

The fiist pre tal visit should be made within the first

three months of pr gndhcy. For healthy, normal women, prenatal

appointments are neralfi scheduled on a monthly basis through

the eeventhmOn every.two weeks durinftle eighth month, and

once a week i the ninth month of pregnancy.,

,//
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2. Clinical Prenatal Care

The first prenatal visit includes taking a complete medical

3 history of the pregnant woman and her family, a Pap smear,

4 a gonorrheal culture (gonorrhea can cause blindnessif present

in the birth canal during delivery), a Pelvic.exaM4.blood

pressUre and diagnostic laboratory tests. Three-quarters of
7 the factors that lead toNlow birth weight can be evaluated in

the first visit and appropriate intervention such as'nutrition
9 counseling, can begin early to.reduce risks.'

10 Prenatal visits, routinely include blood pressure checks

11 and blood'and urine"lab tests to screen for a variety of con-

12 ditions which, ifAeft undetected and untreated, can cause

13 major problems to the women and fetus before, during and after
14 birth.

Blood tests detect:anemia (a' cause of low birth weight),
16 rubella leauses birth:defects, such as heart disease, deafness

end:mental;retarddilon if contracted in the first trimester),
.17 syphillis;(deformities, prernaturity, fetal death) and Rh

factor incompatibility (causes fetal heart failure, stillbirth,
18' severe anemia, deformity or mental retardation if an Rh negative

woman, carrying an Rh positive fetui, his not been properly
19 treated to prevent fetal damage, should. blood mixing occur beforeor Miring labor.)

,
.

:20

* Urine tests determine excesslve sugar (diabetes). protein
21 (toxemia). and urinary tract intections. About 60i of\ill

tales of urinary tract infections (kidneymr bladder) can be22 prevented through early dotection.2:,,Untreated, the infection
increases the likelihood of premature birth and perinatal23 mortality. In one Maternal and infant Care Project, urinary
tract infections occurred more than twice as often in the

24 comparisOn'group as in the study group. 1

1381165
1.'101321e'

26 3. 0:34

'V
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Pregnant women who ha41 little or no Prenatal care Often
,,.

suffer from:anemia and toxemia, two conditions commonly related

3 to LBW and ones easily detected through routibe.blood'and urine

4 testa. The most'frequently.reported risk foy'women in the

5 California Obstetrical Access Project,. for example, was anemia.2

.'6 Since greater demands are made on the blood supply during

7 pregnancy, anemia, a torm of, iron defickenclii is fairly common.

-8 Although all women are prone to anemia and may require. additional-:

9 iron during pregnancy,'low income women who have closely spaced

'10 pregnancies or improper diet are,at highest risk.2Many of

41 these warren are already anemic before pregnancy.and never catch

.up Men.they'beCome pregnant: If left untreated, severe Aron'

':deficiency anemia can result. This conditionla associated
. ,

,44 with increased LBW, linos the baby does not receive sufficient .

15 nourishment. .

.

16 lAnemia can easily be controlled with good prenatal care,.

.17 iron supplementation and foods rich in protein, vitamins and

.18 iron. This was recently demonstrated by the Oakland Perinatal

19. '-Health Project. Qf the Prenatal clients who had a low

20 hematocrit score (a measure of, the relative amounts of

21 the blood which carryoxygen to all cells in the body) at their

first prenatal visit, 91.7% had.a healthy rating by,theix final.

visit.2

t. 22

23

24

25

26

1. 91:64,
2. 1011216
3. 3:30
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Toxemia occurs only in human pregnancies. Rarely seen

befote the 24th to 3oth week, toxemia is.characterined by high

blood pressure (hypertension), protein in the urine, and swelling.

About 71 of pregnant women. in the'U.S. develop toxemia.1 If .

not treated,'it can progress' to its' most severe form' eclaripsia,

causing maternal convulsion* and coma, which can result in

permanent diiaDllity or death for mother and infant. Toxemia

Li most prevalent among LOW income women who do not have access

to adequate prenatal care.2Diepetic, hypertensive, adolescent

women,. those carrying more than one.baby, or Who suffer from

poor nutrition and stress, are especially prone to developing.

12 'toxemia. {Phis (condition contributes to'L8W infants, whose growth

13 is retarded. because the plicenta is unable to provide. sufficient.

14 circulation to the fetus.. High quality prenetal care, good .

15. nutrition and'adequate rest are the best ways to prevent toxemia.

16 .AnMIC Project jOr teenagers in Minnesota found the toxemiarate
'77 for solesnents.in,the study group to,bo 11.11 while the rite

18 ;1for those in .the comparison groUp was 16.71.,

19 Diabetic mothers tend to have either very large

or 'very small babies which are at increased risk of perinatel

21 death, usually from serious Aspiratory.proniems, che of the

22 most life-threatening complications in LBW infants. These

.23 risksi too, can be greatly reduced with early, continuous,

24

25

26

1. 18175
2. 18:81

'3. 6134
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1 comprehensive care, insulin and diet.

E. AdditionaiComponents of Comerehensive Prenatil Care

Contribute_Significanilx to Improving Pregnancy Outcome.

°

4 1. Nutrition.

5 The health of an.infant at birth reflects the nutritional

6 status of the mother before and during pregnancy. Reaently,'

7 the 'role of adequate.maternal nutrition had oqe

8 scrutiny. Many health experts now concur that the quality and

9 'quantity of feed consumed during pregnancy is critically ..

10 important, particularly for low income women who have few.

) .11 resources and possibly a lifetime. of poor nutrition.'

12 .Infant birth weight is significantly affected by the motbers

weight before pregnancy, weight gained during pregnancy, and

14 the age of the baby at birth.2 Putty one-third of LBW in the'

15 U.S.. is believed to result from retardedletal growth during

16 pregnancye3 Poor nutrition accounts for at least 57% 'of LBW in

17 Black newborns.4 Nutritional deficiencies in"pregnancy are also

11 re1eted to increased vulnerability to illness, anemia and

f 19 mental retardation.

20 Over the last 35 years, various-food iupplehent programs.

21 have demonstrated that improved nutrition makes a big

-22. differhnce. In 1948, the Montreal Diet Dispensary began providing

23

'24
1.. 67:1

25 2. 72:7,8
3. 127:31
4. 65:347

-)
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I .

milk, eggs and oranges to low income women registering at
2 prenatal care in public clinics. Of Art

3 1963 to 1972, 80% of the woolen suffered'from poor nutrit

4 status when enrolled, and.25% were underwei4ht by 5% or.=
5 when they became pregnant. Sighificant increases in birth

6 weight!for all woman considered tobe at spacial'risk (teens,,,

7_ unierimight andoverweight women).were achieved. Furthermore.

5 the earlier the 'intervention began. the better Its af2edt on

50. birth wrigpt. The rate of LBW for mothers'in the program for..

10 1-12 weeks was 9.8%. compared to 4.07% for women who received

Ji supplementation over 20 weeks. 'Mani in the program had a LDW.

12 rate of 3,3% contrasted to 10%'in a comparable group that did

13 na't receive food supplements. Perinatal mortality dropped from

.11 26.6 to 8.3/1000 live births:' The rate of developmentally

.

15 disabled infants born was lower than the average for all of

16 ,canada. This program was one of the first to demonstrate how

17 the poverty cycle can be broken and the effects of previous

18 poor pregnancies mitigated.'
,

19 In the U.S.. the Women, Infants a- nd Children (WIC) food

20 supplehent program was authorised by Congress in 1972. Modeled

.4. after the Montreal Dispensary program, WIC provides food

22 and nutrition education to'low income, .pregnant and nursing

23

24

25
1. ,6711

26
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1
women, infants and children"up to age five.1 WIC Attempts to

reach those individual who, becauff of inadequate nutrition,

3'
face an increased risk, of complications during pregnancy or

4 poor fetal growth and development. WIC's goal is to decrease

5
the rate oe,LBW infants who require hospitalization in costly

-
.6. neonatal intensive care units.

%. By.1977, WIC was serving over

7 one million women, infants and children at,an annual cost of

r aboutt$421 per participant. ' o

9 Evaluations of the.WIC program establish incontrover.

10 its cost-effective, successful role in preventive health ca

11.
"In Michigan, 30,percent of the high risk .

women were anemic before they came into

12 theWIC program. after participation, the
figure was six percent . J' In the

13 Pennsylvania WIC program, the infant death
rate was 10.6% before participation . . .

14 it was zero after participation: Prematdie
birth rate. decreased fromA2.8 to 1.6 per-

15 cent. And pregnahcies with complications
were reduced from 30 to 17.6 percent..2

16
Sit WIC sites and three nop-WIC sites in Massachusetts

17 _

were studied between 1973-78 by the Harvard University School
18

of Public Health. Informationwas collected on a total of 1328

19
pregnant women, 918 WIC and 410 non-WIC participants. The LBW

20
'rate for WIC Babies was 3.4%, compared to 14.6% for non-WIC

21
infants.3 Further, birth weight improved with each additional

22

23

241

25 1. 71
2. 52:8

26 3. 71:9
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2

3

4

5

6

7

e

month. of food vouchers. The authors reported, "If the Lull

complement of nine WIC vouchers were received by prenatal

Participants, birthweight would inr-Lase by eleven ounces...1

The authors showed that for every dollar invented in the WIC

program, at least three were saved in laterrteeatment Ooste.2

Programs providing comprehensive prenatal care to low

income ,women routinely include nutrition evaluation, couns,ling

and when necessary referral to WIC .or other food supplement
ab

9 programs (6).2, food stamps). The nutrition,. component of the

10 California Obstetrical Access pilot project wee so successful

-11 (85% of the women in 'he prograr. participated) thita recent

12 cost-effectiveness evaluation of"the program recommended ex-

13 pending the Medi -Cal (Medic-aid) obstetrical benefit package to

14 include nutrition, as well as other support,servioes.3

15 .National health goals established by the fedeFal governhent

16 for 1990 include marked improvement in the nutritional status
.

17 of pregnant women based on the assumption that "current efforts

18 to ensure an,adequate supply of food will be continued and

19 extended (WIC and food stamps) "4

20 2. Health Education

21 Smoking, alcohol and use of drugs during pregnancy also

22 affect low birth weight, birth defects, retardation and
, .

23

24

Ic---72335
25 2. 71345

3. 131.31-

26 4. 139318

ef
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1 disability. ,While many women are quite receptive to practicing
,^

2 good health habits during pregnancy, many are unaware of the

3 adverse consequences of smoking,.alcohOl, and drugs.

4 Comprehensive prenatal health education should cover: smoking',

5 alcohol and drugs, as well as nutrition counseling, the

6 physiological aspects of pregnancy, safe remedies for the

7 discomforts of pregnancy, counseling for stress, environmental

8 hazards at home and in the workplace, breastfeeding-education,

9 family planning including the importance of spacing births,

10. and childbirth preparation. Ideally, educational sessions are

11 scheduled to coincide with regular prenatal appOintments.

12 a. Smoking

13 The U.S. Surgeon General reported in 1979 that the

14 detrimental effects of smoving cigarettes during pregnancy

15 include increased risk of spontaneous abortion, perinatal

16 death, prematurity, low birth weight, shortened body length,'

17 smaller head size, and potential long term impairments in

18 physical growth, mental. development and deficiencies in .be-

19 aavioral development in children at least up ta.eleven years of

20 -age.IS2dden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) is also associated

21 with maternal'smoking.2

22 Abundant evidence causally links maternal smoking to

23

24

25 1. 137:0

26
2. 59:2
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1 loW'birth weirt. Infants born to mothers who smoked during

pregnancy weigh about.200 grams less than those born to women
3 who did not sr,ke. Fully 21-39% of the incidence of LBW is

4 attributable t maternal smoking.l

5. The more awniman smokes during pregnancy, the lower the
t .

6 birth weight: of\the newborn. Conversely, if a woman stops
I

7 smoking at any time during, pregnancy, the risk of delivering a
.

8 low birthweight\ba'by becomes similar to that of a nonsmoker.

9 Measured differently, an estimated 14% of all premature

10 births in'the 6.SAare attributable to maternal smoking.2
....

11 These preterm birttia result from other complications of

12 pregnancy, labor. and delivery whiCh increase directly and

13 ,significantly as the\level of maternal smokingincreases.3

14 The poossibility\ofTerinatel death is increased by 20%
.

15 among smokers of'less thami pack a day; and 35% among bhose
I

16 who smoke more than a pack a day.4'Perinatal death associated

17 with maternal smoking involves fital 'deaths due to oxygen.

I
_

18 deprivation, and neonat 1 deaths'clue to "prematurity and related

19 respiratory complication b.

20

21

23

24

2.5

26

1. 137:11,27 .
2. 137:42
3. 96:495
4. 96:495
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1 11 risks associated with maternal smoking are compounded

2 by the 1.2fr.cts of poverty, prior perinat deatu,lpoor

3 fiutrit nol status, anemia,2 and lack of crenate' care.

4 b. Alcohol

5 Alcoh....i is the most commonly used drug in- the U.S. Not

6 surprisingly, alcohol-related problems are among the

7 nation's most sertoua healt1. problems.3 In light of growing

8 evidence that intrauterine exposure to alcohol is a leading

9 cause of birth defeOts and associated mental retardatioy

10 the American. Medical Association officially recommended that

11 rregnant women abstain from alcohol.5

12 . Fetal damage due to alcohol occurs differently at-different .

13 'stages of pregnancy:

14 "pur..ng the first trimester, alcohol may
alter cell memb.xnes and-the embryonic

15 organizntic', of the tissue. Throughout
gestation, .:..rect effects of alcohol on

16 the metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids,
.

and protein probably retard cell growth
17 ,nd division. Alcohol also interferes

.tith the active transport of amino acids
18 across the placenta, reducing the-availa-

bility of essential nutrients to the ietus
19 . . . The third trimester is the time

of most ra id brain growth. . . . High
20 blood alto of level concentrations during

this perio may impair central nervous
n system gr h and future intellectual

and behavi ral development". 6 .'
0

n . .

23
1. 137.28

24 2. 96:501
3. 106:630

.25 4. 132:251
5. 119:33

26 6. 121:4
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Fetal aloe -0ffects range fr.= minor alterations in

gi,rth at one end 'fetal-alcohol syndrome" at the other.1

These effects 4 birth weight,2prereturity.3

spontaneous abortion,4 tnl. distress .and neonatal depres-

sion,Sdevelopaental abni'it4ns,8mental retardation, and

behavioraf and learning pro. ... 7 Ns :with cinarette smoking.
p

decreasing alcohol consuaptivL time, even in the third

trimester, will significant,.y;er chances of having a

-valthier baby.8

10 ,
once problems drinkers.lre health care

health educators ski%1.,, ,n :nramation

12 can .sia a role .in changing During 197..-79, more

13

,

ttly , -oin were interviewed at Bostoo .01ty rompital when

14 th.,y registered for pr-,atal c.re. :omen who reported

15 heavy .sae 'plcohol were scheduled for no-naring sesnions

wh;.rn coincided with routine prenatal vidite. Fifty-six

18

19 1. e6:1154
2: 86:1155; 3091138.-139

20 3. 109:529
4. 6e174; 78:179

21 -5. 130:143
6. 140:62

22 7. 126:980
8. 121:6: 132r716

23
One etudy fonnd,that physicians are genera/1y reluctant to

24 ask prenatal patients about alcohol, because they lack the ,
tine or k,:.owledge about how to handle problem drinbers who

7! are t,rcoived as "difficult cases." f21

261
4

111

182.
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paicent of the 39 women who attended three or more sessions

achieved abstinence or significantly moderated their drinking

before the third trimester. Their newborns were compared with

infants.of mothers .ho continued drinking heavily throughout

pregnancy. Improvement in growth, measured by birth weight:-

height and'' ead-.size was consistently associated with reduction

of alcei'llol use.1

c. Drugs

Americans spend $5 billion every year on the:mo5o than

340,0...1 varieties of over-the-counter drugs.2 The majc.

,of.these have not been tested for safety and effectiveness by

\the U.S. Poo.: and Drug.administration, and drug manufacturers

13 have not adequately determined the potential damaging effect.,

14
of thew drugs on maternal and fetal health. Yet, thousands

'is of these products are used regularly to relieve the discomforts

16 of previncy.

17 S If-diti4nos,* and treatment with over-the-counter drugs

18 is an unquestned part of U.S. lifestyle. Unfortbnately,

19 tany pregnant 'amen are unaware that no drag, dither pre-

29 scription7r.. nor:-pre .ri,tion, has been psbven safe for a

21 developing ietus.3 The most ,--monly used non-proscription

23

24
1. 121r2
2I2. 30,1
3. 84,19, 4". '43

26

a
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1 'drugs implicated in birth defects and other complications

-2 are aspirin (damage of kidney, liver, central nervous system,

3 bleeding), acetaminophen, or non-aspirin (kidney and liver

damage, anemia, fetal death from toxicity), antihistamines

.5 (cleft palate, limb deformities). barbiturates (newborn

6 addiction and withdrawal, liver and brain damage, respiratory

distress), and cold and cough medicines-(liver and bone marrow

8 damage, blood clotting deficiencies).)

9 The effects of drugs taken during pregnancy depend in

10 large part on when they are-taken, the. number and kind of

11 drugs taken in combination, and the timespan during which they

12 were taken. Fetal growth follows a specific developmental

13 sequence. Since every part of the body has a critical formation

14 Period. anything that interferes with that process will result

15 in arrested or deformed development. This was tragically Teen

16 during the'early1960's when women who took the poorly-tested

'17 drug' Thalidomide to prevent napsea in the'first rimester gave

18 birth to nearly 6,000 limb- deformed infants.worldwide.

19

20 There are few studies Which have isolated the effects of

natal education on drugs, alcohol or smoking from;.he other

n 'components of health education usually included in comprehensive

23 prenatal care. What is known, however, is that comprehensive .

24

25

26 I 1. 12 3:3 1-34
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1

prenatal care has ignificantlY reduced low birth weight, much

2
of which is caused by use of drugs, alcohol and tobacco during.

3
pregnancy. Moreover, as many hbalth practitioner, can attest,

4
once informed of hazards, pregnant women are frequently highly

5
motivated to protect their fetuses, even if such protection

6
means changing lifelong habits which stubbornly porSisted when

7
only the mother's health, not her child's, was at stake. In

a
addition to educating pregnant women, efforts to reduce drug,

9
alcohol and tobacco use during pregnancy can be enhanced through

10
heightened public awareness and increased popular support .lbr

11
the pregnant woman who changes her health habits et'

12 this critical time.

13 //-

14 //

16 1/

17 //

16 //

19 //

20, //

21 //

22 //
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F. Underserved Pregnant Women Must be

Brought Into the Health Care System

1. Women Who Are Most At Risk

While for most women, pregnancy and childbirthoare a

normal, healthy process, a time of personal joy and sharing

with families and friends, problems.do sometimes arts Though

potentially serious for.mother,and child, they can usually be

.controlled.if identified, treated and monitored early enough

with prenatal care. At no other time then, is appropriate

health care more important than in the nine months before birth.

Unfortunately, the advantages of prenatal care are not

shared equally by all pregnant women in the W.,8. In fact, the

women who would benefit most from early qualiVY prenatal care ....-

Often have the most difficult time obtaining it. Teenagers,

low income, minority andfundocumented women are those most

likely notto get needed health bre, putting. them at greatest

risk of bearing low birth weightier vulnerable to illness,

disability and death.

The federal government has set 1990 as the. year in which

90% orall women in any co4ty or racial or ethniC group should

begin prenatal care in the first trimester of pregnancy.' Tre-

mendous progres. must be made in the next seven years to reach

that goal. In 1978, 25% of pregnant women had no prenatal care

in the first trimester.2 Only 55% of American Indian women

26 I
1. 139:18
2. 139:1S

4

-4,
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1 began prenatal care in the first three months of pregnancy in

2 1978.1 In 1977. only 59% of California's Hispanic women who

i bore children were able to obtain prenatal_care in the first

' 4 trimester.? And in 1979, while 796 of white women began prenatal

5 'care in the first trimester, only 62% of Black women were able

6 to obtain early care.1.

7 In 1978, over half of all pregnant teenagers in the U.S.

8 did not get prenatal care until the second trimester.4 Teens

9 are more likely to.Ooncoal or deny being pregnant, be fearful

.10 of admitting to seual activity, have stressful relationships

11 with their families, become isolated, leave school, not under-

12 stand the importance of early prenatal health care and not

13 know Where to find services that are available.5 Although

14 pregnant teens are generally characterized as high risk and do

15 have high complications rates, many of the risks associated

16 with adolescent pregnancies can and have been greatly reduced

17 with early prenatal care.6 -It is more the. "social rather than.

18 the-biological side of health care that placers the pregnant

19 teenager at risk."7

20 The specific problems that constitute an "at risk"

`.21 pregnancy for women with inadequate or no prenatal care include

n
23

24

25

1. 139:18
2. 95:5
3. 104:6
4. 60:59
5. 21:52
6. 21:54
7. 79:18

. 18/
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1 medical as well as.socioeconomic and psychological factors.

2 Untreated anemia or infections, short interest's between preg-

3 nannies, inadequate weight gain, poor nutritiop, smoking,

4 misuse of alcohol and drugs, severe emotional problems, in-

5 adequate income, chronic domestic violence;. and lack of. an

6 emotional !support system are but a.few examples of the factors

7 that contribute to poor pregnancy results. Being at risk,

8 however, is by no means a static condition. Accessible, quality

9 prenatal care helps women o are initially at risk for medical,

10 social, economic or psychological reasons to becom. low risk

11 or even normal.

12 2. Barriers to obtaining adequate prenatal care

13 Among the major reasons low income and minocitywOmen

ell not qr are unabl to obtain early prenatal care are an unaware-

15 ness of prevent e health care's importance, financial, uneven

16 distribution of primary health care providers, language and

17 cultural barr re, undocumented status and transportation

18 difficultie

19 a. Underitanding the importance
of prenatal care

20

21

22

23

It is often:difficult to convey the value of preventive
24

"Sometimes health care programs must
do mere than provide an open door: They
must take the initiative to find, edu-
cate and help bring in mothers and
children to receive care."'

25
health care in communities Where people lead crisis-ridden lives

26 1 1. 138:180
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due to poverty, poor housirig, unemployment, and'daily struggles

to obtain food.1 In this contegt, health care only becomes a pri-

ority in an'emergency, and the significtnt relationship of pre-

natal care to the outcome of pregnancy is not necessarily known.

...In some cultures, pregnancy is viewed as a natural,

condition requiring no medical attention. A 1970 survey of

1500 low income, predominantly Mexican-American women in San

'Antonio, revealed that only one-third of those questioned

appreciated the importance of prenatal.care.2

The Coalition to Fight_Infant:Mortality, petitioners in

this action, advocate more community education.

"A lack of community awareness about
the need for early and consistent pre-
natal care prevents_many.women from n

seeking such care. A lack of education
programs about their prenatal health
needs also prevents many women from
properly maintaining their health during
pregnancy. It: is aot solely the respon-
sibility:of these women 'to become
educated' about their perinatalmeeds.
Health education is the responsiWity
43,77M7)lealtIrcare system and must be
as mipr component of . . . perItal
sere es.

Thus to be effective, programs offering quality prenatal

care to low income women must be able to bring women into the

health care system. This requires active and ongoing community
,

'education and outreach.

The Denver, Colorado HIC program involved commenity

1. 71:99i
2. S3:36
3. 31 :84 -85

8 9,
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1. outreach workers in recruiting clients into prenatal care. The

2 outreach workers educated the clinic's professionals about the

3 community's lifestyle and values and conveyed to7the community
0'^

4 the importance of the health program. After only four months in

5 one neighborhood, over 60% of the MIC clinic participants had been

6 referred by the outreach workers and use of clinic services. was

7 12% higher in neighborhoods with 'outreach workers. Fifty percent

of the patients were seen kn the first,or second trimester in'
.

9 neighborhoods with outreach workers, compared to 32% in unserved

10 neighborhoods.' .

11 When prenatal programs are, acceptable tol,a community, the

response can be overwhelming. Mission Neighborhood Health Center

13 in San Francisco found, that its bilingualibicUltumal prenatal

14
health education classes "proved to be one of the major.attrac-

15 tionS of our pialject... the major'mears of advertising was word.

16 of mouth through the patients themsolves..... We didn't,even
17

need to do as much advertising.as we did ititially to get

111 people involved. "2 ! .

19
Yet. even when women do understand howe important prenatal

20
.care is, numerous othei barriers can prevent them'from obtaining

21 services.

b. Financial barriers to prenatal care

23
"Despite the positive effects of Medicaid
and various formula and project grant24
program*, financial barriers remain re-
sponsible for many of the most Serious25

26
1. 73:1001
2. r44:78-79
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2
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4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

and persistent inequities in maternal
and child health care."'

The high cost of health care' is cited repeatedly as the

predominant bar;ker preventing low income pregnant women of all

ages end ethnic.backgrounds from receiving needed prenatal

care.2 Medicaid provides' coverage for few, than

75% ofthe'poor intthe U.S.3 It has been estimated that' 220.000

need Medicaid 'coverage for pregnancy and del-v^ry but are not

eligible. Of these women, approximately 60J00 Are.pregnant for

the first time." 4ten the infants are born, the mothers-will

then qualify for AFDC and Medicaid but during the crucial earl...!

'months ofiregnaRcy in many states these women ape no, Medicaid

eligible. The remaining 160,000 women are financially needy

Ait'for a variety of reasons', includingliying.with'a poorly

Paid but employedspouse, do not qualify for Medicaid,

But even having Medicaid is. no guarantee that pregnancy
46:

health care:can be found. physician participation in the
17 ' .

Medicaid program is strictly voluntary. Each year, fewer and
18

fewer physicians are willinq'to accept-Medicaid patients.4
19

This occurs despite an oversupply of doctots in the U.S-.,'5

20

t.

-21
1. i38:37
2. 95:2; 31:18;.23:48; 53:39; 2145-40
3. 138:31

23 4. 29
5. 138:13

24

H.R. Rep. No. 568, 96th Cong., let Seas. 85 (1979).
25

26
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particularly specialists such as 08/DYNs. In California, for

example, the number of 08/GYN's aCcepting.Medi-al patients -

dropped from 65% in 1974 to 46% in'1977:1 ,And, the unavailab-

ility of doctors for Medicaid patients is exacerbated by the

tendency of.physicians to concentrate'their'praCtices in popu-

lated, affluent metropolitan areas of the. country, leaviiig a

severe health care shortage in the inner cities and rural areas.

Physicians' reluctance to accept Medicaid iswmainly rooted

in.the disproportionately low reimbursement rate (approxiMately

1/3 of the private fee paid)2 for mormal'prenatal care and delivery

Yet. in 1981, a total ofr$255billion was spent Ior health c.re in

tfie.D.S.: 42.78 of that total was paid with public dollars.3 Des-

pite the huge amount expended, only a fraction was allocated for

the preventive care needed by.pregnant women.

"Poremost,isthe fact that'preventive-ser-.
cites are generally not covered by either
private or public insurance ... Present in .

ceNtives drive many providers to. offer the
most expensive and least prevention- orientId
types of caret, which are particularly inap-
propriate for children and pregnant women."4

'11
The situation is even more desperate for women who are not

eligible for Medicaid. These women are forced to rely-on local

public health care provided by counties and limited-term Maternal

and Child Health programs ffted by the federalgOvernment7and,

the states. In the absence of these services, Women may have no

.

. 23:123
2. 21:253
3. 63:1
1. 138:31
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other.cption than to forego prenatal care-altogether,,wait until

2
the last month to girt some care, or show up at afhospitaremerpency

3 'room in labor:

4 Many physicians, hospitals and even.local public health

'5 departments will not accept non -insured women without advance.

6 out-of-pocket payment.' One yeartafter,LOs Angeles County

7 began charging uninsured county patients $20-30 for.each prenatal

,e visit. on.: county hospithl reported that 654'of women delivering

9 there had no prenatal care. The broken premtel appointment

10 rate in the county increased by 734, and 147% ',Ting the ninth

11 month of pregnancy. Most telling, the number of premature

12 births at the county's three holiitals rose.by 7,44.2

13 ' c. Limited accedes to primary care
and nurse-midwives

14
Limited and unequal access to primary medical care In the

15 1

,1 U.S. ilhas been egrowing concern for the last two decades. The

16 r

'federal government and Congress have attempted to cotrt this

17
imbalance through the developPent and financial support of for -

18
mal education programs to train a variety of mid.41emporacti-

19
tioners (nprse-midWives, nurse

practitioners, physiciSpm aseist7.

20

21 I

ants) for work in expanded paternal health primary care'roles.

These efforts have suffered cutbacks. Even.when more

2?

23
'1. 21:36

24 2. 36s25

25 Nurse Training Act, 1964, National Health Service Corps. .

Act, 1970, Comprehensive Health Manpower TrainingAct, 1971.

26
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1. federal dollars'were available, ohly a small number of nurse-

20 midwifejetudents were accepted by progrAms for training each

3 year-- 'not enough to meet the- desperate need for practitioners

4 maternity care, particularly for low-fhcome women. In Cali- ,

5 fornia, for example, the three nurse-midwifery training Abrams
6 aJtept a total of only 25 applicants annually.'

7 UnTortunately, no matter how many more are trained,-thee

8 benefits of nurse-midwives will not be realized, until barriers

9 which prevent their full utilization are removed.' The GAO and

10 the House Subcommittee on Oversight and InVestigations of the

Codmittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce both found numerous

12 factors wfttch prevent nurse- midwives from using their full range

13 of Those birriera identified are: physician'resiitance,

14 limited.evailability of physician backup. restrictive state
-

15 ligensffig, third - party reimbursement, and the inability of

16 (nurse-midwives to obtain hospital staff privileges.
.

In a 1979' report, the GAO recommended that "...HEW en-

18 courage a greater 'use of nurse-midWife/obstetric4an teams, help

19 eliminate barriers which preclude nurse-midwives trbmpracticing..

20 in hospitals, and provide additional training funds for nurse- .

21 midwives, by giving such training higher priority for use of

22 existing funds'andjor seeking additional funds from Congresi: 2

23 d. Languageand cultUral barriers to health care
. /

24 The scarcity of health providers who serve non - English

25

1. 21:175
26 2. 1.34s263

.
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peaking clientkin their own lan4uage presents a serious

pstacle tp many pr6gnant women.' inability to communicate with

stealth care 'oractitioner puts WoTen'..et unnecesary risk and

ffectively renders health care inaccessible.
.

.
.

"First, the 'tatted English speaking ..

person is ignorant.of.Various benefits
.and services since information is ri-
marily disseminated In English.eg cond,
if the limited English speakin person

:

has some knowledge of . . .her entitle*
ments, since eligibility determinations
are part of [establishing] theirneedi"
with English-only forms.s..*. sbe may
be foted ineligible incorrectly. Then,
assuming that tale limited English speaking,
perapn makes it through these two hurdris;
diagnosis andtreatment is also, impossible
due,to monolingual English professional

'stAffs. Family.eembers and Volunteers
serving.ai interpretere:are not adequate'. "l.

In some instances, it is culturally unacceptable for

women to receive care from a male physician. Often Hispanic,

Southeast Asian and,Middle-Eastern Immigiarits, accustomed toic
.. .

receiving health care from women piactitioneis, are reluctant . .

to seek prenatal care from male providers.

in lif Antonio, Texas, 3511 pf the Htepanic women respondenti.

diOressed "strong concern or fear regarding physical exatii-'

nations",2 In another etudy,.it was felt that, in part,'HisPan
,

women received late'or no prenatal dire due to "insufficiency

in.nembeks of Hispanic health care provident Who might establish
. .

In a survey conducted

.cultural rapport".3

1. 108
2. 53:39
3. 95:2
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1 Racial and class discrimination furthei
discourage many

2 women from seeking and obtaining prenatal care. In a survey..f

S conducted by the Coalition to Fight Infant Mostaiity,.the

4 third greatest barrier identified
waaL'attitudets_.and

5 insensitivity of caregivers, and in particular the negative

6 attitudes towards womenandetfinic minorities".1

7 e. 0ndmc tea women

.8 ,Itere)are an'estimited 7.4 million undocumented people

9 in'the U.S. of which about 6087are from mexic6.2 For undocumented.

10 women; the usual problems associated 'with getting prenatal

11 care, i.e., money, availability ofservices,
awareness of:the value

el;

12 of care; language; -and discrimination, axe compounded by fear of
13 deportation which prevents all but a fewundonumented, people

o ...14 from sing public health or social assistance eirvices.

15 Califor is estimates that only 1% Are on welfare and only 4% use
'16 public s .cols or apply,for unemployment benefits.3 In1979, at(

ndocumented people in the U.S. were employed.4
18 In Califqrnia alone, undocumented workers contributed $1:0
19 billion in state taxes in 1974:5 Yet, even' women who are lega1

20 residents'and eligible for Redi-Cal aie re'uctant to apply, for

21i fear of endangering other ,family members who are undocumented.6
.

22 Most of the 1:5 million undO'cumented persona who reside.

23

1. .31 :16
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3. 23:156
25k 4. 23:157
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and work in Californi4l turn, to county health services.

2
The closure of 30 county hospitals since 1966 has foreclosed

3
access to health Care'formany 2documented persons, particu-

lirly in the rural and agricultural areas of the state.2

S
Uddodumented women's need for increased access to meter-

_

6 nity,care wee starkly documented in California's Obstetrical"

7 Access Project. Whk.le the planners had anticipited'that the v.

8 vast,me3ority of the participants .glotlia be Hedi-Cal, in fact 53%

9 of the program's 1,980 registrants during its first ;:aar of

10 operation were lowAncome,- non-Medi-Cal eligible. Hispanids

comprised nearly half of all OB Access enrollees.3

12
f. Transportation

'r

13
"Sometimes health care prpviders and
facilities ate only tReoretically

614
available.. Long distances
costs in getting to a source o' care

LS can be major barriers to obtaiJhing
needed health services. For dd e poor.
the distance appears to be a signifi-
can erran

47 care."

18 _Reliance on public transportation-entalLs-high..cost and

19 long travel time to facilities.located inconveniently in relatidn

40 'to public transit routes.5 For mothers4who canhot arrange

21 childcare., traveling with siellehildren inteneifies.pe stress

22 of a long trip.

23-

24

25

26
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1

Pifteen'hundred.women surveyed in San.AntoniO 1s4i-...

.
.

.2 ,cated that transportation problems were among the factors
.

which frequently chterfered with their use of prenatal *care. Ytyr
.. . . -

4, serVices.1 Another studytreported that low income people
5 spent 58% more time traveling to medical facilities and waiting

. 6 to see a doctor than people with actSquatefinancial.resources.2
. .

..

.7
Trandportation is even more prOblematic in rural areas.

.

. .
8. Poor women in central California, dependent uponvpublic burgs .-

.
/

9 transfer several times to get to their prenatal appointments:
10 many are unable to return home tLe same day.3 In many rural ,
11 . communities, there fis simply no public transportation at all.

7 12 One MIC project in Augusta, Georgia significantly alleviated
13 that problemiby allocating'prdject funds to provide transporta.T.

.tion for patients who lived-wetfin 100 miles of Augusta-to get
U .to And from prenatal care'visits and delivery.4
16 // .

18 7/

19

20 1/.

21 //

n //

23

24
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ere are Excellent Modelsfor'Providing Effective,

Comprehensive Prenatal Care to Low-Inconel; Minority_ Women

The success stories of programs across the country which

have effectively provided comprehensive prenatal care to /ow--

incomewomen are legion. Petitioners hive selected_semeTto be

told;

. _

together, they address the divers f cultural, socio

economic and geographic factor.. ich must be taken into account

When designing a pre tel. service which can reach poor, .pregnant

9 wbmenand_sig ficantly reduce,the incidence of loW birth_weight:

10
Obstetrical Access Pilot Protect

The Obstetrical, Access (OB AcCesk) Pilot Project in Cantor..

1; nia was a legislative response .to the-diminishing numbers of

13
physicians willing'to accept Medi-Cal patients and to the dodu-

14
mented inability Of many low.income women to obtain prenatal care,

.15 whether or not they were eligible_for Vedi-Ca1.1 Launched in 1979.,

f_und.ing_frainme

17 existing community and_county clinics' funds foi.comprehensiye

18 community-based.services. "-In-its first three years, OB Acceis

19 has provided prenatal, deli,Ary and postpartum service. to nearly'

20 7,000 women in thirteen underserved counties in both rural and

21 urban areas of California.

22 In. San Diego, for example, a Consortium of eleven community

23 clinic.A. the U.S.C. Sin Diego Hospital, and San Diego Depart-.
.

24 pent of Public Health SerVices became-the OB Access* programwhich--

25

26 1.' 91
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by 1981, was seeinloearly 1500 women ea2h year: l,

'Ten midwives provide routine prenatal care at the var4Ous

clinic siten.. Infant.care pediatric clinics are conducted

4 'e'very week.. Administrator Ann BUsh described the program:

5 "At the midwife-run clinics we.. provide nutri-
tional assessment and cougseling of all mur
patients, psychologicalcounseling ... and.
extensive. health education ,... About 60% of

7 the total patient load is Spanishspaaking,
another 10% 'is Indochinese -. . . .

the
all8 of the, staff deeling directly with the patients

are *lingual. ... When the patient cOmeirin-to
9' deliver at University Hospital, she has the op-,

tion of having her baby in an alternative birth10

11

The prenatal coordinator-of.one participating clinic'

.80% of our patients are delivered by the midwives."2
center setting or the labor

12

described Ufa...services provided:
13

"Nutrition-is really Stressed %Id reinforced
14 with the WIC program, Breastfeeding is

stressed and reinforced by the home visfSs
15 of our' pediatric :arse. Prenatal

The hea th educators see.
people on an individual basis. We have the-4., -'
Lana= classes available. :-They are part of
the package. "3

18 The OB Access Project also covers a 10,000 square miles,

lt three-county-area in rural NorthernCalifornia. A sizeable-

20 number off patients are migrant .cm.undocumerited workers. Dr. Thomas

m ,21 nodabn, director ofboth.,the area's OB Access and WIC programs, ,..

22 notes that the project provides whateireflir necessary for low-Osk,

.23 no-risk;-or high-risk mothers and infants.

24

25 .1. 91:128r129
2. 19:128-129

26 3. 70:130:131
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1
We are finding that the earlier we get
them . . . into the program, we are

2
having much healthier babies . . . much

healthier mothers. Currently . . . any

3
OD Access mother. . . is automatically
put on the WIC Program.. . . We -cover

4
all the aspects of perinatal-develop-
ment . . the whole concept of birthing

7'3 from' conception through to birth.:... .
We urge And encourage the fathers to be

6 there. . I think is indicative
that we haVe a yaitipg list . . . As

7
word, of the program' gets out . . . we

are finding that'Our program ii being .

8
somewhat overwhelmed by the response:" 1

9.
Statewide results oi the first year of OD Access werei'

10 overwhelmingly favorable.2 Low birth weight rates were half
,

11
those If comparable Medi-Cal patients, and 86.2% of the women

began prenatal care in.the first two trimesters.,,In previously

underserved 'a high percentage low income women' received
.

14 a Cull packagebt services. Such positive'results provide

, 15 strong evidence that comprehensive,
integrated,care is :tar more

'..16 effective ip reducing low_birtA-Vieight.tban the typical Medicaid

lj approach.

18 Su Clinica Fariltar3

19 An excellent model for serving theflispanic maternity
-----__

20 population is a_ nurse. midwifery serviceBstablihad-in-1372.Su
.

.

21
Cliei, ca ',oilier in the,Texas Rio Grande Valley. Withinits

'. 22

23

24

25 1. 41:34-350
2. 91:2

26. 3 40:25-29
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first three years, Su Clinic& midwives e delivering nearly

2 801-of_the births in the entire county.. Au Clinic's quality
.

3 'prenatal caFa'has loWired toxemia to only a few oases (2.91)

andreduced low birth weight, which is substantially less.4

-.5
freqUenf than the rate for Texasrand the country as a whole.

.,.Family-centered comprehensive care is provided from preg-

nancy through delivery'and into the first few weeks after

8 birth. ,.All family members. are encouraged

9

10

woman' while. she is in labor, along with as

wife who -is in constant-attendance.

11 . "The support of loved ones 'during the:
work of labOr and in the. face of intense
physical readjustment canna be measured...% . . Every effort is made to eradicate

. fear which plagues many laboring momen: who are reft alone , . '. .... Our nurse .

14 -.-------,-........_midwives . . .listen to the repeated
testimonies of mothers:saying that...the
best 1101-AtIOn-of-pain-in-labor-comee_LL-from Jog attended by.- persons who.show

,

. persoh 1 interest and give them constant,

tolstay with thli

nurse orenurse mid-
.

1;

13

17

18

19

'20

21

'support.. _ --

.
Upon.discharge. a nurse or nnrae-midwife makes two follow-

up home visits to ensure all is well and to answer-eny guestiorg.

Of 753 live births at Su Clinics between 1972cand 1976, .98.71

of'the. mothers and'infants were.visited in their hOmei following

.delivery. Migrant workers who left the area shortly'after the 1
22

birth.Weie'referred to other migrant health clinic& for Continuity

of .postpartum and neonatal 'care.
24

-25

26
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Lincoln Medical Center Pregnancy Clinicl

2 In the South Bronx, Lincoln Medical Center's nurse midwiferyI
3 service established i special ivening'clinic for teenagers in

'4 1975. The Center eddressed"the, special needs .91 pregnant teens,

5.
including providing clinic acce s during non - school hou-rs.. The

6 opening of the'special evening linics was announced to this

7 low income community (70i Hisp4ic,28% Black) though handout'

8 at local high schoOlsand via ttie local newspapers, rip and

9 television stations.

10 Each prenatal session commenced with a half-hour class for .

11 the'patients, their family and friends on subjects including

12 nutrition, labor and birthethe physical care and;ment'al stimu-

-
13 lation 9f the newborn, and family planning. Health education

. 14 materials in Spanish and Englishiliiigludeesuch practical topics

15 as "Good Foods for Pregnancy and Breastfeeding% "Lovemaking

: 16 in Pregnancy" and "Heartburn". .

17 _The program became` so popular that registration had to be

10 limited to adolescents 17 years or younger. Among the 204

19 teens cared for inithe first two years of the program, the low

20 incidence of toxemia (4.7%), LBW rate (6.3 %)band high number

21 of prenatal visits, (93% had six or,more) attest to the success

22 of this approach with teenagers.
4.

- %

23 Booth Maternity Center Clinic for Pregnant Teens

:24 Convinced that inAividualized, comprehensive cars would

n 25

. 26 1. 44327-32
2. 37368771

fe
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0

_reduce the maternal and infant complications often, found in

2 pregnant teens, the Booth maternity Center in Philadelphia

3 instituted a special program in 1979 for teens, who comprise BB

4 of the Center's 1200 births each year.

5 A nurse midwife follows each patient through pregnancy and

6 delivery. 'Group sessions cover such topics as nutrition, fetal

7 development, labor and delivery, parenting,. and family planning.

8 If, however, a teen has a problem or question, addressing the

9 immediate. concern automatically takes precedence over the scheduled

10
discussion. Role playilWand films are used to engage interes

11 in abstract issues, such as how a support person can ht/lp to

12 esse labor. At the sestaons,

13
4 -" . pregnant teens are encouraged

to bring along a special friend or relative
14 %who will become a labor coach or support

person during labor and delivery. At
15 first, the pregnant teen may react to

the idea of a support person with resis-
16 tance and embarrassment (.3 don't want

anybody to see me go through all that.).
17 Nonetheless, by the time of delivery,

every teen in our program has a support
18 person."

19 A support person present often means a shorter labor and a.

20 decreased need for drugs and other interventions. Involving a

21 j family member helps alleviate family stress due to the pregnancy

22 and fosters interaction with other parents of pregnant teens.

23 And, every effort is made to invove the father:of the baby in

24 the labor and delivery to enhance nding between him'and the

25 //

26 /A

1,.

.
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1 newborn. .

2 This group of teens,was. com
0

parq to other teens-at-80°W--

3 Who were not in the-special;program. Both groups had nearly the

4 same distribution of prenatal proi:lems, but the-special prograil/
/ I '

5 participants made significantly more p0i,natalvisits, had feiver,l!

I

k6 complications.in labor and delivery; shorter labors and none re

7 quired general aileathesia:or forceps.' They also had lower atea

e
,
of metimoal and neonatal morbidity, higher rates Of' pdataartua

9 c6ckups4 greater acceptance of birth.control andhigher rat of

10 breastfeeding. The number of premature, births was notsign fi-

11 cantly different (48 v..616), bueboth fell way below the n
4.1r

12 average of 14% 'premature births born to teenage mothers, thus at -ii

13 testing to the excellent care Booth provides for all of its teen-
.

14 agars. .

15 Oakland Perinatal Health Projectl

16 In 1978, Governor Jerry Brown responded to alarming rates of

17 I low birth weight and infant mortality in the low-income Black

and Hispanic communities of Alamedm County by directing the Cali-

fornia Statp nepartment of Health Services to initiate the.Oikland

`18

19

20 Perinatal Health Project (OPHP). Th Project funds a full range

of prenata/2_2551xst_and-pediairloserm es-througti-ten_county21

22 and community clinics. Nutrition'servi s at the clinics are

23 tightly coordinated with-itte_county WIC p ogram.' OPHP also has

24 developed educational...materials, conducts training, and has

25

26 1. 3

o
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laUnched a local media program..

By 1982, over 142'wornen'had enrolled in one.of the OPHP

clinics for prenatal dare, including 24.9% Black, 24.8% Hispanic,

5:4% Native American, 15.6%:Sotjheast Asian and 21.2% white
: P

5 patients.

OPHR!s midwifery program and alternative birthing rooms at

the county hospital caught on quickly. This service has been

credited with increasing .he number of deliveries at the

9 hospital from 560 in 4781 to near111,000 in 1983.2 1.-

10 '1.r:en my prenatal.care"at the midwifery.
heal clinicaqdwas referred to thembecause of

11 two miscariidges-I had earlier.. I chose'to go
through the midwiyes &cause of different people's

12 experiences with them. I had a. very close
relationehip. Eichgtime:I went in, they.toldne

13 what was happening ... where the baby'sApeed was,
how much I weighed, what I should do and.what,I

14 ehouldn't do. And one of them was wkah me.during
my labor and the moment I'weneinto thellospitai
udtil the delivery and afterwards ... I' had three
older children with me in there during the delivery

16 along with mi.sister and a friend and my husband,
and the experience was incre.U61e." 3. .

Sixty-one percent of the OPHP clients were Medi-Cal or had
r\A

eligibility confirmation pending, 17.4%. were uninsured, and 9%

had private.insurance. Some of the privately insured women
20

selected OPHP for the nurse midwivesand comprehensive care not
21

generally found in the private sector. One, woman explained:

county

15

17

18

19

22

23

24

25

, "The main reason I went to a midwife [Was] .I tried
two private doctors and they didn't givh me the
time. This is my'lirst child and I didn't know
anything about having a baby.' So ttle.y...were
helpful] They showed me different book:inn Wow to

1. 2:60
2. 116:128-129
A. 4:29-30

of;



2

3

deliver. I wanted fobreastfeed my baby. They

showed me to do thit ... Men] I had problems

trying to br stfeed ...: they'were 'pore ....
They came over o the house4.... to show me. A ,

private doctor ldn't do that,A.I. ,

4 And anther said:. - .s .

. . 1 .,

5
"I'irave private,insurance,,but I chose to go to

the East Oakland family Nealdh1Center because Eon

6 ... the midwifery services ... private physicians '

hr the import
te

of a woman'stress enough.
kand] the different programsey had to offer. .

I.

' hiving these choices. ... And that's 4y I re- .

8 ceived my care Ahere instead of going 06,a priemte

Mcloctor's office.! 2 . ,

.
...

7 ,%
OPMPsuccrfulIy reduced LANImong tts socieponomically..

high -risk population. Now in its fifthyear,NPHP is thefirst

demonstration project in California to receive funding beyond

the ysuai three -year cycle.
' 16.

4,
7/,

40

41

12.

13.
Nurse NI1W

14

ife Prbgrana-
94 .

Copprehensive prenatal care and nurse-midwides frequently

15 - N
.

go hand-in-hand. Many industrialized nations with infant

is -
r

mortality ratesar belOw the U.S.'s rate rely primarily on

4i , . -k?
midwives to handle.normal pregnancies and deliveries and only

.18
. .

refer,complex casei,td specialist obstetricians'Whose:traini.g.

19.
emphasizes management of high,risk"wcasn. In Norway, nea

. ..'

9611.6f pregnant women receive care,and delivery from-midw i

21 '

)in England, 701..3
22

.

In the United States, nurse midwives have faced serious

23 . 9 '

opposition since the turn of the century resulting from pro -

24
..

25 1. 132A:31-32
2. 52b:30.:31

26 3. 56:11



1

2

.3
.

fessional power struggles and major social cultural and ecbno-.'

.mic changes in the provision of maternity care,' espedIally

the rise of hospital -based obstetrics. .Nonetheless,during the

4 last twenty years, many consumers have questioned modern. birth
-

practices as unduly interventionist, impersonal. and expensive''5'

6 and have increased their.demanas:formidwives.':Yet4 even though

.7 women of all income levels and..ethnic'hapkgrouniks, have

-8
enthusiastically accepted nurse-midwives,F. they still face

9
considerable obstacles.: to,pactioefrom Phys4oians and .

hospitals,. particularly in the private. sector.

11 There permitted 06 practice, professiohailitrained

wives have maintained aAngstanding tradition in this country

of. providing low cost,. qualitk:care to'low.income.pregnant

/,14 :.uvren.

A i

Frontier Nuesing Service 3

16
In.1925, English-trained Mary,Breckenridge opened the

407ntIer Nursing Service (FNS1 in easseil. Kentucky to bring

primary health care to`impoveriehed Appalachian woMee. In its .7

first seven yeart:, the FNS Provided Otenatalcare and.delivary

to 1000 wogenandsO and infant'

deaths in theerea-that-theMetropOlitan-Life'Ideutence coneiany

declared ,in 1932 that "if such services were availableto the

17

.10'

20

21.

22

23

24

, 25

26

$

21:1:61
2. 151:4-54 12942: 40:85
3. 15:14-17.
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,'
%"MmenlpfSe:coungrY gene:YALU/Y.-there

yOuld:be.asavingJof . .

10 0J mothers' dives a year,:in the P.S..there wOU1dbe 30.000

. . . .. .

3
-lees stillbirths and 30,000 more children alive at the end of ..;

the first month of life."1

5
In 1970, the service,wad-expanded

1
to iaClude,entire' farm-

..

6
iiies.; :Today. FNS'ts a network of rural nursing outPosts.

. ',

7 each linked_to a7nearby primary Ilealth:Cire center: Each

out ost'ils primarliystaffeeby a
nuise-midwife who provides

. . .

prenatal, and postpartum care,ind.'.when necessary, hoMe deli7
.

AO.
. .

r
Maternity.Center Assodiationg

:.,

The Maternity Center Assopiation.began:prbvidingmaternity
-.

.
.

0

13
care io poverty stricken immigrants living in NeWYork.City

14
tenements in 1914, and opened a nurse midwifery service and

. . . ..

Ls training program which continues today. Between 1931 and 1951.

16
5.765 women received care at MCA. .Attended by nurse-midwives.

V 87% gave birth at'home.1
Maternal,morta1ity was .86 /1000. ,

18
live births,4 neonatal death's over these years averaged 15/

19
1800..far below New York City rates of 28/1000 in 1931 and

20 - 18.4 in 1951.5 Iri response to consumer demands. OCA
- --

21
blished the Childbearing Center in 1975. which provides a safe

22
alternative for families desiring a healthy bir& in a no -

23

25

24

26

Z

e

1. 134:262
2. 69a14 -12
3. 02:178-184: 49:395-402 /)

'4. 82:178-184
5. 134:265

.



hospital setting. The.Childbearing Center is a'model for care

'2 that"couldbe replicated in rural and underserved areas of the
.

3' acountry1
.

4 MaderaNtounty Nurse Midwifert:Project
4

4

Irk 1960, the state of Cal1 Cfornifunded'e three-year de:.
:.

0.mOnstrS4on project utilising- nurse - midwives at the obstetri-
,

4.7 callyeade fed Madera County Hospital:to provide. prenatal

.... 8. care and. de very fOr medically indigent' fartivorkers. Before ,

`..: : " .7 9. the_project hadre than half the'mothers hainedequare...
., t. ._

10. or no prenatal car and about one7fifth.of.the Hospital deliver-.
.

11
.ies.WerS',unattend by physicians. 'Special waivers" were

12 obtained to
.... loy two'nUrea-midwives (nuke* -mid4i

legally 1 ensed to practice in'California unt11.1974).
. , ..

14 handled all normal) cases and periorMed 78% of.the

15 pital diliveries,5 assisted by staff and consulting

%,physicians when compli6atiOnwarose..

17 Beyond ,routine care, tDe.,midwives overcame "many cultural

18 and educational barriers to motivate many more woman to seek ..

19 _prenatal care".4 Prior to the midwifery' program. 26% of the

20 mothers had six or Moreprendtalvisit; comparedto 35% *once

21 the program 'opened its doos.5:'Those beginning pren44b care

22 in the first trimester doubled froM five to ten percent.6

23
.

24 1. 48:4
2. 99:309

25 3. 85:51 '

4. 85:51.
26. 5. 99:311

6. 99:211
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Mothers were attended t rOughout the course of. labor and the-,

'.numbers of women returni g for postpartum examinations ed3

1:we'eks after delivery rose from 371 prior to .the project to...

4 471.1 . , 11.

Even more striking resItts:fte app)rent:when*oomparing

6 rates oi:loW:birt,h weight an dails before,:dUring and aft
Itheprogral.,...Duringeheproj ct years from 1960-19630ow,

o3.6-th weighttratee:plummetedif om 11%.to'6.64: two years after

: 7' :

the project ende%, LB rose7to. 8i.4 .:Neoneal\deithejroppea

:140 7 from 23,9 /1000 live births in 19 to 10.1 in 1961..:Inthe

t.hree.yearefollowing thedepartnr of the midwives; neonatal

mortality skyrocketed to 32.1/1000 ive births; nearly one -'

higherthanpreproject:deathe and:a tripling:of project:

14 :neenatat.'Morialf4; ,Thus .the current neonatal :mortality 'goal+

15 of Ahe:Amsricaa College ofObe.tetriciarie and GypecOlogiete,

26' 10 /1000 live:births,:wae
aChieVed twenty year. ago by two

7

717 'midwives who.provi

i
,

ded primary cars and sens&

18

ive attention to

women's needs for a very high risk population.' Analysts of

19 - '- the-Madera-project concluded-that after7its...closing...:th?

20 creasedavailability and 16Wer quality of prenatal aid delivery

21 services accounted for the, in in LOW and neonatal

22 tality and.the droi'in prenatal 'care visits after the program

:11

12

'-23

24

25

26

ended.5
:"

1. 991311 ';*

2. "85 53
3. 99K312
4. 21 166
5. 85 57
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3

4

5

1.6

7

15

16

1z

18

20

.21

22

,23

24

25

26
. .

(

'The main,prObles4Ctberefore.: Is not.
that',welack effectiverproventies care
teChniques totassIptRInfents.-young
children and preonlint wonen. but that
techniquei of known 'effectiveness still
tave not been applied widely enough." 1

//
//

.7/

//,
....71/

//
//

1/

//
7/
//

-

//

17 138:23
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VI. *.PROVIDING ADEQUATE PREVENTIVE

CARE IS COST-EFFECTIVE

3 A. Introduction

4
As discussed in the previous section, various stUdies

5
have clearly established the relationship between inaddiguate

6 prenatal ceps alimpigher'incidences of low birthweight infants.*

7
Further, it is well-documented that low Wthweight infants are

n .

6 g signifipgntlY more likely to.develop permanent disabilities

-such he webs'. mental..retardation, learning problems,

10 end hearing and visual disturbances.' Generally, this country's

11 response to the problem of low birthweight infants has been

to devote massiLe amounte,of energy and resources4ko dev;floPing

13 'highly sophisticated and.technological methods of saving the

14 lives of these infants.2 While such intervention has.PrOven

t 13
highly successful in reducing the infant Mortalityratee-

16 of very low birthweight Sabies,'it has also proven to be

17 extremely costly.4 More importantly,,this approach has been

_aimed_prtmarily at_pra.viding a solueionto the problem' -- the

19 survivil of low birthweight Infants -- rather than with

20 prevention of the problem -- preventing-the incidence of

21

22 See discussion at Section V, supra.

23 1 1. 138
2. 142

24 I 3. 1715
4. 17.

25

.26

4

O



1 such births.

2 This section analyzes the costs and 'savings of providing

3 aid'equate prenatal care to lower the incidence of low biralweight

4 infans, as compared to tho coats incurred in providing_nea-----

`5 natal intensive' -car INICU) and rehospitalizaticinthe two most

6 freqUent and expensiVetypee Of c; ass ci tad with low,bir$14

'weight: While manipeograms'have-documepted that increased

levels of prenataf,,nerVice. ha resulted-In-improved pregnancy

9 fUtcomas, none hainv.attemptedto quantify the costs pnd.,

10 , savings to the federal" government that would accrue .by providing_
4 ----

11 prenatal caraThis.piiittiO0 does precisely that using the

12 most conservative figures and estimates available..

13
C.,

.14.

Sal discussiOn.at Section V, snore.
15

. ,

Si everal,articles haVe computed, simplistically; .,general savth
16 to belgained:by providing prenatal care to prevent the-incidence

of,..1 birthweight infants. Por eicample.:one has stated that .
$7 . if opl five women not receiving prenatal. care give birth to a . '

*adore ly ill premature, a very conservative estimate- o-the %A
18 hospit'l cost for, the five primatUre would be $150.000 (Pot

including post-hoapitalization,costs): However, if rhat$150,000\
'19 had beep allocated.for prenatal care, '149 women could have

received prenatal care to avoid those hospital cos '. M.A.20 :Curry. Preliminary Report on a Survey oUthe Access o Perinatal
Care and the .Incidence of Petinatal Morbidity in Ore 11

21 (1983). This estimate, however, fails to provide ev dence that
caring for 149 women would save the five premature..

22

Another report-: .estimated that for 3700 women Who gave birth
23 to low-bireoeighi infants in California, an estimated $6-$7

million.woUld 1avebeen saved in neonatal intensive care colts had
24 they, received prenatal care. Such care for the same number of

,women would have cost only $2,812,000. A Report to theLogisla-
tura, Perinatal Care Plan 4, Maternal and Child Health;pranch,
Department of Health Services, California (1982).
(footnoted continued on next page) .
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B. General Methodology

2
"Generalli,.tha cost-effecti4e analysis ^ this petition

urveys.various health care literature and studies. Imparti7

4
cular, the analysis relies, to a large extent, on A study

.

conducted by Carol C. Korenbrot* on the i4:fted costs and.

savings'of comprehensive.prenatal care to the State of Cali-
,

fornia." The study focused on the findings anal'conciusions of
-

the pbitetrical Access Pilot Project, "OB Access Project",

.

9 which from July 1, 1979 through.June 30, 1982 and

10

.

(1
...

.(foOtnote cont!c1.)

12
.i.Purther; a doctor is quoted as saying "Prenatal care is

cheep.when compared to-tho'cOsts to care formAn.infant born.inthe

13 high riskeSup. Care for an average premature-infant that lives
costs $10 000 and.$60,000 for one that dies. - -The cost to keep

14,
an Infant On.e'respirator for 18'months recently came to $1.5

; milAon.". .G. Dallek, America's Widening Infant Death Gap,.

.Health and Medicin0,3-13982). uotin Declaratiob of Dr. Sylvia

LI, ...Bea.,,.filed Cird:B.A.-v. Bd. of Supervisors, L.A. Superior Ct.,

16`, C260-546: Another doctor estimated- that thacoit per premature
infant Averages $79,418 and that every 100 women denied prenatal

17
-care will cokitL.A. County $397;090 in avoidable neonatal-inten-

sive care colts. Id.?, citing Testimony presented by James F.

18
Padbury, M.D. before Commission on the Statub of Women,
"Petinatal Health of Los Angeles .county's Indigent PopuWion--

. 19
A Fiscal and Political Cost-Benefit Analysis", May 19, 1982::.

20 * Ph.D., Department of Obstetrics, GynecOIogy and ReproductiYe-
Medicine and the institute for Health Policy Studied', University

.,21
of-California, San Francisco.

\

n ! Korenbrot, C., 'Comprehensive Prenatal Care as MediCal
Benefit, Expected Costs.and Savings, Contract Report to

23
Maternal and Child Health, Department of Health Services,

`California (1982) thereinafter Korenbrot 13. Certain parts

24
of the study were Cpdated'in C. Korenbrot, Additional Costa
to the State for Maternal and Child Health with Public Hylth

25. Block Grants (1983) thereinafter Korenbrot II).
\

\

'26
'.
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registersea. to of nearly 7,000 women.t. The 08 Access
. .

Project wiLaiddifi ned improve MediCal** maternal medical
,

2 care in three way : ep ) increasing access to OB Access,

3 services MadiCal-and low-income pregnant women.in project

4 . V' .-..i

areasyill ) ing the quality of maternal Medical mare by.

5
review of?the'amount of services provided and health outcomes

otpatients of individual providers: and$43) to determine'
7 the impact of providing'comprehenpive prenataleare.to,':

8 project registrants.
' ,.

, ..,,i...

9
,.' '

, ._

10
The OB Pieces. PrOject was fOrmulated in respen*t6' major "r

: gaps in tfle availability and extent of perinetat4erVibee iii:.
II

California, particularly in certain geographic ireiniNep
°

srethnic
. groups. Two.majer problems cameto the attention,;Ofitete medical

12 ,rend heaethofficialsI, (1)' theihabilitytarendefi.'edeopate.kare
at the low prevailing rate'of MediCal. reimbursementl....and

13, 424 Meditel eligible and lOw-income Numen were experiencing
severe problems in access-to..physieianC particularlY,physiciaes

14
wi,th formal traleirti in obstetrics.

: '

15 .

.. , .

.,.

/h ordertO implement thaiwujecti yaiveriwere solicited
16

frem.the Depetfiment of Health and Human Servicee,..Health,Care.
° Financing Administration. The waivers were.granted.:Under

:7 section 1115(a/ Of the Social Security. At% for a:Period of
three. years ending June 30. 1982 (renewable annually). .

:18 .:_." ... ..
In most cases the sites selected were expthiions_ofexist-

providers were willing to- participate as priMirkeohtractors,
ing community, clinics and county health departeeMti. -.No private

10 although they did Participate. as. subcontractorivof medical care
services. This arrangement resulted-in'the ictiVe participation

21 oieveral exceillerx priVate physicians'and'sIiperyised nuree-
- midwives,in areas where no prenatal carereeivice had existed

n for MediCal and other, low-income women: Prefielhary Evaluation
'of the-Obstetrical Access Pilot Project July1979-Zune 1980 5-7
Maternal and Child Health-Branche.Cmpartment of Health Services,
Cali ornia--(- 1982). =c .

24'
" "MediCal" is.the California equivalent of thefederal

25 ,Medicaid program, and means the California Medical Assistince
Program. Calif. Waif. G I. Code 4 14063. 'Under the MediCal

26 program, federil funds match. state expenditures for'medical
care provided under the state plan: .'The federal share in
California is 50%.

2 6`
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It was the last paik of the project that was under con-

\
siaeration in Korenbroes analysis. That analysis was designed

to determine expected MediCal savings through the provisions

of comprehensive prenatal 'bare to MediCal recipients. In the.

Koreamot analysis, the Prenatal care preiently provided to

MediCal low-income women its referred to as " present prenatal

care." Korenbrot calculated the costs of present prenatal care

and compared them to the cost of providing "comprehensive.

prenatal care". The difference constituted the total.expected

coat to the state Of providing complete, comprehensive care

through MediCal.

Korenbrot then calculated the totek4taRicted costs to,

the state of. caring for low birthweighi-lniants,in neonatal

) intensive careand in rehospitalization. an both cases, the

15
calcUlations are made according to birthweight. Cost

16

17

18

19

increases as birthweight decreases, as does the frequency with

Which infants of different birthweights require rehozpitali-

nation and neonatal intensive carq. Using the Cleveland Maternal

Infant'Care Studylas the basis for 'the most optinlal documented

20
effect of such a program upon birthweight, the investigation de-

21

22'

23

24

25

26

See discussion at 103-105, infra.

" See 17:5 and 94:992,998, infra, and discussion, p. l25,

. 131:1.50
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termined that, a benefit -to -cost' ratio of approximately 2 to 1

would accrue based upon reduction oneeds for neonatal

2 intensive.care and infant rehospitalization through the first

3 year of life alone.**

4

5

The implications of this lstudy are profound and provide

solid evidence that prenatal care. is indeed cArt-effective.

6 The analysis herein, wh ch calculates current costs to the
4

7 federal government.close follows the Korenbrot technique.

8 like MediCal, the federal edicaid program prOvidge prenatal

9 care to low-income Medicaid-eligible pregnant women ("present
o-

10 prenatal care "). The difference between the coat of prOviding

11 present prenatal care and the cost of providing comprehensive

12 prenatal care.** multiplied by the number of Medicaid-eligible

13 pregnant women constitutes the expected cost to the federal

14 governmnt for those women. The expected cost to the federal

15

* Preliminary data show that OB Access patients had half the
16 incidence of low birthweight compared to a matched group of Medi-

Cal patients (3.9% v. 7.3%). Preliminary Evaluation at 52.
17

* Korenbrot I, supra, at 1, 12. The figures. in Korenbrot I
18 and used herein are preliminary and,are based on a range of

expected costs And savings predicted by calculation, rather than
19 on actual; observed figures. At present, the actual figures

.

are being determined by officials for the OB Access Projett.
20. Preliminary data indicate that the actqA1 paving to the state

are in lact greater than predicted in Kbrenbrot's analyils.
.21

* The cost of present prenatal care" and "comprehensive
22 prenatal care" are extracted from Korenbrot I, which refers

specifically to "MediCal dollars." Korenbrot I at Table 2.
?5" Since the federal *hare in California is 50%, the federal costs

are -50% of the total costs used in Korenbrot's study.
24 , Under the Medical Assistance Program (Medicaid), Title XIX,

Racial Security Act, as amended; P.L. 89-97, 907248, 91-56; V,
25 42 U.S.C. 1396 et seq.; P.1.92-1223,-92-.603, 93-66 and 93-233,°

states are regal... 4d to provide certain types of services for
26 the mediOally needy, for WhiCh federal financial participation

is available. The federal share ranges from 50% to 78%.
Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 234, Office of Management
and Budget (1983). .
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government,of expanding Medicaid coverage for comprehensive

2 prenatal care to'Other' needy women is computed by multiplying

3 tyte coat of providing comprehensive prenatal care by the

4 number of Medicaid-ineligibles, low-income women needing such

5 coverage. The total expected cost to the governmentis the sum

6 of the costs of providing comprehensive care to both Medicaid-

] eligible women and Medicaid ineligibles;

8 Costsof providing comprehensive prenatal care are then

9 clomRared to the two most frequent types of current costa incurred

10 in treating low birthweight infants -- neonatal 4ntensive:carel

11 and rehoepitalization.2 It is estimated that 15of the':

12 Medicaid-eligible women receiving only present prenatal care

13 will give birth to low birthweight
infants,and that 20% of

14 Medicaid ineligibles will deliver low birthweight infant!

15 The total current cost to the federal government for'providing

16 care to low birt%Weight infants is computed by multiplying

17 the number of /ow birthweight infants by the frequency of

18
rehospitalization and NICU and by the cost of providing

19 those services.

20 Finally, the initlal Ai:wings to the government in providing

21 care to reduce the number of low birthweight infants after

4

22 I

comprehensive prenatal care is proVaed is computed by the

23 j same-formula. Only this time the number of low birthweight

24

25

26

t

infants will be much smaller since the estimates of low birth-

.

1. 17
2. 94:991

See explanatory footnote, p. 112, double asterick
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1 weight infants will be less; i.e., 5.5%for Medicaid eligibles

' 2 and 7rfor Medicaid ineligibles. Comparing the two costs,

3 'a tremendous savings is to be. gained by reducing'the incidencetof

4 low birthweight infants. Moreover, even after subtracting the

5 costs of providing comprehensive prenatal care, the real.' dollar

6 savings to the government,is great. Purtter, the savings.are

. 7 conservative estimates because they po not include longterm costs....

8 C. The Components and Coati of Prenatal Care

9 Comprehensive prenatal care programs were founded on-the

10 pre se thateihe high rate of adverse pregnancy outcomes among9
.

11 economically disadvantaged women would be diminished by combining

12 medical care with social, nutritional and educational services.' -

13 Thus, comprehensive prenatal care provides basic medical care,
..-,--

14 'health education, nutrition counseling and social work counsel=

15 ing.2 The components of prenatal care vary widely from state
,,.

16 to state, hospital to hospital, and in particular they vary'.

17 depending upon the needs of each ) ndividual woman. As discussed

18 in SecV.Jr: V, supra, however, thrf are certain .basic components'

19 of prenatal care that are essential to improving pregnancy

20 outcome. Ac defined irethe OS Access project and for purpOses
.

,

21 NV this petition, "comprehensive prenatal care".includes

22 routine prenatal, delivery and.postpartum care (11 recommended

IMI 23 examinations) and routine laboratory tests (22 individual
.....

. \.....
24

25

26
1. 98:1
2. 98

See explanatory footnotes, p. 119.

2,2 0
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tests, generally blood and urine analyses), a Psychosocial

2 Assessment, a Nutrition Assessment, and l hoursof Perinatal
o

3 Education, as well as an dnitial outpatient well -b-.by exa-=

ination. "The assessments determine, what . Interventions are

5 indicated to reduce psychosocial nutritional or educational

risks and these interventions are then 'treated'

with ..counseling.

Under Medicai.d,.state governments ptesently +pay for prenatal

care to pregnant. women Which differs from etate to state. At

the threshold, then, it is necessary present prenatal

care costs and comprehensive prenatal ca costs to show the
s

additional costs $f adding comprehenaive prenatal care to

current. Medicaid benefita. For example, in California, "present

prenatal care', as currently provided by Medi -Cal and as defined

,+f the Korenbrot study, includes all services in the comprehen-

. 7

8

4

10

la

12

1

14

15

16

17

18

14

20

21

22

23

.24

25

26

$oF example, the OB Access Project provided health education
eer4ces for "high risk behavior" sJeh al smoking, drug abuse,
al8ohol abuse!.. and non - compliance with medical advice /regimen
during pregnancy to modify:OY change such behavior by .education..
Similarly, education about "higr rink medical c ons" such
as diabetes, blood disorders, kidney problems or sec d pregnancy
within one year wr}s provided by certified medical prof ssionars.
Psychosocial services consisted primarily of individual and /or
group couneelij9g or home visits ,to identify and treat psychosocial
problems suchdWs ambivalence or rejection of the pregnancy, f
spousal abuse or non - support, depression, psychotic thinking or
behavior, extreme anxieties regarding l ;bor and delivery (cesarean
section, use of forceps, death,'.pain. baby may be abnormal).
Finally; the nutritional component offered dietary, biochemical,
and physical - medical education to,treat mineral, protein, vitamin
and other deficiencies, to prevent excessive junk food, caffeine,
sugar, or fat intakes, and to treat persistent diarrhea, coneti-
pation, nausea or vomiting. Preliminary Evaluation of the OS
Access Project at Appendix 3...

1

e
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1 sive prenktal care package (defined above), except 4assefkments",

', 2 16 hours -of perinatal eduCation and vitamibs. The followi -

3 -analysis utilizes this definition and the co.s1s of presen41r

* 4 natal care as, computed in Koreribrot's study. ,

5 : The costs of present prenatal care.to Medical recipients
!

4. were not available directly but were estimated.in two ways. A

7 low estimate-Was obtained by using the "global fee" for prenatal,

'8 delivery and postnatal care of the mother, and routine care of

9 the-newborn (excluding inpatient hospital costs).1-The. total ....."..._,

10 fee for a vaginal delivery with present prenatal care baled on

11 -the global fee is $722.43 (1982 dollars): See Table 1 at,107

12 A similar estimate for a Cesarean section with present prenatal

13 care' ls $1"-,148.94 (including the prenatal lab fees and routine

14 ou'tpatient newborn examinatiori) 11982 dollars). ..'" -.-

5 -A second way or estimating the costs was based on'the,.

16 fees - for - service for the services that should be included in
4

11 present prenatal care.(i.e., basic comprehensive prenatal care

18 package. excluding nts and vitamins) .2. The expected

19, costs shown in column 2 of Table lrepresent a high estimate

20 of exPected.MediCal costa.

21 Comparable costs for-Comprehensive Prenatal Care An the

22 CB AccossProject were higher (Table 1, columns 3 and 4). By
23 adding all fees-for-service for, the-entire basic package,

24

25

1.' 81:6-7
26 2. 8127

o
-1. v.

9
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4

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

is

16

17

18.

19

21

22

23

'14

25

26.

a

the maximum cost of a vagihal delivery is $1,111.07, including

interventions or "assessments" 1.valued at a maximum cost of

$146.41, 1982 dollars) and *occluding inpatient hospital costa

(1902.dollars). In cOrputing an expected estimate for a

Cesarean Section in the same way as for Present irenatal,Care

above, the corresponding figure for
Comprehensive Prenatal Care

is $1571.83. Again, the maximum expected MediCal costs for

care of prenatal, 'delivery
and postnatal periods are shown in

Table 1 under "Expected Costs" (1982 dollars).

The expected coats to the federal government of providing

"comprehensive prenatal care" to pregnant women eligible for

Medicaid call therefore be estiMated
using the figures in the

Korenbrot study.' Using this figures in the column entitled'

'"Expected Costs", the additional cost to the federal government

of providing comprehensive care ranges between $144.79

(50% x ($1076 - $786.41)] (low
estimate in 1982 dollars) and

$171.19 [509 x ($1188.01!-
$845.63)]..Ahi§h estimate.in 1982

.1.

dollars). These figures will increase or decrease 1Iepending,

of course, on the typos and quantities of care currently prOvided

by the different states under Medicaid already. Assuming that

the'average expected cost to the federal governMent is $157.99

T($171.19'+ 4144.743) x 1123, and assuming that there exists

apprOximately 396,000 women.eligible
for prenatal care services

///

//i
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Table 1.

221

MediCal Reimbursement* of
Costs of.Prenatal and Delivery Care

01982 °afters)**

With With
'Present Prenatal Care Comprehensive. Prenatal

Based on Based on Based on . Based
global Fee*** Fees-for Final Claims Pees-for

iwary ** *. .Claimst derviceStt

Vaginal
Delivery $722.43 $776.51 $99.9,67

Cesarean
Sytionttt $1148.94 $1237.28 $1460.44

Cesarean
Section .

Ratetttt ' 15% 15% 16.7%

-Expected'
Costs-- $786.41' $1076.00

-

----__ $845.63 1188.01

41.07

$1571.83

16.7%

* Includes prenadeliverY and routine postpa tum obstetric .
care. Trenbrot I. supra_at 22.

.

!* All 1980 dollar figures in Korenbroc I were inflated at the
medical'cost inflation rate for 1981 -82 of 10% per year to 1982-,.
dollars.

,

*** Package rate,. (8 RVS Units) yith August 1980'Conversion
faCtor ($60.0Q/RVS Unit). 1980 wad the reference year because
it was the first veer of the OB Acces Project registrants., But
see note 25: supra. Laboratory fees and a routine outpatient

19 newborn care examination were added to make the package coal
parable to the OB Access Basic Package, Table 1.. Nerehbrot I at
22.

?

20 7

Ar***6 frese Prenatal Care include* all services in Basic Package.21 Tabl 1, except " sments" and vitamins. Comprehensive Care
inetides entire Basic Package.

.22

t Ot. all participants in the OB Access ProjeCt utilized all23
comprehensive services available. During the first contract

24 year (1980), the.reported utilization rates for the Psycho,- .

soCial Assessment was 84:1%, for the Nutrition A nt, 85.2 %.

25 for'the Wealth Education assessment 86.8%, for the Birth Edu-
'AfOotnotes continued on next page)

'26

.4



under Medicaid, the total expected additional-oost to the

federal goverru4nt for providtn4 comprehensive prenatal care to

Medicaid-eligible women is $62,564,040.00.

4

S

6
(conild from previous page)

cation Asseisment, 72.2 %. The figures in this column are thus

based on observed average
utilisation of "assessments" with 93%

of final claims for 917 registrants of the first contract year.

Korenbrot I at 8, 22.

tt See note ** at 107 supra.
9

10
ttt Calculated by subtracting' VAginal

Delivery (4 RVS Units)

-from Vaginal Delivery Care costs and adding (10 'OS Units for)

11
Cesarean Section. Korenbrot I at 22.

12
tttt Observed rates 1979.MediCal Deliveries (Data Matters,

4)81-06011, June 1981); 1980 .011.hccess Pilot Prdject, first

contract year, based on 93% final 'claims of 917 registrants.

Id. The, rates here are also,consistent
with the national

14 proportion of cesarean rates to all deliveries, which was

15% in1978. Better Health at 15' -
.

.15 Of the 3.3 million patients
hospitalised for deliveries in

16
.the.United States in 1977; Medicaid was expected topay for 12

percent. Better Health for Our Childress A National Strategy,

17
The Report of the Select Panel for-the Child

Health; 1980 14, U.S. Department. of Health and Human Services

18
(1980). ,This figure is, of course,

underrepresentative in. that

it has increased since'1977v it does not include those' women

ruho were not reported to be within the Medicaid eyetpm because

of various state or loll practices of reporting; and of the

10 396,000, some women wil get prenatal'care, otheraryill not

because even. despite. the availability of Medicaidihealth care

21
patterns,in seeking care will not be changed. Better Management

at 108.

n The figure is Overrepresentative of prenatal care require-

ments to the degree thatit includes twins or-triplets and it

also includes women who have tip children within 12 months.

24
These occurrences, hOwever, an still very rare.

25
Aveiige expected cost of providing comprehensive prenatal

care multiplied by the number of- women eligible for'prenatal

26
care services under Medicaid.

v.
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23

24

25.

26

The, number of women receiving early, comprehensive prenatal

care would be higher if the federal government expanded Medicaid

coverage to other groups of women. most in need of such care

("Medicaid ineligibles"). T4e only existing official estimate

of women needing Medicaid coverage is 320,000.*

The cost of.providing comprehensive prenatal care through

Medicaid to these additional 220,000'women ranges from 38

(508 x $1076) to $594 (50% x $1188.01),' lath an average coat of

8586 per recipient.** Thus, the total expected colt to the

federal government for providing comprehensive prenatal care- . .

11:11. Rep: No. 568'96th Cong., 1st seas. 85 (1979). This
figure is estimated fromaveimulaiion of the medicaid eligibility
rules using information on income and family characteristics.
from the 1976Survey of Income and Education, and was used in a
cost estimate of H.R. 4962;'the'Child Health Assurance Adt of
1979. Because the estimates were based on 1.976 data, this
figure is a. very low estimate of the number of ineligibles.

/
4 The figure.is not broken dOwn into any'specific.categories

of needy women. However, there are three general categories,
including first-time pregnancies.. Women pregnant for the-

.

first time are not universally eligible for AFDC or Medicaid's
'medically needy program because they have no dependent children.
In 1978, 19 states had no Medicaid coverage for prenatal care
for these'woment in 30 states and the Distr4t of Co mbia
they were eligible if they met criteria of need; AL ona had
no Medicaid program. Better Health at 9.' The seco category
of poor pregnant women in need of Medicaid coverag are these
who meet a state's income and resource standards and are now
excluded from the program because, although impoverished, they
are part of two-parent families. Children's Defense Budget at
44. Finally, the third category. is composed of the'women who
have incomes that exceed the maximum for eligibility for AFDC
but are insufficient to pay for medical care. Better Manage-
ment at 104.

.

** The full cost of providing care, is used here, and not the
difference between present prenatal care and comprehensiive
prenatal coats, since.these women are not now eligible under
Medicaid to.receive present prenatal care. . /

'it
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to these women is $124,520,004;!
The total expected cost to

the government for providing comOrilhensive prenatal careNto

Medicaid eligibles and, ineligibles is $187,084,1540:**

The costs of Caring for Low Sirthweight Infants.

1. Neonatal Intensive Care

"One of the. primary medical expenses
associated with caring

for lowItirthweight infants is neonatal intensive care.l.

Neonatal intensive care is defined by the American-Academy of

Pediatrics as the constaht and continuous care of the critically.

ill newborn.2 This type'of care consists largely of one-to-one,

'11
specialized 24-hour nursing care4 respirators, blood-gas and

12
other diagnostic and

therapeutic procedures to compensate for

13
the lack of full development of the infant.3.

14
In the United States,

approximately 6% of all live births
,

15
(60/1000) go to intensive care (about 200,000 admissions

.... 16
annually).*** Nearly one half of those requiring neonatal intensive

17
care, or 100400 are due to complications associated with

18
low birthweigh.4 The costs of neonatal iptensive care Are

19
* Average cost .of comprehensive prenatal care'multiplied by

20
number of women requiring Medicaid coverage.

21
** Toial expebted cost of providing comprehensive predatal

care to hedicaid -eligible'women
added to total expected cost

22
of providing comprehensive

prenatal care to women requiring

Medicaid coverage,

23 '"* Sudetti at 7. This is an estimate of 'neonatal intensive

24
care units admissions available in the literature and from

NIG*. No national data exist that describe the amount of

25
neonatal inteasive care currently being delivered in the U.S..

17:11

26 2. 1717
3. 1737
4. 16



1 great. One study has concluded that among patients with high

hospitalization -cost ($4,000 or more in one year), neonatal

3 cases were by far-the most expensive, averaging Over

4 $20.000.each.1 Various reports of- neonatal intensive care

5 costa range from $1,800 to $40,000 per patient.2 Neonatal'

6 intensive card costs vary greatly according to a variety of

7 factors, including low birthweight. Studies have shown that

8 as birthweight decreases, cost increases.3 Average

9 expenditures in 1983 per patient are estimated to be. about

.10 613,400. The total annual costs in the United States for low

11 birthweight - related neonatal intensive care is therefore

12 approxipately $2.6 billion.. For low birthweight- related

13 neonatal litegsive care, costs are one-half that, or $1.3

. 14 billion.*

15 The' federalShare of providing neonatal intensive care is
. -

16 difficult to ascertain, since there are only minimal data

17 regarding how much of the cost is paid for by Medicaid.4

18 It is knoWn, however, that approximately 396,000 omen per year.

19

20 Speech by Peter sudetti. See also'Hudetti at 5 (estimated
average expenditures per patent to be about $8,000 in 1978)'.

21 ,The estimate cited -in the text is an updated figure.

22 '1* Number of birthk,(3.3* million) multiplied by percentage of
al low birthweight births admitted to NICUs (0.06) khltiplie4

23 msan cost/patient ($13,400).

24 * See note *.
-

25

26

1. 17:19 I

2. 17
3. 17:5
4. 17:23-27

I.
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1 obtain present prenatal care through Medicaid.* From thii

. 2 number of women, it is coaServatively estimated twat apiroxi-,

3 astely 151;*or 59,406 will give birth to low birthweight intants.51

4 It is also estimated that of the 220.000 Medicaid ineligibles.

5 180.000 will be covered by Medicaid Snc.they give biith***.

6 and 20% or 36,000 will deliver low birtlieWight.iniknts%"***
%

7 Of the 59,400, approximately 25% or 14,850 will be very low

8

9 See note *, at pe, and'accompanying text.

10 * Since there are no data regarding the number of low- income

women (both Medicaid eligible and Medicaid ineligible-)- 1410

11 .deliver low birthweight infghts, the 15%.figur, wee estimated

from a review of the low birthweight rate of 16wrincome women

...12 throughout the 'country. For instance,in'the Cleveland study,the low

birthweight rata was 14%. Sokol, it al. at 1554: In Minftesota

J5 .the rate was 13.9%. Borg, at al. at 33. Zn rural Georgia,

24%. Ateid.and Morris at 491. In New York City, 21.9%. Gold, 10

14 etal at 195i. -In-the South Bronx, 18.1%. Doyle and Widhaim

itt'4. In California, 7.3%. -Prel. Evaluation of the OR Access

15 Rro ect at 52. Thus, the 15% estimate is within the range of

previously reported low birthweight rates among.low-income

women.

17 ** Of the total 220,000 .Medicaid inieligibles, 60,000.are

first-time pregnancies who All ber.covered by Medicaid once

18 they deliver. See H.R.. Rep. No. 568, 96th OOngi, 1st ese.

/. 86 (1979). Of the remaining 160,000. 80,000 will also be covered'

19 by Medicaid as "financially needy" children (commonly known as

"Ribicoff" children after the Senate sponsor Of the 1965.

20 Medicaid amendment creating, this eligibility category). Recausi

the original 220,000' ineligibles in based on an .estimate of-

tholes women .whole. incomes are less than 80%. of theNpoverty le/el..

.
x,.80,000 is a fair estimate of "Ribicoff"children, whose"

22 amtly incomes are between 408-50% of the poverty level.

Finally.-the remaining 40.000 will be'covered as "medically needy"

, 23 '.011dren under;the Medicaid program.

. **** The -20% figure is estimated from 15%. see suite *, euora,

.

and increased to account for the fact that irie women are

low-income who receive little or no prenatal'care (as compared-

to the Medicaid eligibles who receive
present'prenatal care) .

26 and who will therefore fare worse than those receiving such care.

1.'
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r
birthweight infants (1500 gma or leas); the remainder, 44,550

will be low birthweight infants weighing 1501 to 25'.;0 grams.

3 'of the 36,000 ineligibles, approximately 30% or 10,800-will

4 be very low birthweight-infants;

5 be low birthweight.

6 Table 2 shows the Current federal costs of neonatal

he remainder,. 25,200 will

intensive ca a for low-income, low birthweight infants.,

8 j/ r--

9 //i

10 //

//
12 //

//

17

19

0f the 3.1 million total births annually, 7% or 230,000
20 are low birthweight infants (2500 gms or less). Natidhal..

Center for Health Statistics, Monthly Vital Statistics Report,
21 Final Natality Statistics, 1975-1980 HEW. 16% of those low

birthweight infants are very low birthweight. That percentage
is increased here to 25% for Medicaid.pligibles and 30 for
Medicaid ineligibles to-account for tree fact that the very.;

...

birthwefght mate among Black, low-income women is two
to three times the rate for Whites, Budetti at 13, and the.fact,

24 that the Medicaid ineligibles Sr. at a higher risk of delivering
verY-low birthweight infants.bacause.they receive little 9r
virtually no prenatal care. Further, these percentages reflect
a very small portion of the:total group of eligibles and

26 ineligibles.

,c
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Table 2.
Federal Costs of Neonatal Intensive,Care

of. Low Birthweight Infants

, No. of 'LBW Infants Cost/

.
.

Total

Birthwgt. Freq. infants requiring infantt Coittt

(gma) (4) (95,400) NIC ($) ($)

<1500 100 . 25,650 20,720 531,468,000
.

1501 -25 32.8 69,750 22,878 2.090', 47,815,020

TOTAL' $579,283,020

r"

15

16
° .

17
t

-18 This column represents the frequency with which infants .in

the varieus low birthweight categories require inAllgive care.

19 The 32.8% figure constitutes a weighted average of The .frequency

percentages for birthweights 1501-20Q0 (85%) and 2001-1400

20' (21%). Korenbrot II at -Appendix B.

21 " See discussion at,112-113, supra.
.

22 w The figures in thii column are .obtained by multiplying

the number of low birthweight infants by birthweight

23 with the frequency percentage.

24 t Korenbrot II at hpendix B (1982 dollars). The $2090

figure is the average cost for those. infants weighing 1501-

25 2000 ($2560) and 2001-2500 (.$1620). Id.

26 tt Number of infants multiplied by cost per infant.

2 3 1



2. Rehospitalization in the First Year of Life

2 Generally, the first year of life is an age when morbidity

3 and medical use are high, and this'is particularly true for

low birtbweight infants.' It is not surprisingthen, that

5 another major medical expense associated with caring for low

6 birthweight infants is rehospitalization. "Rehospitalization,"

7 as. used herein, is defined as one or more events of hospitalization

8 of an infant during the first year, not including tihe hospital-

9 ization after birth before the infant went home for the first

10 time.2

11 . 'In a study-of the rehospitalization of infants," informa-

11 Lion on health problems; medical care utilization, and develop-

13 mental' status was obtained from a large Xand.em sample of 4,189

14 infants born to residents of eight tegions.during a six-month ;-

15 period in 1976.* Using these data, it was found that 9.11 of

16 the total had been rehospitalized at least once during the

17 first year.3 This is within the range of previously reported

10

°
19 d, The eight regions, characterized by a wide spectrum of-

ethnic and.sociodemographic variables and medical care environ-
ments,-accounted for about 68 of-the births in the U.S. They
were: State of Arizona; 15 .counties ardund Syracu , in

21 Upstate New York; upper wgst-side of Manahattan (Ce tral
Harlem, Washington Heights, Riverside); Dallas Coen y;

22 Cleveland and surrounding Cuyahoga County; three regions in
Los Angeles County (Southeastern, Central and Coastal Regions

23 and San Gabriel Valley).

24 " See 94:7 (the "McCormick .study ")

25 1. 94:991
2. 94:992

26 3. 94:912

232
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.

I1 values.which may vary from 7.0% of infants of affluent'families

;2 to 20.0% of those in disadvantaged settings.' LOw_birthweight
..--

13 infants were over twice as,Likely-ia verytlow birthweight
__,_---

Infailts_4.5-tiblilaas likely to be hospitalized as normal birth-
..

weight infanta.2 Further, the percentage rehospitalized

,.
.

increased with decreasing birthweight; 38.2% of infants, 1,500

gramsor lesa experienced at least one hospitalization during

the eiiiii year.3 Low birthweight infarits also accrued oars

hospital daya.4 Hospitalized infants with birth weights over

I\

r6

19

10
2,500.giams averaged 7.8 days in the hospital, but this figure

increased to about,.16 days for'those 2,000 grams or less at
11

-- 12

13 for 6.4% of surviving one year old infante, they accounted for

14
13:6% of those hospitalized and 20.0% Of all hcispitil days

is among this group of infante.6 See Table 3.

16 //

17 //
18 //

birth.5 Ihue, although low birthweight infants accounted

19 //
20 //
21 //
22

23
1. see 944998: 58:644; 1:425; 66:425

24 2. 942992, 998
3. 942992, 998

25 4. 94:992, 998
5. 94:992, 998'

26 6. 94:992, 998
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11
Beason* for rehospitalization were similar for a9.1 birth

12
weight groups, and only a small set of conditions accounted for 1

the admisSions.'

Table 3.

231
s.

Percentage Behospitalized, Average Days of
Hospitalization fot Low BirthWeight'Infants1

Total: 4,989

% Rehospftalized
at least once

% Behospitalized
who were rehospi-
taiiied More than
once during first
year

<1500

. .259

38.2

.

34.7

Birth Weight
1501-2000 2001-2500

....

660 2,260

21.0 16.2

39.0\ .25.5

2500

3,179

19.0

t2500.

14777

8.4

16.5

13
majority of

16
Using the average number of days for each infant. rehos

pitalized by birthweight,ht, the average coat per infant according

to birthweight, and the total number of loW birthweight infafits
16

17
delivered by both Medicaid ellIkbles and ineligibles,," the-

18

19

20

21

22

23
The reasons for admission included. congenital anomaly/

24 developmental delay, lower respiratory-and upper respiratory
tracts, GI tract, accident/ingestions, and other infections. Id.

25
See discussion. at 112-13)' subr4.

1. 94:993 Table I
26
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Table 4.
Federal Costs of Rehospitalization

for Low Birthweight /nfints

8irthwt.
(gee)

AMP'
(days)

No. of
infants"
(95.400)

fre- Infants Cost/ Tbtal
guencyt rehosp.tt infant??? cost
(8) (9) ($)

j1500 16.2 25,650 .3842 9,798 3,920 38,408,160

1501-2500 12.5 69,750 19.0 13,252 1,560 *20,673,120

TOTAL! $59.081,289
. .

Average length of stay. McCormick, et al. at 993, Table 1.

See note ,at112-13sand.accompanyingtext.

t, This column represiints th frequency with Whinh infants.in
the various low birthweight categories require' rehospitalization. '.
Korenbrot II. at Appendix 8. .

-

At frequency percentage multiplied by the number of infanti...-7-

ttt KorenbrOt II at Appendix 8. It' is important, to note that-

these cost estiiit to federal dollars only. :The total
Medi-Cal expenses (state an eral) would be double the figures
in the text.
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Taken togethoi, the' current costs of rehosPitelisation

and neonatal intensive care efor /int birthweighi.infenti is:
. ,.

$638,364,300. This sum is compared to the initial savings to

4 the federal government for providing such care with the
.

5'
reduction of low-birthweights that is, those low birtbweight

infants remaining even after cbmpreheneive prenatal coverage.

7 It is estimated thatSfIcomprehensive prenatal care is providedd,

to the. 396;000 Medicaid eligibles, 5.5% or 21,780..411 deliver :

9 low birthweighf infants.' Of the ,21,780, 741or.'1,524 will be

10 vary low birthweieht; the remsinder,20,256 will be low

birthweight:+

.12 . ;: It is: also estimated that if comprehensive prenataL'care

13
is

,

provided to to 188;000 MedicaidineligibleswhO are covered

14 by Medicaid once they give birth, 74 or 12,600 Will be low

LS birthweight. Of the 12,600, 94 or 1,134 will be very low birth -

16 weights' theremainder, 11,466 will be lowrrthweight.**

17

18 //

19

20
The.5.5% figure was estimated from a review of the low

birthweight rate of low-income women thioughout.the.country21
who had had-comprehensiVe prenatal :care coverage..
In4Cakland, California', 3% (341-2) . In Minnesota 'the rate was5: 4'16:33). in rural Texas, 4.4.4''(109:26). In the South-Bronx, 6.3% (44.32). In California, 3.91)(91:52-59)..

.

24 ** The 7% figure:was also'estiMated'from the studies in note, !um.
25
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19

21
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26,
real dollsr.savings to the federal government:is 361.081.220.`

xpectedCoWt.to the government is thee computed, ,

Table's.; i

' Expected Costs to the Federal' Government
for-Care of LBW Infanta after Comprehensive Prenatal Care

NICU Costa

Birth -; : No of LBW-!Infants Cost/ Total,

weight Freq. infants requiring infant Cost

tomal. .' . (8) : 134'400) : .; 4aCu : (14) , . (0):
.

1.500 . 100. . 2,658 2,658 :20.120 55,073.760;

1501-2500,32.0 .. 31,722 10,404 2,090 _21,744,360.
, 7;$6,818.120'

.

.

Rehospitalization 'Coats-.
..

.

,.
.

.

Birih- . -NO. of ,X08 ' Xnfantsi :. -COst/ , % Total
weight Freq. :infants rehOsp:' v.infant. Cost,

Ige4) ,: (i.) 114:3801 . (8) ".(8)''

-,1500 : :38.2 - 2,658! 1,015 '.- 3,920 3,978,800

1501;4500 19 31,722 , 6,027 . 1,560 . 9;402,120H
$13,380,920'

_,

TOTAL', $90,199,040'
4

In suMmory, the current cost of providing NICU, and re-

\hOsPitelizatiom for low-birthweight infants id $638,364,300,

as.comparoCto the ,expected'cost of providing such care with

redthe uCedincidence of lowbirthweight-resulting nom cam-

pro naive prenatal care coverage, $90,199;040. This is

ohlriously,a tremendous avings, given the greatdispirity of

costs, atu reoUltmin in initial savings of $5411.1.65.,260,.

18638,364,300 - $90,199,040). After subtracting, the costs of

\
providing' comprehensive prenatal care,-$187,084,040,..the resultant'
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5

'6

7

8

9

10

11 for both intensive care and rehospitalization includSthe,Ciippled,

12 Children's programnd the MCMCI Program. 'The MCI program alone

provided a total of.$7 million,Or 11% of iti total7budget; for

14 neonatal intensive care in 1978.* Finally, .the federal

dollar figUre'does not include the long -tern[ costs suchsi(

Ps'
treatment and institutionalization for physical and mental

disabilities not requiring hospitalization that are more

18 frequently associated with low,biithweight.**

19 //

: 10

21 //

22

23 * Better Management. at Appendix I.

24 ** POr,exaMplet the lifetime costs of care for developMentally
disable&indivinuals hasbmen estimated to be between one-half'

25 and $8 million perindividual.ased on institutional coats of
.$20,000 a year with an average life of 40 years. 129 Cong. Rec.

26 (Sen. Cranstcn) (daily ed. Jan. 26, 1983).

The foregoing cost'fOr providing comprehensive prenatal

care can probably IA decreased with.the'us, of nurse midwives

instead of physicians in both prenatal care and delivery..

On the.other side of the equation, the current cost of providing

NICU and rehoppitalization is' a very low figure considering the

conservative estimates that 15% of the Medicaid eligibles and

20% of the Medicaid ineligibles mill deliver low birthweight

infants. :

Further, therestimates.for both NICU and rehospitalization

Include only Medicaigoosts. Other federal programs.WhiCh pay
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18

.20

121

22

23

.\ 24

25

.'.0therlearTerm.Costs

The preceding 'section dmonlitrated.the cdst-effectiveneei

of providing.preventive,..1.-enatal.care aelCompared:t0::Pr6Riqing

only. two types, of costly treatment%for low birthweight 'infants.

There exist., however, several other long-tere'costs:te the

infant, its family, and to .society.a. a %exile that are .associated

. A
with low.birthweight,whick further strengthen'the,cost7effective-::.

.ness argument. Various studies have shown'that while there has

beeO an improvelentjn the prognosis for life'and normal deveiop;

,went for.lowbirihweight infant*sincethej.1)60s. thelncidence of

both major and minOrAaridicaps. is still high

' 1. Developmental beiair/Congenital,Anomnlies:

Low birthweighp.has been.direCtly correlated., with a high

risk of severe impairment and severe .deVelopmsntai delay.

n'a follow-up of the McCorMick:study, data was collected to
.

measure 'the incidence of delay/congeniiil
anomalies. among ,

'surviving infants at the.ene of the first year of life.?

Resultsof the study iihowed that from a.total of 4,377.infants.

14.31 of very low birthweig'At Amfants(less than 1500 gmla

were severely impaired, Comparad to 1.6%,of normal birthweight

.
Shpiro. et al., Correlat/es of Death and Morbidity at One

.Year of Age, 136 Am. J. bbstet. gyn. 3631-1980). 'Severe im-

pairment includes congenital anomalies Auch,asmental retardation.'

'own's Syndrome,. major cardiac malformations, c005Pntiel cataracts,

'and- cystic fibrosis. .Moderate impairment ,includescleft.palate,
cicbfoot,. and.hypodpadias (urethra open externally-down'midline).

Severe developmental delay is based on an. exam of gross.

,and fine motor activities (scoring less than 70) and other

,devolOpmencal indices. An. example is cerebral palsy..

See 94i991

.;
1. 3000
2. 124:363



1 infants (=Ore .thar0500 gma):1)

2 Depending on the severity of.imptirmint, both fideral and

3 state governments incur major expenses caring for the medical

4 .and nmedical needs of khe developmentally disabled, such as

5 expenses of institUtionglilation; generic services, and special

6 education of the developmentally disabled. For institutionalized

7 care alone, it has been estimated that approximately...4315,250

8 will be incurred per case (1982-dollars)."

9 All levels of developmental disabilLty (severe, moderate,_

10 or mild) can beAmfluencad by prenatal care an&birthweight.2

11 The .manyitnd varied costs of treating and oaring foe:develop-

12 disabled'pZisonr can thus beAvnided biTprevintin4 the

13 incidence of low birthweight through comprehensive peenatii'

14

15

16

17

pare.

2.: Phiiical Handicaps

Among the moat common types of physical handicaps suffered:

18 Korenbrot II at Appendix S. This estimate is' based on the
present value of 20 year: of institutionalized care for 958N

19 of the severely delayed and genericservices for the other St
not institutionalized. Costs of tare in the future were dis

2o counted at the State Treasurer' ,portfolio rate of interest
of 10% per year. Id.

21

It should be noted that 'severely developmentally delayed"
22 as defined in Korenbrot II differ from the definition used in

Shapiro, at al. In Shapiroi, sever mpairment included con-
, 23 genital anomalies other than mental retardation Which may not

warrant instAlutionalization.Whereas Korenbrot focusesosolelY,
24 on.divelopmelitar disabilitiei requiring institutionalization.

Which accounts for the 95% rate of institutionalization.
.25 Korenbrot II at 5. .

26 1. 124
It. 94



by 10w-birthweight infants are blindness, 'deafness, and major

2
and minor birth defects.3 Recently, incidiwncam7Of Moderati to .

severe deafness of 3 -1.8% have-benwreportedin very low birth-

weight infants.2 Blindness seems to be the most predominant

5
'"'Of physical handicaps. In one study, the author estimated

that in 1979,546 infants were blinded from retinopathy of pre

.maturity (retrolental fibroplasia) in the U.S.3 Blindness'

results from oxygen being applied-to resuscitate and maintain

'premature infants of low birthweight during the neonatal period.

The blood vessels in the retina constrict in response to a certain

doss of oxygen and bleedingand tissue injury result in scarring

(cicatricial disease) which may progreesto caUse blindness. **

.

hadOf 7% of low birthweight infantsWho ad insoluble physical
problems, 6% had blindness. KdOpis at.349: /

15
* Id. Apart from retrolental-fibroplasia, there'ire several
othlwpotential long-term hazards of certain intervention tech-

16
-piques useciin neonatal intensive care: adding. to'the Costs
.essociated.with low birthweight. Infants:unddrgoing photOtherapy

17
have been'founq to suffer from lactose,intolerance,diarrhea.
skin rashes, and dehydration. DeepeninCrisis im-Health Care .g_

le at 144: ,Environmental hazards with intensive, care nursery
such as emission.of vinyl chloride ghs, exposure to microcurrents

19 and-radiation from portable x-4ay units are dangerous to infants,'
-other hazards include radiant heaters, alkali therapy, high

20 Wage level of. incubatorneand arterial catheterization. Id.

:See also Stavin, 11:, Kraus A., Neonatal-Intensive Care, ClItcs

.21
117.Perinatalbgy (Mar. 1980).

Phelps at 925. This occUmprimarily to very low birthweight
infants (less than 1500 grams). According to Phelps, there is
insufficient information about the amount of oxygen which will

canoe blindness, and very often these infants often stop breath-
'ing'or reqUire respirators neonatally, necesitating use of

substantial amounts of oxygen.'

10

11

12

13

141

22.

23

24

25
1. SO:87

26 2.. '38:87
3. 411



. The cost of treating and caring for the blind, the deaf,

2 and those with birth defects that affect their productivity is

3 difficult to calculate, but is certainly one of the costs

4 associated with low birthweight. Of importance is the fact,

5 --that-Phelpsi author of the aforementioned study, emphasize: that

6 the amber of cases cif-blindness-imthese-infants will continue

7 to rise until prematurity and low birthweight can be prevented.

since this disorder is caused first by prematurity and only

. 9 secnniarily by oxygen.'

10 . 3. Learning Disabilities

Infants with-low :birthweight tend to ha4e.dif lty in
....

12 school.2 School failures hive been. noted in 301 of icen,year

13 'old children of normal intelligehce with a birthweigh f less

14 than 1500;grams.1 The consensus of opinion-from the of r

15 surveys leaves. no doubt that thelowbirthweight child . and

16 -particularly the 'Vdly low birthweight child was at considerable

V disadvantage in the school.classropm, even when no clinically

18 detected handicap was present.4

19 A delay in speech development in low birthweight infants has

IP also been documented.5 In testing 96 infants at five years of

21 age, researchers foundithat 331 of the boys and 261 of the girls

22 had delayed onset of speech. At school age 311 of, the boyi'and

23 :181 of the girle had, severe speech defects which included both

24 receptive and expressive parameters of language. The normal

,

25 1. 111
2. 22

26 '3u042
70:8$

5 80:346

411111

.242



,s I. ...e
- .

'schodl population ll'aa a 1.51 incidence'of speech defects. 'Schoch

.2 PerforManceof 50% of the boys and'364of the girls-vms not

3 satisfactori.1 -;

The Costs of providing special education, testing, and

5 medical treatment to improve or overcome learning disabilities

6 are thus another long -tirMccisx associated with low birthweight:

7 4. Intangibles:

Low birthweight also producem.spve otheradverse outcomes

9 which result in.less tangible costs, but which must nonetheleis

10: be included in the aggregate edits to the infant, its parents,

11 and society in general.! For example, studies have revealed

12 that low birthweight infants who require 6tonatal intensive

13, care have the lowest interaCtionWith mothers with weak social

14' support syetems.* These mothecervisiced least, touched

least, and were least concerned about the development of their

16' oftspring.2 This'crettes the potential for serious long -term

17 relationship problems mother and child.

18 because lovi)birthweight infants are '.;.ice as likely to be

19 rehospitalized'than normal birthweight infante.** they must '

20 be separated from their parents for extended periods. This

21
The following is an illustrative list of problems reportedly

22 associated with low birthumight. It.is.not intended to be an
exhaustive list of long-term problems since..they are not fully

23 known. . .

High-Risk Pollow.Up at 3. This included families where
'24 the fathers were abusive, had abandoned the family,

or'the couple were in the.piocese of separation.
25 ' 'See discussion at 117-119, dupra.

1. 80
o

.2. 22:4
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3

4

5

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

115

16

18'

19

20
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phySid$P4ktion prevents the normalvareni-infant, interactiOn

in the earliest claire:Of:life which has been. found

,shape behavioral patterns, but the electrochemical eircults of

the thinking process as wel1.1- -'''

A.few studies report the'correlation of low birthweight

to child abuse. One study showed that ).ow birthweight babies

comprise 2358 of reported child abuse of children who are

lessthan one year of age. Among the factors preciptatiagieuch

abuse were biologically impaired infants, limited garadbninfant..,
. -..

contact during the nursery period, and strews resultift froM

Limited resources to care for the infant.?' :Another study

found that of 255.infante discharged from a regional newborn.

intensive care unit to their parents, ten, (or 3.9%) were sdb-

seguaWtlY reported-as-Oiciims of maltreatment during the first .

year:of 1 e. Some of the family.psychosocial characteristics
.....

.

significantly associated with the maltreatMent included eocfel
\ ..

isolation, famil history of child abuse and neglect, inadequate'

child care arrange ts, and serious marital problems. Mal,"
. .

treated infants were Li matuie at birth and tad more congenital.

defectorthan'their nureerx ted. finally, there was less.

familyAnfint contact during the, prolonged nursery hospitalization
21

in families in which maltreatment eventuallyoccurred.2
22

//
23

24

25 1. 22:4, 394109
2. 22:4, 74:15
3. 69:629
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Other emotional problems include the stress and strain

of c-rin4 continuously for the infant; the shock of having to

cope with an abnormal birth; prolonged parenting demands with

3 little responsiveness from the'infant: and atypical sleep-wake

4 ,

cycles.. How does one measure the "cost" of being normal or

5

6

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

19

20

21

12

the diminished quality of parenting experience? Further, how

does one measure 'the "cost" of trauma suffered by a flbmily that

-must.witness a neonatal intensive care episode? Thus, an incal7

culable cost is the tremendous human suffering that occurs from

care and treatment of a low bithweighi infant.

In the end, ,the financial costs are ultimately borne'by

society. Even lard-tifirnii-r-mantreselt-inqfrom low birthweight

may affect the lifetime productivity of a person, necessitating,

dependency on unemployment or welfare stipends. Also, many

4 families burdened with large hospital bills may themselves log

forced to enroll for welfare. These costs are wasteful and

unnecessary, especially when it is clear that they can be

substantially reduced through prenatal care.

F. Efforts to Reduce the Incidence of Low Birthweiqht

Have Been Stymiedli Federal. Program Cutbacks in

the Reagan Administration.

Many federal programs and services aid in reducing the

25'

26

incidence of low bir ttInAght, end. in turn, reducing the federal
__

cos ring for low birthweight-associated illnesses and

long-ter:6 prOblems.. Yet despite their proven success rate

1. 22:3-5
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14

16
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16

19
. Children's Defense Budget at 82. A large proportion 'of first-

time pregnancies are due to teenagers and unmarried women. In
1977, when 7.1% of the babies weighed 2500 grams or less at
birth,'11% of the babies born to adolescents under 18 years
were low birthWeight babies. Better Health at 8. In 1975, the

21 proportion of low birthweight infants among babies born to un-
married women was about twice as high as the proportion among
babies born to married women (12.9% v. 6.5%). Id. at 17 There

23
is some overlap, in that half of all births to unmarried women
are to teenagers, id., but the incidence of low birthweight

24
infants among thesis two groups is still above the national
average. Denying benefits to first-time pregnant women will

25
therefore result in an increased incidence of low birC,weight
infants who, as discussed earlier, will require greater costs

26
in long-term care.

248

and cost - effectiveness, the Reagan administration is deterwined

to reduce federal spending or eliminate altogether thuse programs.

The administration's polity is not simply foolish. it i. din-

a4trous. Any sav!ngs to be gained by cutting these programs

Will soon be consumed by the ,remendous costs relating to

low birthwignt that the government will ultimately pay.

The ,host disastrous ouch zics and regressive chances in

federal programs incl.de the following:

- no allowing federal AFDC assistance to mother' pregnant
for the first tine until thefr sixth month of pregnancy. Pre-
viously, states could claim federal reimbursement for AFDC for
these mothers from the time the pregnancy was medically confirMed.
Half the eta'ae did so.. In addition, in many states federal
assistance is no longer provided fo' medical benefits for the
unborn child. Therefore, women pregnant for the first time have
not only lost AFDC benefits, but also essential medical care. .

- for hundreds of thousands of pregnant women.the Medicaid
program pays for prenatal care and delivery services. Although
the Reagan Administration proposed cutting a total of $11.7
billion out of Medicaid over four years, Congress passed $3.1
billion in Medicaid cuts in FYs 1982, 1983, and 1984 under the
Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981. For FYs 1984, 1985, and



1986, the Administration has proposed cutting an additional
$1.9 billion.*

2 J - despite several Administration preposale to terminate
WIC as a separate program and merge it into the Maternal and

3 Child Health Block Grant, WIC is one of the few programa
that has managed to escape budget cute to date. However,

4 WIC is still not free from further attacks. Administra-
tion's FY 1984 budget proposes t6-hold the WIC program at the

5 same funding level as in FY 1983 without any provieiont9r
inflation or rising coats to the program and despite the'

6 bundrede of thousands of women, infants, and children on
waiting lists for this program.** .

7
- in FY 1982 and FY 1983: the Administration proposed

8 abolishing the Community and Migrant Health Centeae and Fimily
Planning Programs and replacing them with block granteat

9 decreased funding levels. Presently, both programe.are operating

at FY 1982 funding levels. For FY 1984 the Administration has

10 proposed freezing funding for the programa and again trying to

include them in a block grant.
11

12 Children's Defense Budget at 68, 78. In the decade before '

Medicaid, iafant mortality rates changed very little. Following

13 enactment of Medicaid, infant mortality rates fell sharplyi.
from 25 deaths per 1,000 live births in 1965 to 13 deaths per

14 1,009elive births in 1979. Maternal mortality rates have also

dropped significantly. Id. at 67. While many factors may

15 have contributed to the decline in rates, it ie certain that
Medicaid played a large role by making coverage of prenatal

16 care and delivery accessible to the poor.

17 Children's Defense Budget at 130. WIC is one of the most

successful of all federal programs. A study conducted at the -

I8-I Harvard School of Public Health found that 'WIC caused a marked

reduction in the incidence of low birthweight infants. It also

19 found that, because of the reduced_incidence of low birthweight
infants needing extended -hospital care after birth, each $1

20 spent in the prenatal, component of WIC actually averted $3 in

hospital costs. Id.

21
*** Children's Defense Budget at 70. In 1981, 827 community

22 health centers provided comprehensive care in the. most medically

underserved urban and rural areas of the.aation. In addition,

23 some 128 migrant health centers reached familied in the migrant
stream--a population in which almost 20% of women, four times

24 i
the national average, receive little or no prenatal care, and
in which nearly half of all women have experienced at least one ,

25 out-of-hospital births Studies have shown that community and

migrant health centers deliver care that is high quality and

26 cost-effective, and can reduce hospitalization rates between

25% and 44%. Id. (footnote continued on next page)
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- devastating cuts in AFDC took effect in FY 1982 and FY
1983. The Omnibus Budget RecOnciliation Act of 198r slashed
the federal AFDC program by slightly over $1 billion for FY-
1981. Combined with a resulting loss in state matching hinds,
this constitutes a total AFDC dut of almost $2 billion. Then
the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility act of 1982 cut federal
expenditures for AFDC by an additional $85 million for FY
1983.*

- the Maternal and Child Health Block Grantee was created
and funded in FY 1982 at $373 million, an 18% cut from 1981
appropriation levels.' The MCH Block Grant's FY 1983 funding
is frozen at the FY 1982 level and the Administration intends
to maintain this level for FY 1984...

//

//

Afootnote cont'd.)
) During'1981 over 4.5 million young women and mothers
Zreceived family planning and health education services at about
5;000 family planning sites nationwide. In addition to
delivering important health services, the programs yield a
documerted savings of $1.80 for every $1.00.invested. Id.

Children's-Defense Budget at 81. Welfare administrators
report, that 10 to 25 percent of the families that lost AFDC
due to FY 1982 cuts subsequently had to return to AFDC support.
Many of these families previously had received lnly partial AFDC
grants due to earned income, and returned to the rolls When they
lost jobs. Id. at 85.

** This block grant, which has been impleminted by all 50 states,.
combined the previous Title V program, see note 1G6, infra, with
six other specialized programs---Sudden Infant Death Syndrome,
Lead Paint\Foisoning Preven'ion, Genetic Screening, Hemophilia
Treatment, Adolescent Pregnancy
Security Income'Rehabilitation pervices-f Disabled Children.
IA. at 69.

"' Children's Defense Budgetat 69. In 1980 the Title V
Maternal and Child Health and Crippled Children's Program
reached nearly 12 million.children-and mothers with services
ranging from basic prenatal care, checkups, and immunizations
to the most sophisticated typos of medical care for high-risk
newborns and children suffering from handicapping conditions.

248
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The two most common Justifications for theist cutbacks

and chatioes'are (1) to save the governAent money and (2) the

tea will provide a seifety net" to fill' Diem gaps left

3 /

billions of federal social program cutba ks. The foregoing

4
discussion on the comparative costs of pre atat care and

5 .

loftrbirthweight-related expenses-clearly :shows' that even if

6 P

the government saves some money by cutting back on these programis,

7
in. the long-run the government will spend much more to treat

the conditions it has created.
9 PPS

The second justification is a myth. ;n fact, most states

10
are neither willing nor able to replace the services and programs

lr
provided by the federal government. Many of the states! anti-

12
cipated year-end balances for FY 1983 show either substantial

13
deficits or no balances at all.' Every state has reduced

14
its Medicaid program for mothers and children by cutting back on

15
services or making eligibility more difficult to obtlin or

16

both.2 Forty-seven states reported cutbacks in the Title V

17
Maternal and Child Health Block Granf progra% through restric-

18

19
tions in eligibility and/or services.3 In 1982 human services

officials from 55 cities nationwide ranked health care programa

20

21

22

23

24

as.the most common area affected by federal budget cuts.4

With fewer federal and state dollars to abminister these programs,

1. 29:34
25 2. 29:74

3. 29:75
26 4. 29:68'
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it takes no stretch of the imagination to realize that state

and local governments will shift program support from preventive

care to crisis acute care, since preventive care is elective,

acute care necessary.* The Reagan AdMiniitration is there-
,

fore Engaging in wishful thinking' to suppose that the states

6-
will fill in the gaps left by federal cuts.

In sumarx. it is ironic that the Reagan Administration7

8 perseveres in its efforts to reduce federal spending in prograEs

and services that have proven'to be successful and cost-.

10 effective. These reductions leave many women and,children

11
without access to care and at increased risk of illness,.

12 disability, and death, the coat of which will ultimately be

borne by the federal government.
13

14 //

15
//

.0 16 //

//.

18 //

19 //

20 //

21- //

22 //

231 //

24

25

Korenbrot II at 1:



.8204612m THE SURGEON GENERAL'S. THE COMPTROLLER3 VII.

2 088888M8 AND TNT SELECT COMNITTEE'S 1980 CONCLU-

SIONS ON MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH, THE CURRENT

ADMINISTRATION SETS pi0LICIrs DESTINED TO INCREASE

S INFANT MORTALITY AMONG THE POOR, AMONGIIMMORITIES.

6 The federal government was thride told in.1980'by inch

: 7 authorities as the Comptroller General, theurgecm Gonesel.

8 and'Congress' Select Panel for the PrombtiOn of Child Health

9 that the nation's capacity to reduce the infantmortalityiate

30 and the racial infant death gap wee easily .in grasp.. The

11 current administration.
coming the heels of these findings

12 and blinded by its unique. philosophical predilictions, nonethe-,

-43, less discarded these conclusions and, in the proCess, discarded

14 the lives'of hundreds of babies, mostly poor and mostly Black.

15 In January 1980,, the Comptroller General reported to Con

26 gress on: Better Management' and More Resources Needed to

V Strengthen:Federal Efforts to Improve Pregnancy Outcome.

18. Shortly thereafter, in the Fall of 1980. the Surgeon General

39 I issued Promoting Health/Preventing DiseaseWhich'established

20 health goals for 1990 with very specific objectives for:wegnancy,

21 and infant health. The BeaganAdministration bas formally

embraced these objectives, incluging the goal If,reducing

Infant Mortality-to 9/1000 by 1990.1 Finally; in December

1980, the Select Panel for the PromotiowOf Child Health

22.

73

24

25

26
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1 issued three volumes entitled: Better Health for Our Children:

2 A National Strategy.

3 Each report focuses on the United States' relatively high

4 overall infant mortality rate, on the racial death gap, and on

5 low birth weight as the primary target if the.prospents for in-

6 fact survival, especially for minority infants, are-to be

7 improved. Each sots forth the same solutions and the same

8 priority: access to comprehensive peitetal care for all poor,

9 pregnant women.

10 Specifically, after surveying many,emperts and state

authorities, the Comptroller General repoii7M1-1:te-findingsr--

Nomen.who receive-inadeguate.prenatal care are most
likely to have underweight babies (a characteristic
associated with.near/y two - thirds. of infant deiths).
although other 'facts (such as;mother's age, education,
socioeconomicleveluetc.) also influence:pregnancy
outcome. Althoughjt is not always known which factor
has the,greatest influence, authoritime Conti:Wall
stress the criticalAmtuie c177713aZI7Oare. tate iica
draTiors.riWirdliig.to.ourAuest nnaiirindicated
Famr--- in or tEprcmismt prenatal Care services was
their t paority for impro ng pregpancy'outcoia.
4120,.acop ng to acturriureau.of Community n
services] ;

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

27

23

24

25

26

'Few health activities have as,much potential
for promoting health at crucial points in the Ile
cycle. While project may find the delivery of
these services expensive, ,their effective provision
can ultimately reduce some healthscare costs and can'
greatly improve thMgualify'of life for many patients.
[Emphasis supplipda 1

The ComptrollerGeneral then proceeds to desdribe the slieci7

fiechanges and improvements necessary if federal programs are to

1. 142:83
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insure adequate prenatal care for all poor, Fregnint women. The
. _

2 list is not news quite the contrary, it reads like.a ws i -worn

3 Litany whose words have been repeated so often they are, appar-

4 ently, no longer heard. While "preventive care" may lack the

5 'catchy ring'of "new federalism" or "right to life," preventive

6 care is the known solutionto the primary.condition associated

7 with infant mortality: low^birthweight. Solicitous sentiments

are no substitute for Teal volutions.

9 Similarly, the Surgeon General described the same problem

10 and prescribed the same'volution, i.e., prenatal care:

11 "Assuring all infants a healthy start in life and
enhancing the health of their mothers are among the

----12. highest priorities in preventing disease and pro- .

----kating-health..2te_Orincipal threats to infant health

.13 are problems aasociated'iWth-lowhirth-velght and
birth defects which can, lead to lifelong handl:Ea-kiln-9--

14 conditions. Of particular concern -live the disparities
in the health of mother's and infants that exist between

IS different population grOups in'this country. These
differences are associated with a variety of factors,

16 including those related to the health of the -mother.
before and during pregnancy'as well as parental iocio -

17 economic status and lifestyle-characteristics. Although

the precise relationship between specific health servicv.J

18 and the health status of pregnant women and their infan'Al

is not certain, the provision of high quality prenatal _

19 obstetrical, and neonatal care, and preventive.services .

20
durin the first year of life...can reduce a newborn's-

21

22

23

24

r sk of illness and death. .Of particular concern are
adolescents, whose infants experience a high degree of

low birth weight"and whose health problems should be
addressed in broad context taking into consideration:"
social and psychological implications." [Emphasis.

supplied:3
. .

The Surgebn General, then set-health goals for 1490.. They

include reduc/ng infant mortality to 9/1000 for the entire pnpu-

1. 139:1S

on/
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1 lation'and for the minority population to 12/1000. The Latter,.

2 if achieved, would reduce the current rate for miniorities by

3 50% and, in many localities, by 100% or more. While the Reagan

4

5

6

7 priority"

*--

49

10

11

Administration has, formally adopted these goals, it has repudi.,
0

ated the only recognized.means of reaching these same objectives.

Specifically, the Surgeon General recommended as a 'strong

"4
early and continui ng prenatal care, particularly
for those at greatest risk--poor, poorly educated
women, those near the beginning or the end of their
reproductive age, those with previous pregnancy loss
hnd thosewith recent pregnancy;

12 -- systems of care that reach everyone with basic ser-
vices, amply:sizing advantageous personal health,

13 behavior and including outreach, education, and easy
access to community-based services without social,
economic, ethnic or time or distance barriers."'

""Yeti-the-- current- admin,.stretion hoe dismantled or destroyed
. -------------

the very federal health programs which could have fulfilled

14

16

17 these objectives. (See discuseion supra, pp. 128 - 133)

18 In their place, the Reagan Administration offers the "volunteer-

19 ism" of 50 Organizations who.have launched a 'Healthy Mothers/

Healthy Babies' campaign, albeit well intended:20

21

22

To supply information that encourages healthy habits
for pregnant women and women planning pregnancy.

To motivate pregnant women to protect their health ..
23 through regular prenatal care and good nutritioe..2

24

25 1. 139:15 .

26
2. 88:2

k



Encouraging women to seek prenatal care when none is avail - ,

2 ably is a futile exercise which, given the devastating conse-

3 quences of little or no prenatal care, borders on the sadistic.

4 Yet, this "private-public initiativei constitutes the entire

5 Reagan effort.to reduce infant mortality and to achieve the

0 Surgeon General's 1990 goal.

7 ,, Finally, in late 1980, the Select Panel for the Promotion.

8 of-Child Health delivered its three volume report to Congress and

9 VHS. The panel's mandate was to examine'the state of "children's

10 and expectant mothers" health, and to recommend legislative

11 and administrative actiOn,where necessary to improve the national

12 - health profile. In its first Chapter identifying "major con -

13 terns," the pane?...,stated the case for widespread access to

14 ccmprehensivieprenatal cares

*The potential benefits of preventive 'care and health

16

promotion are especially great for mothers and young

children... The main problem, therefore, is not .

that we lack effective preventive care techniques to
assist infants, young_children, and pregnant women,
but that techniques ofliMown-effectivenese.still have

18 not been applied.widely enough... Prenatal- care. _. -

is clearly related to positive pregnancy outcome. Many
19 BT the risks associated 'with Low birth wellinC:7in be

identified in a first prenatal visit,-and steps can be

20- taken to prevett' or' correCtIthem. Conversely,. late care

or no care is associated with low birth weight, increased
21 prematurity rates,: increased Stillbikths, and increased

newborn mortality. A pregnant woman who recelves no
prepital ogre is three times as likely as others to have

:a low birth-weight baby. (one. weighing less than 2,500
23 gram's, or about 5.5.pounds). In 1977, neonatal, post-

neonatal, and infant death rates were four times higher

24.
.

25

26 1.',



for babies born to women who received. no prefttal care
than for those receiving at least some care. [footnote
deleted.]

DespitU the effectiveness of timely prenatal care,
almost 10% of all pregnant women re:',Ive none at all
Or only belated (third trimester) Ore. Thele_percent-
ages are :significantly higher Among poorblack;. adoles-
cent, and unmarried women, those in rural areas, and
those over 35--the Nery groUps most likely to be at
high risk from'other-causes."1. [Emphasis supplied.]

The remedies petitioneis seek are, in great part, an up-

8 dattld 7ersion.oS the Select Panel's recommendations. Petition-

9 %ere proposals are, If anything, more modest insofar as peti-

10. tionert emphasize administrative decisions tailored to 'the

11 :currant structure and funding of federal health programs, rathtf

12 than seeking legislative changes. -

The goals; -.then, of the Select Committee, the Surgeon

14 General,. and the:Comptroller General are identical: a reduction

15 of the hi rated of infant mortality among the pear through

V insured atoms comprehensive 'prenatal care.

-:. 17. 'This adminis tion contends that its poor standing in the." ..... .

Black community stems frommiiinformationead-bad-press. -Por

the thousands of Slack parents. who'. needlessly lost their babies

20 in the past several years, no amount of improved. public rela-

21 tions can fill the emptiness they feel. Ftction--A solid pro-._

gram of preventive care available to all pregnant, poor woma

--will speak louder than words.

dr

18

19

24

5

26' 1. 138:23-24
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2

3

4.

6

7

-7 9

10

11

12

13.

.14

15

17

18

19

the

of

their

and

A. Introduction

of administrative remedies which.

Insure ihat,.all poor, pregnant

prenatal\care. Some of

seek clarification and elaboration

to the states which, despite

'have not been implemented.

and careful coordination. the

encourage the states to implement,

the use of both federal and

and child.healih, Other proposed

for.Comprehensive prenatal-

possible within the limits of

implementation.

set forth eproposal for extensiv

programs through the appointment

The petition's remedi' hen,

under Title V, Medicaid. EPSDT.

petitioners. propose a national

/ Petitioners seek'a host

ieken together, could better

women have access to comprehensive

proposed measures merely

options currently available

obvious.cost-effectiveness,

Through aggressive leadership

.fe:ieral government could

changes which would maximize

state dollars formaternal

measures would mandate standards

care and insure, wherever

federal authority, thiir

Initially, petitioners

coordination among current

of a-Select-Coordinator.

i-C.Taerl'programatically

nurse-midwives. Finally,

11 education campaign.

22 B. Coordination

23 Despite continuing, resounding exhortations fromall

24 corners of the health delivery systeM and from oversight

25 agencies for improved federal coordination of health program

26



2

6

7

.8
I'+99
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04.

serving low income pregnant mothers and infants, the need

remains unfulfilled. Yet, auch,coordination-would be cost

effective by eliminating duplictaton and ensuring that aesis-

twice would be targeted to the/ Low income., high-risk pregnant
.4>

women and infants wh6 need it most..

Accordingly, petitioners request the institution of

the following measures Which HHS is empowered to implement

through its rulemaking authority:

a. Designation by the Secretary of Health and Human

10 Services of a Select Coora;pator for Improving Pregnancy Out-
.

11 come. The Select Coordinator, formally designated as Deputy

12 Assistant Secretary for Maternal and Child Mealth. would have

13 'jurisdiction over the Health Care Financing Association (Me4icaid)

.14 the Bureau of Health Care Delivery and Assistance (Title V. MCH.

25 and.Title X, Family Planning) the Office of Human Developmental.
\f

16 Services (Title XX. Social Services Block Grants), the

17 Office of Family Assistance (Social Sedurity), and camunity

18 and migrant-health centers (Public health Service). The0Select

19 'Coordinator, appointed with the participation of petitioners

20 and oiher interested persons who represent the high,ri:k-.

21 populationcin question, would have ample. influence and authority,,

.22 to cootdinate all programs and funding sourceseWivinglow'

23 lncome7mothers and infants and would provide leadership in

'24 the following areas:

25 (i) helpdevelopthe national education campaign

26 (described infra, pp.153 - 155) to promote the

V

25a



use of health care services essential to improv-

2
ing pregnadcy outcome;

3 (ii) develop specific annual national goals and time-

.

4
tables to redtice low birth weight, particularly

5
among low-income and minority motilersi and re-

d
qUiring state plans, whethei Medicaid or, Maternal

.'7
and Child Health Block GiAntA to describe how

they intend to meet°such goals and timetables:

9 (iii) develop a clearinghouse and erovide technical

10
assistance to assist states in replicating pre-

11
4ramA Which have been effective in reducing

12
infant mortality and low birth weight.

13 V b. In additionthe Select Coordinator, working with

14 individual HHS avincies,- 'Would oversee the development and

15 promulgation. of the following ruies to endure coordination

16 of programs:
-0

17
the establishment of a uniform' definition.

18
of comprehensive prenatal care, ,to 9overn 'the

.19 delivery and financibg of.maternity services
-

under all programs administered by HHS including

. 21
but not limited to the Maternal and Child

20

Health Block Grant, Medicaid, Medicare. EPSDT,

23 Title V,. Title X. the Xdolescent Family

24.
Life Program and Community and Migrant

25 Health Centers;

.04
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(ii) is a condition of federal f4.ancial parti-

:ipation. reqUire the State Medicaid and Title V

agencies to adhere to the uniform

4 Comprehensive Prenatal Ccre definition

5 (infra., p. 146) in providing or financing

6' prenatal care services under these programs;

7 (iii) cequire assurances from states in'their. state

8 plans that services provided under Medicaid and

the Maternal and Child Health Block'Grant are

40 coordinated so that: ,

11

12'

13

14

15.

17 t qualified p-ovider status to all Title V

(a) related services will be housed togezher

Whenever feasible in easily accessible

locations with hours convenient for most

patients:

(b) pursuant to 42 U.S:C. 4 1396a(a)(11),

State Meditaid agendiew shall grant

'18

19

providers meeting otherwise applicable

provider qualification standards: and

20 pursuant to 42'U.S.C. 4 705, shall require

21

n
n
24

25

26

that all 'qualified Title V clinical providers

shall participate in the. Medicaid Program:

(c) Title V providers will be requirei pursuant

to 42 U.S.C. 4 705, when the services they

offer are Aniss than thole offered by

Medicaid providers covered under.HHSle



2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

.4
14

15

16

17

18

19

Comprehensive Prenatal Service definition,

to refer:

(1) Medicaid eligibles to other Medicaid

providers for such comprehensive

servicesr and

(2) for non-Medicaid-eligible patients

to ref such patients 0 providers,

including providers of in-patient

services, who, will furnish care at

0
little or no cost;

(d) Medieaid reimbUrserent will constitute

"first dollar" coverage for.all
...-

CoMPiehensive Prenatal Care services

furnished by publicly funded providers

including Title V funded providers,

community health centers, .migrant health

centers and providers funded under

Title X of the Public Health'Service Act.

C, Title V

20 Since the passage of OBRA (Omnibus Budget Reconciliation

21 Act) of 1981 and TEFRA (Tax Equity, and Fiscal Responsibility

22 Act) of 1982, the federal government has freqUently approved

a state plans which, are merely
carbon copies of the statute

24 and provide no real assurances of meeting the objectives of

.25 'Title V. To ensure meaningful
complian-e, pursuant to S42

26 U.S.C. §705(1), the Secretary should promulgate rules

26i
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implementing the Title V statue'which, at a minimum, would

2 I require that a State Plans

4

5
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

(1) is based on e needs assessment that identifies the

geographical location of those in greatest need,

what those unmet needs are,!'-what providers. already

exist, where they are located, what services they

..provide and their capacity, what other health-related

programs exist, and ad assessment'of the transpotta: .

tion available to reach providers;

(2) in -assessing which communities are in need,

utilizes a standard bf "high-risk" which ie

defined by the SeZretary in federal rules in

accordance with commonly recognized medical
.

standards;

(3) 'allocates funde 'to servia sites in.a manner that

maximitee convenience, defined by the Secretary

to take into account location, hours. and

18 transportation services available; .

.19 (4 includes a Coordination rillh,for services which maxi-.,

20 mizesresourcas, accommodates scheduling and trans r-

21 tation problems, and eneurea that patients transfered

22 between, programs arqnot.lost; ,

23 °(5) requires that clinical providers, satisfy the

:24 ComprehensivePZenatil Care definition'for

25. adequate staffing ratios to insure sufficient

26 prOvi.sion of services;



.
.

(6) proVidesI tor'the',treining ancr.use- of community -

xnach'workerer, .

3 (7) complies with criteriti promulgated by the Secretary .

12

13

14

15

_
for assessing. Whether or not a state. expenditure \

. . _
1

of Title .V'funde. on prenatal services is:reiionably:"

sufficient for the State to meet) ts'annualgoai..

of reducing theinsadence of low birth weight and

'infant mortality.E0(1)(a)lii),. tunra3:'

( ) .assures that there will bmno'discriminationin,.

hiring in providing services ,.:and in closure or

relocation of services; , ° ':,

(9) 'provide, that data is collected to identify unmet

(10)- complies with rules Which the:Secretary.Will

promulgete'implemeiting the "free care" and

16 ,
"sliding scale fee requirements Of the statute,

17
.,0..--Definition of Comprehensive Prenatal Care

18 Provision of comprehensive prenatal care should be part

19
of each state plin. Every state should provide adequate &sour- r;

ances that it will delivei, at a minimum the following Ger.:

21 vices:

22
physical ekaminations once:every 4 weeks for the first::

, -

23
-28 weeks of pregnancy. every-two weeki uritil..the. .36th

24 week-and weekly.thereafteri,
.

. .

25 - routine laboratory tests including blood slag urine,

I

',analyses:
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9

. :

screening end ..connseIin*regarding nutrition. sitibitaice4'''
abuse; :genetiC;abnorialities; :end family planning;

education on topics, including but .not limited to
'training' in labor and .deiiisiery,;breastfeeding, use

medicition, infant; care: and parenting;
a psycho-sociel; aissessment i;

.7 labor /delivery eerViCesavalablefin ihospitel.*Or
clinic=
a followup exam, for 'the mother,; which' inaltides;

family ; plenning education and services;

11; a well -baby exam;

12 sufficient ratios of qualified staff -to patients.

13 ; are maintained :to provide the :ebOve deecribeiVeirvicee.';

1 MediClid f14 9 :

, Medicaid funds most; maternal and child health care needs ;
:; ' .:9 .; 9 ;;;. ' ; ::;:i.;"; ; ;

for Poor, women 9in; this :gauntry: ' Repeatedly, Medicaid has been
.:

shoWe to ; increase , dremat iCally minority and :women's
:;., ' ;:. .:; ; 4.. ;,9 ;;.:;' ;;,;:
access :to health' Care .whiCIG'.,in 'iern;

. ; .,; ' 9, ;

iMprOlied, their heiltli status and :.that of their inferits:1:
4 ; ' f ; ::::Severe ;budget cuts hive reduced : the numbers ;of ;mothers !And 9

21 ; children, served just when the feeiniXation of 'poVerty
22

, - : . 9 : ; : : -9 ; : ;

' produced a; greatly' expanded'need for health Oare, coverage.;.;

The declining, percentage ''of poor prignantin: and :

24 infants covered Medicaid2 stems not 'Only frOm:bUdget :cuts;

,
:26

.

1: 150:68
`2. 8:27

1. 1 tr .1;99,9991;.;vt;



but:fice,tbe federal 'government!. 44ure:to encoarawCstate

exteasion,pf!coverage despite;thelenuile:Cost=effectiveness:

Of'doing,vo. Many options:Currently availabletostates

enable Much:greater numbers of low,income women and:children '

.

tes:be,Served,.but the federal: gpvernillent.s failure:to clarify

Oover...qw oisibities has impeded the expansion'of:cOverage.

Petitioners request th6t, HHS form:Lily:issue an eligibility,

rule foripregnant.women which, would encourage expansion of

Coverageffor!prOgnint women a* infants* clearly delineating':

10 the follOwing cOtionis:

1.; COVeritie for Financiaily Seedy Pregnant Women.

12, 42 U.S.C: 11396d, and 426.6.C. 13664(a)

13 (10)(6)4W:enable 'states to extehd.coveragcCo:a11prognailt,

Moron who do not satisfy the AFDC ca.egorical teatbui: whose

,

indome and resources are at or below state AFDC levels:: This

OPtiOn: would cover bOth single and married pregnant women.

27 thus, halting the misguided federal policy of ieggiring coverage

a sing1e-parerit'families, apolicy:Which has forced;

19 many husbadds to abandon their wives:so that their, children

'arelt denied health care.- It Wr4id.alsc cover first-time

21` pregriancies.. another category i.A.,Achhas been inapprowiateiy

limited:

2. CoverEger of Medically ELI:ix Pregnant Women and Cnildren.

The 2961 Mmdicaid'ar rdmenti provida that states can.'i
:

, r L4.1

institute a nedically'16edy program liiited to maternity

care for pregnant tea-.
and,ambulatory'Services for children

22

23

24

26
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i (42 0:0.C., ,1396a(a)(10))..without,isseming,reeponsibiliii

2 for the entire medically needy population As such the:.

Y; 3 cost .of instituting a medically needy program for pregnant

'6 women and children would require minimaradditional
H .

5. expenditures. Any state which chose to-implement options '

6 ons.and two VOuldtten have a Medicaid program covering:.

all poor, pregnant women. If, despite the known cost-

8 ieffectiveness of such a poicy, a state declinedsto

9 cl:vablish eligibility for all poor pregnant women, the

10 -:i.'.;:v4eral government should clarify the following less .

comprehensive .optioe:
.

3. 'Coverage for Pirst-Time Pregnancies.

While, a woman pregnant-for,the first time often cannot:

44; obtain'APDC:atell,or:only obtains it during her last trtmesier,
; :'

Medicaid benefits can nevertheless be provided from the time :

16 pregnancy is determined:, 42 0.S.C.:§1396a(a)(10)(C)(ii)(I3).

17 ' This group constitutes a, eubset,ofall financiallyneedy

18 Hpregnant,w0men.:' A state that decline, to.eXpend.coverage:

ell'finencially,needy pregnant:women.still might choose to ,

20 cover this category0which frequenttg.would.include.first

21, pregnancies of adolescents. Teenage pregnancy is inherently

high ;risk; babies born to those under are e4most:twice

likelyto die in infancy and to be.of low birth weight than

babies of,mOthers in their twenties.. Comprehensive prenatal

25 oar. 'has consistently reduced:these risks.

:26



3

4

5 are dined by law as children who meet their state's AFDC

6 financial..eligibility 'Criteria, but who are not "dependent"

7 as defined by Title 1V-A of the Social Security Act. States .

\ r

8 cen cover all of these rhildren and pregnant women or reasonable

;categories of.such women and children. ,.Extending,coverage

10 to financially needy children would mean access to much

11 needed prenatal end-baby. care. Specifically under this

\ \.

4. Coverage for Financially Weedy Children'and Pregnant Women',

42 U.S.C., 11397a(a)(10)(A)(ii).and 42.U.S.C. '1396(1(0(1)

provides that statesey cover "financially needy" children

as optional Icatigoricelly needy beneficiaries. These children

.12, option, .states couldcovIsr pregnant, married women and pregnant

adolescents from two-parent families.
Ir

14 5. A Medicaid Standard for Comprehensive Prenatal Care.

15

16
.

their, prenatal care eith r through Title V or Medicaid are'

(t 17 provided comprehensive p *natal care. The mechanism for

insuring this through T tle V was previously discussed.

. 19 making comprehen ive prenatal.care a component of each

20 -state plan (see su ra pp. 144 to 146). An identical

21 standard of comprehensive prenatal care can be established

through Medicaid nd APSDT by'amending current regulation

22 42 CFR 440.230(b) which reguiressthat all Medicaid programs

,24 provide services sufficient in "amount. scope,, and duration"

25 to achieve their purposes. to include the definition-of'

The Select Coordinator should insure that women receiving

26 comprehensive prenatal care. supra. p. 146.

.,



. EPSDT (Early and Periodic Screening.

2 ,,Diatenoaia atlb Treatment)

3 .EPSDT provides for regular health assessments for all.

4' persons under the age of 21. and is mandatorily available to

5 all- categorically needy Medicaid eligibles. These health

6 assessments include, screening, laboratory work, and appropriate

.treatment. To insure that these preventive measures are

8 fully accessible, EPSDT requires specific outreach efforts

and assistance with transportation and scheduling.

ti Through 'clarification of options and establishment of

9

'10,

11 ,standards, EPSDT could'be psedl.to insure.prenatal care and

12 well-baby care for a number of women and infants who might

13 otherwise not be covered. PetitiOnereepecifically propose

14 the following.'
.

1$ 4 1. Service Options Under EPSDT

16 HHS should clarify through regulations that those teen-

17 agers normally eligible fdr EPSDT screening and treatment

18 should.receive appropriate OB-GYN,services thrOugh the program,

19 including family planning services and, if pregnant., prenatal

20 care.

21 //

22 //

2 .//. f

24 //-

25 4/



2. HandatomCompreheneive,PreeatalCare

Currently, HHS requires that, at a minimum,, treatment

providecithrough.EP5pT include vision, dental, and hearing.

Services, 42 CPR 440.230. HHS should eXpanO.the mandatory

treatment categories to include comprehensive prenatal care

proviJAdlor all EPSDT eligibility categories. Additionally,

comprehenx:ve prenatal care should include all of the com-

8 ponenti set forth above for Hedlcaid and Title Vi, supra, pp..

9 146 to 147.

10 3. well -Baby Care and Infant Hospitalization

11.
EPSDTalready requires that each eligible baby receive a

12
neonatal examination.i.e.,,an exam within the first 28 days.

13 Through. regulation, HHS should expend thie requirement:to,

14 include in addition to the neonatal exam the accepted schedule

13 for the entire first year of well-baby care promulgated by

16 the American Academy of,Pediatrice.

17 Additionally, HHS should clarify_. that the neonatal

18 examination' provided, for newborns under EPSDT constitutes en

'19 EPSDT "screen" which would then permit states to Trovide

20 those infants with unlimited diagnosis and treatment including

/1 hospitaltHation, if necessary.

22 G. Nurse- Midwives

23' In order to maximize the use of nurse-midwives in

24 providing prenatal care and obstetrical services to eligible

25 //

//
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Hymen. HHS should issue the following rules:

1. as.a.condition of participating in the Medicare

3 Program. states whera'nurie -midwives are legally author-

isedto praCtice te deliver babies should requirs all

hospitals which receive Hedlmere,relebureement to provide

4 admitting privileges fordmise -midwives;
5

. (

2. similarly in those states.Where nurse-midwives are
!..

.legally authorised to practice to deliver babies. all Hil

IP Burton Hospitals should'be required to provide admitting

10 privileges under their community services requireMenti,,

'6 . .-aMend.cnient.42 CP11_4:40..220 to require that prenatal

12 care *aimless provided by nuisemideiyes shall be

13 reimbursable not only for.themategorleally needy.:

14 as it presently reads: but also for the medically

needy. :This expansion would only apply in 'those

10; states where nurse-midwives are legallY authorized to
. _ 7

,

17 ' practice to preside such prenatal aervicee.. ,,

18 Nat1oriell.EduciitiOnalellmpaign r

19 The federal government has already demonstrated its

20 capacity for .successful campaigns which combine public

21 f information and oersuasion. It is the rare American Whodoes

22: not know and comprebend'Smokey the Dear messaget.''Only you

23, can prevent forest tirest"

24 Sindiarly: the Depettment.oftHealth and Human Services'

25 'Office of Health Promotion, in conjunctiOn with petitioners

! 26 and the Administrative unit responsible for Maternal and

.
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4

6

7

et

9

chi\d health pursuant to 42 U.S.C. f700(a)(c), can play a

role in developing an edUcation campaign which will

provide information to pregnant mothers and the public at

large about, but not'limited tg, the following topics:

1. The importance of early and comprehensive prenatal

_and 'neonatal care;

2. Ident ication and description of the varying condi-

tions Which are res ponsible. for high-risgiregnancies;

3. Where to go and Whom-tg contact to become'Wedicaid

10 eligible and/or obtain publicly funded services for

11 pregnant women and newborns; .

12 4. Nutritional requirements during pregnancy with

14

13

16

17

18

19

20

21

22-

23

24

25

26

dietary suggestions tailored to

_at risk;

the varying populations

c

51. The availability of publicly lunded food programs

which can assist pregnant women in obtaining or

maintaining.adequate nutrition during pregnayzy,

lincluding WIC and food stainfis;

6. The potential risks during pregnancy of smoking,

alcohol, and-the use of drugs, whether by prescription.

over-the-counter or bought on the street? and

7. The availability of specific programs serving pregnant

teenagers.

The wording should be simple, appear in languages other

than English, and include graphic illustration wherever

possible. The une of radio, TV and billboards, in

74
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' addition to traditional posters and printed orochuress is

essential. In sum, developmentof a multi-media campaign,.

thoughtfully designed to reach the gieatest.numbere of those at

4 highest risk for pregnancy outcome. should be initiated'

5 immediately. Such a c.mpaign will allowipeople to make

6 informed choices, about their liVes,,and the lives of their

children.

8 I.' Additional Federal Dollars

9
The cost effectiveness of the WIC Program, of prenatal

7-10
care proVided through Title.Vand of nurse-midwifery training

11 has been demonstrated in other. portions of this petition.

12 Each of these, programs ha; suffered cut-backs ,%nd/or severe

13 erosion through inflation. While this petition is directed

to MS' capacity to take administraifve action, petitioners.,

cannot present a complete picture of the remedies:Without:

emphasizing the need for renewed federal funding inthese16

17

18

19

three areas.

J. Additional Federal Legislation

Petitioner. emphasize that the proposed remedied set

20
forth above do not include legislative approaches Which could

21
definitively enhance this country's capability of reducing .

low birth weight and infant mortality, especially among the'

23 low income, minority population. By focusing on adminis-

24
trative solutions, petitioners in no way suggest that.'

25
legislative approaches are not alsOnecessary and urgent.

26
yetitioners address administrative remedies because of

moolras--- s'\
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2

3

4

270

t,beir immediate potential for implementation. Nonetheless,

petitiaL4rs believe that the evidenOe they present

constitutes a compelling case for Medicaid reforms

tor mothers and children, the funds for 'which have bean

included by Congiess in the first budget resolution for

6
fiscal year 1984.

8

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

21

22

23,

24

25

Detects June 29, 1983.

c

Rest., *rated,

ANGELA GLOVER OLA&WELL
LOIS SALISBURY'.
ANITA P. ARRIOLA '

?ublic Advocates, Inc.

6n -13e06 fY of

fy
Beh r of Pet t oners

27 j
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APPENDIX

The table below consists of representative data from .the

Public Advocates Survey. Included are total live births and

deaths for Blacks and whites and infant mortality rates for

bhe 45 cities surveyed for 1980. The entire data set includes

1978-1981. Additional' data is still being collec d and analyzed

by Dr. Jeffrey Gould at the iniversity.of Califor ia.School of

Public Health. .Inguiries.regardi4 that data an publication

thereof may be directed to him.

Infant Mortality Rates for 45 Cities tudied

1980

1. New York

White total live Births
White infant deaths

White IMR
Black total live births
Black infant deaths

Black IMR

2 Washington DC

.White total live births
White infant deaths

White'IMR
Black total live births
Black infant deaths

BlaCk IMR

3. Seattle, WA .

ti

White total live births
White infant deaths

White IMR
'Black tetal'live births
Black infant deaths'

.Bladk.IMR

IV

/ 53,446
801
15

t3,466
791
18.2

1,373
17
13.1

7,884
209
26.6

1

4,172

11.9
963

16.8
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5

6

7

9

10

12

13

14

is

4..

4.

St. Louis
1980

White total live births
Whits, infant deaths'

'White IMR
Black total live births
Brack infant deaths

3,380
39

.11.8
4,832

108
Black IMR. 22.5

Philadelphia,

White total live births 12,492
White infant deaths 168

White IMR' 13.5
Black total live births 12,411
Black infant deaths 280

Black IMR 22.6

Newark NJ

White total live births
White infant deaths

White IMR
Black total live births
Black infant deaths

Black IMR

JacisOng

16

17

18

. 19

1.20

21

23

. 24

'15

White total live births
White infant deaths

.White IMR
Black total limot births
Black infant Mahe

Black IMR

. New Orleans, LA..*

White total live biiths
White infant deatts

White IMR
Black total live births
-Black infant deaths
. Black IMR

%ft

2,169
26
12.4

3,854
89-
23!3

1,895
15
8.4

3,001
68
22.7

Z.873
33
11.8

7,478
174 .
23.4
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1980

Houston TX *, * *, * * *, * * * *,

White total live births 15,289
White infant deaths "171 ,

White IMR 11.2
Black total live births 10,161

5 Black infant dealfts 170
Black IMR 16.8

6

7
10. Greensboro, NC*,

8

'9

10

11

12

'13

14

15

16

17

18

19

21

22

23

24

25

26

White total live births 1,180
White infant deaths 10

White' IMR- 8.5
Black total live births 960 -
Black infant deaths . 9

Black IMR 10.4

11. Detroit, MI

White total live bi;phs
White infant deaths',

White IMR
Black total liye biiths
Black infant deaths

Black IMR

12. Dallas, TX*,**,***,****

White total live births
White infant deaths

White IMR.
Black total- live births
Black infant deaths

Black IMR

13. Atlanta, GA*,***

White total live births
White infant deaths

White IMR
Black total live births
Blick infant.deaths

Black IMR

5;971
66
11.2

25.1

7,228
78
10.9

6,421
118
18.4

2,570
30
11.7

6,758
135
20.1

fir, ;:4 2:88.



3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

.13

14

15

16_

. Chicago, IL*,***,***4 -

White total.liveitirths
/

White infant deaths' -

27,224

White AR 14.8
Black. total live births i 30,492
Blacle,infant deaths' ' , 789

Black IMR 25.9.
. ..

15. Baltimore, MD,*

White total live births . .4,129

White infant 'deaths 52

White IMR , 12.6
Black total live births, 8,681
Black infant deaths 172

BlackIMR '' 21.0

16. Miami PL .

White total live births 14,345
White infant deaths 147

White .IMR 10.3 ---

Black/ total live births .
8,267

Black infant 138
Black IMR 16.8'

1980

17. Las Vegas, NV* _
. . .

White total live births
17. White infant dere

White IMR
18 Black total live births

Black infant deaths
19 Black MR.

'

20 13. Jacksonville, FL*,*****.

21
.

White total live births
White infant deaths

22 White.IMR
Black total live births

23 Black infant deaths

24
Black ]MR

25

an1

89

6,391
' 56

8.9
1,139 .

,25
22.8

fi 6,618
66
10.0'

3,335
66 .

19.8

A



1980

2 19. Norfolk, VA*''

3 White total live birt 2,165
White infant deaths 13

4 White IMR 15.9
Black total live births 2,256
Black infant deaths 32

a. Black IMR 14.2

20. Cleveland; OH*
7

White total live birth* 3,214
11 White infant deaths 86

White IMR .1 16.3

.9
Black total live births 5,461
Black infatdeaths' 162

10 Black IMR 29.7

11 1'21. San Diego, CA,

12 White total live births 17,741
White infant deaths 275

13 -White IMR 15.5
Black total live births 2,640

'14 Black Infant deaths 56 .

Black IMR 21.4 .

is

16

17

18

19

22. Cincinnati 08*_

White total- live births 4,063
White infant deaths 49

White IMR 12.3
Black total live births 2;970
Black infant deaths 54

Black IMR '18.2

20 23. OH*

21 White total live births
White infant deathsn White IMR
Black total live births

23 Black infant deaths

24
Black IMR

25

26

4,515
49
10.9

1,654
36
21.8



1 24. Columbus, 05* A 1980
o

2 White total live births 7,058

White infant deaths 71..

3 ' White EMA
,

10.1

Black total live births 3,007

4 Black infant deaths-
I 49

Black INN - 16.6

5
25. Oakland, CA*

6 .

.

White total live births 9,663
\ 7 White infant deaths , 98

White IMR 10.2
8 Black total live births :4,036

9
Black infant' deiths 64

BlaCk MR 15.9
.

10 26. Ph. nix AZ*
..-.

11 whi total live births ;4,317

Wh e infant deaths 311 -

12 twill/I' 12.8

Black total liVe births 1,372

13 Black infant deaths - 27

'Black 11411 '
20.4

:'14
27.

15
te total live births 7,925

16 white infant deaths .

57

White INA. 7.2

it i Black total live births 382 .

Black infant deaths 6

18 Black 11411 '
18.3 '.

19 28. Pittsburg, PA*
- -:

20 'Mite total live births
e 3,250

White infant deaths. 35

21 White UR 10.8

Black total live births 1,846

22 : Black:infant deaths_ 54

Black DIB .. 29.3

.. , I 24 . .

29. NaXhville TN* .

24

White total live births 6,134 gip

25 White infant deaths 51

White INA k 10.5

.241



Nashville, TN (Continued) 1980

Black total live births. 2,205
Black.infant deaths 37
Black IMR' t7.2

.
4 30. Birmingham, AL*

5 : White total live births
White infant deaths
White IMR
BlacIctotal live births

7 Black infant deaths
Black IMR

9

10

11

-12

13

14

31. Milwaukee, WI*

I mhite total live births
White infant deaths
White MR 0
Black' total live birth's
Elsck infant deaths
$$I lack

Louisville, KY*

16

17

18

White total live.birtbs
White infant deaths
White IMR
Black total live'births
Black infant deaths.
Black IMR

6,151
68

11.1
4,772

95
20.1

74789
90

11.6
3,934

73
188

8,603
88

1Q.3
2,596

57
22.3

33. Kansas City, MO*

White total live births 4,734
White infant deaths 52

,s Mite IMR
. 11.0

20 Black total. ive births 2,703
Blaak infant deaths 42

21 slack IMR 15.9

23

24

25

26

34. Oklahoma, NE .

5,702
86

15.1
1,5240,

33^Pr
22.3

Whitetotallive births
White infant death's
*White IMR ,

Black total live births
Black infant deaths
Black,IMR.



1 35. Minneapolis, MN 1980

2
,White total live-birtft
White infant deaths

-3
White IMR .

Black total live births

4 Black infant.deethr
Black LMR

.5
36. Porthw4th, TX

6 White.total live births
White infant deaths
White IMR 0

8 Black total live births
Black infant deaths

.9 Black IMR

10 37. Portland. OR

11
White total. live births
White infant deaths .

12
White IMR
Black,kotal live births :

13.
Bladk infant deaths
Black IMR_

14' .
.

j8. San Francisco, CA

63,067
611
9.7

1,514
31

20.5

5,921
71

r2.o
2,025

42
21.2

7,666
102

13.4
797
14

17.6

15 White total live,hirths 3,290

16
White infant deaths 42

White IMR .
12.8

17
Black total live births 1,610

Black infant deaths
. 28

18 Black IMR 17.4

il 39. SanJose CA
...

20

21

23

24

- '25

26

Ne White total liire births
White infant deaths
White IMR
Black total live births
Black infant deaths
'Black IMR

40. Los Angeles,,CI

11,555
175

15.2
1,230

14 d"
11.4

White i.ctal live births 42,303'

White iufant deaths - 541

White IMR 12.8
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Los Angeles, CA (Continued)

Bled; total live births
.Black *dant deaths
Black IMR

4 41 Memphis, TN.

1980

t8,613
390

5 eWhite,total live bitths 6,057
White infant deaths .

.. !'69_.
6 White IMR 12.4

Black total live births 7,711
7 Keck infant deaths -154

Black IMR ..). 20.0
;

.

42. Atlantic City,,NJ
9

White total live births .. -212
10 Whiteinfant deaths 9

White IMR
.

42,5
11 Black total live births 384

Black' infant deaths 11.
12 .Black Ira 31.1-

13 43. Youngstown, OH*
. .

14 . White total live births 976
White infanedeaths 11

15 White IMR 11.3
'Bleck total live births 893
Black infant deaths 25
BIack IMR 29.r

17

44. Sari Antonio, TX*,****

White total live births' . -

19 'White infant deaths
%.4,812

46
White IMR . 9.6

.20 Blatk,total live births 1,169
Black ipfane deaths 30

.21 Bl.ack IMR t 26.1.

7.2 45. Richmond VA***

n . White.total rivelpirtAs ',264.
.

16White infant deaths
24 .White IMR 13.4

Black/total live birihs 2,168 , ...

25 Black infant deaths 58///

:
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1 The asterisk indicate cities providing Survey data for the

1 following categories: .

3 *City providing low birth weight (LBW) date by race.

.4 **City providing very low birth weight (VLBW)--dzitilly race.

5 ** *City providing teenage pre data by race.

6 ****City providing tai care data hy race.

7.

4

-a- 10

11

. 12

.13

14

- 15

16

17.

18

19.

20

21

22-

23

24

26

I
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Mr. LEHMAV. Dr. Kennedy.

STATEMENT OF EILEEN KENNEDY, NATIONAL CONSULTANT, IN-
TERNATIONAL FO9D POLICY RESEARCH INSTITUTE AND VIS-
ITING PROFESSOR, TUFTS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NUTRITION
Ms. KENNEDY. Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity toappear

before you tOclay.:I will skim lot of my written -text. It is all,in the
record.

I tried to provide..a historical perspective on the'role of nuttition
as far as preventive health care, and I cite some of the eVidence
which was really instrumental in making the link between putri-. .
bon and outcome of pregnanCy, which came oat-- of-what I call the
natural experiments during World War II.

Tyvo cases in -point were the seige of. Leningrad and the famine
that took Place in Holland during World War II, and what you 'saw
there is basically what heretofore had. been a healthy population,

I because of the limitation. on caloric intake, decrease-in the overall ;
/ birth weights in.the population. This translated to an increase in
' the incidence of low birth weight infants; and as the exampls,in

Holland shows, the infant mortality tripled as a result of the
direct increase an,the low birth weight statistics. 0.

This led researchers ti,consider the possibiTit& of providing sup-'
elemental feeding as a 'mean `of improving the outcome of preg-
nancy primarily in women in developing countries. PeOple honed.in
on the problem of adverse neonatal outcomes being more severe in
dey.eloping countries 'and. a series 'of supplemental feeding trials
whTch I believe I have quinmarized in table 1, showing that itwas
possible to irhprove the outcome of pregnancy by supplemental.-
feeding of the woman during prenatal .periods.

Studies in places like Guatemala, the study in India,. show fairly
similar types of findings that' birth weight was increased in the
area of 49 to 60 grams, but more importantly, that the rates of low
birth weight were able to be decreased as a result of the supple-
mental feeding. Partly, as a result of this, people began thinking
about the maternal and child health problem in the Uiiited,States.
A lot of this gave way, to the initial, planning of the special supple-
mental program Tor 'women, infanta, and children, better known as
WIC. I think there were a lot of disbelievers in the' nitial days of
the WIC Program. There may still be A lot of the rhetoric we have'
all heard revolveS around the issue of Would you really expect nu-

.. trition.woUld play a very important part as far as oVerall.prenatal
care for low-income women in the United States? The line,of rea-
soning being that basically 'we have an abundant and,variki food
supply and, therefore, food, per se, is not the limiting fiktor. I. must
admit I was probably one of those disbeliever&

Ail part of the research I was involved with up at Harvard SChool
of Public Health in the inia to late 1970's,.we attempted to look at } ,
the issue of what impact can be attributed to participation in the
WIC program in prenatal Patients thiaiighOut the State of Massa-
chusett& My basic hypothesis was that it...would be priniarily The
medical services to which the WIC program was acting as an ad-
junct to health care that would' have the most impact on birth
weight of the baby and incidence of low birth weight.
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Basically, our thinking was that the foocd in the WIC program
would be acting as a carrot, drawing women into the health care
system. What we found in our analyses was thrt although prenatal
care,medical services clearly, had a benefitI won't think anybody
would argue that-*---above antbeyond the effect we noticed due to
medical care services, there was a direct effect on overall birth
weight that could be attributed to the amount of food stipPlementa-
tion-received by these low-incOnie women.

More' importantlyand I want to underscore- this pointthere
was a concurrent sierease in the incidence of low birth weight. A
series of studhave corroborated our findings. What we are find-
ing in different areas of the country, studies_edndircked in Oklaho-
ma, Massachusetts, Tennessee, Lbuisiana, is' that the consistency. of

finding as -far as the effect on low birth weight, is within. a very,'
° very close range. -

All of these studies are reporting a 30- :to' 40-percent:decrease in
the incidence of low birth weight and/or. small for gestational age
infants. Thisis much more important than an overall increment in
birth weight of 3-to 4 ounces. Fthinki Would be the first to admit
if .you were just increasing the birth weight of the child, but not
having-any effect on the more important indek of.the health of the
neonate (i.e., the - low birth weight status of that child), it; would
have much leSe.pUblic health implications. The fad that. you ar
not only/Changing the central tendency measure, that it; me
birth weight, but you are at: the same time decreasing the .

dence of IOW birth vtgight, ,has more significant ramifications for
the health of the neorn. :

I tyPically get asked why the experienCe-With-tha_WIC program
in the United States seems to have been so much -M-Ore-positive_

than the eviderice that, is , suggested from similar' interventioni.,in
develOping countries. On average you are seeing inplaces like Qua-
terriala, India, wherever, that you are able to increase birth weight
by about 40 to 60 earns.

In the recent U.S. studies we are seeing increments in 'birth
weight of 90 to -110 grams, but the, more_ important- finding is fewer

, low birth weight babies ate being born to women who partiCipate,
'in .WIC.- I think there are several key reasons for the difference in
the U.S. experience. One of,,those is the concept. of.miniznuni and-
rinaximum level of benefits. In the WIC prograin, you are proyiding',..,g
pregnant women with approximately 900 calories per day. .

In the- overseas,interventionsi, you are generally talleing.abantfta-
-loric intake being increased in the range of 200 to' 300 calories. Tt Is
a doge-response relationshiPAn, the developing country Interven
tions where they have given higher ,caloric intakethe ;Hyder-
abad study in India; where they, were giving women 700 caloriet,a
day plurbed 'rest; birth weights "increased in the range of what:Wer.,..,
are seeing in the United States and concurrently, a decreafirin..the::-.
incidence of low birth weight.

I suppose an analogy 'would be if somebody wanted to ride,N141.-
Washington metro, if it cost 80 cents to ride and .you OnlY-gave
them :20 cents, the might be able to do something, with-- that' 20
cents, `but t ey wouldn't be able to ride the metro. It is becoming
clear that in order to bring about some of the improvemente we are
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talking about, there is a minimal evel of benefit that nee& to be
delivered,,

. ,
In the Guatemala experience, in looking at women in lour verylo3V-income villages in Guatemala, the cutoff pOint seemed to be

abotik20,000 calories. The benefits accrued to women who had re-_ceived more than. 20,000 calories, approximately .27,000 calories.Ttiat is where you began;to see statistically significant differences
in birth weight and the inpidence of low birth. weight.

The second issue, is that WIC is not just a supplemental feeding;
program. It really would appropriately be labeled an integratedhealth. nutrition intervention because it' stress food pile tieing
into the health care system,- plus nutrition educationand again, ifyou' look at the evidence from the series of studies I have reviewed,the most successful, prenatal interyentiOnq have been ones that,pro-
-vided a judicious-mix of health care and fOodand I waild assume
the nutrition education, although .we _haven't systethatically as-
sessed that. In thinking of Some of Dr. 'Ouellette's comments, this

. morning' about,substance abuse like, alwhol 'and drug .abuse, trying_to 'deal with those problems. simultaneaus1V with some of the otherones that are nutrition related as well as health care related;
makes more sense than a fragmented system of prenatal, care.

Innur work: we looked at the ,isitie of so the WIC program seems ,to be haying. an effect on outcomes of pregnancy, trying to put the
issue of ethics aside .for a minute and looking at it from the point
of view of economics. And- we did-a,,ver? simple calculation,, which
was looking' at just" one olitcome of piegriancy\ which, here again
was the-incidence of low birth weight... __.)

. We looked at the incidenceof levy 'With weight of infants born to
Women participating in. WIC and calculated the cost of treating
those low birth weight infants, plus the the cost of providing WIC
services. We contrasted' that with the incidence of low birth weight
in women who had not. participated in the WIC intervention, and
again,I hadn't seen the' testimonST of otherpanel 'witnesses, but our
cost effectiveness ratio comes ou.t'.to be, remarkably Similar toyours. ,

We found that for every .dollar spent'on the-WIC program, there!:.
was .a $3 savings in medical care costs, and.I think you can look. at
'it an-'a very siMple way. On average, women .in the WIC program.-
we looked at in .Massachusetts,,. the WIC Federal expenditu'r
$105. This can be contrasted' with the cost of one da
intensive are of $4509. So, I don't' think it is s
found _a .1 to 3 ratio in favor of WIC.

Some other evidenceihas recently c
these, findings. A study in Misso
coststavingS attributable to
of the WIC piogram.

. of ethics,, I thin
more cost
.rath

as
neonatal

sing that we

out which 'substantiates
which looked at 'just. medicaid

. They find al1..1.42 ratio, In favor
in, if you don't want to argue on the basis

can argue on the basis of economics that it
dive to prevent the occurrence of low birth weight

an to try to treat it 'after the fact.
one of these analyses have built in the longer term costs-associ-

/ ated with the low birth weight, the longer term. developmental ab---
normalities, and' any of the educational costs that we would be in-
curring. Our study fimiteditselflo the immediate neonatal period.

ev
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The lest -poin.t that I think. is overlooked sometimes, we talk
about WIC as being supplemental feeding program, supplemental",
to the overall, diet. eat of the women in our study were also par-
ticipating in the f stamp program and it was the food damp
program _that was .basiciilly allowing them to buy their core diet.
WIC foods were supplemental-to that. I think 'again, taking an
overall approach to he problem that if the food stem 'progrtfm
had' not existed, the WIC would not be "supplemental but would
have been providing he core diet. . .. .

It is amazing in me. of the areas we looked at where there is
.-. overwhelming positivle support .for, WIC,, some of the same policy

makers say, but the \food stamp program isn't having any effect.
There *as dual participation in most ofPour househords. I. think ) ".

though, we have not looked specifically at-foOd stamps, that was
s _again providing-a large part of the food resources within the house-

hold. , . .
. . %

-.
. ,

I would summarize 'by saying that both from the developing
countries and U.S. experience with WIC, it is possible to prevent
some of the adverge neonatal outcomes. associated with high-risk
pregnalCiel. We find .that the .risk .Of low birth weight is in

-ncertain groUps, again o surprise. Teenage prenatals, black women,
women with a prior history of having low birth weight infants, and
smokers all have a higher risk of neonatal mortality, low birth
*eight infants.

It also appears- from the evidence.et hand that the WIC pro
is serving .a disproportionate national share of these high -risk
fants. This is in part the reason for its success in improVing some
of th outcomes of pregnancy.

[P pared. statement ofEileen. Kennedy follows:]
. .

...PREP STATEMENT OF DR. EILEEN KENNEDY, NUTRITION CONSULTANT, INTERNA-

NAL FOOD POLICY RERVARCH INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, D.C.;.AND VISITING ASSIST-

' ANT PROFESSOR, Turns UNIVERSITY SCH I 0 , F NUTRITION, MEDFORD, MASS.

''. Thank you for giving me 1 the appoOnity to ap
on Children, Youth and. Families. I am currently working
search group called the International Food Policy Research
cently, in conjunction with my colleague Dr. Pinstrup:Andereen, comple
graph on nutrition interventions in developing countries. The project was,po
by the Subcommittee on Nutrition of the United Nations and was initiated to pro-
vide a summary of what we know his happened as a result of nutrition programs in
developing countries. As part of this effort we_looked closely at the results of suple-
mentary feedings programs throughout ate world. In addition, I at currently Work-

. ing on research for the U.S. Agency for International Development to assess the .

unpect of several types of targeted interventions on child growth and development. \ .

Although most of my current search is related to food policy in
and

couri-
tries I have also been involved in research on the effect of WIC Supplemental Feed-
ings on prenatal participants. Thus, I've had experience with both mternational and
U.S. Domestic Supplementation Schemes.

Today, I'd like to focus on what we know has happeded as a res,ult of these typed
of nutrition interventions.

The relationship between maternal nutrition and preancy outcome has been
the subject of numerous studies,of the past fifty years. It has been documented that
nutrition and prenatal, infant and child healtkare highly correlated.

Some of the earliest evidence that nutriton was an important influence on neona-
tal outcome and growth and development came out of experiences iii World War U.
Dtiling the Seige of Leningrad by Germany, birth weights declined significantly due
to insufficient food supplies (1). As birth weights declined, there was a concurrent

fore the Select Committee
an international re-

, . have re-
r- ono-

' The testimony reflects the opinion of the author and not necessarily those of IFPR/ or Tuft.
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/increase in infant mortality (2). Simi lei' results were reported during the famine in

Holland in 1944-45; during this period, mean birth weights decreased, congenital
Phialformations doubled and infant mortality tripled. Interestingly, 'a very different
situation occurred in England during Woild War II-(3). During the wartime period,
Britain gave priority for food rationing to 'pregnant women. A13-.8 result, the rate of
still birth decreased from a prewar level of 31 per. 1,000 to 23,per 1,000 live births
during the war. .

Additional clinically based studies finiter substantiated the linkage between nu-
trition and the outcome of pregnancy. In 1943, a study conducted by Harvard found
that the most positive neonatal outcomes were observed in women whose diets were
rated excellent or good by clinic staff (4). The average birth weight of infants deliv-
ered by women on excellent or good diets was 8 pounds 8 ounces compared to 7
pounds 7 ounces among women on fair diets. Seventy-nine percent of the 33 infants
who died weighed under 5 pounds at birth and sixty-seven percent of infants born to
women on poor or very poor diets were either stillbirth; died within 3days of life,
weighed udder 5 pounds at girth, were functionally immature or had congenital de-
fects. Only eight percent of the infants born to women on poor diets were classified
to be in superior or good condition. In contrast, '94 .percent of the infants born to
women on good,or excellent diets were in superior or good health, whereas'only 3
percent were in poor health.

Dieckmann et al (5) confirmed these findings. Of 612 pregnancies which were
carefully supervised with adequate nutrition, the incidence of low birth weight
(LBW) was 3.3,percent- compared. to 6.3 percent from women of similar socioeconom-
ic status with poorer diets. .

Because of this accumulating evidence that diet improved 'nutritional status, re-
searchel% *an conducting controlled field experiments to test the hypothesis that
nutritional supplementation would have positive and significant effects on health.
-Thompkins (6) in Aberdeen, Scotland observed that caloric intake for low income

women was less than the caloric intake for upper class women; mothers of low birth
weight babies (less than 2,500 grams) had less of a dietary intake than mothers de-
.livering normal weight babies. The Aberdeen study and similar studies (7) led to the
concept that supplementation of diet with calories, protein and other nutrients
during pregnancy might significantly improve neonatal outcome in nutritionally
vulnerable women. This theory was tested in several studies throughout the world.

A number of studies outside the U.S. have shown, that it is possible, to improve the
outcome of pregnancy through dietary supplementation.

The prenatal diets of 400 low income women were studied in an antenatal clinic
in Toronto in 1941 (8). Women whose diets were rated poor were randomly assigned
to either a control group given a corn oil placebo or to a treatment group in which a
food and vitamin and mineral supplement I /as given during the last 3 to 4. months
of pregnancy. A third group whose diet. It .x1 been rated as moderately good was
given just education classes. The p emature births reported in the control group
with a poor diet was 8.0 percent coin red to 2.2 percent efld 3.0 percent in the sun-
plementatiori and education groups pectively.

From 1949 to 1962, theMontreal et Dispersary provided milk, eggs and oranges
to low -income women (9); as a result birth weights were significantly increased in
the supplemental group. The incidence of LBW was 6.9 percent in the treatment
group vs. 9.0 percent in the non-treatment group. Even more impressive were the
results in teenagers; the LBW rates were 3.3 percent in the treatment group vs. -10
percent in the npnfood group.

A study of 25 women in. Hyderabad, India (10) provided 700 kcal and 20 grams
protein a day plus bed rest for the last month of pregnancy. Birth weights were 11.5'
ounces higher in the *omen receiving food compared to the control group.

Between 1,239 to 1943, 728 women participated in a nutrition program in Oslo,
Norway (11)Whe in deuce of LBW was.2.2 percent vs. 4.6 percent la
ed

the non-treat-'g.
Similaprly, in Scotland, supplementation evaluations were conducted in the 1960's.

Of a control group Of 198 unsup lemented women, the LBW rates were 11.1 percent
doriipared to 6.4 per nt for the 641 supplemented women.

Similar suppleme Cation studies were conducted in 4 villages in Guatemala (13).
Results show the pplemented women' had higher mean birth weights than the
controls; LBW re were decreased by one-half in the supplemented group.

In Narangwal, In is (14) the most cost-effective measure for reducing infant mor-
tality was suppleme Cation of the diets of expectant mothers.

The findings from hese studies are summarized in Table 12 The data from these
studies show trends n the same direction; as a result of dietary supplementation
neonatal outcome can, be improved.
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.
Now let's turn /to

/'the experience in the ,U.S.

emphasis was placed on elfaluat r WIC from itswery. inception. Because of
.The WIC program is iunque ways=.one which is the fact that,'a stro

we now have a total of 'seven cf erent studies which have evaluated -th pre tal
component of suppletnentary., feeding programs. A -synowiiirof the results a pre-
sented in Table 2.

I don't waiirto disc2iss each of the indiiidual studies but I would like 131111111111-

rize the-major findings. Despite the fact that the studies were Ofidu in different
locationsMassachusetts, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Missouri d wi erent ex-
perimental and quasi-experimental_ designs, there is a remarkable imilanty in the _

reported,resulytAll studies report ri effec -fon-thelurk weights of infants
born to program participants..and a rease in the incident`nciden of low birth weight
(less than-2,500 grams)' and/or small for gestational ag".. frilits. In addition, the
1980 fltgar conducted by Di. Milton Rotelchuck and hiatolleagues in Massachusetts
also found significantly fewer neoriaraideeihs'in infants born to WIC mothers *hen
compared to-babies of non-WIC women.
,. I have recently 'completed a reanalysis of our data using tha matching procedure
developed by Kotelchuck et al. in Massachusetts. We felt at a case'control deriign
would be. more' methodologically rigorous than the m ti-variate analysis. We
.matched each of our non-WIC women to a WIC wom based on racial/ethnic
group, age, parity, marital status and income. The results to that WC partidi-
pation was associated with a positive, significant increase +107 grami) in birth .

weight and a significant decrease in the incidence of LBW. .; ,

The results'from these studies show an effect of WIC within a remarkably similar
rangebirth weight is increased by 90 -110 grams and low birth weight is decreased
30-40 percent.

The effect of WIC on the incidences of LBW has much more of a public health
implication than to supply a 3- to 4-ounce increase in birth weight. If mean birth
weightewere increased but there was no effect on LBW rates, the WIC program
would be considered less effective. We know that LBW infants are more prone than
normal weight infants fA mortality, birth defects, and health prohlems. Data indi-
cate that approximately 184 of each 1,000 LBW infants die within the first year of
life, compared to 8 out of 1,000 for'infants weighing betweeh 3,001j and 000 grams
(15). The. March of Dimes estimates that 45 percent of LBW infantsnave major
physical disabilities such as blindness-or retardation. Reducing the likelihood of.
mortality and-disabilities is clearly an important benefit.

.._. I would be hesitant to make any generalizations about the effects'nf WIC based on
only one stud ut-given-a-series-of-studies,-the_result of whicat_ reinforce each.
pth , us c ear that participation in 'WIC is associated with improved neonatal out-
come.

As part of our analysis we also attempted to determine if the economic benefitsof
the WIC prenatal 'component justifies the costs. LBW infants typically require any-
Where from 12 to 100 days of hospitalization after birth. Normal weight babies aver-
age 3 to 5 days. Thus, preventing LBW can dramatically lower post-natal, hospital
costs

We estimated-the savings ill hospital costs due to WI 's reduction in the incideride
of LBW births. This savings was then compared to th total cost of WIC prenatal
care. The findings showed that the sayings exceed the by apprOximately three
to one. Thus, the study found that -treating LBW afte birth is three times more
expensive than preventing it through WIC, or in other ords, that a dollar spent on
Wig for prenatal care saves three dollars in hospital c (for a net saving of two
dollars). These results are in fact conservative, since the y did not count physi-
cians' feds nor did it include the longer-teim treatment cost for LBW babies.

This analysis reveals that from a cost-benefit point of view the WIC prenatal sup-
.. plementationprograrn is highly desirable. In fact, it turns out to be a net resource

saver for dociety. Furthermore, in the face of ever-increasing hospitalization costs,
the preventative approach of WIC will become even more attractive in the future.

Similar analyses have recently been conducted in Missouri, and their results also
show a. positive benefit/cost ratio in favor of WIC f22). The Missouri researchers
compared the medicaid costs for the WIC and non-WIC women and found that there

For the past few years I have been involved primarily with intecnational
was a 1:1.42 cost-benefit ratio in favor of WIC.

tion programs. I have frequently been asked why we are able to show such dramatic
changes in the U.S. due to WIC when supplementary feeding programs in devrlop-
ing countries appear to have been less successful. There are two major reasons:

(1) The level of benefits provided in WIC is much;higher than that which is pro-
vided in other programs. Most supplementary feedings programs in developing
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countries provide a daily supplement of 200 to 300 calories. The WIC program pro-
vides approximately 909 calories a day to pregnant women. The greater level of sup-
plementation in WIC accounts, in part, for the significant effects that are obser,ed.

(2) The second re4n, for the positive and ,signifieant affects of WIC is probably
due to the fast tilt WIC stresses the-provision of not pnly food btit health care and
nutrition education, WIC is not ,simply a supplementary feeding prcgram in the tra-
ditional sense but, rather, a more appropriate label would be an "integrated health/
nutrition, intervention.? I make the distinction because in, developing countries
there are a number of examples wherein integrated health/nutrition program was

: able to bring about a significant improvement' in neonatal outcome. One of the
strengths of WIC is the focus 'on food plus health care plus nutrition edugation.

The research which I have reviewed allows us not only to say that WM is having
a positive and significant effect on pregnant women and theirinfitrits, but the re-
search also can be used to. tell us where the WIC program needs some line tuning.
The studies 'collectively indicate that. "more is better better that leks." As the
length of participation in WIC increases, the effects also inerease. Consistently *e
see that. the greatest increment in birth weight is in these infants born to Tethers
who partkipated in WIC forsix or more months. Active outreach efforts should be
initiated to enroll women in WIC early in their pregnan6y.

The research also show us that WIC is able to produce more of an effect in "high
risk" worden. Teenagers, non-white prenatals, women with a history of producing
low birth weight infants and smokers benefit more from WIC 'than women of lower
risk. 0_,

'Lastly, what A sometimes overlooked is thp fact tfiet WIC is a suppleme.etary
feeding programthat isthe WIC foods are meant to be a net addition tothe feeds ,

already corfsumed. The foods /are not suPposed to substitute ftr foods already in the
diet. In our study,. the -majority of women were receiving ,food stamps. The WIC
foods were supplemental to those foods which were purchased with food stamps. The

..? core diet was being purchased with feed stamps. Therefore, a cut-back in the alloca- 4'
tion of food stamps would aisoadversely affect WIC. I know the food stamp program
's not the responsibility of this committee, but it is important to underscore the neg-
ative effect a -cut-back in foodstamps could have on WIC.

J Thank you for giving me the opportunity to appear today. ..

TABLE 1.SUMMARY OF PRENATAL STUDIES

Study
Number of

Rol* Results

Montreal 1,73.6 Birth weight decreled LBW 6.9 percent in treatment of women compared to 9.5

"..
percent controls.

Hyderabad, India 25 Birth weight increased by 11.5 ounces. .

Oslo, Norway 728 LBW rates 2.2 percent in treatment women vs. 4.6 percent in controls.

Scotland 730 LBW rate 6.4 percent in supplemented group compared to 11.1 percent in controls.
Guatemala (r) Birth weight increased in supplemented group;4 LBW cut by one-half in treatment

women. ... -

I-Four villages.'

TABLE 2.SUMMARY OF STUDY FINDINGS

0 t Study Mean WIC effect as birth weight

UNC (16)

Harvard (17)

Massachusetts Department of Health 1980 study
(18).

Massachusetts Department of Health 1982 Follo*uri .
Study (19).

NTS (20)
University of Oklahoma (21)
Missouri Health Department (22)

+43 grams' ( +136 grams in women on WIC for greater than 6
months).

+122 grams.
+23 grams ( +110 grams in women in WIC for greater than

months). .

+23.5 grams ( +110 grams in women in WIC for greater than 6
months).

+96 to +116 grams.-
+91 grams (+200 to 300 grams in "high risk" women),
Positive effect on birth weight.

. 302
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INTERNATIONAL FOOD POLICY RESEARCH harrrurg,
Washington, D.C, September 6, 1981

Congressman G- BOWE MILLER,
augTian, Select, Committee on Children, Yo.uth and Families,
WashengtoWID.C. .

DEAR CONGRESSMAN MILLIDC' Thank you for inviting me to appear at the firsi.
meeting of the. Prevention Strategies Task Force. 'I hope my testimony was useful: 1

The following are answers to questions submitted by the various members.
Question. Ars. Vucanovich: Would you, outline what percentage of WIC partici

pants in Tour area fall into each of the six priority categories? For example; the
first priorityin the WIC progiam covere, pregnant women; breastfeeding yomen and
infants determined to be a nutritional risk by a blood test -or some other docuinent-
.ed medical condition

What would be your reactionto targeting WIC benefits to those in a higher Prior-
ir--pregnant women and infants up to age two? Several nutritionists have indicat-
ed that these should be the focus of the WIC pogram.-(The point has been made
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that the alder children are likely to ba.eligible for, and participating in, 'the OHO
tare food program.)

Answer. Our study Vas only looking at pregnant women. Therefore, all of our
women fell inte either priority category,one or two The results from otbstudy indi- .
cate that WIC has more of an impact on higher-risk women. The current priority

-stem effectively targets WIC program benefits to higher-risk womenjp thatl)reg-
t .women and infants are given higher priority than are children.. However;

there are instances Where a child should receive WIC services before a pregnant
womane.'For example, a two-year-old diagnosed as a failure-to-thrjye child has more
of a need for WIC than a pregnant woman' with an inadequate dietary pattern but '
no other evidence of prenatal risk. WIC services should be available to this two year
old.;

WIC is more than a food program since" t also stresses the provision of health
care and nutrition education. Other programs like the child care food 'programs do
not provide this comprehensive package of services. WIC should maintain ihe flexi- ".
bility of:allowing those one .to five year ojds who need' the program to cMinue to
,participate: ' . '

Question. Mr. Bliley: Have you, or other evaluators, been able ,io.distinguish be-
tween WIC's .nutritional impact and the health impact from more frequent prenatal
visits to' a health clinic?

Answer. Our..study evaluated the effect of a number of medical visits, number of
nutrition education sessions and number of food vouchers separately in a multi-vari- v
ate analysis;Above and beyond any effect of prenatal care and nutrition counseling;
we found a positive, significant effect the WIC food package on infant birth
weight ''tQuestion. Mr. Bliley: In response to questions from the then Chairman of the
Senate Agriculture Appropriations Subcommittee, Thomas Eagleton, the General
Accounting Office concluded in 1980 that your study :'has several problems and un-
answered questions which could affect the overall conclusions.' " The GAO identified
8 problem areas in your study. How have yOu addressed the points made by the

'GAO in the WIC evaluation work you have been involved in since?
Answer. A detailed response to each of the eight questions is attached. As you will

note the _main coacera of GAO is with the issue of comparability of the WIC and'
on-WIC women: Our-recent-work_atterimted to control for' any different* between

icipants and non-participants by matching each non -WIC woman to a_KIC_Ingh_...,_
Act-based on racial/ethnic group, age;-priraY,Infirial atirt-us and income. The re- .

salts from this analysis are similar to our earlier reported study. WIC participation
was associated with a significant impact on birth weight.

Question. Mr. Bliley: DO you have any information about the income levels of WIC
participants in your area? ,

Answer. The majority of both WIC and non-WIG women in our study were below
verty.
Question. Mr. MillerFollow-up Question: In the 'course of your work,swhat evi-

dence have you seen of effective links between WIC and other nutrition programs,
so that there is continuity of benefits for young children and mothers after partici-
pation in WIC?

Answer. We only followed women in our study, up to delivery. We have no infor-
mation as to continuity of benefits in other programs. .

youam also including corrected copies of my testimony and questions. Again, thank
you for inviting me to appear before your committee.

.Sincerely, - .

Sc.
.

EILEEN T. KENNEDY, D. S

_Mr. LEHMAN. Dr.tWeikart.
. ..

_ STATEMENT OF DAVID WEIKART, DIRECTOR, HIGH/SCOPE
FOUNDATION, MICHIGAN

Mr. WEIKART. I appreciate the opportunity to talk today with
some of the issues in early education. I have a strange position on
the panel. I am the only 'educator who gets involved. In Ehsense, I
have it all to myself. .

What I wanted to stress was that the information I am going to
talk about is information derived over a 2-year period, work begun

q0426-040 .0,-82-20:

14.11.41
': .
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in the early, 1960's, 1965, '19 6, now through a series of stUdieS
'available as to; what iiithe Outcome: : : I

So oftkiiiWe begin ,things the start, initiation,' we wonder what
Will. POO over the years? ?Is it Worth what We are *ink?. ; . ' ,1;

'The' urtcase: this .Partienlar 'study, I' am talking stiouttanct:sup-
Porting , Udies,.- is that it has been. done over a period-Oftith&We.
now know the .outcomes : In a' sense, you can do a!bOdi, &O ft: to

! find out what'haPpened: afterwarda So the : play, has been ,giVen: '-i ..
'The outcomes are available. I would like tOttalk;.soine , about: thoie
today .',.....:,:,' :.',.;.H.-.., : .:,;*::::' .. :::;';:;'; ,'

91 appreciate very much coming at:te :erld of the .seriea.
cause of the iiitiOdiiction!that the; various panels have givenito; the
kiiiiiiii Of *thinel of intereit:. For example ;; ,..tbethi`ngtnot!ivitingi us;';
iiitiallYin:ileLearly iitiesSastnetlethcational:theck;itt,learn=:

!ingltheory;andlifornatiOn %bent critical-periods fOnsiiiik,sti0.::
i:84$Cettli!iork,Withi,SheeP,,fOi instanceliThiiieenc strange
earlY,.eChcation was; SiiplYL not f dOne in the early sixties except Tor!.
ili :few privileged campus kinds of schools and :ii.few: coop, -!
erative riniserieS...;; , :1: :; ;',: '1. ' : ',:;; , : :, ' ;., ' :

'' t In 1, iheIsaMe-Vein',' too,. P am' pleased : to talk : about it kem: the
notion: a prevention,' because the issue of prevention ii :Very :critiCal,
to the ;thinking of What .the 'committee is looking at, which ;Ithink :
many '61,4 are beginning 40- thoVe to in the ; field. We must find;

; w'a*of *Venting, problems and' then concentrate the available re-'
sources on amelioration of those' problems, in' a sense; later when
they

If we can prevent teenage pregnancies, we don't have the prOb-'
lein';of leiv. birth Weight, we don t have the, probleM Of inadeluate

t.tinOtheririg:70.f0Tcve ,can niaopUlalion Of Teliiiki.Wegnan-
Ciea,Sinaller' ;then we .can concentrate: incleased, rich, resources Mi-;
tbk:010! that; need the services. .I ,hope very Much there is a. Way, for,-.
!those us conterned;:with' the prevention' of Problenia tO join forces
*ithf.those 'concerned with 'adequate remediation of.problems; once
theY: Occur. We really have the seine rethiti' as the British would

, .

af:.;1; . ,
, a, Sense, the fwo.extreinea Of evidente have:been eVolving. 'One

ilisii ;been. that coming froth a, ;of small carefully designed re.=
search projects; ;and the .second is that; being generated,:;bY;.Head :. #,
Start itself; and its the Impact of the ,early.education: I Would like
t6 talk about them a little differently and :then; draw theni together
at theelev. -: - ' : ' : 1', : '! , '

The:Ai-WI:thing' I wanted to ao *wee talk about the Iligh/ISCOpe
Perry .prOjeet, whiCh..began; in 1961 in Planning; and ih operation in

,
1962:.: OVerf a ,petiocl,' of several years ;iil group, of 123. black ,Young-
stare were selected from the. City- of Ypsilanti,; Mich which is kind
of :a .big ;CityleMilt ;city lniicrOcoini.;, The youngsters .*eiti, picked
from one partienlar. school neighbOrhoOit:I'am going. to siiiend 'some
time in talking :about the iitudY*becauie of the importance of the ,.

way it was constructed with seine Of:the ontrageons clainiS .1 nin
going to niaketilittl ater::- , : ' : , ,, !: .i .....! , ; : . ::.

The study.:*as se P by 'actually interviewing every member, of
flie:schroOl.!district; .Eirwe were working in to find !families that ...
had Children -* ere 3 'and' 4 years of age' who WOuld be admitted
to; the program. We did thit :because we wanted to have both those'
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who came to the program and those who were just like them Who-
would not participateand it is these key words, "who were just
like them"--.in other words, random assignment to those who pax-,
ticigated and those who did not to make the outcome so ii or_ tant,

Most studies that are done in societyand if I were to
study again today,. I would have Ito do' it through a companso
group- in some othercity, some other place. In other words, they
would be the same but not quite: We would always be vulnerable to'
the accusation that, well, if you had just had s randomly. assigned
control group, then you could make:those statements. Well, w .d.
It wasn't out of Careful planning, it was just graduate stUdent o-

,..rance that allowed us, to do it this way, to set it up the right wk.
In .doing this: interviewing. every family, we found fathilies:who

Ind' certain criteria. Low income, welfare, -loiv education by the
family,: and a high densftr, of housing. In other7vords, people
room. So we got a lower socioeconomic grbup; difficult ies,
where the prospectowere relatively poor. .

Having i selected them, the children w creened to also .of
low ability. It is difficult to really y Screen 3 and 4; year olds.
We are much more soPhisticated in 1980 than in 1960 about what
it means,wheu. one does screen a child that age. NeVertheless, that
is"the way the process was 'in place following the State regulations
at the time, the State of Michigan regulations.
. Having selected thii. group, they were then randomly assighed to
either participate in a year long early education program of 21/2
hours a day, plus home visit or:90 minutes each week for a school
year, or were selected to be in a study but stay et home With their

torns.
-.Families neither selected to be in the sthdy nor selected out of-

the study.. One inOther decided she didn't want to participite when
she discovered her children were in the control group, the group .1

thatstayed home. The principal and minister visited her. Twenty= ..
two years later we still have to send the minister over to get her to
cooperate in the follow-up. Aside from thatthings worked pretty,
smoothly.

The second important thing is there has been...no sample attri-
tion. The' 123 children involved in 1962, 1963, and 1964 are still in-
volved today. Our interviewers look forward with great anticipa-
tion to being able to find them in Germany, Oregon, Florida, Cali-
fornia, and look fozivard to those assignments with some relish. We
nevertheless do-find 'all our children.

One advantage -I have discovered of a relatively small samPle is
one being waste. Inevitably the large .resources are getting the
least- few youngsters.

Having done the study, participated in theiprogram for 1 year or.
2, the children then went into the normal school, went into a regu-
lar kindergarten in a regular public school. and scattered to the
winds. They went eventually to about 15 or 18 different schools,
they 'were. scattered in many Staten,. and so forth. A majority re-
mained within. Washtenaw County; about 90' of the 123 remained
within the area:

As we followed them each year over the,years, we found differ-
ent kinds of things coming out of the study. I want to focus upon
what happens at the age 19. We saw them first at age 3. We saw
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theni every ye through age 8 or`.9, 7 to 9. We saw them again at
age 14, ain at age 19. God; foundationa, and the. Federal
Government Willi g, we will see them all at the age of 25, starting
nextyear.

The question tha I want to talk about is what do they look like?
What came out of this -result? There is a lot of small details. I
would to focus on the big seven. B;oken down into education,

e.:ernpioyinent,..and soc'al behavior "outcomes.
-Interestingly, iri ucation we found . immediate lun out-

comes. FOr example, soon the SChoOl begins Working th the
child, judgments are m de. We .discOVered quickly;as, early, as third
grade there:were differ ntial rates , of assignment to sPecial educa-
tion These c dien froth the control-group wefe, being
isSigried-to ,s ial ecru ton at a more rapid rate .than. children .

not:froth the c trol. ;Kid with preschool were not, being assigned ,

as frequently. '
At the end of the sehoOl ears, we found that approxima 15

:percent :Of the youngsters fr M the eiRerirnehtal group spent some
time in Special education' ve us 35 percentfrom the group ,:wittlictqeilt
preschool in.special education. This. means :the pro Ain was sta

, ,

out as 'preventiOn, indeed !prevented approximate y-from..35 per7.
cent whip ould. be' xpected from this population, down to 15 Pei- 2
cent..Thri means that we saW'imMediateimpact on theichools as a
.result of this 'differential assignment, based on school perfornianCe.-
The schools made that independently OCwhetheprthey went to pre
school or not.: :

Thp sedond thing -in school is that as they;pornpleted school, .we
'fitithdifferential ,coMpletion rates. A. concern we 'hEive at large in
this community .of how do we keep-children in achoolitO. learn' what:
they can!before they -either 'leave or graduate frOnilsehool. In, this
case, §7: percent of the group with the hool completed. Thigh
school; :graduated. 'from high school 9: percent ,from` the,
group Without preschool progrEirn. .

So a 'difference in school- holding powe", you capacity of .
the child to benefit from Plitticipation h is illustrated by will-
irignesS to stay in the prograrin, This is suPported by other smaller
data, but this is the main finding: .

The third thing. that is of interest is what have they done with
their' lives. since' leaving school? We find 38 percent of the> group
With early childhood education have gone into job training or into,
college,, neither of which would have been predicted: from their
scores:or attitUdes at age 3._Nevertheless, 38 percent' of the ''group.
from the' experimental group have gone oh in college' or job train-

. ing:versus only 21 percent from the :group that did not have early
education. - . eP s

I should say each of these figures I am giving .meet the various
statistical tests of standards here.

FinEillyr we know that these educatiopatterns really set in
motion, a range$,!:,f, things critically importaN for the rest of society
and not surprisingly, we found that, for exam 1e, in erriployment
we found :age' 19, 45 percent of the group with the early 'education'
are self-supporting -versus 25 percent from the control'group whO
are, self-supporting, a very significant economic difference. f.
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Last, we have found differences that I think are of great imi*-
tance for the community at large, in addition to individual EAU
social behavior. For: example, we have been able to follow the juve-
nile. deliquency and crime rates as young adults of the group. It is
high in both cases, but it is amazingly high in the group without ,
early education. Fifty-one percent of the .group Without preschool
programing have been arrested at least/once by age 19 versus 31
percent of the experimental group. /

In other words, it reduces the arinie rate approximately" n half.-
And not given here also is the fact that there is a, difference in the

. quality of the crime. The group without early ediicatioxido a much
more, serious sequence of crimes than the group with it:.

A.;poinl that bears much.on the earliei conversation today is on
pregnancy'rates.- This was,an unexpected outcome/to us, though it...
Makes sense, given the fact, 'of other components' in the program.
Putting 'Won the basis of per 100 women, we find that -64 babies

It, have been borxi to the women_ of the .experimental group per 100
women .of the experimental group by age 19,as compared to a birth
rate,of 117 per 100 women for the group in,the control.

My_ ess is that the 64 births would very much match the kind
of patte hat several of you have discussed in terms of expected
outcomes, eaning some of the criteria which ou are having-with
the '117 is ypical of the low income, disadv taged, no prospect-7T
young female.

So we have in a sense a trerriendOus preventive component which
coineut of this. Of course, that figure makes sense when we look
at what else is the girl doing. Well, she is going .to college, in job
training, working full time, completed high school. She has proi-
pects; while the young woman has less of that and is more inclined
to be' involved in replacement activities, in this case, pregnancy.'

These are very important data, important outcomes andaupport-
ive of the notion that early investment is very critical.

In poin-t, of fact, we can turn this around and not talk about ethi-
cally but talk about economically. We find that indeed it is possible

. to assign values to high. school- completion, job performance, preg-
nalicy rates, welfare participation. Excuse me; I left data out.
There is also in welfare participation a difference. We find in -19
percent of the group, from the experimental, group, are on welfare,
have been on' welfare by age 19; versus 41 percent partiCipating in
welfare from the control group by age 19.

We can assign dollar values to these. What we have found and
because of the duration of the study, the length of time involved, .

the various components of it, a complex economic analysis which I
am grateful to the economist's community for training me and imp-
plying people to really do this kind of. work.

We find that for every $1 invested in high quality, preschool Pro-
gramming, we find a $4.57 return for it as an outcome. For exam-
ple, for every $1 invested, there is a $1 reduction in special educe-
don,. public education costs. For every $1 invested, there is a 50-

oe cent reduction in crime costs, such as police arrests, possessing, ju-
venile detention, court, probation, these things. Not jail costs yet.

There is a 25-percent reduction in welfare costs and a $3 increase
in lifetime earnings projections.
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,.'These figures assume tWo things: One that the preschool costs

$4,000 and that is important to;say, because people, have said these
are, really economically 'a programs only when they are very
low cost. We used as a bas. a relatively high cost program, $4;000,
and it. still pays off 4 to 1, o almost 5 to 1 So, the investment, side
has to be looked at the outside simultaneously. / ..,

Second, this figureand here I will have to bow to my economist
friends to really explatuAt--but this is based on al, real discOunt
rate of 5 percent, whi01 means we have taken inflation out over
the 0-year period, plus 'the projected times, and a `high rate of in
nation, too, not the current, the older-several year& ago inflation
rate. ' :

We haw also taken out:before giving the figures, he- 5-percent'
discount assuming that if the money were invested elseWhere, it.
would have at least a 5-percent return over and aboV inflation. So,-
the dollar return is over inflation and over the 5-percent earnings'.
and. ;the $435 still returns ,aboye that If you ignore that,: then
there is:a.$9.50 retUrn; but let's set that: side:. 1 .

If,. in a 'aenee, welake these initial' findings from the study then,-
dollai7value, and long-term outcome ,value;- we haVe an eitraordi-
,narily strong endOrsement 'of.public investment in such 'Programs
aa,Head Start and other avenues of , child care, ,day, care, and so
forth, if they meet the standards of high quality. , :

. If these data :stood" alone, as the single study, they would be like
a .,tiriOsitY, a RipleY'e-BelieVa.It Or Net Unfortunately, there have
been .a, series ar pthet: studies that found the same paralleU'Several
were mentioned todaY: One of the 'key findings from ether. .itildieS.
is they do reduce special education placement. - -
\ Several of panel members of the other two panelamentioned
the reduction of such and such a, process like reducing the, loW
birth weight=kids with low birth Weight going into special odUca-

.br lion more frequently.. If we can reduce that, we can reduce, sPecial
education. Thie pattern has been 'showing up in, several 'studies.
There have been several reseach 'projects of early education per se,
like 'I have done, suer as, Frank !Palmer's and Susan Gray's that
have shown the same :reduction in special education an0 the same
increase in school attendance, school completion. :

-.In addition to those" specialized studies, ctirrently national Head
Start is doinj a summary of the Head Start data that comes just
from head Start panels and channel& These data have indicated
the same kind. of finding,,:good 'Head Start programs are reporting
lower. special education platements and higher high sehool comple-
tion.

Suggesting that a study like the High/Scope study, which is inten-
sive and long term and heavily invested in terms of cost to do the
researth, have koked at all nooks and crannies, we just take the
Couple of mountainous outcomes in the sense and, we look at other
studies. We fuld they climb theaame mountains. We can aseumelit
is generalizabl& , \ le

I would like, in a way, to close by using the Metro analysis that
was introduced. In a sense, the dolla invested to the child permits
him top get on Metro and pay for the fare, but when he gets off he

$4pays the conductor another $4.75.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank youveryInuch.

. .

) 3 9i
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[Prepared statement of Da Ndd Weikart follows:]
. .

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID P. WEIKART, HIGH/SCOPE EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
FOUNDATION, YPSILANTI, MICH. 4

Historically, education has been .the-means by which individuals have improved .,

their prospects for a more produCtive and personally satisfyinrii(e. Our sociality,
investing: in has reaped the bane its of meaningful pi-00*s in all as

ourof ou nation's-develdPment. While the current debate, sparked by National, boric -
mission on Excellehcesin Education through their report on A Nation at Risk, focus-
es attention on the secondary level, there is also a growing. recognition that we may
effettively prepare students fa-education through high quality early chitchildhood pro-

ns. Such programs enable students-1:n be more suCceseful in schdol an would
possible without early education. Whife-thie_knowledgeLhas, been dually ac-

cepted in the last two orlfiree, years, the evidence-to support it has been 'evolving.
owe- the last two decades. ow the evidence is among-the strongest available to
policy makers for decisions abobt expereptures of public fundi.----:; .

Research concerning the key importance of early childhobd,education began 'a few
years before the advent of National Head Start in a series of specially designed and
highly controlled research projects. With Head Start, evaluation studies funded -
through National Head Start focused on the impact osuch national program_
Now' thesktwo streams' of work ..have come to fruition with astounding evidence of. : ..:
effectiveness. High quality early childhood education can improve,the lives ofichil-
dren and their families and,,most important from the public policy viewpoint, ft can
enhance the quality of life in the community at large. This testimony will look at i
these streams of inforniation with special focus on the High/SCope FOundation's Yp--.
Aland Perry Preschoo) Project and the related cost - benefit information derived from
that study. ,

,
: FINDINGS OF THE HIGH/SCOPE PERRY PROJECT THROUGH AGE 19

he High/scope Perry Project is-a longitudinal study designed to answer the
question, Can high quality early childhood education make a difference in the lives
of children, their families, and in the quality of life of the community?'.' The project
has five phases of Which foiir have been completed and the fifth is scheduled to
begin in the fall of 1983. The phases to date include:

Phasp 1: Operativkke a high quality early education project with curriculum de-
velopment, home visits,19-id carefully designed and replicated research components:
The children began't age 3 (one group at age 4) and were studied through the end
of preschool. (See; Weikart:Deloria, Lawser & Wiegerink,-1970). \

Phase 2: A longitudinal study through age 8 or third grade. The focus s on intel-
lectual development, achievement patterns, and social adjustment. A cost benefit
analysis is included using current and projected data. (See: Weikart,, Bond & '
McNeil, 1978 and Weber, Foster & Weikart, 1978).

Phase 3: A longitudinal study through age 15 or nintlrgrade. The focus is on intel-
lectual development, achievement patterns, and family attitudes. School success,cle-
linquency, employment entry experience, and an extension of the cost benefit infor-
mation are the major concerns. (See: Schweinhart & Weikart, 1980).

Phase 4: A longitudinal study through age T9 or after high school deperture. This
phase focuses on fiinctional achievement, social behavior in the community at large,
job training, college attendance, pregnancy rates and patterns of crime. A major .:,
component is the update of the cost benefit analysis using complete school. records,
court records, and state department of social welfare data. (See: ChttnLives,;in
press).. - .

Phase 5: A longitudinal study through age 25. The focus will be on family func-
tion, employment patterns, welfare utilization, crime patterns, and. a cost benefit
analysis with complete data. This phase is to begin in the fall of 1983...

STUDY DESIGN
.

The study, which began in Ypsilanti, Michigan in 1962, is an examination of the
lives of children who were born with the od against thempoor, apparently des-
tined for school failure, and black in a soci 7 in which discrimination was common.
Of-the,families in the study,'50 percent wed welfare assistance; 47 percent were
single- parent families. Only 21 percent f the mothers and 11 percent of the fethrs

uated from high school. Thus, the families chosen for the study shared very
social and economic characteristics, and they were very similar to the farm-

*es later selected to participate in Head Start.

,;
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The 123 children-in the :study were randomly"assigned either to an experimental
group who attended preschool or a comparison group who did not attend; thesatwo
groups. were highly similar in the characteristics of Children and fatuities. Because
of their. baCkground similarities, any differences "between' groups thereafter
could be attributed to the preschool program...The experimental, group attended :a
high'quality progran in a preschool classroom for two-and-a-halfhours once a week,
either for one school year at age four or two school years 'it ages three and fopr.

The High-Scope Project has been unusually fortunate: in retaining 'all of the par-
ticipants Who began with the project; There has been no sample attrition. While not
all data ara available fOr every participant'at every test point, over 95. percent of all
data are available. Thug,- the data reported here are from a group of young people
growing up in our society who participated in a high quality early, childhod$3:pro-
gram compared to a group just like them who did not partieipaterlicrePOrting these
results, it is important to%note that these are :preliminary data, and some adjust
bents are expected as thermal report is prepared. All findings 'presented are statis- :

tically significant, with a possibility of occurrence by chance: of less than 1 in 20.

. EDUCATION,

During the sehool years, one important outcomefor the group who participated in
';.the preschool p was that they were plaCed special education at:a much
lower, rate than those in the group,who did net have preschool: 15 percent vs.; 35
percent. With this, early indication. t; higher rate of school success, the preschool
group alio finished high school at' a her rate than did those without preschool; 67
percent vs: 49-percent. They then. follovied up their School, success by:enrolling in.job
training or collegegrasses-at a-lugher ra than did those without preschool; 38 Per-

.._.4.-ftut-vs.1-2I-perceill: This pattern of participation and success in educational opportu-
[ nities is essential for future, job success d produative income generation. These .

! three sets of data point out the lasting,value f early education through the creation.
of a pattern of self development and success 1th the major institutions of society.
They foreshadow tlie kinds of data to be found \in other sectors of the lives-or-these
individuals.

. EMPLOYMENT

The differences in employment:"patterns". of the two groups provides a sharp con-
, treat. Those who participated in early education are self-supporting about twice as

often as those who did not attend preshcool; 45 percent vs. 25 percent. When this
difference is considered along with enrollment incollege and job training, the differ-

\ ence is even more important. This ability tart and 'hold a job at age 19 is impor-
tant to maintaining a posture in society, and it Suggests the basic strength of those
who attended preschool in forming a foundation for independence and self-direction.

. SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

\With bettereducation' .c.nd employnient patterns established, the differences in
various areas of social behavior are no surprise, though very -welcome. Preschool
participants have a lower arrest rate for criminal' behavior than those who did not
participate; 31 percent vs. 51 percent. Those 'with. preschool are less likely to appear
on the.welfare rolls than those without preschool; 19 percent vs. 41 percent. Finally,
the birth rate for the young women who partiCipated in preschool is 64 births per
100 women as compared to 117 births per 100 women for those who did not partici-
pate.

Clearly these data from education, employment and social behavior areas are im-
pressive. They give a picture of a group of young people who n take achiantage of
opportunities, be productive, and who are prepared to make.a contribution to soci-
ety through their own efforts. While not:all-of those who attended preschool are suc-
cessful and not all 4 those who did notattend are failures, the differences betWeen
the groups is significant and the areas in.which they differ are important to society.

There is one additional area that can be acplored cost benefit analysis. It is possi-
ble to view, these outcomes of high quality early childhood education from the point
of view of the economist. It is possible to talk abeiitilie'bottom-line':. pf such efforts
as an investment of public funds compared with alternative public investments. The
following data look at the project from an economic point of view:

Cost Benefit Results:
1. For every dollar investpd in one year of high quality preschool education, for

economically- disadvantaged children, the returns to society over the lifetime of the,
_subject are_approximItely: $1 in reduced public school education costs; 50* in re-*

31.1
iftk 1.1:4 4
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duced crime alga (police, juvenile detention, court, probation); 25e,in reduced Gift of .
welfareadmillatrat"o.n (in addition, $.".25?inred.uced taxpayerie aist of welfare); and

e earnings (75e in =reaped tax revenues).
. ...

assume: Preschool cost of $4,000*(1981 dollars); and a real-
$3 in increased life

2. WI* these fl
tiscoim rate Of 5 ercent (effects of inflation are taken, out as is a 5 percent Ms-

. Mun to reflect expected earnings above inflation of gestandard business ingest-
men .

. -

3a' at these figurer mean: Return pin investment to society .for each $1 is $4.75.
(It also-happens at this point that the taxpayers return is $4.75 aswell); undiscqunt-
ed savingsand benefits are ximately double the discounted figures, or $9.50 for
eachll invested; and preschool. pays $1+ return for each $1 invested before age 19.

While' these data are still only the initial findings and are subject to change; the
trend is only up. That is the more actual information we get from the life.experi, _

ence of the participants the more we have to nicrease.our figures to indicate that
the return to society for this investment is greater than we originally, and very con-
servativelY, calculated. The meaning of the cost benefit analysis, however, is clear.

. Society at large gains in a significant arid a major way from the investment in high
quality early childhood education for disadvantaged children. It gains because it
costs less, far less, than not making the investment. The wax to reduce taxpayer
burden is to provide the programs. It is that simple.

There are other issues in .addition to dollar savings. Every community wants' fewer folks on welfare, more".(ependable employees, more college graduates, lei
crime in the street' lower rates Of teenage birth. High 9uality.early education deliv-

. ens or, these 'gbals as. well. While dearly not the answer to all the prolgems that
beset society, It is clearly part of that answer.

If this High/Scope project stood alone it would be difficult, perhaps, to defend it
so strongly. It does not stand alone. While it is priviledged to be the most complete
and very: powerful scientifically in its' own right, there are two other sets of data
that are important to the support of investment in-high quality early education.

'Other research: consortium findingsResearch'conplucted bythe Consortium for
Longitudinal Studies provides strong evidence that a variety of early education pro-

. grans can reduce disadvantaged children's need for special education glasses or-re--:'
tention in grade, the same 'schoOF data High/Scope obtained in the earlier study
phases. The Consortium is a group of 12 .investigators who independently designed
and impjemented early childhood programs in the 1960s. In 1976 they pooled their
original data and conducted a collaboratiVe follow-up of the Original participants in
the studies.

Three experimentally designed studies, including the Perry Preschool Study,
found that early education reduced the need for special education placement and
retention in grade. The early childhood programs varied considerably: Susan Gray

__implemented a center-based program in the summer with home visits during the
schqaryear'eginning at age four; Francis Palmer operated a program of weekly
two-hour meetings of teachers and individual children who were two and three
years old. Arifong youngsters like those in :these studies, those who attended early
education programs were placed in special education or retained in grade at a lower
rate than those who did not have early education; 32 percent vs. 53 percent.

Other research: Head Start Synthesis ProjectCurrently being conducted by the
Administration of Ghiliren Youth and F-Imilies to examine new .evidence that Na-
tional Head Start, is delivering effective early education. While the data are not
available for long time periods like the High/Scope project-the findings for the in-
termediate range are in the expected track indicated by the High/Scope project and
the Consortium study. Collins, in a summary, points out that measure of success in
school such as retention in grade, placement in regular classes as opposed to special
ethication'nd teacher ratings, Head Start graduates usually do better than those-
who did not attend Head Start. (See: Raymond C. Collins. Head Start: Foundation .
for ExCellence, in press.) From these two groups of studies, there is collaboration in
support of the findings ftom the HighlScope Project.

SUMMARY

.:.... High. quality preschool education pays off for disadvantaged children in higher
--academic performance, lower clime rates; and better earnings prospects; it pays off

to a community by improving the quality of life; it pays off for society at large in
dollars sand -Cents, These findings, from the High/Scope Foundation's Perry Pre-
school Study and from -other, studies, demonstrate that preschool not only prevents
problems that eventually Svould_cost society much more than a preschool program,
but also increases the effectiveness -and efficienty of the social investment already
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made in schooling. Budget-minded policymakers looking for hard, evidence that a
program works to reduce taxpayer costs will certainly understand the implications
for public investment which this research supports.
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Mr. LEHMAN. I have just one question. .
Before the end of. this Congress, we are going to have the Immi-

gration and Naturalization bill, and it has already passed in the
.

Senate, and in that bill there is an amnesty provision. .In that am-
nesty provision, as well as I understand it, millions of people*Who
come out requesting amnesty 'will be eligible for emergency medi-
cal' care. Thal means that the mothers. in the amnesty program for
5 years; apparently, will,not be. eligible.for prenatal care. What we
area doing is not giving any support in 'prenatal care-to these 'per-
haps hundreds of thousands of childbearing age women in the
nesty program if we pass this bill. Yet, as soon' as that low birth-
weight baby is born, that American citizenwe will have to spend
a' great amount Of money to help that baby. survive, which in
Miami could amount to $100,000 plus. -

So I was wondering. what the subcommittee could do to offer an
amendnient should the bill come to the floor, in order to provide
prenatal 'care for the women who come on the amnesty program
and- prevent the, spending of millions. of dollars for child. care for
the children of these currently illegal aliens? Do you know what I
am talking about?

M. BLACKWELL: Yes; I do.
. Mr. LEHMAN; What would you suggest? Would you help Mr.
Miller write an amendment?.

I am going to have to leave. -
Chairman Muss, I was told I have written my last amendment.
Mr. LiinliAg.bne more.
I am going to have to leave 'in a few minutes. -

_i_wondetif you are. familiar with what.is going to happen in the
- Immigration bill? - .

Ms., BLACKWELL. I just have one piece of information. It is terri-
ble problem'and something is already being done in 'this country
very similar that has to do with women pregnant for first time.
While these women are pregnant, in Many States- they do not, re- .
ceiVe.prenatal care because. they 'don't qualify for AFDC qntil the
baby 'is born. In some States that means they don't qualify for med-..
icaid. When the baby, ishorri; they do qualify. So, there are tremen-
dous costs in neonatal intensive care but no money paid for prena-.
tal bare..

E 3 1 a*
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141t. LEHMAN. If you planned it, you Couldn't make it more
stupid.

Chairman MILLER I wasn't here when they planned it.
Thank .you very much.
I wonder if you would run through for the committee again your

cost benefit analysis. How did' you arrive at your figures, in partic-
ular the $368 and $90 million figures.

MS. BLACKWELL. I will. be happy to do that.
Before I tell you exactly what the savings is, I want, to emphasize

that the $187,084,000, the amount of additional money the Federal
Government would have to spend to provide not current prenatal
care but comprehensive prenatal care to medicaid eligible and
ineligible.

Chairman MILLER. That is the gap?
Ms. BLACKWELL. Yes, sir, the $90 million is what it would. cost

the Federal Government to provide neonatal intensive care and re-
hospitalization after this expeiiditure. That is, aftei comprehensive'
prenatal care is provided, the percent of low birth rate babies
would be so reduced that the amount of money, being spent by the
Federal Government for neonatal intensive care and rehospital
care would drop from $638,664,300 to $90,199,040. This means an,
initial savings to the Federal Government of $548,165,260. Subtract
from that the amount of additional money we were asking the Gov-
ernment to spend to provide comprehensive prenatal care,. and you
have the read dollar savings of over $360 million.

Chairman MILLER. Thank You.
The discussion of the difference in infant deaths for the black

population and for the white population, 21:80 versus 12.4, what
are we talking about in absolute numbers,, in terms of the number
of black deaths?

Ms. BLACKWELL. We are talking about 10,000 black deaths per
year, using a rate of 500,000 blacks births per year and an average
black infant death rate of 20 per 1,000 per year. In addition, when
you consider 13 percent black low birth weight, that means 65,000
low birth weight black infants per year.

Chairman MILLER. Is the 10,000 part of the low birth rate?
Ms. BLACKWELL. Yes, sir, because all of these are born live and

then die within the first year.
Chairman MILLER. So, in the black poptilation we are talking

aboiat 60;000 low birth rate babies?
Ms. BLACKWELL. 65,000.
Chairman MILLER. We are talldngfabout 10,000 deaths?
Ms: BLAcitwELL. That is right.
Chairman Muzkx. These are the absolute numbers?
Ms. BIACKWEI.L. Yes,
Chairman. MILLER. I am sorry Mr. Bliley is not here. He was

talking about teenage-pregnancy. It seems to me your pleading sta
to construct an inverse triangle. We start with the population that is
impovenshed, and thew they select out the teenagers that are im-
poverished, then the lumber of those teenagers that will give
birth, then the number of teenagers that will give birth to low.
birth ,weight babies, then the number 'of low birth weight babies
that will die. The absolute numbers, .get larger and larger; given
the overall percentage of the original population.
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J A few weeks ago, in Chicago,, I was told that 44 percent of the
births that take place: this year will be out of wedlock; and that 22
percent of low birth- weight babies, were going to be born to teenage
mothers. S,-.this plea, the petition for remedy, it seems to me; to
'zero in on rather small populations that 'create rather large yamifi-
cations..

MS. BLACKWELLThat- is true.
Ms. SALISBURY. In addition to being ,able to deal with teenagers'-

problems, should they be pregnaht, .part of our petition focuses on
family planning to prevent the pregnancy. Some of the programs I -
cited have consistently had a very successf'il rate in reducing sub-
sequent pregnancieS when teenage pregnancy is a part of the prob7
lem. I, don't know offhand what the figures are, but they are cited
in the petition. We know' out of wedlock births often are not -the
first; many teenagers have two and three infants 'before theY turn,
20:

Clufirman MILLER Close together?
Ms. SALISBURY:. Yes, sir, but the prenatal Care that we .were talk-

ing about, comprehensive prenatal care, has been shown to have
__profound effects on curbing those-subsequent pregnancies and as

the health of the first baby.
Chairman MILLER. I don't 'know how we .will work it out, but L.

think, againsme_can target policies for &specific group of low-income
women and teenagers, and that. we have the ability to prevent
pregnancy-in those groups. There are many methods, saying no and-

- planning Come to mind, but the multiple benefits that flow from the
prevention are really rather dramaik. This does not even consider
the savings beyond economics, the savings in human misery that
would be among the multiple benefits_that might flow one action.

Ms. BLACKWELL. That is very true.
4 I would like to emphasize that part of what we .focused on is a

way to get more prenatal care to all -low-income women. I looked
specifically at the black population to determine what percentage
of low birth weight babies could be accounted for by teenage preg-
nancies. I can't talk beyond the 45 cities that we studied. In the 45
cities, the teenage pregnancy rate among blacks. was 24 percent in
1981; 27 percent in 1978. I then found out, that of the 65,000 babies
that would be born low birth weight, births to teenagers would ac-,
count for-about 28 percent of them; or aboUt 48,000. So it would be
a significant contribution, but a much more significant contribu-
tion to be able to reach out to all low-income women. .

Chairman MILLER. I agree. I think there is a common belief or
perception that it would be wise if teenage women did not have '-
babies at that time in their livei for a range of medical, social, and
economic 'reasons. And I think we can see from this morning's
testimony that, just from a dollar standpoint alone, ifwe don't .*.ke
action the expenditures in later years arc very, very large.

Mrs. -Johnson?
-Mrs. JOHNSON. -I apologize to the panel for not having been able

to get back at 2 o'clock. L will review your testimony and will ask
right now, for the privilege of Kbmitting qUestions on the minority
side for at least a few days, because I do want to review this testi-
mony.
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Chairman MILLER. We will hold open the record, if there is no
objection. A number of Members on both sides have made this
request. A.

Mrs. JOHNSON. One of the questions that I would like to pose to
you is about teenage pregnancy.

- You mentioned your support for family planning services, and
the evidence that you have seen that shows good prenatal care dis-
courages multiple pregnancies by young people.

What other approaches to the discouragement of pregi. iancies
have you seen work, or 'has any of the investigation that you have

- done identified' effective programs in reducing, teenage pregnancy
rates?

Ms. B_ LACKWELL. No, I don't know anything more than that one
of the things that we did find in just reviewing the teenage preg-
nancy literature that is there is an incredible amount of ignorance
about prevention of pregnancy. Those statistics are absolutely star-
ding. They appear in our petition oni pages 39 through 41. There

. the petition discusses the percent of teenagerk in the high schools
who have no idea how to prevent pregnancy and who are sexually

. active.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Do you have any information as to the relation-

ship between teenage pregnancy and sexual abuse within families?
MS. BLIIICKWELL. No.
Mrs. JOHNSON. As to the Head Start program, I was interested,

in your summarizing some work that has been done that indicates
that Head Start does result in lower demand for special education
services' and greater success in completion of high school. Have .

there been any efforts within the Head Start program to reach
families while ohildren are at an earlier age?

In. other words, isAhere any attempt to work with Head Start
parents not only with regard to the child but

Dr. WEIKART. There are restrictions on what Head Start can do.
They must focus-on the Head Start recipient child, which is either
3 or 4, but can be' 5, but not below that, as I understand the regula-
tions.-However, when they do work with families, they do include
other childIen jn other involvements. It is not working withthe, =

- Mrs. JOHNSON. Has there been any research or planning that the.
Head Start regulations be changed so younger children become the
focus, as we4?

Dr. WEIKART. There haVe.been.
Mrs. JoHNsoN. What would be the- implications of that for the ex-

isting Head Start program?
Dr. WEIKART. There have been several worked through, such as

parent -child parent-child deVelopment centers, various
child coordiating efforts that have allowed them to work with
younger children to try to find<Out what some of the issues are. 14.
think the agency is fairly well prepared to take a position on some
of those points:

Mrs. ejoilNsoN. Is the agency prepared specifically to .talk about
. the :existing framework to expand the focus of the teacher-family `

relationship?
Dr. 'WEIKART. I am not in the agency, so I can't speak' for it. As

Nan outsid r who -works 'with' it, I think that the agency over the
last 15-1 years of Head Start his really developed a lot of skills in

..
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many areas and is thinking innovatively:..about a variety of ap-
proaches, things they .can-do that would be different. But the legis-
lative mandate at the present time is restrictive on how they pro-
ceed.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you.
.

Chairman MUER.. Mr. Leland?
Mr.. LKLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Blackwell, earlierI don't know if you have been here all'day
Ms. BLACKWELL. Yes.

. .

Mr.- LELAND. Earlier I talked about the problems in the black,
community--:and it is speculation on my parthayingworked.Withs,

'teenage pregnant girls HOuston fdr some time now, that there ;t1'.,
was a proem with the community itself from whence these young
girls had come that might cause some different kinds of-problems
that might be seen in the black community as opposed to The White :1'

# community, as opposed to the. Hispanic community.
In youfrvOrk, have you disCovered that-there might be some pe-

culiarity of the black community in terms of the lack 'ofmaybe It.
is an economic matter more than a uniqueness to blacksbut have

s. yon.discovered any kind of peculiarity or uniquenesd in the black
community as far as how the young teenager is treated once that
person is pregnant? I
. Ms: BLAcicwm. No. The work that wehave. done-would not have

,-, looked into that. We were looking 'at basic numbers, looking at sta-
%4i tisticsito determine whether' or not teenage 'pregnancy rates were

going up and, down whether teenagers were getting prenatal care, .

:how it impacts On low,birth weight. -

I. don't know the answer- to your question at all, except to say
that there does appear to be a correlation between teenage preg-
nancies and lack of 'other opporttiriities. I think, that:lack of oppor
tunity-always makes the situation worse in the community, in the ...

home. and for. the in viduals.. And so if you have a teenager in a
situation where ther are opportunities, you will find there is a dif-
ferent outcome.

One of the things t at our review of the studies did find is that a
white teenager who e pregnant 'was much more likely to
marry; than a black; -..::er, was much more likely to .have a
higher %income at ,a later nit, pinch more likely to enter the job

, Market. If those opportunities are taken away, you have a bad situ-
ationthat is going to be made worse...

Mr: LELAND. In looking at those numbers, did you see any com-
parisonof the treatment of these young-people by-their parents or.
the community?
__ Ms. :Biacxwimi.,_114blir._

Mr..Lxi.Axn. Nothing MO-that?
Ms. BLACKWELL.. NO.
MrLEI-Am. I am- really concerned because I know that in the

Hispanic community in Houkton the family -unit is strong. I don't
know Whether it is cultural or- unique to the Hispanic community:
It:.might have something to do' with the '.strong irifldence of the`
Catholic' Church. We have seea-thatin theie caseri!thegrzingniOth-
et, as was discussed earlier, is more. than haPpY.'ztn take the child
and rear the child or help the _younginicither to =rear the child and
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the child would be welcomed into the borne. This is opposed to
what we have seen to a greater degree in the black community
the young girl has not only been intimidated by her peers and, to
some degree, the community at large, but she is herself from a
single-parent home, usually one where the mother Es- the only
parent. .

go .I guess what I am trying to get at is I am worried about the; infant mortality rate as welLas the cycle of the young teenage girl
who is going to bear the child or possibly two or three more chil-

dren in the future. I 'just wish' we *could come to some conclusion
about that. I don't know if anybody else can comment on that.

The other thing is, you are an advocacy group of peoPle, I under-
stand, and I remember when I was a*pharmacy student at Texas
University .we worked with Baylor College of AFalcine-students to
establish a -free health clinic in the sixtiesit was when students
were active and wanted to do something out in the community, and
we got together and we established a free health clinic and we op-

-- erated it for about .9 months until the community politics and a jot
of other things destroyed us: We were too good for ourselves. The
Texas Medical Association and the Houston Medical Pharmacists
worked against us to shut us down.

We used doctors to oversee the project, so that we would 'have
credibility in the community. .These were doctors at the medical
school. They were not doCtors in the private sector. And they had
the medical students, interns, and residents _to work in the free
health clinic, to actually deliver service, and volunteer nurses and
nursing students from Texas University. The pharmacy students
acted as advocates. We went out and knocked on doors and talked
to families and asked if there were any particular health problems.
We would also advise them they should come to the clinic and re-
ceive primarily health screening, and if we found any problems
those of us who were advocates would take the patient to the hospi-
tal or to a clinic with more comprehensive services. .

,

I asked the question earlier of Dr. Brandt a surrogate for the ad- .

ministration, if, in fact, that kind of idea should work. He said of
course even though he disputed it later, that that kind of outreach
was, of course, important but not as important as other. things.

What do you think about that in terms of prevention.
Ms.. SALISBURY. We very much agree with your observations on

the importance of outreach, consistent with what we are talking .

about-sin terms of the need for a national education campaign. But
ttiat has to be geared at the national level and there always has to. '
be local community work as well. .

The programs that we reported on which Were.most.successfulin .

. r making sure women did obtain prenatal care and reduced the inci-
r dence of low birth weight all had local outreach components. One
- example I can 'give is from the-Der-WePTColo:TprogrEtrn-where-they-----

had community workers familiar with their ciwn'folks in their
neighborhood, who acted basically. as the communicating link both.
to , e neighborhood and to the Staff. And, in only '4 "months of
wor .13 one neighborhood, over 60 percent of the 'participants in
on ,IPieriatal program came to the program because of outreach
workers;-`and the-clinic services were used at least 12.percent more
in the neighborhood whire-there-were outreach workers.
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We know this is a particularly effective way to ekthe word out,
and it is one.more component. in effective compre ensive_prenatal
care which.shouldn't be lost sight of. ---._..

Mr. LELANn. You are advocating a national program? s. , ..."-----____

. Ms. SALISBURY. Yes, sir, some of the technical reforms we were --
talking about inoluded medicaid specifically requiring outreach. We
want to,.malte sure that outreach components are, if, anything,
built-up. The current *adniinistration has eroded it in various ways.

Mr. LELAND. In addition to that, the, thread that binds 'all of this
... together, if I ,may take on a controversial issue; is sex education.

You know how sensitive this issue is. We, haVe been advocates for
sex education on the Federal level against tremendous odds. I hope
this committee will make recommendations in the future, as far as
legislative niandatea are 'Concerned regarding this subject._ . -

,,SALISBURY.' ell; we can'tanswer your political dilenuna.
Mr. LELAND. Do t even try, we can't either.
Ms. SALISBURY MS. Blackviell cited 'a little while ago, the fact

is a tremendous punt of igricia' nce prevails, particularly among
teenagers, which we know is ..a contributing factor to the teenage
pregnancy rate. This fits into what Congressman Miller was
ing about, the number of teenagers who are sexually active and
don't have any real- comprehension of what is happening to them-
selves and what the risks are, and their ttaivete surrounding that
is le appalling. ,

BLACICVVELL. You- mentioned in earlier comments that many
peoplb, who are poor and lack access to information do not under-
stand the importance of prenatal care and do not understand the
components of it like refraining from smoking and alcohol con-
sumption and the Use of drugs during pregnancy.. That is a part.of
what I consider outreach that can be ddne at the Federal level and
could be tremendously important . N

A few months ago I was involved in petitioning the FDA regard-
ing the issue of the labeling of 'over-the-counter drngs:-We proposed
that 'there be symbols used on over-the-counter drugs to catch the
attention of 'teenagers, women not accustoined to reading labels. I
was pleased when, here in Washington, D.C. Giant Drug Company
began to use, the symbols, to 'alert pregnant women and others to
'Possible risks associated with over-the-counter drugs.

That is part of what I see as an educational outreach campaign.
Billboards, labels on over-the-Counter 'drugs, alcohol and cigarettes
and television commercials to inform people, who don't have access
to liealth edncation classes, to the very basic information that will
helft

ito

reduce infant mortality rates in the country, and particu- .

lar y to close the nfant death gap.
The gap is increasing anTadtual rates, according to our survey,

are going up from 1980 to 1981--not only didthe gap increase in
--the 46 cities,-there was aniitcrease in infant mortality_ rate in

black communities. Again I remind yoTiWiit-th.U-rati.using *light-
ed averageswe were not just looking at individual cities. We 'con
sidered all livebirths and all the deaths for of the black babies
born in:that Year and the rate went hp. '. ° . , -,

`Mr, LELAND. The fact of the matter is, ,we can't afford those re-
.sourCee, we are spending 'necessary n ney on building MX missiles:

I yield back. , i
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Mr. Weiss. Thank you very much.
Regarding your very last commentwere you here when I asked

Dr. Brandt as to' what has been happening to the rate of infant
mortality over the course of tlie last 5 years. He saidI think I am s. °

recalling it accuratelythere has been a steady 31/27percent de-
crease year after year.

How do you square that with you': information?
NIS. BLACKWELL. I did hear him say that. I will share with you

that according to the statistics that he used froth the National
Center for Health' Statistics, the rational rate for blacks in 1978
Was 5.1. In 1979 it was 21.8. In 1980 it .was21.4. The difference
between 21.8 and 21.4 is not consistent with !fie 31/2 percent in-.
crease that he said was ocirring year after year.

Mrs. JOHNSON. I don't believe that his remarks indicated there
- was a consistent decline in every group but across the board for all

groups combined.
Mr. WEISS. I can't have it read back. I will be looking at the tram--

script with interest because my recollection is that in fact he was
talking about the black community. That is why I was focusing my
question

Mn i LigiAND. I think the gentlelady is right, he declared igno-
name on the fact he didn't know whether or not as far as. blacks
were .concerned.

Mr. Weiss. Well, I.thought
Mrs. JOHNSON. He quoted old statistics for the individual ethnic

groups but I don't think at any time he implied he was addressing
groups.

Mr. Weiss. You may indeed be correct. .

I gather that you touched on some of your reactions to 'some of
the earlier testimony and sorry that I missed it. If I am being
repetitive, the chairman will se advise me.

In Dr. Brandt's concluding statement, he said the health of our

still of the highest prior -rior-
;ihildren has never been- better:Then he said that the prevention

ograms of the Public Health Service are
ity.

Would you agree with the first statement, the health of our chil-
dren has never been better?

Ms. Btaceweu.. I would say the health of some of our children
has never. been -better, but unfortunately,. the' health of 'many of
our children has not changed very much in recent yearti:.And there
is disturbing evidence that, if we don't do something about the
problem 'of low birth weight, the technological intervention respon-
sible for reducing infant mortality once a, small baby is born. is not
going to bring any new changes about, and we are going to see a
worsening in, the health of poor children and black Children and
children who lack access to the best this country has to offer.

Mr. WEISS. Within that context: at the very end of Dr. Brandt's
statement; he referred to this- brieflY. ,He had indicated his goats
and the Public Health Service's goal, and he said that By 1990 the

'-national infant mortality rate for all babies up to 1 year of age
should. be reduced to no more than 9 deaths per '1,000 hPe births.

.By x.1990,; no: county and no racial ethnic groupin the population
should have an infant. mortality -rate in ;excess of 12 deaths per
1,000 live births. And discounting, for the inoment,, the different

4-, , . -

-; r ;
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numerical goals we are starting from, there may be some logic to
recognizing realities of the day.

Given what in fact we are doing as a society, and what we are
doing as agovernment, hdw would you view the goal that has been
et, that is the rate not in excess of 12 deaths per 1,000 by 1990.

Ms. SALISBURY. I think you did miss my opening comments.
Based on the 1980 data that Dr. Brandt provided us, which were

data we had been very hungry .for and had not been able to obtain,
the fact is again that for some of our population we are marching
steadily toward that goal; for another portion of our population we
are not: d

Assuming a goal of 9 to 1,000, the white population as of 1980
was 82 percent toward that goal, the black population 42 percent
toward the goal. Even if you accept the built-in discrepancies in the
1990 goal of only 12 to 1,000 for the black population, we are only
56 percent toward that goal as opposed to the white population *It
being 82 percent toward a lower goal. So we are not marching at a
rate of progress that- is acceptable-in any way. If anything, based
upon our sample of half the black births in the country in 1981, we
are regressing when we focus on the' minority population.

Mr. Weiss. Why, if you would, this rosy interpretation of the
black community march toward that-goal? Do you have any insight
into that?

Ms. SALISBURY. I didn't hear Dr. Brandt being rosy when he spe-
cificaVy talked about blacks. I heard him.--

Mr. WEISS. I am talking about the numbers that you just com-
mented on, the numbers, the goals that he had set.

MS. SALISBURY. I see. .

Mr. WEISS. As I listened to your testimony, you are saying that it
isn't.likely to happen, that it doesn't fit in with the rates these talk
about?

Ms. SALISBURY. I do not know why Dr. Brandt would be so opti-
mistic except it seemed to me whenever he was optimistic,- he was
optimistic to the total population and was failing to fOcus on the
special circumstancestf the black population and minorities.

There is a reason for optimism in that we could reach that goal
but we are not, currently, moving .toward it. We could reach this
goal through provision of -Comprehensive prenatal care to all poor
pregnant women; which is well within the capability 'of the current
program's we have-On the books and well.within the current budg- .

etary .capabilities that we have. It is cost effective to do so. We
know, we could reach this goal but we are not.

Mr. WEISS. Thank' you very. much.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Before we close the hearing, I have one last ques-

tion.
Chairman MnJ.En. Sure.
Mrs. JOHNSON. I apologize if this is'not answerable.
I have reviewed. what we discussed herajoday and have noted

that there are several factors that. are extremely important to as-
suring children the very best possible health and opportimities in

' their lives. It seems to me that the factors that we have discussed
have been nutrition and health care, both pre - conception, prenatal
and postnatal. _

. 321.
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We also discussed alcohol, cigarettes, marihuana, coffee, and
other drugs; and then at a little later age, education.

I wonder how xou see the challenge of the decisions surrounding
the expenditure of Federal dollars-and the amount of Federal dol-
lars that ought to he expended? Clearly they have been focused pri-
marily on nutritional and health care and family planning kind of .

services.
How are we going to deal with what clearly today is a very

strong decided influence of alcohol, of cigarettes, of things that tra-
ditionally government has not leveraged?'We have not tried to lev-
erage behavior in certain areas over those kinds of things, and
clearly today they have a very important influence on brain size,
and on the development of underweight babies.

In looking at that pattern, how would ydu help us either rede-
ploy or beef up our sources?- How would you help us deal with the .

fact there are some voluntary actions out there that might be-more
significant than those thing over, which we have control?.

Ms. BLACKWELL. I think there is an answer to that question. Part
of it is comprehensive prenatal care. One of the things I have
found, bOth from reading literature and in talking to people, is that
ove lmingly a woman wants to do what is: right for her baby.
Somelople have access to information.so they can easily find out
what is 'right for the baby, and others are deprived of access to the
information. ,

We may not 6e able to do anything about smoking in general or
alcohol consumption. in general. And we may differ about what we
think ought to be done about it. But 14 do believe firmly, and the
literature seems to be firm, that when ;women are pregnant, and
find out about the danger of smoking, very often they will stop .

smoking during the time that they are-carrying the baby.
a Women.who find out that 'about-the dangers of alcohol consump-

tion very often stop consuming alcohol while they are carrying the
baby.

Women wholknd out that over-the-counter drugs and other drugs-"
may be harmful to their babies will suffer headaches and other
problems rather than take a medicine to deal with it.

I don't have data regardingthese patterns among large numbers
of women, but we do have data from programs.providing compre-
hensive prenatal care -that can document the fact that this hap-
'pens.

Mrs. JOHNSON. How about the teenage mother population?
Ms. BLAcxwELL,Prenatal.
Prenatal programs that deal with teenagers also can document

that teenagers who are educated ab6ut what to do, often will do it.
e will not. But many will.

Mrs. JOHNSON.' Is it a question of inclusion or all these things in
the approach to nutritional and health care?

Ms. BLACKWELL. That is right.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Ina sense, the WIC progra,m is too narrowly fo-

cused..
Ms. BLACKWELL. Prenatal care, as. presently presented, may be

too narrowly focused, and should be more comprehensive. The cost
benefit data I have presented today refers to comprehensive prena-
tal carenot just present prenatal care.
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Mrs. JOHNSON. Do you also include addressing these -type of
things we talk about today in a comprehensive way?

Ms. SALISBURY. Yes.
Dr. KENNEDY. If I could make one comment before we get off the

subject, 'while I agree that prenatal care can be a part of the
answer to things like dealing with substance abuse, in the data we
have looked at for teenage pregnancies, you typically see a pattern
of what I call too little, too late.

If I .were thinking about a long-term strategy, I would pursue
avenues like the educat. nal system, building in some of these
items in the curriculum, use in the women we have look at
in Massachusetts, approxim ly a third of 1,328-women were n-

-.. age prenatals; and on tee a age they came into the pprena care
system in late second trimester. Although you can do some hing
with that period of pregnancyand I am not discounting that

1%.. thinking about the effects of subitances like alcohol early on in,:
pregnancy, if we could have, we would have wanted to get to -them
earlier in pregnancy.-

The other issue really is one of general versus specific, although
there is a lot of gelieral information around on misuse of smoking,
alcohol, whatever. It is amazing how many womenand this -isn't
necessarily limited to any economic grouphave little or no infor-
.mation oji these fipares. When I was doing clinical practiceThithe--
early .1970's and-ithd sessiqn-s with women Who had deliiered low
birth rate infants in tryinFte look at future pregnancies in a pre-
irentive. approach and got into the discussion of moderate consumpz
tionof alcohol, and the look on women's faces was: Could the alco-
hol I had consumed in pad have contributed to this? These were
the sort of women I would call aware..women,'but alcohol consump-
tion is such a part of our social atmosphere.and the thought of ones
or two glasses of wine at dinner .doesn't necessarily connect in
women's Minds that this is bad..

I agree with the colutdriirthat oncathey.know
Mrs. JOHNSON. OHM they know. r
Dr. KENNEDY. But I think. almost preconception, some ow we

have to get that sort of information out to the general public, be-
cause some of our time is alreadY -lost if we are beginning just
during the prenatal period.

Ms. SALISBURY., We certainly could see that as being part of the
national education campaign we were baking about.

- Dr. WEIKART. I would like to add one more dimension, the educa-
tional side, because in a sense one wayy, to reduce tha problem is to
have ways, of not having it occur at all. I think that the power air

. parently of early childhood education of 3 and 4 years of age,
giving young children. a different cycle of life, a ffi&rant way of
proceeding through life, is so ,powerfully deinonstrated, by a se

,, ce
- .

quin oe stu4ies tat suggesting that, in the same breath we are
- talking abo...0Aow birth rate and these kinds of things, we also have

to keep thinking there is another side of the coin. . "..

We can't repeat the lung cancer specialists conference, which is
to talk about operating techniques. They have to also spend time
talking about reduction of environmental causes' of lung cancer,

iWhich is equally important. I think that is one of the issues here,' .;
too.
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Chairman MILLER Let me submit for the record the case of alcohol
and pregnancy. On cage 3 of Di. Ouellette!s statement we see from

, long recent studies that all women tend to decrease alcohol intake
during the early months of pregnancy presumably from a combina-
tion of factors. Later she notes that evenvongen who drank heavily
have stopped drinking durin egnanct. Other studies show
that-women are generall ery highly motivated to alter their
drinking habits in order to produce offspring with the least possible
risk. .%

%, We will try to get these studies for committee membersAt is im-
portant to learn how attitudes are changed and more positiVe be-
havior begins. ,

Mrs. JOHNSON. Isn't it interesting that we have a WIC program,
we have medicaid which doesn't reach everyonethere has been
no ability of research to penetrate those programs. In other words,

. this information, I assume, wasn't discovered in the last 48 days,
you know. Yet it hasn't been fed back, so that part of our" medical
approach requiresI mean, look what we have been willing to do
in terms of.parental permission for pregnancy. We have been will:
ing to ask GeVernme,nt to require certain things. I don't support it.
That is a bad example.

But the point is that we have the ability to 'require that certain
information'he made available and be out there. It is much like
Proieltor said at one of our very first hearings and examples he
gave. We have to find some better way .to bring our knowledge, and
wisdom; and understanding to bring to bear to those programs on
which we do affect people's lives and expend public moneys. .

Caairman MILLER. I couldn't agree with you more. We are caught
in a double bind. We haVe hundreds of thousands uf people waiting to
receive WIC, just to get the benefits we'already know it offers:

Informational flovi. is one of those benefits. Many of the women
iii the.WIC pre ram are getting medical adVicelifor the first ,time.

Mrs. JOHNSON. We could probably do it for free:
Mr. 4,ELAND..Q116 of:the things we found in the infant tnortality

task- force' we itistitiitecl in Houston was that there was a lot of in-
formation available; mine' was collated. There was not a central
receptacle for information to be disseminated to 'organizations and
individuals, for that .matter;; in order that statistics could be gath-

, ered, in order to learn about the specific problems in specific.areas.
I suspect that the siitr.e problem holds with programs like WIC.

and medicaid.:--thatqlat problem even further complicated be-
cause localities don't knoW4iniir to solve therie problems. Some-
times the program -WIC itself, and, medicaid advocates, find Ahem-
selves1/41% quandary' becaUse the information is not found there.

sugg that maybe sue of the things we ought to do is to possi-
bly set up some kind of opportunitY for a central computer bank
for the country. .

Chairman. MILLER. If the gentleman will yield. This condept has.

w Mikulski's earl* qiiesti n; why can't the National Council
now been touched on three dirrent times, including Congress-
woma

' on Alcoholism, for .example, tribute information through WIC, .
directed at pregnant women: W are all anxious to better link up the
resources that currently exist. .

Mrs. JOHNSON. That is right. 7
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Chaiiman MILLER. Hopefully, out of the life of this committee, we
will learn how to better that link existing resources. There are many
of us that would like to expand those resotircese both public and
private.

And in your brief you point out that if we can get A to talk to B,
and B to talk to C, that there is an opportunity to eliminate some
of the gaps in infant mortality that exist now between. certain
groiaps;

Ms. SALISBURY. If -I could address these last points, our petition' is
designed to meet both of those problems. We asked for an appoint-
ment of a Select Coordinator within HHS who would have com-
plete oversight over all the maternal and child health programa
and would be a direct link .to the WIC program, as well. .

One of the coordinator's functions would_ be to provide a clearing-
house of information to virturily every pr_ogram that is under his
or her jurisdiction, so that programs and State agencies would have
access to the wealth of information that has already. been pulled
together, so we are not reinventing the wheel.

°oetond, we did ask, Congresswoman Johnson; that a standard of
compr: " tensive prenatal care be defined and mandated by the Fed-
eral Government which is absolutely within HHS' current jurisdic-

, tion to promulgate. They need no further legislation to do that.
There then would be one comprehensive prenatal care standard for
anyone receiving Federal dollars in their prenatal care whether it
is medicaid dollars-or ESPDT dollars or community health centers.

Comprehensive prenatal care, which would include precisely.the
kind of health education we are talking about, could easily be the
minimum standard and could maximize the use of Federal dollars s
and prevent some of these problems. 4, .

Ms. BLACKWELL. Regarding statistical data, one of the biggest
frustrations in compiling the data for our study was the lack of
data available from the national Government. Up until today; we

r couldn't get data brOken down by race-beyond 1979. I think this is
particularly indicative of priorities, because this is a country that
hail its finger on the pulse of economic indicators every week awl_
every month. We know from the CPI whether butter is going up or
cars going down, literally week to week

'Yet; for an indicator as important to the Nationrs health: as
infant mortality, we could not get any data, culling all sources-
available beyond 1979.

Chairinan Musa. I don't want to hold my colleagues or the panel
here much longer.

Dr: Weiliart; your study is , almost too good to be. true. Policy-
makers are always looking for programs that help people and'save
money at the same time.

Who has commented on your study? What kind of hurdles have
you overcome to reach this point?

Dr. WEIKART. I think a lot of outside professionals have been in-
volved in it. I think perhaps more ir.iportant than outside people
commeatiiT has been the fact that of recent years the data have
come 4ma a variety of sources other than ourselves. Foi example,
the data come from polite blotters and are provided by the
police departments. The welfare data come from the State welfare
divisionnot from us.

s.
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. -In a sense, I, too, have breathed a kind of sigh of relief that-some
Of the outside groups that have no stake in it Whatsoever have
been able to supply information and have been confirming the in-
formation we have gathered and dealt with ourselves. So, it is
passed, in a sense, scientific review as well as perhapsand from .
my perspective, even more important, because I have had confi-
dence in the scientific aspect all along, has been the fact that otitl-
side totally disinterested people . have collected specific data based

, on this. So, in a way it stands as a laboratory-style study.
1 I wouldn't expect to -find the same extent, equivalence, some
extent of it, in all kinds of outside programs. At least it shows what'
can be thine.

Chairman MILLER.. Dr. Falkner, Angela Blackwell said earlier that
. if we don't deal with the probleth of low birth weight, that in aril' of
itself. may negate the kind of progress we are making in the
technological sense of being able to keep a smaller, more premature
baby born alive after birth, that technology may not necessarily
Overcome the harm caused by the increased number of low birth
weight babies.

Do you concur in that? -

Dr. FALKNER. Absolutely. I think the Wonderful technology which
neonatology has developed, particularly in the last 10 years, I
doubt whether it can really get much better. I think it could be
more available all over the world. But where it is of a particular
'high standard at the moment, I.think they have just about reached
the point of excellence.

So, I think Angela Blackwell is absolutely right. I think that the
production of more and more infants of low birth weight will in-
crease the infant mortality rate..

Chairman MILLER. Beyond the capability of that technology?
Dr: FALKNER. I .think so, yes. .

Chairman MILLER. You sat here and listened to the testimony -and
conversation we have had today on prevention issues-. Are there
currently disincentives to the deployment of preventive strategies?

Dr. FALKNER. Yes; I think there are. I think that
Chairman MILLER. In the public advocates petition presented to

the committee today, there is an outline of some of these issues: the
questions of whether or not you are eligible for AFDC, whether or
not it is your second pregnancy. These are the kinds of items that
have become counterproductive to our overall goals.

Are there any similar problems in your general field?
Dr.. FALKNER. I get the distinct impression that treatment, better

treatment, putting m oney behind good treatment, new discoveries
, of treatment, service treatment all the time, is rather dramatit -and'

is most acceptable tt the population; that physicians and physician
attendees are doing something. They are trying to find a cause for
cancer. They have made breakthroughs in the treatment of leuke-
mia iri children.

I think all these things are excellent. They are very acceptable.
. But if you ask the population to concentrate on prevention of a
particular disease, 'a -particular entity like a low birth weight
'infant, it is not very dramatic. The population is- not nearly so in-
clined to support, in my opinion, that approach. The 'approach of
prevention is hard to sell.

;

az.6.
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Chairman-MILLER. Thank you,.
Do you have any further questions,. Mrs. Johnson?

. -Mrs: JOHNsoN..No; thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you Nery much for staying with us all

day and for your presentations. _

The task force will stand adjourned:
[Whereupon, at 3:50 -p.m., the task force adjourned subject to the

call of the Chair.] .

[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS BY CGNGRESSMAN BLILEY AND C iG 83VYOMAN ZOHNSOPP
SELECT COMMITTEE o CHILDREN, YOCITH,.A FAMILIES

Congressman Bliley of Angela Blackwell: Some have suggested that the higher
Black infant mortality rate is a reflection of the higher percentage of -"high risk!'
pregnanCies among Black teenagers as compared to white teenagers. Can you tell US
the proportions Of the..Black and white populations that are at risk? How de these .

two different high-risk pregnancy rates affect your focut on the infant mortality gap
betimen the two-populations?
-Answer.Aetetated in my testimony, of June30;-:19811befere the Select Comlhittee `"

on Children, Youth and Families,- teenagers who become pregnant are at greater
risk of having low-birth weight babies,- and low-birth,weight babies contribute di--
redly.. high infant mortality rates: using an 'approximater1980 figure of 500,000
Black births, per year,Iin infant mortality rate of 20 ,per 1,000 (actually the infant
mortality rate for Blacks in 1980 was 21.4 per 1,000) and a low-birth wecitht, rate of
18 Percent (which le the low-birth weight rate that was recorded. iii our survey of 45
cities), we can determine that. approximately 10,000' Black babies will diaevery year ?.;

and 65,000 will be born of low-birth weight. Assuming a teenage pregnancy:rate of.
27 percent (which was the rate in our survey done of 45 cities), we can determine
that-approximately.18;000 of the 65;000 low-birth weight babies ran be attributed to
Brick teenage births. While this is a significant number, it is obviously not the

. whole problem. . .

There can be no doubt that given the high percentage of births 3o teentiers in the
Black community, that the infant mortality rate could be drastically reduced if of - -'
forts only fochs- on reducing teenage pregnancies: Comparing Black teenagers to
white teenagers, white teenagers, also are at high- risk of having low-birth weight
babies but percentage-wise, fewer white teenagers give, birth and these who give
birth are more likely to have access to prenatal care because, they are in higher
income brackets and have 'access to more. information. In comparing the different
risks to teenagers white and Black, both are at a higher risk beeanse of lack of in-

' formation and lack of access to prenatal care, but the white teenager does have ad-
vantages which probably make their low-birth weight and infant mortality rates
lower.

Congresswoman Johnson of third panel. witnesses: I am concerned that little at-
tention has been paid. to thebnportance and cost - effectiveness of family planning as
it preventive service. I would be interested to hear what our witnesses have to say
on this topic; if they would .care to venture an opinion.

Answer. The cost - effectiveness analysis that was provided in the -infant formula
petition focused on the cost effectiveness of providing comprehensive prenatal care: .
A small portion of prenatal care does include family planning services. It is impor-
tant to note, however, that the costs of the prenatal care are much higher than the --
costs of providing family planning information. Comprehensive prenatal care, can
prevent the birth of a low-birth weight baby, but it prevents it .through medical
services, hospital services, and many other expensive services. Many law-birth
weight babies are born because the babies are not wanted, because they were born
to teenagers who did not have adequate birth control information because they were
born-to-low income families-who could not. afford prenatal care. Family planning
services coul&prevent these births and also prevent the necessity to spend massive
amounts Of money on prenatal care. Obviously, any money put into family planning
is extraordinarily cost effective; even more cost effective than the prenatal care that
we were proposing.
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AUGUST 15 1983..
Dr. STANLEY GREENSPAN,
Mental Heajth Research Center,
Adelphi, Md. - -

DEARDR. GREENSPAN: This is to expresa my personal appreciation for Yor ap-
pearance before the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families' Prevention
Strategies Task Force at its first hearing. Your participation contributed to making
the hearing a success.

The Committee is now in the process' of editing the transcript of the hearing for
publication. It would be helpful if you would' o over the enclosed-copy of your testi-
mony to assure that it is accurate, and return it to us with any necessary correc-
tions.

Also, Representatives .Bliley and Vucanovich have submitted the following ques-
tions for you for inclusion in the printed record: ;

Mr. Bliley: In an article published last.year, entitled "Developmental Morbidity in
Infants in. Multi-Risk Factor Families: Clinical Perspectives," .you said that "if we
give due weight. to the. degree of impairment or morbidity' prebent in each of these
multi-risk factor families; rather than focus on-reaching the la:gest number of fami-
lies per unit of'xpenditure, the need to reach this often neglected group becomes' You- also mention in your testimony that early intervention with
multi-risk factor families is clearly "cost effective" in economic and human terms as
compared to special education programs addressing the problem when the basic per-
sonality of the child is alteady developed. Are you making a statement about the
targeting of our public health resources? If so, could you clarify that? Do you feel
that more of the existing public serviceillnds should be targeted to interventions
for multi-risk factor families with. infants? (Articl referred to in question is at-
tached.)

Mrs. Vucanovich: You deal in your work with some of the most disadvantaged,
dependent individuals in our country. These people, parents with infants and chil-
dren, are often unable to care for themselves in the most basic of ways. Yet, your

,Work seems to affirm the value and dignity which belongs to them, as it does to all'
human beings. What is your opinion regarding recent

in
of handicapped

newborns? How do you deal with the conflicting ethics in your profession regarding
the quality of life versus the dignity and valueof all human life?

Let me again express my thanks. as well as that of die. other members of the Com-
mittee, for your contribution..

Sincerely,
1 GEORGE MILLER,

Chairman,
Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES,
Adelphi, Md., September 7, 1981

Hone GEORGE MILLER,
Chairman, Select Committee on Children, Youth; and Families,
U.S, House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. MILLER: Thank you for letting me take a look at the transcript of the
hearing before the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families' Prevention
Strategies Task Force. Enclotied is a copy of the transcript with some minor correc-
tions. Also enclosed are the answers to the two additional questions posed by Mr.
Bliley and Mrs. Vucanovich. .

I would like to express my appreciation for the attention the Select Committee
Task Force is bringing to important challenges regarding the health, mental health
and education of our children and their families.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.
Sincerely yours,

STANLEY I. GREENSPAN, M.D.

ANswins TO QUESTIONS' RAISED BY MEMBERS OF SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,
YflUTH AND FAMILIES, 'U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES (STANLEY I. GREENSPAN,
M.D.)

. 1. Mr. Bliley's question on targeting of resources toward multi-risk factor families
with infants.

;.. 98
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The issue 'is not so much "targeting" of resources, bui employing our resources in
a more balanced manner.'At present there, are relatively little resources available to
infants, toddlers and young children with a Variety of development problems. The
especially at-risk infants is multi- risk - factor families are-an example of a group who
traditionally have not received necessary medical. help and educational 'tervicea in
the first five years of life..Part-orthe reason for this group presenting so many cog-
nitive emotional-prableMs by the time they reach school (and at the same time not

-having-nteessary services) is related to the challenges of effectively reaching this
population. A balanced program of preventive services would include "outreach"
services for families who don't-come in for traditional services. In addition, special
patterns of services, as described in the article on infant morbidity, would offer
these types of families the opportunity for an ongoing relationship with one member .

of the therapeutic team, help with stabilizing survival needs and preventive inter-
vention services geared to pyidual differences in the infants and their families
(including such individual d erences such as babies with hypersensitivities, parents

' with psychiatric illness or severe stress reactions.
Our health and educational services have been geared toward the notion of a

"captive audience."-In other words, in a hospital huge expenditures are made for a;
premature baby to help, that baby survive and function as competently as possible.
If that baby leaves the hospital, however, no matter how at risk_ that° baby is for a
variety of developmental disturbances, little effort is made to provide follow-up care.
Compared to the thousands and thousands of dollars kday that it costs to help that
baby in the hospital, therelatively modest expenditures, such as $10.00 for transpor-
tation to bring mother and baby in for a follow-up visit is currently not being spent.
Part of this relates to regulations-which do not permit expenditures for home vuitt
in some areas of the country or which do not permit expenditures for transporta-
tion; a critical issue in whether or not a family may obtain follow-up care. On the
surface it may appear ludicrous when tens of thousands of dollars per day can be
spent for a baby while in the hospital and $10 to $15 can't be spent to bring that
baby in for the critical follow-up visit. Almost all the studies point to the family.
milieu and the support the baby receives in the first few years of life as thecritical
predictor as to how that baby will do later on. Preventive intervention programetk_s___
work with the family and assure, good follow-up care is therefore especially impor-
tant. In other .words, while it is certainly critical to provide the best possible pro-
grams for a baby while he or she is in the hospital, the research points to the time
when the baby goes home as the critical period for determining how that baby will
Perform in an emotional, intellectual, and social sense as that baby grows up.

Is this lack of follow-up care and balanced prigrams for the child simply a matter
of "poor" regulations that need to be rewritten, or is there a fundamental problem
with the overall philosophy that upderlies our health and educational system?

I believe it's the latter. To continue the example given earlier, just as we provide
to a "captive" infant and family in the hospital, we also provide special educatipnal
services of a- modest nature to children once they're in school. Again, a youngster is
in .a federally, state, and community-supported facility. From a policy perspective,
the notion of providing transportation or reaching into the home to help families
has.not been possible even though the cost per family for these kinds of programs is
basically far less than hospital-based care and not a great deal more than in the
extra help we give children for "special education" once they're five and six years of
age in the school system. Therefore, it appears that it is not the resourcesbut more
the philosophy of continuing versus intermittent support for families. Obviously,
One needs to balance the issues of intrusiveness and control with supporting the
family's autonomy and ability to choose for themselves. Nevertheless, there are
many families who would clearly elect to have preventive health, mental health,
and educational services for. their infants, toddlers, and young childred if these serv-
ices weremade available in a way that was consistent with the family's needs.

Therefore, the issue may be viewed from the perspective of "targeting" resources.
Unfortunately, at present, there's such an unequal distribution of resources in
terms of a child's age (i.e., almost no services for the 0-4 year-olds), it may be more
appropriate to discuss this issue in terms of a balanced approach to resource alloca-
tion, and the way in which resources are used to support innovative preventive serv-
ice programs.

2..Mrs. Vucanovich's question on the ethics regarding quality of life versus the
dignity of life and value of all human life.

Recent debates concerning "handicapped newborns" raise a number of important
issues. As medical technology hakadvanced, it has become possible to help babies
who in the past would not have survived to survive and lead, in many instances,
lives of dignity and self-fulfillment. As research continues, the ability to help babies

.32a
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overcome handicaps may even be greater. My own view is consistent with the part
of your question which places an emphasis on the dignity and value of all

of the
ll human

life. I believe that we cannot separate issues of the quality of life from issues
dignity and value in all hitman life. I would approach the implied polarity here
slightly differently than it is usually approached..

The question of the "quality" versus the dignity and value of all human life is
often raised as a polarity to help us deal with the Issue of when it is appropriate to
provide "heroic" efforts'to.save the baby's life and when physicians.shouln provide
"less" heroic efforts. There's a presumption that the health profession can make de-
terminations as to the subsequent quffiity of that life and use this to determine. how
"heroic" to be. While this is an important issue and one that the medical profession
and ethicists have been struggling with for some time now, I believe there's a more
imnortant issue that is easily obscured in looking at, he question only in this way.

The more important issue has to do with both th ignity, value, and the quality
ofalife. Currently, while many of us clearly support he notion that all human.life is
important and should be treated with dignity, our rograms in:the health, educa-
tion. and mental health areas do not maximize the quality of life for those infants
who are able to survive with or without heroic efforts. In other words, we need to
integrate our notions of quality and the dignity and value of all human life. Inter
estingly, some of the artificial polarities that are currently topics of debate may fail
away if we integrate these values. Let me.be more concrete. There aremany babies'"'
now with a variety of disabilities who would be capable of having a life of greater
quality; that is, they could accomplish more intell tually and emotionally and be
more capable of reaching their own goals if we had equate programs in the first
three to five years of life to' support their physical, ntellectual, and emotional
growth. Unfortunately, such preventively oriented progr ms do not exist, and poten-
tials that are present ,even with the disabilities are nev r reached. I believe'this is
true for many intellecthally and emotionally compromi children. Therefore, ,we
are not maximizing the quality, of their lives. Part of the imism over babied who
are severely compromised is based on the fact that many ave observed their mar-
ginal tlevelopMent. Yet, if we improved our preientively iented' care in the first
three to five years, the outlook for many infants born th handicaps would' be
vastly improved. In other words, their "quality of life" w. d be improved. This im-
provement in the quality of life, would be a concrete of stating our commitment
to the "dignity and value of all human life." I believe, in a subtle manner, some of
the debates about quality versus digni and value all human life is in part based
on our lack of commitment to our handl ants and young children as they
grow (in comparison.to the issue of surrii a should also add that if we plan to
work with our handicapped infants and young children' we must-also work inten-
sively with their families.

In summary, I believe our policy should be one which supporis the quality, digni-
ty, and value in all human life. By improvicg our preventively oriented services, \
these important goals would be unified under a broad program and broad philos- \ '
ophy regarding preventive health, education, and mental health care.

DEVELOPMENTAL MORBIDITY IN INFANTS IN MULTI-RISK-FACTOR FAMILIES: CLINICAL
PERSPECTIVES

(By Stanley I. Greenspan, MD)

Preventive intervention programsslesigned to reduce infant Morbidity'.often focus
on the service programs that will offer the most help at the lowestbost per family.
That is, the programs seek to reach families that.will 'use a service if it is available
for families that would require only modest encouragement to use the service. There
are families, however, who will not use, or are,not appropriately served by, preven-
tion programs providing only the traditional services, whether or not the programs
incorporate modest outreach efforts. These are the multi-risk-factor families that re-:
quire-hVily-inrievative, comprehensive service .programs with extensive outreach to
win their their participatkin-. If we give due weight to the degree of impairment or
morbidity present in each of these multi-risk-factor fathilies, rather than fodus on
reaching the largest number of families per:unit of expenditure, the need to reach
this often neglected group becomes compelling. In planning service programs for
them, account must be taken of the incidence and prevalence of preventable disor-
-tiers in the context of the degiee of developmental impairment that is likely in the
children without a comprehensive program.

In multi-rislofactor families, the parents are often psychiatrically impaired, social
and economic stress is usually high, and.the parents are generally deficient in a wt-

.
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.riety of coping functions (including self -care, planning for the future: and kidginent).
These families are at risk. not only of infant Mortality' but of., infant ,morbidity as
We , particularly in the area of psycholOgical and social functioning dicing the first
.years of life. The challenge of providing services to ensure a healthy baby phySically
during., the first month and year -af.lifc is likely . to be actively ptirsued; whereal. the
'challenge :of supporting a family environment in which adequate social and payeho-

deirelOPment can take place.* too. often ignored. The same .poor coping capac-
ity of Multi;prObleni families that increases the risk of perinatal complications also
-contributes to. postnatal morbidity. ; ... ,

Even when the newborn infant in a malti-riskiftimily 'is constitutionally :healthy'
and robust, in -many: cases a...relative 'deterioration in functioning is often observed'
during the first. month "of, life rather than 'the expected improveinent This down
ward 'trend appears'. to continue until suitable clinical and *Social-84*On techniques
are ,IpPlied ,(fOr exiiinPle,. iinProve an infant's alertness and ability; to focus).; It is
.eneouragirig that. appropriate clinical services Rttriidecr dating 4hallitit Year of life
can decisively.' reduce inaladap,tion-'-that they.ctinfler, example; iniptoVe the Child's
regulation :of somatic functions;,inerease his interest in the foster. the farina-,
tion iniMan:relatianehipii; and ,further the deVelopinebt of; CiiPacities .fcir'differen..:-;

' COmiminiCatiorw.andj-MiPleration:,-When,jhOweve6 such services are not of
feted to these'

A
'many cases deterioration thebhild's °expected function

ivuriiikthe first and second year On* *ohnoit
Such deterioration can lead; to. seyereand Arinly anri

.
eftiblieheit.difpciltieethat

adVeriely, affect' the child's CaPinitiee The child may be ; erainin"
j jag:hie behavior, Mood, thoughts, In laying foundations for ;..41? t..fing.,;of, reali
.ty;-.iii controlling his impulses, anticipating ',theiftitini,; in...!

.*!.- forming ;ethid, `and: moral udgments, and iron "developing self -esteem: essence,
without services, the i beet lhat might .bereiiaoncibly-Jezpectacl many; theoe.

.,.yontistoit would be that they would develop only severely primitive Character orga
nizatiOns .akineaeocialjaiitisOcialiiiiiP.Conciete lines:' The, lees ifortUnita. of these

dien ire to heotme.00y,ii:binderliie:04rhote. or; teakperienCe
uneven personality 'deVeltipmmt: ,NeVertheleta, ; there !eke case by, case imp

: skins:that iioniebibieis;b*S lifniVith: superior vapaCitiek such remarkable-
thfor iielVcOneolation,';.foi. regulation' of iiittention4 !' for AO* 'interaction,

us can in a epriVed:enviiiiiiinent l'h.;.7T`O.

The focus of: this paper is` risk Of infant MoibiditY,:.particuTarly, peychol
social, and' Ciiiniti0 inalfUnctiOn:MY.Collesignei and I in the Clinical

velopment -Fragrant (CIPP) it, the Mental H --Study; Center of the National :In-
stitute of Mental Health, in ,Adelphi, 'Md., been able to obtain an indettilrflitin.
titre of the unfolding of infant. morbidity
are *feria: tn, the-Center:1,00Se of serve* lisycluatrie illness or personality:itn?.
PairMent that: believed to' interfere with a child'efirimary. nurturing and 'AievitIo*
micbt. or because Of the 'fininlY'ii..deniOnstratecI.difficidty .r.ciaring an:

,. who is manifesting severepsychological, and CognitiVe-probleingT
, ;. We :use the term "multiple-risktactOr. exile not only at risk infant

MartiditY' and; rinatal it',.irbiditY,I but also for these in which' the Children ',appear. '.,
. to be at risk o `niOrbiditY,' !. clinicoLiffioileion thicfamilies
at the .high -riek of the spectruiOn ;respect faCtO6 far j.:

pia, abUle'. Or poor Jnnerition;-Jeften. evider* multi -risk factors SOCA jfeizni.;.
Lee have alio been gisicribadatij1:1011tiOrobleniir,',Iiiird to`J:reach,','Criaki-Oriented,7.
and . they, have been ;classified by,. the , Way theyLUie the

j 'service system according to the- kinds andtjiinifibei.'OfJprObleii*lhaY )4'10.04 Re-
suits Of ithalattee.approackoggest thakliciverty-or welfare status iirAot the only
identifying; characteristi 4Incelatiinies;:soccal..tha'. BocieeCiaminic iitrate. evidence'
the same -muliarimeni j. : :1 j,

aPite of tion11. differeneeti; the* hi* :been, generaL*niensisirOn the Cline
cal .

characteristics of these families. They tad; for example,, ;think .atilyi in con.
eiete tern*: to' be needOrkinted, fan& to liavliiffictilty in anticipating ;the future
and eoaoeptualizin the' Conserencial of their.*** The parents 'operate Onis, eur,
Viiiiitbeeisfiften eonipeting with theirehilken ffir concrete; as well abli-psycholOgiCal j
and aoCitd, alipporti, (t5,9,11 -14).._Althonghj Meet eirthe'ifiikailiis'iliiiie these eharan
tabs** an individinit may differ sonic reapects.;;Seineef the &Milled' ern i

dente Clearly diagnosable mental ilhiele ;itiCh as a psychosis,: ePredOini.".
nance of severe antisocial and aseciiiipareenalityiiitterne'. Mete areehinectaiiikli,LLL
by passivity and inadequacy inCoping with Challenges; Individual
tors of 'aympteniatie behaviors also .charieterize the faiiiiliei-psychOtiC "symptoms,

:- child abuse, sponie abase 'Marital difnculties,. crime delinquency, .alcoholism,' Ovid-
eir illness, and suicide (1,2,4,630).t 1'7-



Estimates vary regarding the use of health, services, and welfare systemsi)leal
by these families. 'However, the significance of the, challenge that they present is
indicated by a study conducted some time ago (2), in whiCh 6 perbent pf the study
papulation was found to be using 45.percent of all public health.resources and 55
percent of all social, psychiatric, and other auxiliary services. It hag been estimated
that this. 6 percent use approximately 70 percent of all public expenditures for
health, social, and auxiliary services (report of the congressionally authorized Joint
Commissi n on the Mental Health of Children, 1965). Moreover, the problem may be
much ark now.

eHILDREN IN 19LTI-RISK-FACTOR FAMILIES

Few in pth studies have been conducted of the development of the children in
multi-risk- actor families. In the classic descriptive study of Pavenstaedt (1), only 13
much families (Which had 40 to 50 children between the ages of 21/2 and 6 years)
Wee. studied. Nevertheless, the clinical impreseiOns from :the .studY were-Striking:
.Almost all the children showed social ancipsychologicai characteristics more consist-

&=ent with 11/2 to 2-year-olds in their egocentricity and neetkirientation: Their .ability:
to use' a, symbolic '(or representational) mode; to plan for their own:needs and to con-
-sider the nee& and actions of others waslinited, and they had variable Self-esteeni.
They tended to think in fragmented, isolated units,,: rather than in cohesive
terns. They were .not capable: of goal-directed organized action and were:limited in

;

their ability to socialize and interact appropriately for their. age. The childrenal-
reedy had an ingrained defeatist attitude and the core of an aimless (either asocial
or antisocial)' personality. The conclusion of the study .was that there' was a dire:
need to Understand the fleveiopmental process in 'Rich' Children from the prenatal
stage into later childhood. . : : :

Subsequently, no in depth longitudinal studies hlve been done beginning with the
prenatal period and following the children in multi-risk-factor familiesfier 5or more' .'
yearsaii is necessary to obtain information on hOw thebehaVioralpitterna of these. .-
children develop and gain insight into the repetitive, multi-generational nature of
these families' problems. It seemed 'especially. critical to identify the adaptive and:
maladaptive developmental patters of such children and their families over , time
and 'te 'determine the clinical and service systern techniques that are appropriate for
preventive interrention. Therefore, my colleagues and I at NIMH's Mental Health
Study Center-undertoOk a study, of multi-risk-factor families. The Center has pro-

lidded periodic evaluatiens of the children -in such 'families, based on standardized
recorded observations (for example, video tapes of interactions between the children
and their care-givers). We have been able to study in depth for 2 more year some
50 multi-risk-factor ftenilies 'with More:than 200 children. (Details of the effoitii

- madwto_recruit.these families and orthe clinical service apprOaches and-assess--
ments uded will be described inanother paper.)

,"' Families were.referrecito .the Clinical Infant Development Program,lis the result
of an active outreach effort aimed at Ow "most difficult" families. A fainitywas re-
ferred`to the program if it met three criteria: (a) ii history of difficulty in providing
basic nurturing for .an older child and in facilitating that child's development, (b)
eiidence of disturbed development in thati older child,. 'and (c) limitations the
mother'scUrrent functioning that ,could be expected to interfere with the provision
of primary nurturing to a new infant, It quickly became apparent te;the staff at the
Center that we were dealing with fainil;24 of various composition that were eyiden6-
in:. additional risk' factors 86'644 nychiatric impairment; loW educatienal and se-
Cioecoribmic.status (not only in the case of the Parente who were,thePotential par-
licipants in our program, but:also in-the case of, their own .parents),'highlevele of
social and psychological stress during the woman's pregnancy, and, varying;clegrees
of nutritional deficits and tubstance"abuse. . .

It quickly becarcie.apParent ifi4:'iyi4hat.iifant'liorbiiiity, infant mortality, and per,
inatW morbidity all may be related to theiame common' factoretincepricitiee of the .
infant's cire4ivers for self-Care,or for care of .another.or Tor planning,.
or organization (around a -pregnancy, 'or n-chi10 developmental. process): In our
grouref, multi-risk-fader faniilies, successful Pieriiitat intervention reduced the ex-
pectedleyelemf both infant mortality and immediate postnatal morbidity; few of the
babies were boith._with.**01.1 or_neOrelcgical handicaps; Aret we ;quickly observed
that' the'next4hallenge, and in many respects the far, maiii'diffic@t one, was to
reduce developmental mebidity..

1
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. PRELiMINARY REPORT ON OBSERVED TRENDS

' Because I am reporting in the middle of our study, I will discuss only some pie.
liminarytrends observed in childrens de'lopment. These trends will be presented
in a theoretical framework in which the stages of a child's early development and-
the adailtive infant and family patterns that can be expected in each Phase of the
child's developmentes revealed in our workare conceptualized (15-17). The
trends described will not apply to every multi-risk-factor family, ance different fam-
ilies and different infants apparently experience arrest at various levels of develop-
ment. Intensive work' with multi-risk-factoi' families, however, has shown ils that
they rarely are able to negotiate an infant's development into the second year of life
without there being evidence of disruption in their infant's developmbnt and a need
for specific servicer t' overcome it. We have been able toidentif the pointat which.
the family fails.to support the infants development and'at which the subsequent
disoi-dered'develo,pment occurs. We also have gained a preliminary impression of a
distribution in .whichhe 'more disturbed families show difficulties early'in the in-
fant's fiscal year, whereas in some .of the. less disturbed. faxnilies there' is no evi-
dense of the likelihood of morbidity until the second year of life.: In 'general, nbne of
themultl-riSk-factoi- 'families studied have been totally free of the, morbidity de-
scribedin this section. . .

We. have observed babies at the Center who during the first few days of life are
for: the moat part well in terms of weight, sze and overall physical health'status,
but who have. difflculty in regulating social responsiveess, establishing habituation
'patterns,aridbrganizing their motel- responses. SomelePthem are withdrawn 'and
unresponsive to animate stimuli:.others are hyperlablle:and overly responsive. Nev-,
erthelese," in contrast, a number of our babies .ilso seem to be in optimal condition,
even In terms of the soft neurological signs, and are appropriately adaptive in their
initial capadty for bomeostasis (self-regulation and. an emerging interest in the
world).,' . '.

Yet, in general, babies in our program; most of whom wexa. at high risk prenatally
but who had normal patterns of development perinatally (prenatal intervention
having.assurëdade9uate nutrition and other supports, including appropriate medi-
cal care). show 'significantly less than optimal development as early as the first
month of life. Pediat-ic, neurological, and Binzelton neonatal examinations at 1
mOnth of age, for example, show developmental progression but not the increased
capacity for orientation,' habituation, self-consolation; and social responses charac-
teristic of a normative population. . .

.

By 8 months . oe, instead of a capacity for self-regulation, organization, a,d an
interest in the or1d a number of pur babies, show increased tendencies, toward

'lilfty, muach ,rigid. gaze aversion, and an absence of organized sleep-wake,
'alert, and feedu patterns. The caragivers, instead of having an overall capacity
for offering the hsbeo comfort, protection, and an interest in the world, either with-
draw from them ud avoid them or over-stimulate them in a chaotic 'and. intermit-
thnt fashion. . .

At about the ages of 2 to 4 months, we expect to find in the infant the beginnings
of a deep rich emntional investment in the human world, especially in his primary
care-givers. We a. eizpit a human environment that will "fall in love" with the
child,and wil1wo. that child to fall in love in turn, in an effective, multi-modal,
pleaqurnble manner. Instead, a sigxLTzcant mzmber 'of these children exhibit a total
lack'pf involvament in: the human world or an involvement, that is nonaffective,
ehallbw, and bniersc ial, and we see care-givers who are emotionally distant, loof,
bnpersonal, and )"g y ambiva]ent'about their children. :,

Between; S ant . nths of age,' we: expect an infant's capacity foi interacting
w 'h the w'.eid a rtvipmcal, causal, or 'purposeful manner to further develop and
form a founds for his later organized causal'behavioror thinkinç (reality oten-

- 'taticu . ........ . Instead, in the multi-problem families, the child s behavior and
afl-ta,' e&....iin under the 'control of. his internal states' in random and chaotic or
nani,' rzjid,:uad stereotyped patterns of interaction. The child's environment,ln-

* stead Ofoflbring the expected optimal Rontinpnt responsiveieas to. the child's
varied u(gnals, 'tends to ignsre or misread them. The child's care-givers are ovçtly
preoccupied. depreese4 or chaOtic: : . .

Thwsrd'tbe end of tbs first year of life,and the beginning of the second, a child in
-. a multipte.iisk-factor family; Instead of showing an increase in 'organized, complex,

aisertive, anà lartovative ainetlonal Ondbehavioral patterns (for example, taking hb..
"mgthev bamid :and:esding-her wratoto .howLherthekind ofJood.he,.,.

wanta, tends to exhibit fragmented, stereotyped, and.polarized patterna.iThese ted-
'diem may be withdrawn and complaint or highly aggressive, impulsive, and disor-
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ganized. Their human evironment tends to be intrusive, controlling, and fragment-
ed. The toddler may have been prematurely separted from his care-givers, or the
care-givers may exhibit patterns of withdrawal insteadiof admiringly supporting the
toddler's initieive and autonomy and helping him to inganizeNwhat are now more1c mplex capacities for communicating, interacting, and behaving.

As the toddler's potential capacities continue to develop in the latter half of the ,
second yearLux in the third (18-36 months), profound deficits can be more clearly.
observed. The c 11 , elo frig -capacities for internal representations
(imagery) around which to organize is p vior and feelings and for differentiating
ideas, feelings, and thoughts pertaining to the self and the non-self, either develops
no representational or symbolic capacity, °nil' the capacity develops, it is not elabo-
rated beyond the most elementary descriptive form so that the child's behavior-re-
mains shallow and polarized. His sense of the emerging self, as distimished from
the sense of other people, remains fragmented and undifferentiated. Thechfld's po-
tentially emerging capacities for reality testing, impu* regulation, and mood stabi;
lization are either compromised or become extremely vulnerable' to. regression. In
other words, we see patterns either consistent, with a later borderline and psychotic
personality organization or severe asocial or antisocial impulse-ridden character die-.
orders.

At this stage, the underlying impairment manifests itself in the child's inability
to use a representational or symbolic mode to organize his behavior. In essence, the
distinctly human capacity of operating beyond the survival level, of using internal .

imagery to elaborate and organize complex feelin?s and wishes and to construct
trial actions in the emotional sphere. and of anticipating and planning ahead are'
compromised. In many of our families, the parents simply do not hve these capaci-
ties. Even when they are not under emotional distress or in states of crisis' or panic,
they do' not demonstrate symbolic mode, as evidenced in the lack of verbal commu-
nication (only one aspect of symbolic communication) and in the lack of symbolic
play. Such families tend to be fearful and to deny and fail to meet needs in their
children that are appropriate for their ages. They engage the child only in nowym-
bolic modes of cOmmuniction, such as holding, feeding, and administering physical.,
punishment, and at times they misread or respond unrealistically to the child's
emerging communications, thus undermining the development in -the child of a
sense of self and a flexible orientation to reality. .

Needless to say, the mastery, by the children in these families of higher level de-
velopmental ';.asks is even more difficult. At each new level of development, the in-
fants and toddlers who for a variety of reasons have survived earlier developmental
phases intact invariably challenge the multi-risk-factor environment with their new
capacities, for example, with their capacity for symbolic communication. The health-
ier the toddler, the more -challenging and overwhelming' ,he is likely to be to the
people around him. In a pattern that we have fiequently observed, the child moves
ahead of the parent (engaging, for example, in symbolic play around themes'of de-
pendency or sexuality), and thus the parent becomes confused and either withdraws
from, or behaves intrusively, toward the child. Shortly, unless othef more skillful
care-vers are available, the child begins to regress to presymbolic modes of behav-
ing. The child may, ,be able to consolidate his higher level capacities when he begins
to receive support from other systems, such as the school, and is capable of under-
standing his parents' limitations. These capacities, however, can only develop, when
.the child is a little older. The youngster who,experiences developmental failures, in-
cluding the failure to develop a full representational or syMbolic capacity (the basis
for formal school experience later. on), will unquestionably be handicapped in all
subsequent opportunities for learning and copying.

' CLINICAL AND SERVICE SYSTEM APPROACHES

On the encouraging side, we have found that in most of the families we work
with, the maladaptive trands just described can be reversed. By carefully pidpoint-
irig the area in which a child's development first begins to go awry and by using
organized and comprehensive clinical techniques and service system approaches, we
have.been able to effect significant reversals in the direction of more adaptive pat-
terns...Many parents in our population began their childrearing as teenagers and.
have commonly experienced further deterioration in their own functioning and that°
of their infants with each subsequent birth. In most instances, however, even when,
a woman has had four or more children; we have been able to reverse this pattern
of deterioration by, means of appropriate clinical methods and services. In a n ber
of these multi-risk-factor families, we have observed that after they enter ou

(Agram, a gradual improvement takes place in the mother and a modest but
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change 'in. the first baby born thereafter. Then, if the family remains inthe_,program
and 'a second baby: is born, the change in the family is dramatic and refleCted in
the new baby's more optimal development. '

For example; Mrs.: E. was :pregnant when she came to our attention; At . first
glance she appeared to the team social worker to be beyond help .after. she was
found sleeping on the street. Allot' her children:had been removed from her,Care.bY
the county department of protective services after she 'had severely .abused and ne-
glected Ahem: Mrs. E. appeared unable lb , think except in concrete terms, at times
was psychotic,. could not -communicate' her thoughts and plans, and seemingly lived
by impulse only and a talent for survival. Shortly before the birth of herthild-. a: few
months laterLhaweVer, .she- entered our program, prompted by our outkeach efforts.
All of Op; collective efforts to induce. Mri. E. to use:a support:structure (for exam-

' ple, to obtain hOusing; food, or -clothing): failed: :Nevertheless,. subsequently; :

own accord; she requested foster for.the new infant befOre.devere-trauma could' :

be° inflicted on the E. Maintained': contact with 'this -Child. and a
great. deal Of Progress! in treatment .oVer 24rear period. .When-she became pregnant

'.; again,. not only 'could she care-. for the, newest babY.hut was able to Work. and support' -
an apartment.; Thus far,- with theinpiietie support; she hhs nurtured acaniPetent
month-Old:ard also has become constructively involved 'with her older children

Evisti: When improvement was not so dratnatic; expected patterns 'Of. deteriora-
tion, . Often did not take place, in our familiee and some ,of them !.became CiPable of

,.adiquatelystiPiorting the firOaitli and development. ef :their children :Many
erg,, for who Prerouily had Children ::taken .away and' put in foster care
beanie able to i Care fora; 'new :infaiit.' for:their older children. 'AIM,. softie-
Motheralliehad been recurrently hospitalized foiPSYChiatrie illneieinthe past ..

the abilitY to function ;appropriately, with a new ;baby; and have not been .
tehospitaliied for psychiatric illness :for. Zor more yesie.,''

We .found that the babies. in our 'families had a surprising .CanaCity to recover
from early:develOPmental deviations: Eienwheiraninfant'S..deVelopnient had dete.
riorated during the first of life (as evidenced, by; gaze aversion, muscle ri-

and a itatnof lability),MterVention with appropriate patterns. of care (includ=.
!mg special.clinical techniques) could-lead adaptive. homeostactic and 'ittachnient
:capacities within ;1 tp 2 months.

to
. Infants would; beilcOme apathetiC andWithdraiva and

!begurtO show delays in senserimobie deVelopment when no one WoUld,read their
. on, respond to them; However, with patient, !clinically informed care; they

interactink With people .tnd; within 2 to weeks of intensive interVen-
&begin to catch up developmentally.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL SE VICES

I can discuits onlYbrieflY some of the:Principles on which. a clinical and service
approach ,tomidti-risk-factor families shouldbe based:. Although services fOr

population have been a subject 'of ;much study, (2,5,9;12,13;18727); will , try to
preeent some perspective on the Organiiition and services ,challenges for the child
and family related to the:child at each stage, of his. development: .

A CoreprehefistM tipPtoach reqUiree.thaVnnamber of elements of, combined: (a)
services thatAtespond M.Conerete needs (foOd :. housing, and so forth); (b)
a planned effort to Meet the need el.thefetnilY and. the child for:an:Ongoing; t'ruet-
irig : relationship, (c) specific clinical techniques and services that focus on
the many lines of a cluld'a develcipnient and that are apecific,th the child's tasks
each deyelOpMeiita mibpIasie,; and (d) a special support' structure at enC-
site or full therapeutic day care for, the child; innOWitive out to the

Y, Mid engOing:traineig and supervision ef the program staff:
To respond to the finiilY's concrete 'needs;.varitmecomniunity agencies to be

re-ginned, to bUild; e foundatiOn.. the'. family's survival. 'However, this apPiench
alone will not ensure since manY. of the ;families, for a variety of
reasons, are adept fit circumventing Offers. of traditional ; !

'The second component of a comprehensive effort,: and one thitasabielutelY, Mime
sary for :these families; Is:whin:Min relationshiti- With one or more workers. Stich 'a
relatiOnshiphosieVer, is not easy, tOestabliSh, brtise dietriist is often ingrained:in

.N each parent well in the faraily as a unit« This human relationship needs ; to
grow *aye: paralleling _the infants development and ..needs to help the parents !

facilitate that development. ,To proVide this Miman relationship; we' have 'used both
. . ..

team -and'e single primarY clinician. . . .

Organizing to respond to a &nifty's- concrete needs 'and offering, the family.:a.
shaman-'relationehip-,7.-htiviefer; are not, enough. That ;human relationship must be
able-to help the parents Understand some of their maladaptive coping strategimi and

.

. ,
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teach them how to deal both.' with their own primary needs and those of their r
infant. In addition, special clinical techniques -and patterns of care 417) to reverse
maladaptive developmental patterns in the areas of affect and social interaction,
sensorimotor development, and cognition must be available at the appropriate time.
Moreover, the intervention must occur over a sufficiently long period to allow the
family's-own strengths to take over and sustain it. We are speaking here then not of
a crisis intervention approach over o few months but an approach that will be avail-
able to the families for several years at a minimum. We are found that. after work-
ing with many of these families for some 2 yefirs, the mother's capacity to nurture
and facilitate the development of a new baby is significantly more advanced than
when she entered the prOgram pregnant with an earlier child. In other words, when
the helping relationship is offered over a, period of time the frequently observed
trend of multi-problem families to deteriorate further upon the birth of each-subse-
quent baby (a tren that often starts when the parents are still teenagers) begins to
be reversed.

In addition, the proach to the multiple needs of these infants and their families
must be integr . Simply offering nutritional 'advice (28) or educational counsel,
providing co bye stimulation, or taking an entirely infant centered or entirely
family-center approach is not sufficient. The infants. have individual differences
that dictate s ial rns of care; at the same time, the concerns of their care-
givers and of i y members have to be addressed. Each stage in the infant's
and the family's development requires specialized clinical services and service
system approaches (17). ,

.. CONCLUSION;
1

In summary, infant morbidity, including social, psychological, and cognitive malr
function, is a ,major national concern. Yet, reducing the risk factors in-infant mor- .
bidity has, perhaps necessarily, been considered of secondary importance to reduc-
ing the risk factors in infant mortality. As infant mortality is increasingly reduced
through improved technology and improved "delivery of services, more and more
babies will be potentially capable of optimal development along social, psychological,
and cognitive dimensions. However, as the families in our study have shown, the
risks of infant morbidity are grave. These risks encompass a broad range of basic
human needsthe fundamental need to survive associated with physical protectiOn
and care, the need to form some human attachment, the need for someone to read
and respond correctly too a baby's signals, and the need to fostei a youngster's own
capacity for basic skills, such as reality, testing, impulse modulation, mood organize-

..tion, initiative, and mastery of new experience. These risks of morbidity will remain
grave until the programs organized to reduce them tak'e on an integrated prenatal
and postnatal focus that extends over at least 3 to 5 years. in these programs, con;
sideration m t be given both to the infant's and the .fainily's needs, and -treatment
approaches m st build on the potentially solid constitution and developmental pat-
tern of the inf me Only then will such intervention offer the promise of reversing
the unhealthful rends, that'we have observed in multi-risk-factor families, in jelich
one generation with many problems leads to another - generation with many of the
same problems. Many of the families in our study already represent the third or
fourth generation of multi -rick- factor families.

Although the costs of offering programs of intervention are great, the costs of not
offering them are even greater. The estimated 6 percent of the U.S. population that
use 50 to 75 percent of all health; mental health, and social services account for eco-
nomic and social costs that are compolinded by the additional loss to society that
these people might have contributed to the labor force and to other creative endeav-
orb (2). . .

Programs of prevention are expensive, but they are not so costly as might be
imagined, since even when services are offered to an entire high-r:ak community,
only a small ,percentage of the fiuni1; in that community will actually need the
most intensive help. Selma Freiberg, as director of a Michigan infant mental health
program, found that in a program offering a range of preventive services including
intensive individual clinical services, the average cost per family participatinkwas
$850 (personal communication, December 1980). In terms of providing screening and
backup for an entire community, the cost per: family for such preventive services
would average out to a significantly lesser amount. .

Perhaps we need to look at the cost-benefit ratio. Using cases from our own study
to project the probabilities (based on observed,family patterns and 'clinicalassiunp-
tions) of different outcomes with and without preventive intervention, we found that
benefits outweighed costs by five .sar six to one (depending on the degree of risk). In-



terestingly, in the cases at greater riak,.in whiCh initial costs might he_ high, the
benefit to-cost ratio was often better than in less-severe cases, because the benefits
of preventive intervention were relatively greater (29).
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RESPOND BY EDWARD N. BRANDT,R., TO QUESTIONS FROM CONGRESOMAN WILLIAM
LEHMAN

Question I. Although the general health of this Nation's Children semis to. be get-N..ting better, we both. agree that serious problems still exist: problems such as the
continued high incidence of low birth weight babies, and a continued high rate of
infant mortality. We both agree that something can and must be done to prevent
these costly and unnecessary problems.

We may differ, however, when, it come to an understanding of whaole the Fed
eral Government should play in maintaining and promoting the health of our chil-dren. -

For:. instance:. There is no disagreement that prenatal care has a positive effect on
pregnancy 'outcome. The -Administration, however, has continually proposed large
cuts in Medicaid: This is the program that pays for prenatal scare and delivery se -cies for those who cannot afford them, including women most at risk of having uhealthy' babies. -

. There is no disagreement that proper. nutritional intake also improves pregnan
outcome including increasing the birth weight of the infant. Yet, the Administra--
tiOn's fiscal year 1984 budget proposed to hold the WIC program to the arise-fund-
ing level as 1983 without any provision for inflation or rising costa, and despite the
hundreds of thousands of women, infants, and children who are on waiting lists forthis program.

These are two examples of the Administration's practices directly contradicting
its theory. HoW, Dr. Brandt, do_ yati expect to ever reach the goals you have present-
ed to us if the actions of the Federal Government continue to work against those
goals?

Answer. The national health strategy I described in.my testimony goes beyond
what the Federal, Government can achieve acting alone. The Improvements in
health care and health status that form the basis for the initiative demand efforts
extending beyond federally sponsored programs. This is an important paint to keep
in mind wheuevaluating the scope and variety of programs and activities required
to achieve our national goals. The individual and collectiveefforts of health profes-
sionals, business and industry, organized labor, educational institiitions, voluntary
organizations, and public officials at the local, State and national level are required
if we are to realize these goals. State and local initiatives are particularly.importantto this effort as they are the best way to ensure that the undertaken as
part of the initiative are tailored to the needs of specific popp tions. Thus, the na-
tional goals and objectives are really guideposts intended to shape and monitor,
public and private efforts at every ,level of society to improve the health of the
'American people. The appropriate role of the Federal Government is to lead, cata-
lyze, and to provide strategic support for this effort. Success depende on our ability
to forge a strong public-private partnership around common objectives. I am. im-
pressed with the process that has already been made and aril confident that wewill achieve, if not surpass, our goals.

Question 2. Both the Senate .and the House are considering, legislation requiring
more comprehensive health warningaon cigarette packages; including specificwarn -'
ings concerning the hazards of smoking. while pregnant WoUld you support such
legislation as a health promotion strategy?

Answer. As we have testified, smoking by a pregnant women presents a serious
. hazard to the life and well being of the fetus and the new baby. The Department

has and this Adniinistration continues to support the need for a stronger. warning

Question J The ffitle ierfamily limning. program represents this Nation's Majorvehicle to prevent,unintended childbearing: particularly among teenagers. Yet.this-
Administration has sought to weaken the program through-budget cutsor by:fund-
ing it through block grants where there would be no assurance that States would
actually provide family planning services. Also, rules requiring parental notification
for adolescents obtaining prescription contraceptives under the program were pro-
mulgated which, if they had not been blocked by the courts, would certainly, have
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inhibited - thousands of adolescents, from family planning services:, And, re-
cently the tinnily' planning program was removed froth the Bureau of Healthare
Delivery and Assistance, the traditional 'home- of health care 'delivery progrims, to
the -.Office of Faniily Plata...ling after-assurances. by the :Administration that this
would not happen. Can you explain why the Administration appearsso determined

weaken the family planning program',;- which is so. clearly _designed to prevent.
.problem pregnancies, especially among iidoleicentaT ,

Administration is,Strengly comMitted to providing: fainily planning ' .

'servicet-to those who .'ntied and want. them. Vigorous actions :are being: taken to
; 'ensure a -stiongTitle X Tinnily p program. ;. -

-:budget,,WoUldProVide States 'increased:fieiribili plan,. implenie ti and °in-'
ch would

enable the ; elithination of "chiplicatite; the-iiicrease the efficienry.. service
trol health services in order to beit meet their neerlii This -app

The:block 'grant:approack. pro y the Adniinistra 'On ilithe &cal year 1984

and the I of ffea j; imposed 'burdens on -the States., rther
; since planning is clearly part of primary health car, the health of

American wornen would :be. imp relied with. integrated health care` prOgiarrL
The. reorganization' of the faintly planning program was, designed :to: cdnsolidate

tnotie;pragrame the Public .liaalt.h.Serv,ice: that are related. to..familY. 'planning,
adolescent finally life;:and population f affairs:111e consolidation of these chiely
lated, programs haft had a positive .eff*t aii-eiich. "It has 1E4;0 srisiter=.. management
iffiCieneiei. by the ',two 'opvinting. 'PrOgrariakfinilY plannizik and adoleit-

:Cent farnililife-iinder a single 'prograM manager, the Deputy Aisistant Secretary
for Population !Affairs .(DASPA). It has -alio. eliminated the previons Separation 'be-

-1 tWeen the setting of airerillOoliCy :in family planning and.the operations which im-
' nlenientthe policy.; The reorganization placed the. DASPA 'in chargeof_bperatiOns as

;well ai..!Palicy. oversight, 'thereby bringing the' organiiatioe `arrangement into :con.;
fermance with 'statutory proVisions regarding the DASpA'i responsibility:for *drain-
littering family planning. . ..- ,

Question
.

While I-applaud the unique Collaboration' of the publiC and private sec-
tors in .the '"Heilthy .Mothers /Healthy -Babies" Campaign, aren't. ,you troubled by.' -
the fact that the services these women are being encouraged to utilize are, in fact,
not available at a sufficient level to meet their. needs? " .

Answer. First of all, what 'We are encouraging is proper counseling from resources
which are already available and being utilized. We .would like to see more emphasis
by these 'proliders and counselors on appropriate preVentiVe techniques, especially

. ...those which can be undertaken .bythe patients themselves. Beyond that,' it may well ,
be that :"demandfor services would be stimulated instime areas. :

ti on
I know of al). area' more vital than prenatal care and associated -riven-

: don' measures I would not be surprised. to learn that States and communities had
adjusted their priorities to 'augment preventive services' where, they were insuffi-
cient. I would like to suggiiiit -that the Jobs Bill added gignificant resources to _miter-
iial'and child health, primary care, and WIC appropriations so that unmet concerns
about more resources have been addressed -for any medical or health need there is -
alWays more to be done. Mit I believe that/our-concern:is evident in the efforts that ;

have 'already. been made to assure the availability' and_ of -health .care
n:es:in underserved areas and to special populations through Our. BUtaiiii

. Health Care Delivery and Assistance.
. .

\ -

:ANSPOiTIOMBYEDiVARD N. BRANDT, eiR.,,,TO QUIMTIONS FROM CONGRESSMAN MICKEY

Question 1. Dr. Brandt, at our first hearing in April, we heard from several wit-
, nessei 'about the link between teenage pregnancy and poverty, Clearly this commit-

tee has a responsibility, to explore the roots ofthis tragic problem and to investipte
possible solutions. It ;apPears that -the Department of Health and Human Services'
priority addressing pregnancy is the Adolescent Family Life Actone of
the few-rniOgranis forwhich the Department is requesting an' increase this year. One
of the major thrusts of this program M to deter 'adolescents' from becoming sexually
active.- Can yOU describc,the.kinds of projects the Department has funded to achieve
this goal?

Answer. The DePakment, through the Adolescent Family Life Program, is explor,
ing a: variety of approaches to encourage adolescents to defer sexual activity. In de-
veleping, these preventive p we have been careful to take into consideration
the develeinientalt stage. of e , adolescent, as well as :the influences of peers, the
family, or thelarger community upon them.
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'Projepta; "represent a diversity of service providers and settings, including hospi-
tals, idaersities, public schools, church organizations, community, health and
human service ageriedes, and youth organizations in both rural and urban areas.

. Particular efforts are made to help parents communicate to their children the benet
fits of postponing early sexual activity., . .

Based upon recent research findings on effective ways of preventing early sexual
activity among. adolescents, the projects are trying to enhance the self-esteem and
self-worth of teenagers; filiprove their decisionmaking skills and increase their abili-
ty to withstand any adverse peer pressures, and foster better career planning an .
personal achievement goals. These tasks for adolescents are .achieved through a va-
riety of different approach,* such as improved curricula administered in agency and.
school settings`and'in-depth counseling" in_lifferent organizations and settings.

Professi6nals work* with parents and adolescents to reduce premarital sexual
activity are also assisted by the-Adolescent Family.Life Prograra through the devel;
opment of appropriate teaching and counseling materials, as well as the enhance-
ment of their ability in communicating with them. Einallydrawing. upon the con-
certed efforts of the adolescents, their families, concerned professionals, and volun-
teer community groups attempts are being made to projecta more positive image of
teenagers in.the media and the local community which emphasize the' benefits of
po,tponing early sexualactivitywhile facilitating the emotional and intellectual de-
velopment of these adolescents.

.

Question 2. The Adolescent Family Life Act contains rigorous evaluation proce-
dures. Is there any evidence, thus far, to-indicate the success of the program?

Answer. Preliminary infoi.niation does indicate that these.. projects are having
positive effects: viany projects report that their, efforts to get pregnant teenagers
into:tileir prenatal care programs earlier are succeeding and resulting in fewer coin-

_ . .-plicationkat birth and a lower incidence of low birth weight babies Most projects
also report\khat more'young women are staying in school due to the assisthncepro-vided by the dolesient ..Faniily 'Life projects. Some' projects report a draniatic 'in-
crease in the ri nber of young women choosing idoption. We are also encouraged
that a countrywi e program in the East is already able to report that unintended
adolescent pregnaneifa are decreasing in their county while rates in surrounding!,

, counties are-rising. Since these projects were fended lait fall, the earliest the de-'
tailed evaluations will be available is the. ummer of 1989. However, the preliminary
results from the projects themselves shoW major immediate improvements in the
wellbeing of young mothers and their children, as well as. indicating that these pro-,
grams are successful. "N

Question'S. Several months ago, it was learnedmuch to my distrmii, as well as
my colleaguesthat the Adolescent Family Life Act administrators had not award-
ed grants to minority organizations. Since adolescent pregnancy probe nis are preva-.
lent to minorities, why haven't 'appropriate monies been channeled to Minority or-
ganizations?,It is my understanding that, only one out of 60 or 65 grants went to an
agency headed by an Hispanic. And this agency did not even represent t e minority
community: Out of an appropriation of $11 million, $10 million of wh h went to
grant awards, I would imagine that someone could come up with an equi ble meth -

. odology in allocating funds. ,
Answer.'In fiscal year 1982, the Adolescent Family Life program funded a variety

of demonstration projects under the sponsorship of minority organizations" that are
designed for the needs ofkininorities -within the populations they serve. Examples of
such projects are as folloWs: Norfolk State University .(Norfolk, Virginia), a tradi-
gonally black institution that is providing family day care, parenting classes,/and
educational, health, and social services for pregnant adolescents and adoldscenf par
ents; Hill Health Corporaton (New' Haven, Connecticut), a community- controlled
health center with a comprehensive adolescent clinic and a family togetherness_ pro-
gram; Economic Opportunity family Health Center (Miami, Florida), an ambulatory
health care center providing both prevention and. cae services to/people residinj in
multi-family, low-income housing projects; Providence Ambulatory Health

. Foundation, ,Inc. (Providence,,Rhode Island), a network of six ambulatory health
care facilitieli providing services to the inner-city, low income, ethnic communities pf
Providence; Discovery Rooms for Children (New York, New York), a family commu-
nity center providing an environment that fosters learning, growth, and:develop-
ment for the entire family; and (ties- Schools, (Washington; D.C.), a private, non-
profit organization addressing the:nee& of adolescent females and males, adolescent
parents, and the parents of adolescents.

The Adolescent Family Life program, moreover:has many projects designed .to ad-
dress the needs of minorities within the populations served. Half of these projects
serve primarily minority adolescents They a.e as follows: .,
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Women's Advocacy Bureau, taton Rouge, La.
Hull House Association, Chicago, Ill.
Discov. ery Room for Children, New York, N.Y.
St. Mary's Human Development Center, Ridgeland, S.C.
Mt. Vernon 'Public Schools, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
St. Ann's Infant Maternity House, Hyattsville, Md.
Family. Hospital, Milwaukee, Wis. .

Family Service Agency of San Francisco, San Francisco, Calif.
Child Opportunity Program, Denver, Colo.

. Charles Henderson Child Health Center,.Troy, Ala.
St. Margaret's Hospital, Dorchester, Mass.
Catholic Social Services of Wayne County, Detroit., Mich.
Green County Health Care, Snow Hill,, N.C.
St. Mary's Hospital, Kansas City, Mo.
University of South Carolina, ColUmbia, S.C.
Providence Ambulatory Health, Providence, R.I.
Camden County Department of Health, Camden, N.J.
Tuccon Unified School District No 1, Tucson, Ariz.

- Economic Opportunity Family Health Center, Miami, Fla.
. YMCA of St. Petersburg, St-Petersburg, Fla..
Hill Health Corporation, Haven, Ct.
State of IWwi onolulu,
Norfolk State University,. Norfolk, Va. .

. Cities-In-Schools, Washington, D.C! , -

. City of Gary, Gary, Ind.
Question 4. In 1978, Congrees enacted a program to help pregnant adolescents and

young parents: To the best or my knowledge, the evaluation of that program is still
not available. Can you share with us whether the money spent through that pro-
gram to help school-aged mothers overcome the handicaps of early pregnancy and
parenthood has yielded results in terms of improved pregnancy outcomes, lower
rates of school drop-out, reducedlikelihood of welfare dependency, etc.?

'Answer.. In accordance with Title VII of PL 95-626, }MS contracted with -au inde-
pendent organization to conduct an evaluation of the Title VI programs for preg-
nant and .parenting adolescents. The evolution study is in its last phasethe-analy-
sis of individual client data. It is expected that the study Will be completed by the -
spring of 1984. However, the Department-has been able to substantiate from individ-
ual evaluations that these programs Haire helped school-age, motheni over-
come the handicaps df early pregnancy and parenthood and have resulted in im-

.proved. pregnancy outcome, lower school dropout rates, arid
pendency.

.
Data collected from tie Johns- Hopkini Hospital Adolescent Center, a Title VI

grantee,. Suppert-thaectiveness. of. comprehensive services such as early.and con-
osing-prenatal care ,.:nutrition services continuing education, slid job counseling,
a comparison with a 'control group thilr project showed decreasing welfare .de-

pendency and repeat pregnancies amongadolescents-they-served.-Caesarianeeetions--- - -
were less frequent and perinatal deaths markedly less among the Hopkins adoles-
cent mothers. More of these Young mothers completed high school and established

---n ucear-famillia-Eyahiaticrrof-other-prejects-revealed-data -similar to -the Hopkins
P

tion In my District alone, I represent Harris County in Houston, Tease: the
pregnancy has -been most starving.. Jefferson-Davis Hospital, which has more deny-

:
eves than any other hospital in each -year, and thus may servo as some sort of a
monitor,, has felt this. surge ;in ',teenage pregnancies. In 1977, 36.2 percent of all
births were to teenage mothers" ranging in age 'froth 12 to 19 yeani. Nine .percent .
were to -mothers 16 anciOnder. Thirty percent of the tee mothers mere having

. their second, third, fourth, or.fifth child.In other words, pecent of the 'teen
births were repeaters. Thertylire three` mothers who had their fifth chilciat age 19:
These are truly babies hiving babies-Row:will the Adolescent ,Family Life Act or
any other-Administration program assist these children? . .

Answer.-The Administration shares your 'deep concern about the'high rates of un-
intended' initial and, repeat .pregnancies -arn-Cing adolescents and the suffering that
this inflicts upon the young mothers and Children.. . .

There are no Simple or easy solutions to these difficult'situatiOns.' The Adolescent
Family:Life Prairani is a new approach to the Problem of addlisent pregnancy. It is
designed to dOlop: pregnancy care service models Which .are intended to-alleviate:
the adverse consequences of -earlY:Parentine for the 'young mother and -child wid
discourage repeat pregnancies. By providing a variety of integrated and cOMPrehen-

.
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sive health and educational services such as prenatal and postnatal care, nutrition
courseling, eraucational and vocational assistance, and adoption counseling and re-
ferral services for pregnant teenagers and young mothers and their children, these
programs help adolescents to become. productive and pelf-sufficient citizens.

The Adolescent Family Life Program also develops and tests new ways of reach-
ing these adolescents in order to encourage them to postpone early sexual activity
which so often leads to the consequences which you have detailed. The results of
these Adolescent Family Life demonstration projects can then be used by local com-
munities like Houston to help them further respond effctively to the problem of
teenage pregnancy.

.In addition, the Department operates a wide variety of programs w 'eh fund serv-
ices to adolescents as part of a larger mission to provide services to roader popu:
lation. The major problems are as follows: The Maternal and ild Health block
grant (Title V of the Social Security Act) which distributes f ds to States to pro-
vide maternal, infant, and child health services to high risk, ow-income people; the
Social Services block grant (Title XX of the Social Security Act) whi llocates
money to the States. The States may use these funds to pay for a variety social
service:: including day care, child welfare, child protective program", foster ca e, and
family planning; the Primary Care and Preventive Health block gra.its (Title X of
the Public Health Service Act) to the States which fund preventive health and pri
mary care services for low-income people; Title X of the Public Health Service Act
which distributes funds for family planning medical ,and counseling services to
women in need of such services, particularly those women below 150 percent pover-
ty; and Medicaid, Title XIX of the Social Security Act, authorizes matching funds to
the States to pay for medical services to low-income people.

Question 6. Considering the alarming trend in the surge of teenage pregnancy,
will the Administration continue its crusade in pushing for the enactment of the
parental notification regulatidn (snitch rule), which requires the parents of minors'
to be notified that their children are obtaining prescripticn contraceptives? What is
the objective of this rule,-,-to double or triple our teenage pregnancy rate, which was
over 1.5 millon in 1980'alone?

Answer. The parental notification regulations implement a 1981 amendment to
Title X which requires projects supported by Title X to encourage family participa-
tion in the provision of family planning services. The regulations provide an oppor-
tunity for family involvement in an area in which health considerations make pa-
rental involvement particularly appropriate. The regulations strike a reasonable
balance between the requirement of making federally funded family planning serv-
ices available to adolescents and the requirement of encouraging family participa-
tion to the extent practical.

The Department carefully considered the assorted arguments raised regarding the
effects on minors of the parental' notification requirement. We are not convinced
that these effects can reasonably be predicted at this time. The contention that the
regulations will result in a large upswing in the number of teenage pregnancies is
misguided. We believe estimates of the number of additional pregnancies likely to
result have been exaggerated. The contraceptive 9ractices of teenagers may also im-
prove as the result of parental involvement, with teenagers paying greater attention
to the health consequences of the various available methods of contraception. Also
some teenagers may be persuaded through conversations with their parents to ab-
stain from sexual activity, removing all health risks associated with such activity.

In sum, we believe that-thecongressional directive for family participation should
be put into effect by the parental notification mechanism and that the opportunity
this notification presents for parental involvement in decisions regarding the use by
minors of prescription drugs and devices will, on balance, be of benefit to the minors
subject to the rule.

Although the *no-illations were due to become effective on February 25, 1983, the
Department has been restrained from implementing them by court orders.

Question 7. Few programs have had the success as has the lArjQ program in de-
creasing the infant mortality rate in this country. It is most -alaIrrtnng to learn that
infant mortality statistics for the poor in the U.S. were no better than those in Hon-
duras. A Boston study has estimated that malnutrition has substantially decreased
within the two years of the inception of the WIC pr am. How can this Adminis-
tration, with's clear conscience, support cuts in the WIC program?

Answer. The4981 U.N. Demographic Handbook (published in 1983) shows Hondu-
ras as having incomplete registration of, deaths. The Population Division of the
United Nations estimates' that Honduras had an infant mortality rate of 95.4 per
1,000 for 1975-8Q (1981U.N. Demographic Yearbook, Table 9, p. 294). This rate is
considerably higher than any rate observed in the United States.

.442
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We defer to the Department of Agriculture on WIC questions.
Question 8. Several studies have come out:recently showing a substantial increase

in infant mortality in those areas hit seriously by the recession. Houston, Baltimore,
Pittsburgh are just a few of the areas hard hit by these uncertain economic times.
This 'Administration has attempted to deny the significance of these studies; i.e.,
OMB Director David 'Stockman at the National Press Club claimed such studies
were biased. It is difficult to imagine how the Administration can deny the fact that
in 1982, the infant mortality rate for all races was 11,2 per, 1,000 births. For the last
available figures, 11.4 was reported for whites and 2(8 for blacks. In my own
trict, infant mortality was 12.11 per 1,000. This is only a slight decrease from 1981
which reported a 13.74 rate. What programs ,are in effect at this time to deal with
these startling figures?

Answer. The Administration is not denying the fact that the infant mortality rate
in 1982 was 11.2 deaths per 1,000 births. This represents a 4 percent decline from
the 1981 rate and is consistent with the downward trend that has been observed
since the late 1960's. In 1980 (the latest year for which race-specific data are availa-
ble) the black infant mortality rate was 21.4 compared to 11.0 for white infants. The
Administration is certainly concerned about the disparity between the health of
white and black infants but it must be pointed out that this disparity has existed
ever since statistics have been available and is not, due to the current recession. We
have seen no convincing study which shows a substantial increase in infant mortal-
ity in areas hit seriously by the recession. The studies we have seen all suffer from
serious methodological problems and inadequate statistical analyses of mortality
rates for small areas. In fact, the dila presented by-Congressman Leland clearly il-
lustrate some of these problems. The Congressman reports that the infant mortality
rate in his District fell from 13.74 to 12.11 per 1,000 between 1981. and 1982, which is
mistakenly characterized as "only a slight decrease." Over the past 15 years, infant
mortality rates have been declining at about '5 percent per year. Yet, the decline in
Congressman Leland's District was 11.9 percent, an unprecedented annual decline-if
it had occurred nationally. However, the reason for such a large decline is that the
number of births and deaths upon which these rates are based are too small to
permit stable estimates of the change between two years. These issues have been
addressed in more detail in my testimony of March 14, 1983i to the Subcommittee
on Rural Development, Oversight and Investigation, Committee' on Agriculture, Nu-
trition and Forestry.

Question 9, Please provide infant mortality statistics of whites, blacks, Hispanics,
and Asian Americans.

Ahswer. It is not possible to res..nd directly to the request for infant mortality
statistics of Hispanics and. Asian ericans. With respect to Asian Americans, al-
though national infant mortality rates are reported, they are notoriously inaccruate
due to differences in the way race is reported on the birth and death certificates.
Certain States, such as California, which link birth and death records, may have
more reliable rates for Asian Americans-available since they can calculate rates
based on race as recorded on the birth certificate.

However, national data are available on low birth weight, an important correlate
of infant mortality. In 1980, the following proportions of live births were below 2,500
grams:

Percent

All piths
White

6.8
5.7

Black 12.5
American Indians 6.5
All Asian and Pacific Islanders 6.5

Chinese 4.9
' Japanese 6.2

Filipino 7.4

In addition, data ara lable for 22 States by Hispanic parentage. For-1980, the
following proportions of live births were below 2,500 grams:

Patent

Total Hispanics 6.1

Mexicans 5.6
Puerto Ricens 8.9
Cubans 5.6
Central and South Americans 5.8
Other and Unspecified Hispanic 7.0
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RESPONSE SY EDWARD N. BRANDT, JR., TO QUESTION FROM CONGRESSMAN THOMAS
BLILEY

Question. The Centers tor Disease Control (CDC) maintains statistics on .certain
key measurements of infants and children applying for WIC participation. Have
these measurements shown any deterioration in the past year?

Answer. The CDC Coordinated Pediatric Nutrition Surveillance System collects
data from the initial screening-examinations of infants and children froM relatively
low-income families enrolled in the WIC Program and other publicly supported de-
lixery programs in 32 selected States. The data show there have been no increase in
the prevalence of abnormal indicators during calendar year 1982. There has been a
reduction in the prevalence of linear growth stunting, overweight, and anemia over
the seven-year period from January 1976 through December 1982.

The results of the initial screening-examinations of approximately 200,000 chil-
dren indicate the overall prevalence of linear growth stunting (low height-for-age)
and of overweight (high weight-for-height) has declined slowly over the seven-year , .
period from January 1976 through December 1982. The prevalence of growth stunt-
ing declined from approximately 9.5 percent to 8.5 percent and the prevalence of
overweight declined from approximatley 8.5 percent to 7.5 percent during this
period. The decline in prevalence Was observed principally in infants under two
years of age. Older children showed little consistent change in the prevalence.of ab- ,'
normal growth indicators. The fotir ethnic groups with sufficient representation in
the surveillance system to be evaluated statistically (white, black, Hispanic, Native
American) all shared in the decline in prevalence.

The prevalence of low weight-for-age and low weight-for-height remained at or
below 5 percent. Since the cutoff for determining low values is the fifth percentile of .

the National Center for Health- Statistics reference growth curves for American
children, the children applying for WIC or other publicly supported service delivery
programs in participating States do'not have an abnormally high prevalence of low
weight-for-age or low weight-for-height.

Similar evaluation of trends in anemia prevalence, based on initial screening re-
sults in approximatley 115,000 children, also indicated an 'overall downward trend
from approximatley 9 percent to approximatley 7 percent prevalence over the seven-
year period. Trends in anemia were generally more viable than those in linear
growth and overweight, but all ethnic groups showed the same overall pattern. Age
group differences in anemia trends_were not-consistently observed.

The standards-used-to-evalifite anemia prevalence are the fifth percentile for age
and sex for hemoglobin or hematocrit, based on data from the 1971 National Health

and Nutrition Survey (NHANES) conducted by the National Center for Health Sta-
tistics. Infants under six months of age are not included in the, evaluation of anemia
trends since data from the NHANES survey are not adequate to estimate percentile
cutoffs for this age grdup. .

The data tabulated cannot be taken as representative of U.S. children generally,
but do represent the results of initial screening evaluations for infants and children
from relativley low-ipcome families enrolled in the WIC Program and other publicly
supported service delivery programs in participating States.
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